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A B S T R A C T

This is a study of the problems presented by the metres 
of the Pall Canonf seen in their historical setting as represent 
ing the Early Middle Indian phase in the evolution of Indian 
metre. During this phase^ which is regarded as a turning point 
in the linguistic transition f*om Old Indian (Vedic) to Late 
Middle Indian (Apfcbhramte) ̂ a number of new metres appearedt and 
an entirely new technique of versification was developed which 
differed in principle from the old Vedic technique. This 
new technique was adopted alike for Classical Sanskrit and for t 
Prakrit vernacular literature of the following centuries, and an 
understanding of it should enable us to obtain a better grasp of 
the metrics of these later phases of Indian literature.

An attempt is here made to collect and assess all previous 
contributions to the study of the ancient metres and related

‘  » ' • ‘ |L * * (  f ; « M ■ 4 •

subjects, and to show how these many different fields of study 
are interrelated and can thus be made to contribute to the elucl 
atlon of one another9s problems.

The language of the Canon presents many difficulties which 
have to be studied before we can tackle the problems of scansion
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and at the same time the linguistic and metrical trends 
constantly interacted on one another#

The most important feature of the new metres was theii 
close connection with musicy the study of which has proved to 
be indispensable in our research on the history of Indian 
literature#

The changes in metrical usage provide perhaps the 
most decisive tests in determining the age of any document in 
verse (and even in prose composition the current metrical 
rhythms may be reflected) • Ve should thu6 be able to reconsta 
act the history of the ancient literature without relying on 
subjective opinions, and establish a firm basis for our 
research on that most Interesting phase of the history of 
Indian civilization which is marked by the rise and fall of thi 
Empire of Magadha (500 B*C#-100B#C#), and for the confused 
period which followed#



I R I R 0 D U C T I 0 K

The Problem of Pali Metre and the significance of its solution

1* The study of Pali is at present seriously handicapped by 
a difficulty which is only slightly felt in Vedic and Epic 
Sanskrit, whilst it is not encountered at all in the Classical 
Sanskrit literature* The verse texts of the ancient Pali 
literature contain such a large proportion of lines which 
apparently do not scan that it seems only by chance that padas 
coinciding in structure with the familiar Sanskrit metres occu 
here and there# Moreover the Pali Canon, largely as a result 
of this metrical confusion, has the appearance of so teeming 
with corruptions as to be of very poor value as a historical 
document#

Some of the poems in more complex metres contain only a 
minority of apparently scannable padas in the editions now in 
use, and in some cases the metres were not even recognized for 
many years# Thus of the Isiddslgatha in the Therlgatha, 
edited in 1883 by Pischel, who clearly did not suspect that 
his text was in the ariya (arya) metre, Mrs# Rhys Davids in a 
footnote to her translation 26 years later (1909) remarkst 
"I am unable to classify the metre throughout this poem, from 
the first line #•*«• to the last” ("Psalms of the Sisters", 
P#163)» whilst even in the pada index published by the PTS in 
its Journal for 1924-7 the metre of the ariya poems remained 
unidentified# As far as I am aware no indication of the 
nature of the metre of this particular text was published untl 
1949 (in Helmer Smiths Index to his edition of the Saddanlti, 
pp#ll62-3) and there are several similar cases in the Canon. 
One motive for the present piece of research resulted from my
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frustrating experiences with Pischel's Therlgatha as a set 
hook#

In the oonviotion that the Pali Canon is not a document 
of poor value, but on the contrary of the very greatest value 
for the history and appreciation of Indian literature, - not 
to mention its interest in connection with the early history of 
Buddhist philosophy - I determined to undertake a general study 
of its position as an important phase in the evolution of that 
literature and of its relationships to other phases - especial
ly to that of Classical Sanskrit# Remarkable affinities 
could be found between the literary styles of various works in 
Pali and in Sanskrit (from the Brahmana phase down to the 
Classical literature), yet up to now the histories of 
literature had in general treated the two literatures in 
isolation from one another, only a few tentative speculations 
on their comparative chronology and stylistic relationships 
having been made, chiefly by Oldenberg, tfinternitz and Be La 
ValKe Poussin# As for the evolution of philosophical and 
religious thought, the absenoe of any satisfactory chronolog
ical basis had reduced the historians to guesswork and personal 
tastes in their attempts to explain the relationship between 
Buddhism and the Upanisads and the Samkhya & Yoga systems, or 
the early development of the various Buddhist sects#

I consider that it is the responsibility of those who 
specialise in Pali to find the keys to this most formative 
period in the history of Indian literature - from the time of 
the Buddha to that of A^vaghosa#

Through the tangled text of the Canon preserved in the 
Mahavihara at Anuradhapura it seemed possible to divine the
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characteristics of the literature of India as it was in 
Asoka's time and in the centuries leading up to that great 
crisis in Indian history* The corruptions present in the 
text even when Buddhaghosa and Dhammapala studied it appeared 
not as obstaclesi and tokens of an inferior tradition (and 
certainly not as marks of later fabrication) but as guarantees 
of antiquity which, in the very process of being overcome, 
would enable us to establish many of the literary techniques 
of that period*

The origins of the Classical Sanskrit literature are 
obscure, the early works having been almost entirely lost, 
but in the Pali literature we find the beginnings of the new 
forms and techniques - epic> Mahakavya, fables > Katha, drama, 
anthologies, arts of poetics and metrics - in a more 
comprehensive collection and, which is more important, in a 
much purer state than in the Epics, the Sanskrit translations 
of the Brhatkatha, or the early Jaina literature* Moreover 
the Pali texts offer the possibility of approximate dating 
owing to their closer relations with historical events*

This thesis forms part of a wider plan for the study of 
that period of the history of Indian literature, and aims at 
laying the foundations for such a study by exploiting the 
criterion of metre in interrelating the texts and approximate! 
dating them*

The Authenticity of the Pali Canon*
2* To go beyond the mere impression of authenticity, 

as a collection of documents composed during the Moriyan 
period or earlier, which we derive from the present state of
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the Pali texts, we require more tangible evidence for the 
approximate date of these texts and for the reliability of 
the tradition which preserved them.

It has been shown by Adikaram (EHBC pp«39ll.etc«) 
that the Commentaries on the Pali Canon as edited in the 
5 th century A.D. are almost entirely Indian in tradition (and 
in fact North Indian)9 although this edition was based on a 
translation from the Old Sinhalese recension of the 
Atthakathaf collated with South Indian recensions. Of the 
Buddhist Theras mentioned in the Commentaries for their views 
on the interpretation of points in the Canon9 the latest 
belong to the 1st century A.D. A list of the theras who 
handed down the Vinaya "up to the present day” has no thera 
later than the 1st century A.D. Adikaram therefore regards 
the Sinhalese Commentaries as a continuation of the Indian 
Therav&da (Sthaviravada) tradition, into which new material 
was incorporated down to the 1st century A.D.y after which 
time it became closed.

The orthodox tradition in Ceylon is that these 
Commentaries were brought from India in the 3rd century B.C. 
with the Canon9 and written down (but in Old Sinhalese9 not is 
Pali) at the same time as the Canon (1st century B.C.). The 
former date may be slightly exaggerated in antiquity (it 
represents perhaps rather the beginning of the introduction of 
Buddhism into Ceylon than the completion of the process ~ but 
no time is more likely than that of Asoka for the most 
decisive events in the establishment of the new religion in 
Ceylon)9 but the latter falls in the historical period of 
Ceylon and is probably correot. The reason given for the



writing is that in this period of invasion and famine (the 
1st century B.C.) many monks were killed, or starved, and 
the oral tradition was thus threatened with the destruction 
of some of its texts.

Now, if even the Commentaries were preserved in North
Indian form (although translated into the local dialect in
order to make the Canon more accessible to Sinhalese monks), 
the Canon itself must represent at the very latest a form and 
dialect belonging to the period immediately preceding the 
establishment of the tradition in Ceylon. This form and 
dialect cannot then be dated later than the end of the 2nd 
century B.C. Only a few verses not commented in the 
Atthakatha (as noted by its 5th century A.D. editors) may be 
later additions to the Canon, together with the Parivara - a 
kind of index to the Vinaya which refers to Ceylon and must 
have been composed there between the 2nd century B.C. and the 
1st century A.D.

3« We have now to ask whether the Canon in its presen
form contains material older than the 2nd century B.C. Here
we can oompare the language with the dated linguistic records 
of the period - mainly inscriptionsi1) We can also note 
references in the Canon to historical events.

A comparison with the Prakrit inscriptions shows that 
the Pall language is closest to the earliest records (e.g. 
preservation of intervocalic consonants, without voicing), 
and it may therefore be regarded as having flourished in and

(1)... See Mehendale, HGIP, for a useful survey of Prakrit 
historical linguistics from the earliest inscript
ions (5th or 4th century B.C.) to the 4tb. century
A.D.
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probably before the Moriyan Period The Canonical texts, as 
we shall argue below (Chapters I, II, IV), have the appearance 
of standing close to a living language rather than that of 
artificial productions in a dead language,like their 
Commentaries, and therefore would seem to belong to the period 
when that language flourished*

Some indirect indication of the literary tendencies of 
the period may be gleaned from the sculpture, as pointed out 
by Professor Codrington in "The Legacy of India" pp* 78-9•
The loss of the names of the 'godlings' and the decrease in the 
number of Jatakas from 30 at Bharhut to 6 at Sanchi seem to 
reflect the literary transition from the Pall Canon with its 
precise knowledge of the 'godlings1 and many hundreds of 
Jatakas to the confused or vague Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit 
conceptions of the various classes of supernatural beings, and 
to the limited and standardised collections of Jatakas selected 
to illustrate the 'ten perfections', such as may be found in 
one of the latest texts of the Canon itself, the Cariyapitaka, 
and in the Jataka.mala ♦

The formation of the Canon is associated historically 
with at least two councils, one of which is recorded in a 
chapter which appears to be a later addition to the Vinaya, at 
which monks from different parts of India compared their 
versions of the teaching of the Buddha* Certain versions were 
approved, others rejected, by the various groups or schools, 
which gradually increased in number* Each school tried to 
establish a definitive canon, as authentic as possible within

(1)*** Slight modifications may have resulted from the 
use of a later Southern orthography when the Canon was 
written down ~ on this see Chapter I*
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the limits of their beliefs and practices* Under the 
stabilising Influence of the Moriyan Empire at least three 
such canons were establishedt Theravada, Sabbatthivada 
(Sarvastivada), Mahasahghika - of which the former two were 
closely r e l a t e d T h e  Pall Canon preserved for us by the 
Theravada tradition no doubt grew up gradually, during the 
whole period of formation of canons, around a kernel of 
ancient texts of various types - long, medium or short 
suttas, gathas (poems), songs (geyya), jatakas, udanas, and 
so on - just as did the other canons, which contained the 
same categories of texts*

We shall see in our study of the metres, especially 
in Chapter VII on the Vatta (Vaktra) (see also section 6 of 
this Introduction) that the study of whole collections of 
texts as found in the Canon (arranged according to these 
categories), suoh as the Theratherlgatha or the Jataka, leads 
to confused results* Only individual poems and small groups 
of poems show clearly defined usages consistent with composit
ion at a particular stage in the evolution of literary 
techniques* Of the large collections we can say only that 
some of them contain a preponderance of older (e*g*Sn) or of 
later (e*g*Dh.) texts, indicating a greater popularity of 
that form of composition at a particular period whilst others, 
such as Th & J, give approximately the same results, when 
analysed, as the entire Canon or any large random selection of 
texts from it* If, however, we take, for instance, the 
Dhammacariyasutta or the PabbajjSsutta of Sn., we find 
homogeneous and very old vatta techniques, with which we may 
contrast the Vasetthasutta and Dvayatanupassanasutta of Sn*,

(1)••• On the rise of the various schools see especially 
Prsyluskl, LEA and CB*, and Lin Li-Kouang, A-MVL Ch.IV.
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as examples of homogeneous and late vatta techniques, (cf.
Conclusion)•

Although we cannot say whether any Pall verses in their 
present form date back to the time of the Buddha (i.e. oiroa 
500 B.C.), on the one hand the changes in technique within 
the Canon imply a considerable period of development prior to 
the 2nd century B.C., and on the other hand the formal 
similarities between the Canon and those of the other early 
schools indicate a common origin of the original 'kernels* in 
a period before the sectarian divisions had separated them to< 
far. Here, however, we find ourselves on merely subjective 
ground and can go no further until we can support our 
conjectures with more precise conclusions, derived from the 
thesis itself, on the internal chronology of the Canon.

To the end of the period of the formation of the old 
canons the 'Hlnayana' traditions assign the rise of the 
Hahay&na. Both Northern and Southern 'Hinayana' texts, such 
as the Mahavamsa, associate the production of all sorts of 
heretical treatises of the Mah&y&na with the time of Asoka or 
of the Moriyas generally. It is not likely that these 
traditions, would exaggerate the antiquity of their opponents 
traditions, so we may look for a late Moriyan dialect in the 
oldest Mahayana texts as far as their original language can 
be restored from the Sanskritised versions which have been 
preserved. In fact this dialect does not appear to have bee 
very different from Pall, as we should expect from the 
chronology we have sketched.



The Pali Language
4* Having established that the Canonical Pali texts were 

composed in the period which saw the rise of the Magadhan 
Empire, we may go further and try to localise their language 
and to define its position amongst the Indian vernaculars of 
that period. Pali does not appear to have been simply the 
vernacular of a particular region, although as we have just 
said it stood close to one of the vernaculars, on which it was 
based. I would like, however, to draw special attention to 
the conclusion of Lin Li-Kouang, which in my opinion settles 
finally the old question concerning the language in which the 
Buddha is said to have enjoined his disciples to recite his 
teaching^) This conclusion is Hle principe de 1*adoption de 
langues locales par les bouddhistes", which he derives from 
several non-Pali traditions, thereby elucidating the Pali 
tradition, which had seemed equivocal and had been variously 
interpreted. The correct interpretation of the tradition 
recorded in V H,p.l39, is that each disciple should repeat 
the teaching in his own dialect. From this practice arose 
the plurality of dialects in which the Buddhist Canons were 
preservedft)

The 3rd century B.C. inscriptions provide an authentic 
linguistic survey of India. v The variations of dialect show 
that the language of the Magadhan administration had not 
become a standard completely overriding the local vernaculars• 
Although the dialect which we may call Old MagadhI had, 
following the Magadhan political supremacy, overlaid to some

(1)... A-MVL 216 ff.
(2)... I see that Edgerton, in hisMBuddhist Hybrid Sanskrit 

Grammar", just published, is in agreement with this 
conclusion (pp.1-2).
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extent the dialects of the regions radiating outwards from 
Magadha as far as the Upper Yamuna (Topra), Sanchi# and 
Kalihga, and even that of Mysore ("Kiskindha"?) 9 f-^this process 
had not gone far enough to spoil our picture. It would appear 
that the imperial administrations in UjjenI and Takkasilfi 
retained the local dialects of the West (AvantI) and the North- 
West (Gandhara)•^ )

Pall is closest to the Western dialect (IvantI), and 
closest of all to the Girnar inscriptions (Blooh I.A.pp.44-5)P 
It agrees generally with all the dialects in regard to the 
pronouns, intervocalic consonants (e.g. t in Pati-, h in dahati, 
lahu, -ehl, hoti; P. -rasa for -dasa in the numerals is 
exceptional, but the variation r/d (or r) in Indian dialects 
is not found to be constant and is not regarded as very 
significant), and the (presumably emphatic) initial h as in 
'hevam1. With the Girnar dialect the identity extends to the 
whole declension (e.g. Ablative in -a) and to the wavering 
between ch and kh. On the other hand Girnar allows a long 
vowel before a conjunct, which in Pali is allowed only 
exceptionally as a result of a few sandhi combinations.

The distinctive features of (Old) MagadhI, final -e in 
the masculine nom. sing., and 1 for r, are found only 
exceptionally in Palis a few quotations of M&gadhI speakers 
using the nom. in -e ( and perhaps the gen. pi. in -uno), and 
e for o or 1 for r in the following wordss s(u)ve, antepura, 
puretaram, pure, bhikkhave, seyyatha; pall- (for pari-),lujjati
(1)... Bloch, I.A.p.44*
(2)...We may compare with the Asokan data the linguistic map given in the Natyadastra (XIV), which probably rests on 

anoient traditions! AvantI spoken from Sindh to VidiAa; 
Mksinatya in Maharastra, Andhra, Kalihga, and elsewhere inShe South ("between the Vlndhya and the Ocean1*); P&ncall fro urasena to Balhlka (Bactria)j and •OdramagadhI• or 
9Ardhamagadhl1 from Vatsa to Kalihga and everywhere east of 
that line. From this statement, we might conclude that

(3)•••See next page.
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frujyate), elanda, daddula9 taluna, ludda (*raudra), 
antalikkha, peyyala (»pariyaya), etc*

Taking into consideration the history of the Theravada 
school as traced by Przyluski, with its main centre originally 
at Kosambl and important subsidiary centres at UjjenI and other 
western cities9 we may suggest that the Pali Canon originated 
as a western r&censlon of the Buddhafs teaching9 having, how
ever, a fair sprinkling of MagadhI words reflecting either 
characteristic expressions of the Buddha himself ("bhlkkhave.•" 
’’seyyatha. •.") or at any rate the eastern, Old MSgadhl, 
recension which we may infer was repeated by the great 
majority of his disciples, who were easterners (M••.peyySla.••* 
very probably originated among them). As we now have it the 
Canon is probably a fairly good copy of the UjjenI recension, 
in a form of the AvantI dialect with the Magadhisms just 
mentioned and certain peculiarities to be discussed in the next 
paragraph, although it cannot be ruled out that it may be in 
the main the old Kosambl recension itself and its dialect that 
of the Vatsa country. Of thiB dialect we know only that the 
Katy&dastra includes it in the eastern (MagadhI) dialect and 
that the Kosambl column of Asoka is in the same eastern dialect 
as all six columns bearing the six "Pillar Edicts”, at Topra 
and MIrath (Upper Yamuna), Nandangarh and Araraj (on the east 
bank of the Sadanlra or Gandak), Rampurva (about 30 miles N.E. 
of Nandangarh), and Kosambl i t s e l f T h i s  may be due merely to

(P.10. (2)-Contd.) under the Moriyas MagadhI had pushed
Pancall or Gandhfirl back out of the Ganges Valley and 
penetrated almost everywhere in the D&ksinatya region. The 
changes were not permanent, and may represent little more than 
administrative changes.
(Page 10.(3)-Contd.)...Brahml inscriptions everywhere fail to 
represent double consonants, which evidently were understood by 
the reader - see Geiger G.S.L*p.41.
(1)....Bloch I.A.pp.25-7 and 161.
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a temporary ascendancy of MagadhI over the local dialects in 
the Kuru and Vatsa countries9 thus it is possible that the 
true Vatsa dialect resembled AvantI except for the 
Magadhisms as found in the Pali Canon9 i.e. it stood between 
MagadhI and AvantI, but was closer to the latter. Attractive 
as it might be to believe that our Canon was in the language 
of Udena and Naravahanadatta, it is more probable that it is 
'approximately1 in AvantI. We may note, however, that 

. Kalidasa sayss "prapyavantln udayan&kathakovidagramavrddhan..." 
"having arrived in AvantI where the village elders are well 
versed in the Story of Udayana...." (whioh Vallabhadeva 
equates with the BrhatkathS), and conclude that in the 
literary history of India Vatsa and AvantI were especially 
closely connected. My conclusion, then, is that Pali is in 
all probability approximately AvantI, or the result of a 
process MagadhI > "Vats!" > AvantI.

It has been observed by several w r i t e r s t h a t  in both 
Asoka's inscriptions and the language of the Pali Canon 
'archaism' plays a part. De La Valine Poussin speaks of the 
"magadhl officielle" opposed to the ordinary vernacular in 
which the titles of certain Buddhist texts are quoted (thus 
the dialect of the administration would be more archaic than 
the soriptures from which it borrowed its ethical doctrines, 
which, presumably in accordance with Lin Li«Kouang's principle, 
had moved with the times), whilst Bloch on the contrary suggest 
that "le caractfere simple et fruste.... empreint de solennit4 
officielle et peut-etre de hieratisme) qul salt par 
example si nombre de redites ne proviennent pas d'emprunts aux 
textes de l'anoien bouddhisme? On a en tout cas retrouve en

(l)...De La Vall4e Poussin, vol.I p.201, Lin Li-Kouang, 
A-MVL p.215, Bloch, I.A.p.7*
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certains passages l'^cho du canon pali". Lin Li-Kouang 
suggests that a process of "palisation" took place in the 
Canon analogous to the Sanskritisation in other Buddhist 
texts. He presumably has in mind that at a certain stage 
the 'principle of adoption of local dialects' gave place to 
a principle of the antiquity of the tradition resisting 
further change and seeking to restore an archaic garb to the 
scriptures. Geiger in PLL,and others, long ago pointed out 
the archaisms in the Canon, especially in the Therlgatha, and 
they seem to betray rather later texts deliberately made to 
look old than the earlier strata of the Canonl^) As noted 
above,.we have to make a further reservation about Pali as a 
vernacular dialect. It was a vernacular modified (i) by 
certain Magadhisms and (ii) by certain archaisms. That is, 
by the time the Canon became fixed, it represented to some 
extent an attempt to restore a more ancient form of the 
vernacular in which it was handed down.

It must be said that all this distinction of dialects 
amounts to very little when we consider the history of this 
literature as a whole. The 'translation' of a text from one 
dialect to another involved only very slight changes, which 
would affect the metre, for instance, only in a tiny minority 
of cases. A text could thus be taken over from MagadhI into

(1)....Examples of archaisms in the inscriptions s 
'abhivadetunam' (Bairat); in the Canons 'katuye'
(Th II - apparently an old gloss incorporated in the text 
before the 1st century A.D., the orthography 'bratoana* foi 
*'baijihana•, 'etase' (*etuiji) (Thll), 'hetuye' (Bv),
'chatjduna' (Thll), 'apakirituna' (Thll), etc. It is note
worthy that these archaic infinitives in -uye and -ase and 
the gerund in -tuna are confined to some of the latest 
canonical texts. This indicates clearly the nature of the 
development taking place in Pali from a living dialect to 
an artificial literary language.
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AvantI without altering its original character and metre: 
it was merely a question of substituting r for 1 and o for e 
in a large number of words and a few other equally slight 
modifications in a very few words. The point 1 wish to make 
here is that we may without danger assume that we are studying 
the general history of Indian literature rather than the 
particular history of literature in one dialect, since the 
dialects were not isolated. If I say that a certain text in 
the Pali Canon was composed in the bth century B.C., for 
instance, I am probably referring to an original Old MagadhI 
text, although I am actually studying perhaps an AvantI 
version made in the 3rd century B.C., which, however, is 98^ 
faithful to the original in metre and still more faithful in 
reproduoing the content of the original gatha. The local 
peculiarities of style or metre, and of content or doctrine, 
which we find in the literature,are secondary phenomena within 
the general process of evolution (see for instance the 
evolution of^the tutthubha (tristubh) suggested in section 3 
of Chapter ¥T).

No important changes seem to have taken place during th 
further migration of the Canon to Ceylon, either directly 
(legend of Mahinda, connected with UjjenI, etc.) or indirectly 
by stages, via the Godfivarl valley and the Cola country.
Such confusions as might be anticipated from the use of new 
scripts eventually of the modern Sinhalese and Burmese,
which at first sight appear very liable to oause copyists' 
errors, were limited to sporadic corruptions, and do not seem 
to have produced any general substitution of new spellings.

(l)....The Brahml script remained in use in Ceylon for 
inscriptions during the period 2Q0 B.C.-400 A.D. The script 
derived from the Grantha of South India had been introduced 
by the 4th century A.B. (Geiger,GSL pp.1-4). This is of 
great significance: the Canon was firmly established in
North Indian form before the introduction of a new script.
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A good test for the reliability of the tradition is the 
preservation of the authentic instrumental plural in -hi, as 
found in the Asokan inscriptions, against the tendency to 
archaise to -bhi which appears sporadically and is allowed by 
the Medieval grammarians. The letters h and bh are very 
similar in both Sinhalese and Burmese, but this did not lead 
to substitution even in this moBt favourable case.

To conclude this section we shall note the traditional 
views of the Pali grammarians on the nature of the language, 
and also on their susceptibility or resistance to the influence 
of Sanskrit, with its enormous literary prestige even in 
Ceylon and Burma. As an example I take the best of them.

Aggavamsa (12th century A.B.), the most comprehensive 
and detailed writer on Pali grammar, was aware of the fundam
ental differences between Sanskrit and Pali, and of the non
validity of Sanskrit rules in the latter language, which he no 
doubt regarded as older (as the original from whiGh all other 
languages were derived). He strove to present Pali grammar 
purified of Sanskritisms, supporting every statement by 
quotations from the Canon i t s e l f O n  p.621 of the Sadd&nlti 
he says s "yathapavacanam vidhi. iwasmim pakurane 
pavacananurupen’eva adesadividhi bhavatiM, "In this work the 
rules for substitution, etc., are laid down according to the 
Canon" • We can go beyond Aggavamsa only by comparing the 
Pali tradition with results, derived from the study of other 
material, such as inscriptions and other Buddhist traditions,

(1)....Interesting discussions on Pali and Sanskrit, Sd. 
pp.92, 510,923-4, many other comparisons between the two 
scattered throughout the work. Aggavamsa was no doubt 
criticising the older school of Pali grammarians founded 
by Kaccana, who failed to break away sufficiently from the 
Sanskrit tradition to give a good description of Pali, merely trying to adapt the Katantra to the language he 
was studying.
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most of which was not available to him* Aggavamsa was 
further limited, however, by the absence of the concept of 
evolution from the grammatical science of his day, which 
regarded Pall or'M&gadhl' as the unchangeable •mula-bhaBa' or 
fundamental language spoken by the Buddha* Even so he was too 
great a philologist not to divine certain evolutionary 
processes at work in the language in spite of traditional 
preconceptions* Thus he explains that the adjective 
'yevapanaka' was acquired by 'anukarana', 'imitation* (C.P.D.), 
i.e. in this case 'repetition', from the phrase 'ye va pana' 
(Sd* pp.261-2). This phenomenon is classified as 
•rulhibheda' (See ch.IV). Apart from such a process at work 
in the Canon itself, Aggavamsa was clearly aware of the 
difference between Canonical Pali and the later language of 
the 'kavis'* Probably he attributed this only to the 
difference between the individual usage of the Buddha and the 
kavya style suited to the polished contemporary literature in 
both Classical Sanskrit and 'Classical9 Pali, since he remarks 
that in previous incarnations the Bodhisatta had sometimes been 
a 'kavd1 and utilised the polished style which as Buddha he 
rejected* An example of this difference which Aggavamsa 
gives is that in the Canon a compound may not be split between 
two padas of verse, even sandhi between padas occurring there 
only in certain exceptional cases* The Bhagava is said not 
to have split his compounds between padas because (i) this was 
against the usage of 'MSgadhl', to which he conformed, and 
(ii) he wished to avoid making his meaning obscure (Sd* pp* 
631-2) In general, however, Aggavamsa stresses the view

(l)***Two other rules given by Aggavamsa , which apply "in 
the world" (presumably in "Medieval Pali") but not in the 
Canon, axe (i) that a pure vowel (5,1 or u) is not elided 
before 'adi*, but (ii) that in an upapada-samasa any vowel 
immediately preceding the upapada is elided.
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that 'the Bhagava' was above worldly usage and was able to 
disregard the latter at will, for instance in regard to metre 
(see the passages quoted below, Ch*IV)* This is the 
traditional explanation given for irregularities not under
stood by the medieval writers, and the traditional mis
conception of the nature of Pali which is characteristic of 
even the best of the old Sinhalese and Burmese grammarians*
The language is regarded as above human rules, as the creation 
of a superhuman being, and as not evolving* Nevertheless we 
must acknowledge that it is most fortunate that the ancient 
and medieval guardians of the texts and tradition in Ceylon 
and Burma had this special respect for the Canonical text 
they received and regarded it as it stood as the final 
authority on all questions and as being above the control of 
ordinary grammatical rules* Had they attempted to correct or 
restore the texts with the inadequate means available to them, 
Canonical Pali would have been irretrievably lost*

Previous Research on Pali Metre
5* The treatises on metrics of the medieval writers on 

Pali expound the techniques of 'classical9 kavya composition, 
and those which have so far been published do not add to the 
interpretations of Canonical usage given in the grammars* it 
is evident from the treatment of the texts by the Commentaries 
as edited in the 5th century A.D., and from the poetic 
compositions in Pali made in Ceylon, that the old metrical 
techniques of the Morlyan period had already been last and 
replaced by those of the classical literature* Reference to 
the Jaina tradition^1 ̂ hows that there too the metrics of the

(l)****The lack of scientific research on the Ardhamagadhl 
language and literature is one of the most serious gaps in 
our knowledge of Ancient Indiat such research can throw 
much light on the early history of Buddhism, as I attempted

to the S*0*A*S* Buddhist Seminar in
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Moriyan period had been forgotten by the beginning of our era* 
Both the Theravada and &vetambara Canons preserve corruptions 
accepted by the earliest extant commentaries which could 
easily have been rectified by anyone acquainted with their 
metrical usages, and it appears that this partial interruption 
of the traditions took place in about the 1st century B*C*, or 
even at the end of the 2nd century B*C* The historical 
traditions indicate a serious crisis at that time throughout 
the Indian world, accompanied by widespread famines and wars, 
which threatened the loss of the texts through the deaths or 
dispersal of the monks* As we have already mentioned, this 
resulted in the taking of emergency measures such as writing 
down the texts, and we may suppose that it was at that time 
that the old metrical tradition of the reciters was 
interrupted and ceased to preserve the texts from corruption - 
a task which was henceforth undertaken by writing* Writing 
was safer than the old teohnique in that manuscripts last 
longer than 'repeaters' and were perhaps easier to make copies 
of, but the dead, de-rhythmised, written words and padas could 
be mutilated by careless scribes, who copied with the eye onlyt 
the leaves on which they wrote, like the rain god, did not 
distinguish good from bad and preserved all forms alike*

In order to restore the old metrics it is necessary to 
refer to other phases of development of Indian metre, since we 
are concerned with one stage of the single process of evolution 
from Vedlo to the modern vernaculars* For this reason it 
might be better to describe our subject as "Early Middle Indian 
metre", talcing the Pali texts as a sample for analysis* 
Professor Helmer Smith has said (DP p*2)i "Or, tandis que la 
belle <£poque de l'indianisme europien nous a l4gu6 une metrique
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vedique (Oldenberg, Arnold), une sanskrite (dogmes de Pingala, 
elucid^s par Jacobi, et son £cole), une apabhram^a (Prakpta - 
Paihgala, Chandonuiasana de Hemaoandra, d•autres trait^s 
enoore, verifies et mis au point par Jacobi et MM* Schubring 
et Alsdorf), seule la versification du moyen-indien ancien 
(techniques Bauddha et ^vetambara) n'a pas, sauf erreur, iti 
jugie digne d'un traitement d'ensemble*••••"•

Our task is to fill this lacuna between Vedio and 
Sanskrit metrics, taking Jacobi's well-known 1884 article in 
the ZDMG as a starting point* Helmer Smith in his Index 
volume to the Saddanlti takes a more or less 'synchronic' or 
descriptive view of the Canonical Pali metres, his terminology 
completed by that of the classical metres enumerated by the 
Vuttodaya (Sd IV 1148 ff), beside which he has since placed an 
analysis of the Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit texts as a later stags 
(DP 16 ff) and, which is most important, attempted to 
distinguish two phases, which he calls PJ and P”, in the 
development of Buddhist metrics* In the present study I take 
on the other hand a predominately 'diachronic' view of the 
process of evolution of the metreg, which,it seems to me,is the 
only way to get a real understanding of their nature*

I have attempted to collect in the bibliography all the 
many and varied contributions to the understanding of Pali 
metrics which lie hidden in our libraries, both direct studiei 
in Pall and the contributions which may be gleaned from 
discussions of other phases of Indian literature* I thought 
it useful to include works not actually referred to in this 
study, as an aid to others working not only in Pali but else
where in the field of Indian metrics* Some works not on
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metrics have been included which throw light on problems 
discussed here, but well-known text books and works of 
reference are omitted, together with the editions of the 
Pali texts discussed, which where not otherwise specified are 
the standard editions of the Pali Text Society. The best 
general bibliography for Pali and related studies is that 
given by Helmer Smith in his ’’Epilegomena" to vol.I of the 
C.P.D., 1948.

It is impossible to survey all these contributions in 
this Introductions they have been taken as points of 
departure for the various sections of our research, and will 
be found discussed in the relevant places. There are, 
however, some general topics which can conveniently be 
considered here•

The Evolution of a Metre as the Key to 
the Relative Chronology of a Series of Texts

6. In eonnection with the historical conclusions on the 
date of the Pali Canon given above, we may refer to the 
discussions of Oldenberg and others, on the history of the 
vatta (vaktra)^)metre (the fepic Aloka') and the position of 
the Pali vatta in relation to the vatta of various Vedic and 
Sanskrit texts. The details will be found at the beginning 
of Chapter VII, but the two important conclusions arrived at 
by Oldenberg should be stated herei
(1)....After some hesitation I decided to use normally the 

Pali forms of the names of metres as being most appropriate 
for a treatise entitled "Pali Metre’1. The more familiar 
Sanskrit equivalents are given in brackets at the first 
mention and occasionally elsewhere, and in the Index. In 
the next section dealing with the works of various eoholara 
on the Vedic and Sanskrit tristubh, it seemed more natural 
to retain the Sanskrit forms of the names, and this has 
been done elsewhere when discussing Vedic or Sanskrit 
metres.
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(i) The Pali vatta is close in structure to that of 
the Brahmanas and Upanisads, and apparently a little later in 
date, whilst it appears to represent a stage a little earlier 
than that of the Brhaddevataj the chronological sequence is 
then continued by the Mahabharata and afterwards by the 
Ramayana.

(ii) The vatta of the Atthaka and Parayana, the last 
two vaggas of the Suttanipata, appears older in structure than 
that of the Jataka, Theratherlgatha and Dhammapada.

These conclusions are in harmony with our conclusions 
above, since the approximate dates generally accepted for 
these Sanskrit texts do not contradict our chronology for 
Pali. Macdonell places the Brhaddevata in the 5th century
B.C., which may be a little early, since it would suggest that 
the great majority of vatta texts in the Pali Canon were 
composed not later than about 400 B.C. Hopkins assigns the 
"main composition" of the Mahabharata to the 2nd century B.C., 
whilst the Ramayana in its present form probably represents a 
period having its 'centre of gravity1 not earlier than the 
1st century B.C. (See Johnston's introduction to his 
translation of the Buddhaoarita xlvii, ff., and S. L6vit 
"Pour l'histoire du Ramayana" in J.A. 1918, p.149). The
Upanisads are often associated with the early Buddhist period. 
In connection with the Brahmanas we may support Oldenberg by 
pointing out the similarity between the laconic but repetitive 
prose styles of the ^atapathabrahmana and the suttas of the 
DIghanikaya•

Our conclusions on the internal relationships of the 
Pali texts oonfirm Oldenberg's partial conclusion. We have
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already said something on this subject above, section 3y and 
more detailed results will be summarized at the end of this 
study*

The Nature of Indian Verse
7* The discussions on the tristubh have been much 

more extensive than those on the anustubh, but the results are 
much less satisfactory* The complex and baffling structure 
of the tristubh pada led to arguments about its nature 
already in the early days of European research on the metres9 
but the results are still unsatisfactory owing to the 
uncertainty as to the way in which the pada evolved* As for 
the Pali tutthubha in particular, much less work has been done 
on it than on the Pali vatta and very few verses have been 
analysed* On account of the general vagueness prevailing 
about the tristubh and the difficulty of understanding its 
evolution, I left its treatment to a later stage of my 
research and then tried to explain it by comparison with the 
development of the other metres*

The tristubh was selected - as if it were felt to be 
the most characteristic Indian metre - as the battlefield on 
which the theoretical principles of Indian metrics should be 
contested, so that in addition to the analysis of texts on a 
statistical basis we have long discussions, sometimes of a 
fanciful nature uncontrolled by referenoe to Indian criteria 
for the interpretation of the metre, on the theoretical 
rhythmical elements composing the pada*

The •foot* is not in Indian or in European metrics a 
'division'of verse in the same sensO as the pada or strophe*
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The yati or caesura does not necessarily coincide with a
boundary between two feet, 'ganas', and word-endings are
likewise independent of foot or gana divisions. The foot or
gana oan be only an abstraction intended to describe a unit
(indivisible) of rhythm or a •measure1 in the verse. Such
a foot can be isolated in more than one way, but the usual
convention, and the only really satisfactory one, is to find
an 'ictus9 and make it the beginning of a foot, like the beat
at the beginning of a bar in music. I shall show below,
however, that the 'ictus' (in the European sense) is very far
from being a universal feature of Indian verse, so that in
the majority of metres the whole scheme of division into
'feet9 is left hanging in the air and can serve no purpose(l)whatsoever. In the Indian matra vrttas '(used in Pali, 
Sanskrit, Apabhramia, Hindi, etc.) the gana is a useful 
abstraction reflecting the rhythmic structure and bearing an 
'ictus' ('graha' or 'sam'), but in the older metres, and 
particularly in the tristubh, a different mode of description 
must be found.

Kiihnau's book, "Die Tristubh-Jagatl-Familie" (Gdttingen, 
1886), is the bulkiest of all the contributions to the 
tristubh debate, and since it marks a turning point in the 
development of the study of Indian metre, it will be 
convenient to begin with it. Kiihnau's was the first attempt 
at a deep and thorough historical analysis, on scientific 
principles, of ancient Indian metrics, and his failure was the 
first step towards a proper understanding of Indian verse,
since it exposed most thoroughly the misconceptions on which

(l)....The term 'matra vrtta', Pali 'mattavutta', includes 
matrachandas, ganacchandas, talavrtta, etc.
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Westphal9a pseudo-science of Hcomparative metrics'* rested, 
with the result that no one afterwards attempted to apply it. 
Only in analysing the musical ganacchandas did Cappeller 
("Die Ganacchandas", Leipzig, 1872) have some suooess with 
this "science", sinoe there the strophe is organised in ganas, 
or 'feet9, as had long been recognized by the Indian theory 
i t s e l f . I t  was not from the laok of an Aristoxenus, as 
Westphal t h o u g h t t h a t  the Indians failed to find a 
universal principle of division into thesis and arsis in their 
metresi the Indian theoreticians were acute enough, and do 
not deserve reproach for not discovering something which 
evidently was not there. When the musical division, the 
gana, did appear in certain metres, the Indian theory 
recognised it, and when the ictus itself (the 9graha9 of the 
musical theory and the 98am9 of Hindi metrics) came to play . 
an important part (with the development of the stress accent), 
it too was recognized.

The difficulty for European scholars trained in the 
school of Aristoxenus was to acquire a correct feeling for 
metres whose rhythm is engendered purely by the quantitative 
oppositions of the long and short syllables. The result of 
Oldenberg1s efforts to correct or improve the ictus schemes 
of Kiihnau was in the end to associate an ictus with every 
long syllable (see NG, 191$, pp.492-6 and 524-*$! he is

(1)....On Cappeller, see Chapter VI on ganacchandas.
(2)•••.Rossbach and Westphals "Metrik der grieohischen 

Dramatiker und Lyriker", volume II by Westphali 
"Allgemeiner Metrik", part 2, p.227*

(3)••••See the section of Chapter III on the accent*
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doubtful about the first syllable of p&das, but this in the 
older metres was anoeps and could be 'heavy1 or 'light'(^)). 
This iB the reduotio ad absurdum. Oldenberg had studied the 
"Vienna Phonograms” obtained by Felber, and had half-discovered 
that the modern Indian recitation of Sanskrit verses was based 
on the simple opposition of longs and shorts, every long being 
• heavy1 S 2) To say that the 'heavy' syllables carry an ictus is 
superfluous and misleading*

In the case of the 'semi-musical' matrachandas it is 
interesting to note that Kuhnau's ictus scheme (T-J-F pp.178- 
9 and 206) in fact coincides with that arising from the gana 
division we have determined in our analysis of those metres 
(see Chapter V)# Like Cappeller dealing with fully musical 
metresf he there had material before him which was governed by 
an ictus| probably of musical origin, and succeeded in the 
main in scanning it correctly* Unfortunately the scansions 
he applied (pp*40-l) to some varieties of matrachandas - those 
we have called •syncopated's pavattaka (pravrttaka), etc* - 
were entirely fanciful, and the "fruitfulness" (p*vi) which he 
attributed to this particular phase of his research led him 
far astray in his study of the tristubh*

Kiihnau further raises the question of a hypothetical 
transition from 'syllabic' to 'quantitative' metrics in a

(1)**.*It is appropriate here to refer to the Indian 
terminology of 'heavy' - garu (guru) - and 'light' - lahu 
(laghu) - for long and short syllables, which was probably 
associated with a feeling for a quasi-ictus similar to 
Oldenberg's*

(2)#***The recordings made recently by Pandit Kaplndra at 
the School of Oriental and African Studies confirm thiB 
recitation ,which probably derives from old tradition. In 
the aksaracchandas, such as upajati and vamAastha, the 
rhythm*springs from the metre, and is not derived from a 
tala even in the musical renderings*
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proto-Vedic period* Vedic metre, however, ia already fully 
'quantitative9 in the sense of Westphal and Kuhnau, since the 
rhythm is based on the opposition of short and long syllables* 
The transition we are in fact confronted with, but in the 
post-Vedic period, is the substitution —  allowed within 
certain limits in all Pali metres, and generating matrachandas 
and ultimately ganacchandas, in whioh almost any long syllable 
may be resolved in this way* This transition is the central 
topic of the present thesis*

This introduction of a new form of variation of rhythm 
within the pada was by no means a new departure in Indian 
metrics* On the contrary, it should be stated that such 
variation was an essential and characteristic feature of 
Indian versification at all periods, only the means to attain 
it having changed* Contrary to the belief of Kiihnau, there 
was no fixed recurring ictus preoisely in ^those ancient metres 
in which variation could be achieved only/t¥ie substitution of 
one short for one long syllable, and it was only in the later 
metres, where two shorts must alternate with one long, that 
the ictus could arise - the 'beat' became regular and 
variation was realized in a new ways the system of 
"taktgleichheit", l*e* equivalence in length of the ganas, 
within which variations and cross rhythms could most 
effectively be introduced* In Classioal Sanskrit, where 
except for the vaktra and the arya all the metres have fixed 
syllabic schemes, variation is usually achieved by ahother 
method, the mixture, at strophe and at canto level, of a wide 
range of different metres*
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01denbergv criticising Kiihnau, rejected the 'comparative 

metrics' theory based on Aristoxenus ("•••die Tatsaohen des 
Veda auf das Frokrustesbett ar^|oxenei sober Theorie zu 
spannen*..." NG, 1915, p*491)* As we have said, however, he 
retained the ictus with reservations (partly influenced by 
Fox Strangways - see e*g. MH p*14)# seeking better ways of 
scanning the padas by dispensing with the thesis - Arsis 
system* This compromise method of analysis - the ictus 
without a foot - did not in itself throw any fresh light on 
Indian versification, but in spite of it Oldenberg made 
substantial contributions to the historical understanding of 
both triBtubh and anustubh (see the artioles G| NG,1909| 
NG,1915)* His freedom from Aristoxenian preconceptions 
enabled him, despite the encumbrance of the ictus, to lay the 
foundations of the study of Vedic metre in his WProlegomena" 
(vol. I of his edition of the Hgveda) published in 1888*
Thus on p* 21 of that work he suggests that the rhythm might 
go "against the quantity" (sic), but nevertheless arrives at 
the fruitful conception of a normal or fundamental 'rhythm' for 
each type of metre, from which variations have arisen* What 
we find is nott 'rhythm against quantity*, buti 'variations of 
quantity =  variations of rhythm'* He is thus working in 
harmony with the fundamental Indian variation-teohnique we have 
just discussed, which we might call the 'pathya - vipula' 
technique partly recognized by the Indian theory.

Immediately after the "Prolegomena", Zubaty's article 
"Der Bau der Tristubhr und Jagatl-Zeile im Mahabharata" was 
published in the ZDMG (1889)* His criticism of Westphal - 
Kiihnau, whioh had appeared in several artioles from 1886 on
wards (see LF XIII, 19 ff* and XV, p.l85| WZKM II, p.56), goes 
further than Oldenberg's, since he gives up ictus schemes

(l)**** See also DLZ 1887, p*196*
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altogether except in so far as he occasionally uses iotus- 
marks ( f ) simply to show how he would recite a particular 
pada (e»g* ZLMG, 1889* p*645 - it will be observed that this 
'ictus1 again falls on all the long syllables)*

Next we come to Arnold, who in his "Vedic Metre" (1905) 
uses methods very similar to and largely derived from those of 
Zubat^* He says (p*151)t "A division into feet of two 
syllables [he is speaking of anustubh verse 3 is not traceable 
in the Rigveda, and therefore the usual terms applied to the 
Greek and Latin classical metres are unsuitable* There is 
some practical convenience in speaking of an 'ictus' which 
falls normally on the even syllables, but is transferred from 
the second to the third in the 'syncopated' forms and also in 
speaking of the 'general iambic rhythm' of the verse as a 
wholes but it must not be assumed that the ideas whioh these 
words connote were present to the Vedio poets"* The 
"practical convenience" here is not very clear, and Arnold's 
very rare use of these terms in his book does not add anything 
to his exposition, moreover the danger he himself sees in 
reading in ideas foreign to the Vedic poets is one whioh must 
be avoided at all costs if we are to understand the poetry* 
Arnold goes on to say that the division into 'members' of four 
syllables eaoh "seems to be fully established", and of course 
his whole study presupposes the ancient distinction of 
'dimeter' and 'trimeter' verse* Such a division, with 
important variations from four syllables to three or five, 
certainly seems to be inherent in the structure of Vedic verse, 
but the basis and significance of this 'Indian foot' haie not 
been explained*
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Since the time of Oldenberg and Arnold the only important t 

contributions to the analysis of the tristubh have been those I 
of Professor Edgerton, whose method is approximately that of ■ 
Arnold, but without any discussion at all on the ideas of 1 
'ictus' or even of rhythm* This 'schematic analysis' as 
Kiihnau would disparagingly have called it, is in faot quite 
adequate for the material concerned and leads to excellent 
results, especially since Edgerton improves on the traditional 
Indian theory - and on the valueless tables of Hopkins - by 
following the natural divisions and internal relationships of 
the pada, and is thereby able to separate the different 
historical strata in the Epic tristubh*

It is now possible to trace the general history of Indian 
metrics and to describe the transition from the old purely 
quantitative metres to the new musical rhythms, governed by 
the ictus, which led up to the medieval talavrttas* This is 
closely connected with the history of the languages the 
transition from Vedic, with its preponderance of long 
syllables and musical accent, to Apabhramda, with its 
preponderance of short syllables and stress accent* In 
studying Pali metrics we shall be conoerned with the crucial 
phase of this transition*

8 * In this study I have first attempted to clarify the 
metrical interpretation of the Pali texts* The relationship 
between the orthography of the manuscript tradition and the 
phonology of the Canonical language is investigated in 
Chapter I. Chapter II deals with the sandhi usages of 
Canonical poets and Chapter III wi*k pada-building*
Chapter IV I have discussed the fluidity of
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so far as it affects versification, and the kinds of metrical 
license current*

The remaining chapters take up the various classes of 
metre found in the Canon* Mattachandas (matrachandas) end 
ganacchandas are taken first (Chapters V and VI) in 
accordance with the aim of studying the metrical transition 
which begins in the Pali literature* They may be felt to 
have a special relationship with a dialect very close to that 
of their origin, and to exemplify the general poetic usages of 
the period in a higher degree than the other metres* The 
other metres, iii fact, were found to be impossible of full 
understanding in their Pali phase without referenoe to 
mattachandas (especially the tutthubha) and ganacchandas 
(especially the vatta)* These two chapters contain the 
central arguments of the thesis* The solution of their 
problems is facilitated by referenoe to Indian music, and it 
is hoped that this research will in turn throw light on some 
eairly phases in the history of the music* The chapters on 
the vatta (VII) and the tutthubha (VIII) attempt to collect 
and interpret the previous work on those metres and to extend 
it to cover representative parts of the Canon and give 
greater precision to the descriptions and a better understand
ing of their evolution in the light of (i) a better underst
anding of the language, (ii) the results of the study of 
mattachandas and ganacchandas and (iii) comparison with recent 
successful studies in Buddhist and Epic Sanskrit* Chapter 
IX describes the akkharacchandas (aksaraochandaa) whioh 
appear for the first time in the later parts of the Canon, 
and their affiliation to the other metres* They are of
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great interest as products of the transition process and on 
account of the speoial rdle they play later in the Classical 
Sanskrit literature* Classical Sanskrit itself, as a kind of 
synthesis of the old and the new (Middle Indian in the garb of 
Old Indian, drawing its literary and metrical techniques from 
both), might be regarded as a special product of the transition 
period* The Conclusion is concerned mainly with the results 
of the researoh from the point of view of the history of 
literature*

I wish to thank all those who hare contributed in 
various ways to this piece of researoh, and in partioul&r 
Dr* W* Stede, who initiated me into the mysteries of Pall, and 
who has always given me much encouragement, Professor J* Brough 
for constant sound advice and criticism, and Dr* A*A*Bake for 
guidance in the intricacies of Indian music and in the 
redoubled intricacies of its theoretical expositions, which 
at times were not understood even by those who wrote them*



CHAPTER I

Orthography and Phonology

In order to soan Pali verses, it is first necessary to 
ascertain the relationship between the orthography of the 
manuscript tradition and the phonology of the original 
language of the Canonical t e x t s T h e  Commentaries and 
Medieval Grammars, the 3rd century B*C. inscriptions and the 
ancient phonetic science of the Pratisakhyas,comparison 
with the related phenomena in Vedic, ArdhamagadhI, and Buddhist 
Sanskrit, all help to some extent in this task, but the 
decisive test in all cases arises from the metre itself*
This is not a circular argument based on the mere probability 
of certain rhythms in the padat fortunately we are certain 
that the cadence of the vatta padayuga ("half-strophe") in the 
period we are studying was invariably ̂  — and that the 
cadence of the tutthubha pada was invariably  ̂— — • By 
collecting examples of doubtful cases in these positions it is 
possible to discover their rhythmic values*

The main problems to be solved here ares
(1 ) whether 'e' and 'o' may be short in an 

open syllable|
(ii) in words containing a svarabhakti^ vowel

(1 )...... of* section 4 of the Introduction*
(2)*****.*of* Dr* Allen's valuable works "Phonetics in Ancient 

India", London, 1933*
(3)••••••*Pall equivalents, ,#sarabhatti', and 'yama' do not seem

to have existed, as the medieval grammarians apparently did 
not understand these phenomenas see Sd*p*621, para 69 for
a statement that such alternatives as cetiya/cetya existed 
(in the orthography), with "loss of vowel", but without any 
explanation* The "sarabhatti" form is regarded as normal, 
and the (rarer) alternative is classified as a case of 
"saralopa"•
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(or a 'yama'), this vowel frequently does not seem 
to count as a separate syllables in each of these 
words the correct rhythm has to be ascertained;

(iii) alternative forms, with assimilation of the 
consonant cluster concerned, existed for some of 
the words with svarabhakti, and the tradition may 
in some cases have substituted one form for the 
other (contraction of vowels may also be noted here, 
as a parallel phenomenon);

(iv) in a few words syncopated forms (with loss of a 
short vowel) existed, and again one form may have 
been substituted for another;

(v) the process of samprasarana,^)or its absence, 
resulted in alternative possibilities in one or two 
words, with possible effect on the quantity of the 
preceding syllable;

(vi) certain conjuncts sometimes do not make position.

Of these phenomena the most important are the second 
(svarabhakti) and the sixth (conjuncts not making position), 
which are of very frequent occurrence and are responsible for 
the majority of apparently non-scanning padas in the Canon,

It may be noted that almost all the phenomena of this type 
concern the semi-vowels (including the nasals),which 
historically and grammatically had given rise to alternations 
of vowel and consonant forms, No doubt our difficulties 
result from the uncertainty in representing these sounds in 
the early days of evolution of a script. The ambiguity of 
the semi-vowels, with their imperfect occlusion, confused the 
opposition of vowel and consonant and the demarcation of 
syllables, (see Allen's discussion on the Prati^akhya theories

(1) This process also does not appear to have been studied
by the medieval Pali grammarians.
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of svarabhakti and yama, PAI-pp.73-8), and absolute clarity 
was not attained until the general practice of writing(1 ) had, 
by the artificial elimination of all fluidity, classified each 
phoneme of the language as unambiguously vowel or consonant, 
and assigned one letter to represent each phoneme. Further
more, every syllable needed to be classified as either long or 
short. Evidently, the Pali tradition in the Canonical period, 
oral and written, had not attained such fixation. Our task 
is to infer as nearly as possible the correct, or the usual, 
pronunciation of each word, and further to ascertain the extent 
of the fluidity which still existed,(2 )

(i) 1e * and 1o *

According to Aggavamsa (Sd.p,608, 11.19-211 eg. the (yth 
Burmese Nissaya on this passage quoted by Helmer Smith in the 
footnotes) • e 1 and 'o' are normally short before a conjunct, 
e,gi 'Sttha', •s&yyo1, 'bttho1, 'stttthi*. He also says 
(p,6l4,117-9) that 'e1 and 'o' are not normally produced before 
a conjunct in sandhi (sinoe they are long vowels), •!' and 'u' 
being retainedi 'yass'indriyani1, •lok'uttaram'• On the 
other hand, he gives two examples in which he says they are 
long before a conjunct, both in sandhi: *ce tvam*, 'putto ty
aham*• Of course the syllables are here long in any case

(1),.«,0r, in the Vedic tradition, an exact system of 
pronunciation worked out for ritual purposes whioh supplied 
an alphabetic fixation equivalent to a written system (again 
with a certain amount of distortion)•

(2).,,,When in Ceylon and Burma Pali acquired an absolutely 
fixed system of phonology and writing, used by the medieval 
poets, this system was an artificial one sometimes differing 
from the Canonical usage, and reflecting the shortcomings of 
the old orthography. Thus1acariya• in the Canon counts as 
three syllables, whilst in medieval verse it counts as four.
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(unless, cf*(vi), the conjunots here do not make position), but 
these remarks and the existence of short 'ef and 'o' in Pali 
according to the tradition lead us to ask whether they may 
sometimes be short also in an open syllable, whioh would have 
serious repercussions on our metrical studies*

On investigation we find indeed the word 'gehe1 in the 
Petavatthu (III4.3) in such a position (vatta cadences 
"natthi etam mama gehe" that the first le* is required to be 
short by the metre* The verses in which this example occurs 
are, however, somewhat confused and irregular, so that this 
exceptional case may be the result of corruption ('mama' m.c* 
is allowed in Pali, but its conjunction here with gehe raises 
suspicions)* A possible explanation, however, would be that 
since •e* stands here for •r* (•grha1) it may be short, or that 
we should take the form •gaha1, whioh also exists in Pali 
(in compounds)* In a survey of all the vatta cadences in the 
Sutta-nipata, I found ‘e' in open syllables long except for one 
case onlys 'medassa1 in verse 196 (restoring with Fausbj^lli 
"sedassa <ca> medassa caM)* Here the Sanskrit equivalent also 
has 'e1 ('medah1 m* or •medas* n*), although the root is 
'mad' and a form •madassa* might have existed* The verse, 
however, is again not above suspicion, and moreover it belongs 
to a meditation on the foulness of the body very different in 
spirit from most of Sn*, in which the attempt to include all 
the 32 constituents of the body (cf*Khp*III) enumerated by 
contemporary medicine probably interested the versifier more 
than poetic style and metrical correctness*
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We may conclude that *e' Is regularly long in an open 

syllable*^) 'o1 is too rare9 except as a finalt to permit suoh 
a tests as final it is in any case sometimes shortened m*c*, 
as we shall see in Chapter IV* An finals9 both 'e' and ’o' 
may be shortened m*o«, in which case they are generally 
altered to ‘a 1, 'i', or 'u'*

(ii) Svarabhakti, yama,etc*
(2)Whereas original conjunct stops 'were assimilated to each 

other in Pali9 a semivowel9 nasal or fricative, was frequently 
retained in a conjunct with a stop or with another semivowel* 
This peculiarity, in opposition to the. 'true' consonants, 
resulted from the indeterminate nature of the presumed original 
'semi-vowels1 ('sonantes', meaning semivowels and nasals) in 
Indo-European, which were articulated as consonants or as 
vowels according to their context* This distinction in 
pronunciation, essential for clarity in quantitative metrics, 
was not fully attained in the Indian languages in the period 
we are studying, and fluctuations took place, such as<
Vedic 'wtuam' > Classical Sanskrit ’“tvam’* The indeterminate 
nature of these phonemes persisted in Fall (it could only be

(1)•••.Jacobi in ZEMG 47 (1893)» p«579f mentions 'eva' "with 
short ' e' " in ArdhamagadhI, in explaining the presumed 
shift of the accent to the preceding word* Cf* Seotion(vl) 
below on '-eyy'*

(2)****It may be noted that Aggavajpsa, in opposition to the 
'Saddasattha' (* Sanskrit Grammar), states that in Pall the 
term 'aphuttha', Mnon-oceluded”, is applied to the non
aspirate stops* The Sanskrit term 'sprsta', "occluded”, 
applied to all the stops, has no equivalent in the Pali tradition*

(3)••••That 'svarabhakti' was a tendency present already in the 
Indo-European stage of the languages, is suggested by,Meillet 
IECLI-E.p.117), who quotes Vedic* d < u )  vau, j <ki)ya, and Greek* bi^y>os. ■
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eliminated by artificial rules, as in Classical Sanskrit), to 
the effect that the same phoneme might be pronounced as a 
vowel or as a consonant in the same word on different occasions 
of utterance, and clearly there was a strong tendency for the 
phoneme to decompose into the vowel articulation followed or 
preceded by the consonant articulation* This decomposition 
was often reflected in the orthography, thus 'tvam' was some
times written 'tuvam' (vowel + consonant) and *'arhati' was 
written 'arahati', whioh doubtless represents a pronunciation 
*'arrhati' (consonant ♦ vowel)*

This problem of the semivowels and nasals in conjuncts 
was investigated in the Pratisakhyas, which are perhaps 
contemporary with the Pall Canon (500 B.C.-150 B.C. according 
to Varma, "Critical Studies in the Phonetic Observations of 
Indian Grammarians", Introduction)* In the transition from 
semivowel to stop or fricative they found that contemporary 
speakers inserted a "fragment of vowel", 'svarabhakti9, equal 
in length to one half, one quarter or one eighth of a short 
vowel in different cases, and in the transition from stop to 
nasal they found a similar fragment of nasality which they 
termed 'yama', regarding it as a nasalised "duplication" of the 
stop* Both these 'prosodies' are reflected in the orthography 
of the Pali Canon, and even the variation in length of the 
svarabhakti seems to be reflected in the greater frequency of 
writing 'r' + fricative (-rah-) with svarabhakti as compared

(1)....Allen PAI pp.73-8
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with the other cases, such as r f semivowel ('-riy-') and 
r + nasal (usually assimilated).^

According to Dr* Allen, it appears that svarabhakti 
was limited in the Prati£akhya theory to cases of r + 
consonant and yama to stop + nasal, to whioh we may add the 
case of fricative + nasal. In Pali we find similar 
•svarabhakti1 vowels in the junctions of stop + semivowel 
(e.g. 'kilesa'), ' v' ♦ semivowel (e*g. 'viyakar-'), 
fricative + semivowel (e*g* siya), and nasal + semivowel 
(e*g* 'anveti* m ^   ̂Sn*1103)t whioh we may group together
as 'consonant + semivowel' generally* We may say that in 
Pall any conjunct containing either a semivowel or a nasal 
(i.e. an original 'semi-vowel', 'sonante') is liable to this 
prosody, since any *semi-vowel is liable to decomposition*
In the cases of nasal + consonant, however, the phenomenon 
appears in the form of the niggahlta (anusvara), leading to 
metrical difficulties through the possibility of metrical 
shortening to anunasika of the preceding vowel, which we have 
to consider in Chapter III*

We now have to determine the extent to whioh, in 
Canonical Pali, this peculiar prosody of semivowels and nasals 
had given rise to additional syllables in some words, 
changing their metrical value* We find that there is no
general rule, no Invariable relationship between orthographic 
svarabhakti and metrical, or syllabic, svarabhakti* it is 
therefore necessary to study individual words so far as we can

(l)**..As examples of 'yama1 we haves 'paduma' (»*paddma),
' sukhuma' (*#suk^\ma, or # sukhftna? - Allen 3*123), 'gini-' 
(»* g^ni), '8upina' (»* supPna)* On Allen 3*123 of. also 
Palis 'sineha' (»* s^neha).
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find them in positions where their metrioal value is certain. 
We also find that in some cases the metrical value of a word 
varied, thus •ariya' is usually "ariya" (ariya), but some
times "ariya" and occasionally even "ariya". This may be 
due in part to dialectal variations within the Canon, but 
sometimes such variants appear within a single poem of 
apparently homogeneous composition. It must therefore be 
stated that certainty of scansion in all cases is not 
possible in Canonical Palif that the language was not 
completely fixed but, being not far removed from a living 
dialect, had a certain amount of fluidity.^^ Our statistical 
counts of pada structures will therefore be approximate only 
in most oases, although it seems possible to reduce the 
uncertainty, on the average, to not more than about 1^. In 
this connection we note here, anticipating section (iii), that 
a number of words had alternative forms with svarabhakti or 
with assimilation, having different metrical values.

After the partial interruption of the tradition in 
about 100 B.C., which we have discussed in the Introduction, 
it appears that the written language became the final 
authority on all questions. The current orthography was one 
whioh had been preserved with very little change from the 
3rd century B.C. or earlier, as we see from comparison with 
the inscriptions, but, when the written Canon after the 
disasters of the 1st century B.C. bacame the sole authority 
(the oral tradition in so far as it was still maintained 
being no longer trusted, or rather being made dependent on 
the written texts), the written text came to be interpreted 
not according to the old usage but simply as it appeared to

(l)....3ee the Introduction and Chapter IV on the fluidity 
of the language.
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the unwary reader9 every vowel indicated by the orthography 
being counted as the kernel of a separate syllable* In this 
way all the svarabhakti vowels shown by the written forms of 
the words acquired full syllabic value in the tradition9 and 
in all the medieval poetry they must be scanned as separate 
syllables (some forms written with conjuncts were also 
current, such as •cetya', •tulya1, •Sakya1)#

According to my investigation of the words in positions 
where their metrical value is certain, in the following cases 
the svarabhakti group counted metrioally as a conjunct (for 
comparison with AM see Pischel para 131 and Jacobi ZVSIS ("KZ") 
XXVII, 1877• 594 fff for comparison with BHS see Edgerton 
BHSG pp.29-30)1

fcrahmacarVa (Sn 267, 274, Dh 267, U 1.4, 8 .6 ,
J IV 33I AM has •bambhacera* beside 
the form in •-oariya1. evidently 
metrically equivalent)*

acar^ya (Bv II 19; 'acera1 occurs in Pali e*g.
J IV 248 and J VI 563. •acarlye1?
S I 178 - corrupt verse)

dhammacar^ya (Sn 263)
ekacar^ya (Sn 821 - a very interesting pada! Scant

•ekacariyam dalham kayira*)i *-car ya in any other compound (Sn 700, J IV 362,
422,483)

kay^a- (Sn 728, 821, 844, 1051, Th II 61, S I 100,
U 4.3, 7*9, Dh 117-6, 292, *to., J IV 218)

pay^rupasati (Dh 64-5, Th I 1236, 1238)
(the •metathesis1 form -y^r- is more definitely 
a conjunct in pronunciation than the normal form 
-r^V-riy-)
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iriya- (Sn 1063# 1097) 
aochat^ya (J IV 1971 of. •acchera1) 
macchar^ya (Sn 863; of. •macchera1) 
tux^ya (Th II 139; AM has •tudiya1) 
atitax^ya (Sn 219) 
anupax^yaga (Sn 447# S I 124)
avaklx^yati (Pv. p.172 of Cy. Ed.; sse also CPD

suggesting this metrical value In 
several examples)

antakix^yaya (Sn 454# 725; AMi •kiriya* - Plschel
para 131)

pax^yaya (Sn 581 f 588, J IV 218f 426 - where the 
correct reading was suggested by 
Pausb^ll; cf• 1peyyala•• uThe normal 
rhythm Is evidently •pariyaya* as in 
Epic Sanskrit)

pariyanta (Sn 577)
pax^-yesanam (U 7 *9)
gaxa ha - (Sn 313# 913# eto.9 the substantive9 

however9 has the conjunct divided! 
garahaya# in Sn 1419 where we also find 
the gerund with metathesis! garayha.
Note that ar&ha usually has the conjunct, 
but with some exceptions! we should 
therefore not be surprised to find 
*garaha - as the verb stem if enough 
examples oould be found; AM has 
•garahio1, Pischel para 131.)

r&hada (Sn 467)
oaranava (Sn 533# 536)
(a)tuliya (Sn 85; usually written ‘tulya1) 
cetiya (Ph 188)

jP-
In the following cases the svarabhakti counts as a 

separate syllable!
viyahjana (SI p.38; often spelt •vyahjana*,

e.g. Sn 1017; some other words beginning 
with vy similar -J IV 227# 371# etc.)

vlyakar- (Sn 513 in opacchandasaka cadence# 1052# 
1075# Bv IX 13# J IV 116)
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viya (otherwise^l)va); (3% 334v, Bv ZYIII 27)
iaiyal (In 7l6 j 944  ̂hh 160,; 206, 218 v 231-3, ̂ > 305W 376> tJ 6,2r XV 156, 435, ih I 585,

siyum (U 7»9) -'
feiliDsa, {pn 348)
eupina (otJiarwise soppfO (i IV 84)
glnl :AM has * * ,:> pla^hal para 131)

- (Vr VII -4Q4^:̂ir'_'.II 7*5)
■;havyam (On 4^3 ff• refrato not in the--\:v/;;/l? qadeiice, hut; the rhythni aeems certain)
. yyajfckhiaoam (Sn 600)
, yy%h^ta Ŝ3a 1000) ’̂ /
Sthmahnia (when so written) (Sh 782)
papmntl (8n 324) ’ ; • , .

In the following oaaea the metrical yaliio is variable
or uhoef tain s

ariya

ariya (Sn 23Q r 330, 353, *T IV 292?•many more oases could be added, in the light of Chapters VII and VIII, when the word is initial in the
ariya (On 535, Dh 236, Th 1 959)

* (ariya appears only"• in -Medieval

C axiariya f8n 664 in vegaydtl cadence) ;
\ anariya (Sn 815, -J IV 1^8j perhaps under 

anariya / - the inflnexipe of the; flaw* of ;’ ) ':--/ de Shuasure, this rhythm seems/to
/./ /■ > '/■ be cozmaoner than the alternative,

• > /•; ■ whereas-’■ in' the-' positive' ’ariya*/'
> ' , ; commoner)/
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viriya

kariya-
oarahi

araha-

bhariya

sineha

n(a)hataka

naharu

paduma

viriya (Sn 68, 184, 353, 422, 528,
J IV 357, Th II 161, Th I 818)

viriya (Dh 7, 8 , 112, 144, Th I 962;
AM writes •viriya1)

•akariyam* (Dh 176)
(Sn 988, 990? 999)
usually araha- (Sn 765,etc., Dh 9,10,230,

S I 129, J IV 192 twice,
Th I 500, 969 ff.)

arahatam (Ha-vipula: Sn 186)
arahato (Sn 590 - late?)

VJ —  -arahantam (Sn 644 - very late?)
araha - (also S I p#51)

(AM has •ariha-1, Pischel para
131)

normally bhariya (J IV 319, 422, 428, 461,
probably Sn 290)

sometimes bhariya (Th II 225)

sineha (Sn 66, 209, S I  134)
sineha (J I 190 1*6, Sn 36 not making 

position)
(Sn 518 and 521, in opaoohandasaka, 
apparently "nhatako* not making position)
(may be *naharu' not making position at 
Sn 194)

paduma (Sn 71)
paduma (Vv VII 7), paduml (Sn 53)
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( suriya (Th II 87, Sn 687, S I 51 1.5,
( J IV 139, 338-9)

suriya,"aun"( 8Uriya =  — wmeaning "sun" (s I 51 1*3, 
(of.suriya, / 1.6, J IV 61 1.8)
"valour") ( suriya =  ^ “ (Bv XVIII 27)

usually pronounced as written (Sn 48, 896)

probably also as written (e.g. Dh 229)

(Sn 77, 253, 719)
(sirlmato (Vv VII v.22)
[siri-- (Sn 686)

usually as written (Th II 237-8,_etc.)f but 
there are several exceptionst tVam (Sn508. 833* 
J IV 48 1.6)
(Sn 1103)

iasariya apparently — at Sn 112 and U 18 
pasariyaa « — v,— j iy 371

( kadariya (Dh 177, Pv II 7*7) 
kadariya ( kadariya ?? (Sn 133» 362) (or kadariya?)

( hadaya ? (Sn 938 d«= Thll 52bt J IV 419,
( 420) 

hadaya ( (may be for 'hrdi1 >  *hadi)
| hadaya (J IV 127 1.18, 296 1.12)

pathayl ? (sn 307)
pathavl (Sn 1097, Dh 41)
oar»to? (Sn 823)

dve 
duve

sve 
suve

hirl

sirl-

tvam
tuvam

anveti
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Other words liable to svarabhakti seem usually to be 

pronounced as written (except words beginning with vy)

It is possible that both dialectal variants and 
historical variants exist within the Canon in some of these 
oases (e.g. 'araha-'?). The lists could be considerably 
extended and further clarified by a complete survey of the 
Canon9 and knowledge of the metres will reoiprooally increase 
our knowledge of the pronunciation of words of thiB type, but 
the above collection is sufficient for our present purpose of 
studying the metres.

Whilst it cannot be asserted that in every single case in 
Canonical verse these pronunciations must be restored, they 
nevertheless make metrically comprehensible many hundreds of 
padas which otherwise would be inexplicable. Adopting 
Arnold's principle of admitting simple devioes of 
interpretation which convert mere prose into verse on a large 
scale (VM p.8, paras 8 & 9), I believe, despite the many 
corruptions in our texts, that it is possible to discover the 
original system of metrics by thus reducing the area of 
uncertainty to very muoh smaller proportions than before, and 
that eventually it will be possible to make satisfactory 
editions of the verse parts of the Canon.

(ill) Assimilation & Contraction
Sometimes we may restore a reading which agrees with the 

metre by substituting a form with assimilation for one with 
svarabhakti, one with contraction for an extended from such 
as -aya-, or vioe versa. In some such cases the change is
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illusory, however, as in ariya/ayya, acariya/aoera, except 
in medieval Pali (of* the preceding section,pp.39-40). In 
some cases the unassimilated conjunct exists alongside the 
svarabhakti form. Examples of svarabhakti / assimilations

r aM -  
eoppa 
aggi 
maoca
Kaccana (and Kaccayana) 
kabba (& kabya, kavya) 
tikkha 
kiooha 
sa- (sea-)

-svarabhakti / conjuncts 
Sakiya Sakya
(most others are metrically equivalent s tul^ya etc) 
tasina tanha (partial assimilation)

raj in- 
sup ina 
gini 
matiya 
Eatiyana
kaviya(& kaveyya)
tikhina
kasira
suva-

The following forms are liable to contraction as shown. 
Several have appeared already as 'svarabhakti9, which is a 
closely related phenomenons

aya / e (especially causatives) 
aya / a
ayi / e (including acariya > #acay^ra >  

aoera where no metrical change 
occurs)

iya / i 
iya / e 
aya / a 
ayi / e
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ayi / I 
oya / o 
ayu / o
uri / o (purisa/posas confusion quite common

in the Canon)
ava / o 
avi / e 
ava / o 
ava / a
upa / u 
apo / o

(iv) Syncopation (and Haplology)

A few unimportant alternatives appear in this categoryt
sarasara / sassara
bharabhara / babbhara
oiticitayati / ciccitayati (of. the confusion 

in Th II 24» where the possible original 'cicoiti cicoiti ti1
preserved in some Sinhalese manuscripts (not noted by Pisohel)<̂ >has become corrupted into 'vioohindantl'f the reading printed 
by Pisohel. This is an example of the most difficult problems 
confronting the editor of a Pali texts the metre may be glti 
(first case) or uggltii the preoeding strophe9 although even 
more corrupt9 suggests the former).

khalu / kho
udaka / oka (of.Th II 236-245)
-mahe / -mhe
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-haplologyi

gaoohlssasi / gacchisi (?) (Th II) 
aossaai / sossi (J) 
pavisissami / pavissami 
vinhanananoaya tana / vihnananoayatana

(v) Samprasarana, eto*
In connection with svarabhakti on the one hand and 

with oonjuncts not making position on the other9 the 
phenomenon of samprasarana has to be borne in mind when 
dealing with certain oases* We commonly find #vTti-f for 
'vyati-1, for inatance9 which we presume have different 
metrical values* Now, in the cases we noted above9 under 
8varabhaktif of words_beginning with • vy^f we found the 
possible rhythmst ,vyakkhl88am, (of••viyakar-•) andU    —. •
'^vyaharim1* In the second case9 and in others like it9 we 
appear to find a conjunct not making position (of* the next 
section)9 but it is also possible that originally there was 
samprasarana here toot '*vlharimv*

The alternation ,dvi,/ ,<h*t9 with possible effect on 
the quantity of the preceding syllable9 may be noted here*

(vi) Qonjunots not making position*
Certain conjunots in Pali appear sometimes not to 

make position* These arei ’br*, ,vy,9 ,nh#9 'sn1, •tvS 
•dv1, and possibly 'yy* and others with •-y1* 'lh* is not 
a conjunct*
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•hr1 is the most important of these9 and together with 

9vy9f •tv* and 9dv9 it was studied by some of the 19th 
century writers on Pall9 in particular by Simon9 ZDMGf 1890 
pp*94-5* Conjuncts with #-r* sometimes fall to make 
position in the Epics and even in Classical Sanskrit* These 
oas689 however9 belong to a discussion on metrioal licenoe 
rather than here9 although in Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit and 
probably to some extent in the Epics we are ooncerned with an 
archaising or Sanskritising orthography which misrepresents 
the original pronunciation* In Pali (where 9br* is the 
only representative of this olass(l))a8 in BHS the 
phenomenon is a regular feature of the language, belonging 
to the discussion on phonology and orthography9 and does not 
appear sporadically as licence (based apparently on a vague 
recollection of old pronunciations)*

• 4

Simon found that 9br* made position in >braha,9 
1 brahma*f 'bravlti* and ,bruheti*9 and derivations andVJ
combinations of the latter9 except •anubruhaye•• He also
found that 9brahmana9 did not lengthen the syllable which 
preoeded it* In this latter case he suggested reading 
9baqihanav9 * baiflbhana * or 9 baiphmana1 as in the Asokan 
inscriptions at Khalsi, Dhauli and Girnar*

(l)***The others are represented by assimilated oonjuncts 
which are further simplified in most cases when initial 
(e*g* pr>pp>p). As a rule they make position medially 
and in the seams of compounds9 but initially9 and 
sporadically in seams9 the single consonant appears*
This conforms to the rule in MI that only a single 
consonant can appear initially9 but in close union with 
the preceding word9 and especially in compound with it9 
the doubled consonant may reappear*
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This suggestion is probably correct, in view or the 

abnormality of a conjunct appearing initially in Pali, and I 
would add that the •restoration* of 9br9 here may well have 
resulted from the tendency to archaise in the early stages 
of the tradition (discussed already in the Introduction)* 
According to Bloch I*A* the forms •bamhana*, •bhambhana1, 
•bSbhana9, •bambhana1, •bamhana*, • baiphmana• occur in th9 
Eastern, Central, Western and Southern inscriptions,
•bramana•^^is restricted to the extreme North-West, but 
•bramhana* and •bramhana• occur once each at Girnar (I*A* 
pp#98-9)f which thus again shows a specially close connection 
with Pali* Girnar, however, fairly frequently preserves 
•r1 in •pr1, •tr* (sometimes found in Palis 9tatra9, etc*), 
and •sr••

In connection with the other words quoted by Simon, I find 
that •br* regularly does not makeposition in •anubruhaye* and 
•bruhi1*^) Elsewhere, as in f8ubraha*^^ and in •abravi’, 
•abravum1^ ^  from the same root •bru* as before, •br* regularly 
makes position*

*vy•* #nhft •sn1• These conjuncts liable to svarabhakti 
sometimes fail to make position, as if in svarabhakti, even 
when there is no svarabhakti* The case of wca nhatako" Sn 
318 is doubtful, since there is a reading Hca nahatako” which 
we could adopt by omitting 9ca'* In Nbhavanti sneha"
Sn 36, however, there seems to be no alternative (lnhl being 
originally •sn9 might be expected to have the same metrical 
value)* Note that *sineha9 occurs in the very same poem, 
Kh&ggavisanasutta, Sn 66* We have discussed 9vy9 in the 
sections on svarabhakti and samprasarana* Here we may add 
the examples of oonjunct not making positions 9suvyavato9 
J III 315, •khlnavyappatho9 Sn 158-9 (there are, however, many
[l)***onces 9bamana9; once: 1 braipana9 - misprint?
;2).*.e*g* J IV 459* (3)...e.g. J IV 111*
4)•••Both in Sn (430, etc), J and Bv*
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variants here; this one was adopted by Andersen and Smith9 
but without any certainty9 and the interpretation of the 
whole compound is very doubtful - see P2D s*v*)

1 tv* and •dv* very rarely do not make position* Simon 
gives J II 178 J III 81 a and J IV 62 b, to which I an
not able to add further examples* In the words 't^vam9 and 
• d ^ e 1 these conjuncts are liable to svarabhakti, and they may 
therefore be compared with the preceding group*

i Aggavamsa gives a rule (Sd pp*6l4-5, para 41) that long 
'a' may be formed in sandhi before the conjuncts •vy,9 •hhf9
•ggh* and *88* in certain words* In all the cases he gives
the conjunct stands for an original consonant + y 9 which 
suggests that position was not strongly felt before such 
conjuncts9 even after assimilation* Compare with this his 
rule referred to in the section on •e9 and *0 %  where these 
vowels may be •long* before 9 tv9 (see above) and 9ty9* In 
other connections we find the position of 9yy9 felt to be
weak9 and perhaps •ly* > 9iyy9 > •eyy* (Geiger para 10)
illustrates this* I find that it occasionally seems desirable 
to scan •eyy* instead of the normal •eyy19 but usually some 
alternative form may be substituted* Thus in M I9 p*386 l*21f

—  I u u ---  I V U —  I u
we might scan -assa veyyfikaranassa, but here 1 vyfik-* might be 
substituted, scanning 9-avyfi9/ 2) whilst the metre (glti) seems

I u  —  u  Inormally to insist on l ^ « l  here, i*e* -a veyyak with metrical 
shortening* In Sn*152 we find the variants • vinaya9/ 9 vineyya9 
together with •-seyyajp1 in a verse which is very difficult to 
scan satisfactorily* On the whole, after spending considera
ble time on these ganacchandas verses, and still more time on 
those of the Tuvatakasutta (Sn 915-34), I think we have in 
fact to accept •-eyy* in most cases, but it appears that the 
doubtful pronunciation of this syllable may have been partly 
responsible for the corruption and uncertainty in the tradit-
(1)***His references are to nipatas and verses, not volumes and pages*
(2)***cf* AM; 'vagaraQa9*



ion preserving these texts* Both here and in the case of 9e 9 
generally (of section (i) above) it seems that in the original 
texts 9e 9 was invariably long9 although when final it might 
alternate with 9i 9 for metrical convenience (even this is quite 
rare in Palit see Chapter IV| such forms as 9ramamase9 
(middle) are almost certainly mere archaisms for original 9-i9)* 
In the context of Prakrit dialects developing a regular 989 
beside 9e9, however, the Pali tradition wavered at times, and 
it8 guardians who spoke such dialects were liable to introduce 
9e9 into the Canon*

The orthography 9lh9 does not represent a conjunct, 
but aspirated 91 9 in place of 9dh9* Evidently lacking a 
letter 9jLh9 the scribes wrote + 9h 9* As in the word 
9d&lha9 (Sn 228, 3571 701, Th I 764, etc*), it does not make 
position, which is perhaps mhown also by the possibility of 
writing a long vowel in front of it, as in 9rulha9, 9mulha9, 
etc*

It may be noted here that in Pali 9ch9 need not make 
position (in Sanskrit it invariably makes position and is 
consequently written 9cch9)| examples! Sn 42, 387, etc*
9cch9 is, however, much commoner*



CHAPTER II

SANDHI

A detailed study of sandhi in Pali would not yield 
any very definite criteria for textual criticism, since 
clearly the usage was very fluid - in almost every o&Be 
alternatives existed either of which might be used at will 
by the poets* Some account of Pali sandhi going beyond 
the incomplete or vague statements of the modern grammars 
is of interest here, however, in order to give a rough idem 
of the usage within which we may consider amending particular 
cases of orthography which seems unmetrloal* This can 
conveniently be taken from the twentieth chapter of 
Aggavamsa's Saddanlti, which is based on a very thorough 
study of the Canonical texts* Any correction or limitation 
of these statements of the usage in the Canon, such as that 
a certain combination was preferred by the poets in the 
great majority of oases, can come only if and when we succeed 
through a knowledge of the metres in restoring the original 
texts as a sound basis for a statistical analysis of sandhi* 
Only occasionally can we add a point of detail from forms in 
the cadence of a vatta pada or elsewhere where we are certain 
of the rhythm and of the t e x t * ^  We should also consider the 
“new sandhi rule“ deduced by Jacobi on statistical grounds 
(I.P. XXXI 1912-13, 211 ff.)*

Sandhi in Pali was evidently very simple and natural,

(1)••.Thus a consideration of Sn*352a and 790d suggests that 
”tava-y-idam“ and “na-y-idha“ should be pronounced
1tavedam1 and 1nedha1•



as in a living language. (of. Mayrhofer H.F. I9 p.72).
The existence of alternatives freely substituted for one 
another resulted in the tradition being carelesB of sandhiv 
and very frequently it seems necessary to alter our texts 
in order to restore the rhythm.

Aggavamsa considers the whole field of phonology 
under the heading of sandhi, (we have already had occasion 
to refer to some of his statements on phonology) and his 
discussion leads up to the question of metrioal licencef 
whioh we shall take up in Chapter IV. He begins by stressing 
the fundamental importance of • sandhi ', whioh he likens to 
the salt in a curry, and then sets out the alphabet and
describes the manner of production of the various sounds
(sadda > vanna > akkhara =̂ = sound > phoneme > letter). Short 
and long syllables are defined, and one consonant reokoned 
at half a short syllable in length. (D Consonants 
('vyahjana1) are 'dependent on1 (•nissaya*) vowels ('sara*
* svara) (of. Allen p.80 - same dootrine), but in turn 
•protect* or •cover* (•paticchadeti*) them.

Sandhi in the narrower sense is then analysed into the 
following ten elements or •instruments* (•upakarana1):

(pubba (the phoneme whioh precedes)
Vpara (the phoneme whioh follows)
lopa (elision)
ag&ma (transition phoneme, whioh replaces one 

elided, or is Inserted in addition)
danno ga(conjunct)

(l) • • .As in the Vedio tradition see Allen PAI. 84. This 
•natural* length must be carefully distinguished from 
metrioal lengths the terms for the former are 'rassa* 
(hrasva) and *dlgha* (dXrgha) (Sd p.605), those for the 
latter are 'lahu' (laghu) and 'garu* (guru) (Sd p.632).
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o *, (viyoga (the separation from its following vowelox* xne; •dependent1 consonant before

f3 L -  m a k l n « 8 a n d h l )mental >paranayana (the guiding of a consonant by the 
rules' > phoneme whioh follows it)
below ^

vipariyaya (metathesis, » ’viparlta’ of N*£. quoted 
by Allen, p*77t f*n*9. Not the same 
as ’viparyaya’ of A*P*^llen, p*74» 
f«n*2, meaning ’more back*)

'vikara (modification by union with another phoneme)
>viparlta (change into another vowel or consonant 

without such union)
To these might be added the following, which perhaps 

are intended to be deduced from thems
adesa (substitution - cf. ’lopa’s these two terms 

are frequently mentioned together as typical 
sandhi processes* 
adesa ■ lopa + agama)

nimitta (the causes the phoneme which determines
the application of one of the ten elements 
or instruments)

sabhagatta (assimilation, = sahhoga + vikara)
(dvitta (doubling - by ’vikara’, as ins as>ass)
(visahhoga (simplifying)
thanantaragati (displacements the transfer of

nasalisation from one syllable to 
another (1))

Some general definitions are givens
The four kinds of discourses 

gajja (prose), 
pajja (verse), 
geyya (mixed), 
kaccha (commentary);

(l)...Only one case of this exceptional phenomenon is givens 
imsu > isum, which is regarded as ’sandhi’ because the 
form regarded as normal is changed under stress of metre 
in the examples quoted* Sd* p«635*
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The three (or four) classes of sandhis 

vowel sandhi, 
consonant sandhi,
mixed or general sandhi (including 
euphony, stress of metre, etc*),
(niggahlta sandhi - otherwise Included 
in the preceding class),

(Aggavamsa selects the threefold classification)!
The purposes of sandhi, defined as: 'sa/rjpatti' 

(’success', 'happiness') in sound, meaning, metre, and 'alahkara' 
(apparently 'poetics'), which (sampattl) is 'delightful' (manorama); 
as the protection of metre, in verse; and as 'euphony' 
(sukhuccarana) in other kinds of discourse;

The dichotomy into external ('pada') and internal(1)
('vanna') sandhi •
Before setting forth the individual rules according to 

the threefold classification Aggavamsa lays down two fundamental 
general rules:

(l)***In this chapter we need not concern ourselves with internal 
sandhi, which in any case is somewhat artificial in Pall, 
Aggavamsa merely lists the apparently irregular cases found in 
•internal sandhi', together with dialectal curiosities, after the 
more regular combinations of external sandhi* We may ignore 
these artificial *rules' here, since they belong to the 
discussion of phonology and in particular to the evolution of 
Pali out of 'Old Indian'•
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1« In order to make sandhi, the (following) 

protected vowel must be separated from its 
(preceding) dependent consonant, so that the 
vowel may be determined by anotner phoneme 
which follows it (viyoga).

2. When sandhi is made, a consonant is guided 
(determined) by the phoneme which follows 
it (paranayana)»

- in other words the syllable is 
split into its component elements, consonant(s) + vowel, before 
sandhi can take place (it takes place at the level of phonemes, not 
of syllables), and sandhi is •progressive1.

Vowel Sandhi
This is defined as "the substitution or elision of 

vowels". Aggavaipsa examines the 64 possible cases of the collision
J

of vowels* elision of the preceding (pubba) vowel is the commonest 
result. Where the vowels are dissimilar the following (para) vowel 
may instead, but only exceptionally, be elided (the only regular 
cases of this are the loss of initial vowel in 'iti1, •idani1, •iva1, 
etc., where it is perhaps more correct to say that fti*, etc., were 
in Fall independent words freely used, whilst the full forms were in 
fact rare survivals of older forms gradually dying out; the rule of 
lengthening a final vowel preceding ’ti1, however, could be citedf in 
support of Aggavamsa, to show that the older form was still alive 
behind the new and that the new could be regarded as merely a sandhi
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When the preceding vowel is elided, the following 
vowel •may1 (not •must1) be lengthened, except before a

uconjunct. Sometimes when a preceding fa f is elided a 
following ’I1 or ,u l becomes ,ef or *0 *, but 'iva* never 
becomes ,evaf, •iti1 never becomes •eti1, and • o1 is never 
elided before fitif. In certain exceptional cases long •a1 may 
be produced before a conjunct!

+
ayya
anna
aggha
assu
assa

• ayya
- anna
• aggha
- assu
- assa

- na
- ma
-  da

- va
- sma
- tra
- nha
- tva)

- this might be given as 
evidence that these conjuncts with, or originally with, •yf as 
second consonant were not strongly felt to make position (cf. 
the discussion in Chapter I, section vi). We also find,

(1) • • .Very exceptionally a similar following vowel may be 
elided after the prefix 'pa-1 (very doubtful: the only cases 
given are from the Commentary on the Jataka, not from the 
Canon) •
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sa
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(ant a ((attha

santa
sattha

Sometimes:
e > y
0 > v
U > V
ti> cc (not before I)
1 > y
a -v eva > ariva
•g* appears as •transition phoneme1 after 

•putha1, •pS* (> pag), when a vowel follows 
bhi > bbh
dhi> jjh (not before 1 )

The •sandhi consonants*, yf v, m, d9 n9 t, r9 1, h,
are used as transition phonemes.

Before consonants, vowels normally retain their 
original forms.

Consonant Sandhi 
"The substitution or elision of consonants"• In 

Pali this is limited to the behaviour of the consonant in the
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case of vowel + consonant, together with a few complications 
when a vowel becomes a consonant. Aggavamsa here gives a 
long list of sporadic consonant changes, most of which, as we 
have said, belong to the wider field of phonology or to 
artificial constructions of internal sandhi. Thus he considers 
the case: when three consonants come together in a conjunct,
one of them (one of the same vagga as one of the other two in

•* $ '

preference to one of a different vagga) is usually elided; 
exceptionally a cluster of three stands, e.g. *tthy*.

The most important rule in this section is that after a 
vowel a consonant may be doubled. In fact In the Canon this 
is limited to cases where an original initial conjunct has 
been simplified, but where in close union with the preceding 
word or, more especially, in compound with it, the original 
(metrical) value of the conjunct is restored. Although he 
gives correct examples of this Aggavamsa apparently was not 
aware of the reason for it, or rather we should point out that 
he could not admit the possibility of the historical formation 
of Pali, which for him was the #original language*• In the 
same way he notes, without explanation, that after the 
prefixes •u*, •du1, *ni*, a consonant may be doubled. In 
this way the original metrical value was again restored, whicl
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resulted from these prefixes being originally 'closed 
syllables* i *ud*, *dus*, *nis*, forming conjuncts with 
following consonants.^

A similar phenomenon is the restoration or 
preservation of original rhythmic values by vowel lengthening 
before a consonant, as In samma > samma (for samyak) •

Both these processes are important from the point of 
view of the study of metre, since by analogy doubling of an 
initial consonant or lengthening of a final vowel were 
occasionally produced by stress of metre where there was no 
historical justification. These cases, together with the 
shortening of a final vowel, which Aggavamsa also notes here, 
will be considered in Chapter IV. (Aggavamsa himself notes 
that many of the cases discussed here and under 'mixed sandhi* - 
to which he adds some of the historical forms - were produced 
by stress of metre). We must mention here, however, that *sa* 
(and 'ess*) occurs quite regularly in Canonical verse as 
opposed to the regular prose form *80*, especially when 
followed by a consonant (as Aggavamse observes, but further on, 
§187, he argues that these cases of o/a are not, strictly

(1)... cf. the case !,m + p > pp" in *cirappavasimf and 
'hatthippabhinnam* •
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speaking, sandhi), original visarga before surds being lost 
without compensation, and the resulting form being gradually 
extended in use to cases where a sonant or even a vowel 
follows*

In this section Aggavamsa also gives the following!
dy > j j in fyajj evâ i*;
ti (ty)> cc in fjati -•;
adhi> ajjha (only doubtful cases derived from

,ajtjhavasati,)j
adhi+ bhu > •addhabhuto*, faddhabhavati*, etc.;
•evaip viya kho’>*evam vya kho* (and several 

other cases of loss of a svarabhakti vowel);
putha -v consonant > puthu + consonant;
•of appealing as •transition phoneme* before a

’ ,v consonant, as in •parosahassam*, *sarado satam1,
•pago •», *pato-1;

neuters •tarn1, etc* > 1ta(d)(a)1, etc*, inverse*
■

Mixed Sandhi
This includes everything which could not easily or 

conveniently be described under the other two headings, and 
especially the substitution or elision of niggahlta. Further, 
it includes •vuttasandhi*, defined as the protection of the 
number and quantity of syllables in verse and as euphony in
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prose, which is attained by means of elision, transition 
phonemes, etc.

Vuttasandhi belongs to Chapter IV. The sandhi of 
niggahlta is as follows:

Sometimes)
m > h, n, etc., before k, c. etc.;
m + 1 > 11;

( e (e (tain eva > tan heva
m + ( > n +  ( as in ( ;

(1)
( h 

m +  y > nn; 
Usually:

(h (evam hi > evah hi

neuter

masculine))feminine )

All three 
genders

yarn )
tam ) a vowel > 

* ) etam)
yam )
tam ) -v- vowel > )etaa)
yam )

* )

( yad
( tad ; (( etad
( y a m ^
( tam ; (( etam

(yad
tam ) in compound > (tad ; 

* ) (
etam) (etad

in various other cases m > m (in the Canon, before
(1)^This is no doubt due to the alternative form •yeva* for #eva,,1 

the sandhi being m y nn. In Burmese mss. n is frequently written
for M ,  so that Aggavamsa perhaps had the result •taneva* in mind and 
regarded it as having a single consonant.

(2). .Feminines fyamf, etc., are not restored. A few cases of 
~aip> am in sandhi do exist, however, such as: ’va<Jdhatam eva’ (G para 126, 
see also para 71.end), ’mam iva (vayrhofer I p.73K  The metre, of course, 
is unaffected, and we should perhaps regard these cases as Magadhlams, cr. 
AM'-am eva', Pischel para 68.
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vowelef but only optionally), or, in compound,
’m’ may be assimilated to & following consonant. 
Otherwise it is occasionally elided altogether 
(usually under stress of metre)* On the other 
hand it may be inserted as a 1 sandhi consonant1 
(•transition phoneme1)* Finally, a following 
vowel may be elided after niggahlta (in which case 
a following conjunct may, exceptionally, be 
simplified). It is very important to note that 
this elision of a vowel after niggahlta is the 
only case in Canonical usage where sandhi is allowed 
between the prior and posterior padas of a 
padayuga (with one possible exception in the 
Buddhavamsa, one of the latest additions to the 
Canon);

W  may always remain before a consonant*
In this section Aggavamsa collects various other 

rules, Including the followings
Sandhi is not made where the result would 

not be euphonious, or utaere the meaning might be 
obscured (this is the fundamental rule of fluidity
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in Fall usage • the usage of a natural, living 
language)j

metathesis sometimes occurs in sandhi, 
as in •payirudahasi1 (fpari-f > •payir-1) and in 
• bahuabadho1 1 bavhabadho1;

after a pure vowel, •iti1 becomes •ti* 
preceded by a slight pause (this rule is not 
observed Pali)5 ̂

thus •saham* may be (i) *85 aham’, (ii) fso aham*

when hiatus is left between two vowels, 
the result may be written as one •word1 
(• samhitfcpada1, i.e. any connected unit of speech 
such as ftatrayam1), as in: •suagatam1, or as two 
•words1 (•padas1, including prefixes), as in 
•tatra ayam ••

(1)...This interesting statement sugrest6 that in the 
older manuscript tradition a final vov;el before ^ti1 
was not lengthened as in the extant manuscripts, and 
the present usage crept in from the practice of the 
medieval poets. The 1 slight pause1 equivalent to 
making a long vowel may well be the original pronun
ciation: a fine point slurred over by writing a long
vowel to indicate the quantity of the syllable.

s us combinations are noted,

(iii) •cha aham1, Msix days’1, digu (dvigu) 5
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To Aggavamsa1s doctrine modern scholars have added a few 

observations. Geiger ( § 68) notes that sandhi is applied 
especially to words which are closely connected syntacticallys 
a further demonstration of the naturalness of the language.
The historical origin of such phenomena as the sandhi consonants 
has been demonstrated (G §72), but still more stress shouldf in 
my opinion, be laid on Geiger's remark ( § 67) on the origin of 
many compound words in an older period. It seems likely that 
the majority of compounds current in the language were a legacy 
from 'Old Indian'9 and they should therefore be explained 
according to the phonological transition from Old to Middle 
Indian, not according to 'internal sandhi' in Pall itself. It 
is for this reason that Geiger finds that on the one hand 
rtInternal sandhi on the whole follows the rules of Sanskrit11 
( § 67), whilst on the other "external sandhi in Pali is 
fundamentally different from that of Sanskrit" (§ 68) • True 
internal sandhi in Fall, in the minority of compounds which were 
new formations in the language, follows the usage for Pall 
external sandhi, selecting, very naturally, those alternatives 
which give the closest union between the padas concerned.

Jacobi has demonstrated a special factor at work in Prakrit 
sandhi, Including Pali, namely the influence of the new
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penultimate accent P*' A long penultimate syllable weakens the 
final syllable Involved in sandhi by reason of the stress which 
falls on it. In ArdhamagadhI and Jalna WaharastrT the sandhi 
vowel is regularly short after a long penultimate, even where 
a long vowel would be the normal result of the sandhi, whilst 
the long sandhi vowel appears when the penultimate is short.
It must be noted that in these two languages a short following 
vowel is not lengthened to compensate for the elision of the 
preceding vowel, so that the rule applies only to the remaining 
cases in which a long vowel may be formed. In Pali this 
compensatory lengthening is the rule, but it is balanced by the 
effect of the penultimate accent, so that in the case of a long 
penultimate followed by a sandhi vowel which normally would be 
long, the probabilities are about equal that it may be long or 
short. In such a case the metre may decide the quantity.

(l)...See I.F. 1912-3, 211 ff. The problem of the accent 
will be fully investigated in Chapter III.



CHAPTER III
*

SCANSION

The rules of quantity in Pali are those obtaining 
generally in Old and Middle Indian# the peculiarities of the 
orthography having been allowed for as described in Chapter I*

A syllable having its vowel short find 
followed by not more than one consonant is short 
(1 la hu ');

A syllable having its vowel long, or 
followed by a conjunct, is long ('garu')*

It must be added that the short vowels are 'a', 'i', fu', 
and the long vowels •a1, 'I', 'u', 'e', 'o', and, normally, 
•am1, 'im', •urn1. We have already investigated the problems 
connected with 'e' and 'o' (Ch*I, (i)), but some further notes 
are necessary here, together with a clarification of the 
question of the nasal vowels, if we may use this term for 'am', 
•im1 and 'uqi', which seem really to be vowels followed by 
nasality.W

These problems are complicated in Middle Indian by the
effect of the so-called "Law of Morse", according to which a(2)syllable should contain not more than two morae. Undoubtedly

(1)***See Dr, Allen's interesting discussion on this point, 
PAI pp*39-46*

(2)***i*e* 'natural1 morae* There is no question here, of 
course, of a syllable counting metrically as three morae*

68
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there was a very strong feeling amongst Middle Indian speakers 
tending towards this simplification of the language by making 
the •natural1 length of the syllables correspond exactly to the 
metrical length^ Geiger*s statement (para 6) that a syllable 
in Pali can never contain more than two morae is exaggerated, 
and his description of the exceptions as "learned orthography" 
(para 7) cannot be justified* Whilst there was a strong 
tendency to conform to this *law*f it never became absolute in 
Pali, and the usage recorded in the manuscript tradition seems 
quite natural. We have seen in Chapter I, (vi), and elsewhere, 
that Pali was never completely subjected to absolute, artificial 
rules, and the uncertainty whether some conjuncts made position 
shows the futility of trying to decide whether a syllable was 
allowed to contain three morae and whether in such a case it 
represents learned orthography. It would follow from the •lew* 
that *e* and *o* must be short in a closed syllable. Again 
this was undoubtedly a tendency in the language, but hardly a 
general rule, and it did not give rise to an * independent * short 
•e* or *o* appearing in open syllables.

In para 5 of his Pali Grammar Geiger says that long nasal 
vowels do not occur. He means to say that long vowels are not 
found followed by niggahita in the traditional orthography.
This orthography is part of the general usage of not writing

(l)...This tendency may be connected with the metrical
transition to a system of exact quantitative oppositions.

.........................  i
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long ’a 9, 9T 9, 9u 9 before a conjunct, or, as one should say to 
be precise, in a closed syllables niggahlta makes a closed 
syllable whether or not a consonant follows it* It is under
stood from this usage, and found in scanning the texts, that 
niggahlta normally makes a syllable metrically long*

As stated in the Chapter on sandhi, niggahlta usually 
becomes the consonant vm t when followed by a vowel* The 
syllable then becomes metrically short except in those very few 
cases where an Old Indian 9-am* is restored* Quite frequently, 
however, niggahlta is retained before a vowel and the syllable 
remains long* The poets appear to have been free to make a 
final fam/amf, 1 im/im9 or 9um/um9, followed by a vowel, long or

jshort as convenient*
Whilst the normal practice, representing presumably 

the older usage derived from an earlier stage of the language, 
treated niggahlta as a nasality following the vowel, 
fanu6v&ra9, we find in the Pali Canon the earliest examples of 
the short 9nasal vowel9 of Apabhraqiia and the modern languages, 
which became a true nasal vowel, 9anunasika9, and was probably 
pronounced as such already in Pali* There is no special 
orthography for this vowel in Pali, and the syllable is written 
either with niggahlta, as in the case of ordinary anus vara, or 
without it, as if the nasality were lost completely* This loss
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of nasality metri causa (and the 1 short nasal vowel1 in Pali 
seems to appear only under stress of metre) was perhaps the 
origin, and the original pronunciation, of the •short nasal 
vowel*, the nasality having first been lost and afterwards ,
. j/-- • <■ - • . n ,11%■% . ■ . Ir

retained in a different fora by 1 colouring1 the vowel itself
M linstead of merely following it. In Indian Prakrit manuscripts 

the new sound came to be represented by the candrabindu, which 
is now usually transliterated by a tilda over the vowel in 
place of •mf after it.^2)

Besides clarifying the rules of quantity with s view to 
the scansion of Peli verse, it is necessary to enquire whether 
any other feature of the phonology may have been at work in 
determining the position a word might occupy in the pada.
There is only one such feature: the accent. In the Vedic 
language there appears to be no connection between the pitch 
accent, or •tone*, and metrical rhythm. A great dOal of 
discussion has taken place, however, on the question of 
whether, and, if so, when, a stress accent replaced the Vedic 
accent at some time during the development of the Indo-Aryan 
languages after the Vedic period. Such a stress accent might 
affect versification, and we must therefore examine the results

■ ■■■ -..... — ....— ... — —...     : . ■■ > i ....

yi.-t

(1)...On the origin of the true naeal vovtel in Indo-Aryan ef. 
Allen P.A.I. p.40.

(2)...We cannot adopt such a convention in editing Pali texts. 
It is only a hypothesis that 'am' in Pali was ever pronounced
like 'a' in Late Kiddle Indian. *here the short quantity is 
certain the editor may mark it as a guide to the reader.



of previous investigations of this question and endeavour to 
define the situation in the Pali period*

Westphal»s attempt to found a science of "comparative 
metrics19 of the Indo-European languages on the basis of 
Arlstoxenus,(D alongside their comparative linguistics and 
comparative mythology, resulted in the efforts of several 
Sanskrit!sts to analyse Vedic, Pall and Sanskrit verse on the 
assumption that it was governed t>y the recurrence of an •ictus1, 
so that the padas could be subdivided into feet composed of 
thesis and arsis*

Both the stress accent and the ictuB have been rejected 
by some Sanskrltists as not existing in the Indo-Aryan 
languages and metres* If they do exist, however, they are 
likely to be interdependent; that is, the ictus is likely to 
be carried by a stressed syllable* Let us summarize briefly 
the development of the stress and ictus controversies*

In 1883 G* Buhler described the modern pronunciation of 
of Sanskrit in India, with a stress accent dependent on the 
penultimate syllable, in his "Leitfaden das Elementar Cursus 
der Sanskrit Grammatikr>* Jacobi in 1893 (ZDMG 47, 574 ff*) 
traced this stress accent back to Pali, Prakrit, and Epic and
(l)***"Aufsatse zur verglelchenden Metrlk der indogermanlschen 

Volker* in ZVS (KZ) IX, I860* We have already discussed 
this theory in section 7 of the Introduction*
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Classical Sanskrit on phonological evidence such as the 
shortening or weakening of vowels* An initial or •expiratory* 
stress was also assumed to play a part* Enclitics were shown 
to behave as single word-units with the preceding word*
Grierson (ZDMG 1895 and 1896) supported Jacobi by collecting 
evidence from the modem languages* In the Pali grammars of 
Geiger (1916 in German, 1937, revised, in English) and 
Mayrhofer (1951) the Jacobi accent is accepted*

Jacobi was opposed by Pischel, in ZVS(KZ) 34, 568 ff* and
35, 140 ff*, who maintained that the Vedic tone still existed in
Prakrit, or that at least the accent, whatever its nature, 
occupied the same positions as the old tone* This, he claimed, 
gave a more satisfactory explanation of certain phonological 
phenomena in Prakrit* (On the possible phonological Influence 
of the tone in Vedic itself see Zubat^ in VQJ, 1888, p*136 on 
accent and metrical lengthening in the Rgveda* The statements 
that greater effort or greater tension were Involved in produc
ing a higher tone suggest a possible stress effect of the
musical accent)5 ^  By 1900, however, in his Prakrit grammar
(l).*.cf. Allen PAI p*90* Modem phoneticians e*g* Chibat

"A Study of Accenttf, Tokyo, 1935, seem to regard the two kinds 
of accent as essentially related and as mutually exclusive 
as the predominant accentual feature of any language* On 
the influence of tone on quantity see also Arnold vll p*145* 
Note also that the tone is often associated with a •strong* 
syllable, as when in verbs the strong stem is used when the 
tone falls on the stem, Whitney para 556. Some modern 
stress accents in Indo-European languages occupy the place of 
the old tone, e.g*j Greek. Russian, Lithuanian (the latter 
two retaining a rise in pitch)•
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(para 46), Pischel had retreated from his former position and 
conceded a penultimate accent in £>&urasenly MagadhI and DhakkI 
whilst maintaining his Vedic accent in Maharastrl, Ardhamagadhl 
and Jalna ifiaharastrl.

Jacobi published a further article in IF, 1912*3, 211 ff#, 
"Uber eine neue Sandhiregel im Pali und im Prakrit der Jainas 
und uber die Betonung in dlesen Sprachen", in which he announced 
the new sandhi rule which we have referred to in Chapter II, 
whereby a long penultimate syllable weakens, through the stress 
which it carries, a sandhi vowel which follows it# That this 
rule is not fully, but only 50%, offset in Pali by the special 
rule that a short initial vowel may be lengthened after the 
elision of a final vowel he regards as confirmation of the 
theory#

Bloch rejected both theories, saying that nothing was
known of any stress accent in ancient times and even that there
was no stress in the modern languages! a position which he
still maintained in 1934 (I-AVEto, pp#47-9), stating that the
accent disappeared entirely after Pacini and that the facts
adduced in favour of a stress could be explained in other ways#
One wonders, however, what he understands by the expression
"sommets rythmiques" on p#45# ̂  Perhaps the difference of
(1) •••Banarsi Das Jain uses the term "syllabic prominence" as 

an alternative to stress accent in countering Bloch's 
rejection of stress in Indo*Aryan (BSOS vol#4, 1926-8, 315 ffJ
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opinion or of feeling in regard to the accent between German

9
and French investigators is due to the nature of their own 
languages.

In 1916 Professor Turner (followed in 1926-8 by 
Banarsl Das Jain) attempted a final solution of the problem 
by accepting Pischel9s accent for MSharastrl and demonstrating 
its continued existence in Marathi whilst accepting Jacobi9 8 
accent for the other Prakrit dialects and their modem 
descendants.

In 1943 Poucha published an article HVom Vedische zum 
Sanskrlt-akzent" in Av.0.f129 ff., on the origins of the 
penultimate stress, adducing accent-shifts already in Vedic 
tending towards the position of the Sanskrit penultimate 
accent. He maintained that the Indo-European tone changed 
into a stress under the Influence of the non-Aryan languages 
of India, and then conformed gradually to the penultimate rule 
governing its position in the word. He gives as the 
unanimous opinion of Indologists the statement that the 
decisive change took place between the 4th century B.C. and 
the 7th century A.D., although the beginnings of the transit
ion are to be found, as he shows, in the earliest Aryan 
records in India. No references are given for the “opinion 
of the Indologist8rt, and Jacobi9s theory would seem to push
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the transition back before the 4th century B.C., since by that

/ . 9 '
time Pali already possessed its characteristic accent system. 1̂) 
From Lin Li-Kouang9s discussion of certain traditions about 
the recitation of the texts, it appears that Early Buddhist 
recitation was very different from that of the contemporary 
Vedic tradition (see A-MVL p.222). The Vedic accent system la 
referred to with the gestures accompanying the recitation, and 
rejected, the contemporary pronunciation and manner of recltat^ 
ion of the various Indian dialects being approved. Even the 
schools vihich used Sanskrit rejected the 9chandas9, the Vedic 
manner of recitation, but this must refer to a somewhat later 
period. One source quoted by Lin, the Vinaya-ksudraka-vastu, 
allows that if the local usage of a country requires the 
musical accent (the Chinese text appears to be a translation of 
the term 9&yataka-gitasvara9 frequently used for Vedic 
recitation) then it may be used. Perhaps this refers to the 
Buddhist practice in Maharastra, or some other country in which, 
exceptionally we may infer, the old accent still survived.

If we accept a penultimate stress accent in Pall, with 
a secondary initial stress, we next have to take up the question

(1). • .We may note here the occurrence of non-etymological 
initial 9h 9 in the Asokan inscriptions! 9hevaip9, 9hemeva9, 
called by Bloch 9h expressif9, which is surely connected with 
the initial stress, and also evam > em resulting from a 
stress on the initial vowel.i. >
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whether this new accent system played any part in versifica
tion* If the stress was sufficient to produce phonological 
changes, it might be felt by the poets and influence their 
fitting of words into the rhythm of the pada, but presumably 
only if the metre possessed or developed an element, such as 
an ictus, which answered to the stress and tended to draw the 
words into positions in which stress and ictus would coincide*
He must therefore refer to the ictus discussion in the 
Introduction (pp*22-9)*

It is significant that Westphalfs ictus theory was 
applied first, by Cappeller in 1872, to the study of ganacchan- 
das, the metre which is most closely connected with music*
It is undeniable that in music the rhythmic periods are marked
by a strong beat or ictus, and in a musical metre, if in any,
we may therefore expect to find a •measure* defined by an
ictus* Cappeller*8 work will be discussed in Chapter VI*

Kfthnau9s "Die Tristubh-Jagatl-Pamilie", 1886, gives a 
full exposition of the ictus theory in relation to the 
"comparative metrics" of Indo-European* It then takes up 
Indian metrics and selects the trlstubh as the best subject for 
analysis on account of the great length of its history, although 
other metres, particularly mfitrachandas, are referred to for 
comparison* Kiihnau seems to admit that in the fixed metres of
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Classical Sanskrit there would be no significance in an ictus 
(pp. v-vi), but he evidently regards this fixed or •uniform1 
type of metre as artificial (presumably as resulting from the 
•external9 schematic analysis of the Indian theorists who 
failed to penetrate to the inner nature of metre). v/hat is 
important, in his view, is the evolution of metres and the 
changes of rhythm, from which standpoint the perfected array of 
Classical Sanskrit metres is merely a lifeless fossllisation of 
some of the products of metrical development. He admits, 
however, that his attempt to differentiate the musical and 
metrical forms of rhythm is not entirely successful (p.vli).
The reason for this is that he attempts to bring all metres 
under the purely musical laws of the thesis and £rsis. In 
poetry, repetition is sufficient to constitute metrical form, 
and it may be repetition of a whole pada of considerable length 
which is not analysable into smaller units. Stress may be 
added, marking the recurrence of a particular measure, but it is 
not essential in a metre where the rhythm is supplied by the 
opposition of quantities in the word-material, or perhaps only 
by variations of tone in a language dominated by a musical 
accent. The "conditions of rhythmical movement" laid down by 
the comparative metrologists are thus adequate for music but 
not broad enough for metrics. The Indian theory of the
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1 cakravartana9 , in Apabhrajp& and Gujeratl metrics/1  ̂ is much 
closer to an adequate theory of metrical structure*

It is not necessary here to examine the methods of all
(o)the other workers in the field of metrics* 7 Some, like 

Oldenberg, whilst criticising Kiihnau's theory at some points, 
use ictus schemes in the study of Vedic and Sanskrit metre, 
and speak freely of 'iambic9, 'trochaic9, 'anapaestic', etc*, 
rhythm in anustubh and tristubh pada s. Others simply analyse
the metres in padas made up of long and short syllables 
variously arranged, with or without caesura, very much along 
the line3 of the old Indian theory, sometimes using terms such 
as 'diiambus9, but in a so to speak arhythmical sense implying 
only a certain arrangement of longs and shorts and not a true 
'measure'* We have seen that Arnold and Edgerton worked in 
this way* Others again, like Jacobi and Helmer Smith, do not 
seem to work consistently, so that it is difficult to tell 
whether they always mean a true 'measure' when they write 'foot' 
or whether the term is used arhythmlcally*

The tendency has been to revert gradually to the Indian
researchsystem as a starting point for scientific/, as has happened in 

other fields of study, and thus to get free from traditional 
European preconceptions* In this way a new science of

(1)..*Discussed by Dr* Dave in an article on "Gujerati 
Prosody" circulated in typescript.

(2)...See the Introduction, pp*24~9, on methods of scanning 
the tristubh*
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linguistics and related subjects is growing up on the basis of 
the highest achievements of both Indian and European science, 
but freed from the narrowness of both which had resulted from 
the absence of non*subjective criticism*

-The modern attitude to the study of Indian metre has 
been best formulated by Bellonl*Fllippi in 1912 (SIFI-I vol*

j .
VIII part I, pp.5*6). Having rejected the th^sis-^rsis theory
of Kiihnau, he provisionally accepts Oldenberg's results for 
Vedic rhythm (pp. 18*20, on the rhythmic * structure of the 
tristubh), and looks to a future deeper understanding of Indian 
music for more ll^ht on th» question of rhythm* Moreover he 
proposes a plan of experimental research and collection of 
material, accompanied by the study of the Indian metrologists,

theoretical generalization about
. T  , - » ■

possible* Since 1912 Helmer Smith,
probably, has done more th^n anyone else to carry out this
plan* Aa for the music, {the work of Dr* Bake, which it is to
be hoped will soon be available in printed form, has cleared
the way for the full utilization of the ancient musical
tradition of India in theoretical research of this kind*

In Apabhramla and Hindi both stress and ictus play am 
essential part in the metrics* The latter was recognised in 
the theory as the 9sam9, the concept being introduced from the 
musical theory (in which it is called 9graha*); the former does

at the completion of which 
Indian metrics will become
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not seem to have been recognised by the Indian theorists, Its 
effect no doubt entering into the feeling for good versificat
ion known as •gati1# The musical theories were evidently 
Introduced in connection with the •tala vrttas1, metres built 
up according to musical form from pSdas of the •matra vrttas* 
which were the direct descendants of the old ganacchandas* 
Clearly, however, the ictus was already present in the matra 
vrttasi Sinha says in his Thesis on the Historical Development 
of Medieval Hindi Prosody (London, 1953, p*102)s MFor example 
[of the earlier metres, used for '•exclusively literary purposes'9, 
which preceded the more popular and more musical tala vrttas]] , 
when one reads or sings a pajjhatika, a metre frequently employed 
in Apabhramia-Prakrit poetry, one unconsciously keeps time by 
stressing the first of every four tala iriatras". The pajjhstika 
as Sinha points out (pp*177-8), is directly descended from the 
matrasamaka of the ancient theory, which was a form of 
ganacchandas^or matrachandas unfortunately very rare in the 
extant ancient literature but very closely related to metres 
commonly used in Pali and elsewhere (see below in the Chapter 
on ganacchandas) • In fact the pajjhatikS and the Pali gltl are 
remarkably similar in structure, both being formed of alternate 
ganas of zzzz and ̂   ̂. The question 1st how far back in

(l)««*We have already noted Cappellerfs application of the 
ictus theory to ganacchandas, and suggested that it m s  no 
accident that this metre should have been the first to be 
analysed in this way*
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Indian literature does the ictus or s&m play a part in metres 
of this type? Wes it present already in Pali?

I believe thrt although the ictus must have been 
present in the musical accompaniment to which the old 
ganacchandas metres were composed, it only gradually came to 
play a part in the arrangement of the words* The new stress
accent was in Pali apparently not sufficiently felt by the 
poets to impose a conscious, or even an unconscious, putting 
together of stress and ictus* we do not find in analysing 
Pali verses the regular coincidence of stress accent and 
presumed ictus which we see, for instance, in the strophe 
quoted by Sinha (l*c* p*178) from the •Moharaudgara1 attributed 
to ^ahkaras

; f  f  fnalinl-dala-gata-j alava t-taralam
f i t  ttadvaj jivanam ati^aya-capalam
r f t titi samsare sphutatsra-do$ah

t t t fkatham iha manava tava santosah

(metres padakulaka)
In Pali it appears that any word can occupy any 

position in the pada provided only that the succession of long 
end short syllables fits the metre* We have then to work on 
the assumption that the accent and ictus even in ganacchandas
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did not yet play the part they played later in Hindi and 
probably already in Apabhraiji^a,^ Future research may perhaps 
determine how far any tendency for accent and ictus to coincide 
had gone in the latest Canonical texts, and when in the history 
of ganacchandas this coincidence became essential. In the non- 
mat ta metres we cannot expect to find an ictus in Pali, It may 
be noted that as the musical metres evolved towards the Medieval 
Hindi system the other metres, except for those which were 
assimilated to the musical structure, such as the varna vrttas 
of Hindi (Sinha, 44 ff,), fell into disuse except in Classical 
Sanskrit (and indeed in the Medieval Pali literature, where they 
led a still more artificial existence).

(l),,,The earliest ganacchandas rhythms,/--— / - —  - /, do not 
lend themselves to a coincidence of stress and ictus. The 
stress falls on a long syllable much more often than on a 
short, so that the stress in such poems as the Upalisutta or 
the Eettasutta falls much more often in the middle or at 
the end of a gana than at the beginning* / /.
The early ga$a rhythms are still based on the old type of 
metrical rhythm in that the alternation of quantities alone 
produces variation of rhythm, and we have not yet reached 
the stage where / —  /, / u / and / are
rhythmically equivalent. These points will be developed in 
Chapter VI,



CHAPTER IV 
FLUIDITY > KD LICENCE

In padas of more than eight syllables the earliest metres 
in Vedicf Avestan and Qreek (and also the Latin saturnian) 
usually have a break consisting of an obligatory end of word at e 
defined place. This 'caesura19 Meillet has suggested (IECLI-E 
p,137), differs essentially from that of, for instance, the 
French classical alexandrine, which includes a certain suspen
sion of sense.

The end of a word in the early Indo-European languages 
seems to have been marked by special pronunciation, giving the 
word its phonic individuality in the sentence. Thus a 
consonant in absolute final position was, according to the 
Indian grammarians, only imploded ('pldital)y which doubtless 
facilitated the loss of final consonants in Middle Indian*

The syllable preceding the 'caesura' would not have a 
fixed metrical quantity* Like the final note of a musical 
phrase, it could be prolonged ('plats') or followed by a pause 
('cheda') without any effect on the rhythm. We find in Vedic 
that the final syllables of words, which often occupy the 
position preceding a caesura or at the end of a pada, are 
frequently indeterminate in quantity*
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The crystallization of the rhythmical form of words in 
Vedic and other Indo-European languages appears to have been 
Influenced by the cultivation of verse fora for the earliest 
literature, as was pointed out by Zub&ty (YOJ Ilf 1888, p.133). 
A polysyllabic word tended to take a form having the maximum 
alternation of long and short syllables, so that it could be 
fitted easily into anustubh and tristubh verses. In making 
this sort of description of the situation, however, we must 
avoid the falsification of separating *the language1 or the 
•word material1 from • the rhythm1,as though the words were 
fitted to the rhythm. The rhythm we are speaking of has no 
existence apart from the words, and it is also true to say that 
the rhythms found in the verses are derived from the nature of 
the word material, and we have already referred to a transform
ation of the metres apparently arising from changes in the 
language^ There is some deeper rhythm in a language, which 
expresses Itself, which expresses perhaps the general 
meaningfulness, the life and purposefulness, of the language, 
in certain metrical rhythms. The forms of sentences and 
words express chips of meaning, of which the possibility of 
being related to other expressions of meaning, and thus 
•understood9, is proclaimed by their consonance with this 
deeper rhythm. It is to this rhythmic pulse in the living

(l)...See Introduction p.29.
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Vedic language that both the creation of the anustubh-trl$tubh 
technique and the crystallization of particular words should 
be referred* Nevertheless, once the metrical rhythms are well 
established they seem to exert a direct influence on word forms 
through the deliberate selection of suitable forms by the poets* 
If the "Law of de Saussure-Wackemagel" that tetrasyllable words 
tend to take the form - — ^  rather than illustrates the
deeper rhythm working in the Vedic language and in Early Middle 
Indian, some of the phenomena noted by KuryXowlcz, such as the 
alternation of fjujuvuh* and •juhve* according to metrical 
convenience (RO 1949, p*20), illustrate the direct influence of 
metrical rhythms on the choice of words and forms*

In Pali we find a number of indeterminate en ings, such 
as the feminines in I and u or the perfect vldu, some of them

U _U_ uinvolving the penultimate vowel, such as ~Isu, -usu, -Ihi, etc* 
The fluidity in Pall, which is not found in Classical Sanskrit, 
is of a similar nature to that in Vedic, and shows the historical 
continuation of the old rhythmic situation to which we have just 
referred* The rich variety of forme from such a root as •da1, 
or in the aorlst, exemplifies the selection or preservation of 
forms by the metre* Sometimes there is a confusion of actual 
archaic forms with metrical licence, which led later, in 
Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit, to a great extension of licence* As
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we shall see below, licence is not fortuitous in origin, but is 
based on what may be called • morphological weaknesses9* The 
influence of the metre on the word material is based on the 
weak points left by the fdeeper rhythm9 during the growth of 
the language*

»
In this chapter we have to define the limits within 

which fluidity and licence occur in ancient Pali verse* This
is of particular importance for the study of matta- and 
ganacchandas, where alteration of the quantity of a syllable 
affects not merely that syllable but frequently also the 
scansion of a whole pada.

The situation in Pali is complicated by the fact that 
we find not simply the continuation of the old language- 
rhythm but the beginning of the transition to a new one* that 
of Apabhramda* The "Law of de Saussure«Vvackemagel,, is in 
process of being reversed; instead of —  ̂  we
find the tendency —  u — > ̂ i n  some forms, notably in the 
future fkarissatif > •karlhiti1 discussed by Smith iSA 1952 
p*177)* He describes such a quantitative reduction as 
difficult to admit in an epoch which still obeyed the Saussurian 
law, but surely his own distinction of a new 'rhuthmlzomenon*,

: ’ ’ V  • ' -v ’ v" ' sr • * V - . *'• . • . . .  *

P", appearing already in Pali, must imply the beginning of 
this reduction, so appropriate for the new metres, and the
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rise of new rhythmic laws* It is this conflict between the 
two rhythms, the breakdown of the heavy Old Indian language- 
rhythm and the first vigorous sallies of the new one, or in 
metrics the superseding of — by — /wvJ as the basis of 
rhythmic variations, which constitutes the special feature of 
Pali taken as the central topic in our study.

HNa hi Bhagava chandan ce vuttin ca rakkhati na pi 
sukhuccersnattham akkharalopadikajn k&roti, yo hi sasahko 
sabhayo, so ahhesam panditsnam sankaya uppaj janakanindabhayena 
chandan ca vuttin ca rakkhati sukhuccaranatthan ca 
akkharelopadikam karoti, Bhagava pana nirSsahko nibbheyo, 
Bhagavato pavacane khalitam natthi, so katham parappavldajp 
paticca chandan ca vuttih ca rakkhiss&ti sukhuccaranatthan ca 
akkharalopadikaa karissati, vuttam h'etarn Abhidhamiratlkffyams 
9Bhagava pana v&cananam lahugarubhavam na ganeti, 
bodhaneyyana/p pana a j jha sayanuloma to dhammas&bhava* avilomento 
ve tatha tatha desanar niyametlti na katth&ci akkharanaxp 
bahuta va appata va codetabba1 tiM* (Aggavamsa, Sd.p*640).

"The Bhagava does not observe number and quantity nor 
make elisions, etc., of letters for the sake of euphony; he 
who is anxious and fearful, he, when amongst other learned men, 
observes number and quantity and makes elisions, etc*, of letta^



for the sake of euphony, from anxiety and from fear of 
irrelevant (?) blame* The Bhagava, however, being free 
from anxiety and fearless because there is nothing unsound 
in his teaching, why should he observe number and quantity 
and make elisions, etc*, for the sake of euphony merely on 
account of quibbling? As it is said in a sub-commentary 
on the Abhidhammat 9The Bhagava does not consider short and 
long quantity in words; he controls his speech so that it 
should not disagree with the reality of dhamma whilst 
conforming to the mental dispositions of those who are
capable of being enlightened* The abundance or paucity of

Iletters is nowhere to be questioned*9 n
Evidently the Irregularities of the Canon had worried 

the Medieval Pali grammarians, who were not able to explain 
all of them by means of their linguistic science and metrical 
theory and therefore sought to evade the difficulty by 
invoking the Buddha*e "fearlessness" in the abuse of the 
language* This attitude may partly explain the careless
ness of the scribes in handing down the manuscripts on which 
we depend, such as the inclusion of obvious glosses in verses 
in defiance of the metre*

On p*843 of the Saddanlti Aggavamsa again refers to 
this difficulty, with the sai e quotation from a lost sub
commentary, and refutes an objection as followsi
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"Yadi evam, kasme tr ttha tattha pubbacariyehi ‘gathasu 

chandamabhedattham akkharalopan9 tl ca 9 vuttianurakkhanatthaya 
viparltata pi9 ti ca 1 chandanurakkhanatthay a sukhuccaranatthaya 
ca9 ti ca vuttan ti* Saccam, yattha chando ca vutti ca 
rakkhitabba hoti, [klm] tattha Bhagava chandan ca vuttin ca 
rakkhati, yattha pana tadubhayam rakkhltabbam na hoti, na 
tattha Bhagava chandan ca vuttin ca rakkhati; tarn sandhaya 
vuttam; 9 Bhagava pana vacananam lahugarubhavaip na ganetl9 ti 
adi* Chandan ca vuttin ca rakkhanto pi hi Bhagava na 
kabbakarakadayo viya savyaparatavasena rakkhati, atha kho 
aparimitakale anekesu jatisatasahassesu bodhisattakale 
akkharasamayesu kataparicayavaeena padanl nipphannan* eva 
hutva sassirlkamukhapadumato niggacchanti, teau kanlcl 
chandovuttlnaip rakkha^asadisenakarena pavattanti, kanlcl tntha 
na pavattantit ysni rakkhanaeadisenakarena pavattanti, tanl 
sandhaya Bhagava 9chandan ca vuttin ca rakkhati9 ti vattabbo, 
yanl tatha na pavattanti, tanl sandhaya Bhagava 9chandan ca 
vuttin ca na rakkhati9 tl pi vattabbo, na hi Bhagava paresa/? 
codanahetu sasahko sappatlbhayo, sasahko yeva hi sappatlbhayo
chandan ca vuttin ca rakkhati tl datthabbam"*% • •

"If so, why did the old teachers say in various placest 
9 elision of letter to avoid spoiling the metre in verse9,
9change to observe the quantity9, end 9to observe the number 
and for euphony9? - Certainly where number and quantity ought 
to be observed the Bhagava observes them, but where those two
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ought not to be observed the Bhagava does not observe number 
and quantity* In this connection it is saidt 'The Bhagava 
does not consider short and long quantity in words**•9 etc*
The Bhagava does not observe them professionally like writers 
of kabbas (kavyas) and so on observing number and quantity* 
However, during the limitless time as bodhisatta in many 
hundreds of thousqnds of existences,through acquaintance with 
spelling systems and becoming trained in words he came to have 
a glorious lotus-mouth* In some of these existences observat
ion of number and quantity occurred and in some it did not: 
when it did occur it should be said that the Bhagava 9observes 
number and quantity9 and when it did not it should be said that 
the Bhagava 9does not observe number and quantity9, but the 
Bhagava is not to be regarded as anxious and fearful on account 
of the criticism of others or as anxious and fearful in 
observing number and quantity*

I have not noticed that in those takas where the 
Bodhisatta is presumably to be supposed to observe number and 
quantity the verses attributed to him are any freer from 
metrical difficulties than other Canonical verses* It might 
at first sight seem reasonable to suggest that the BhagavA as 
Buddha, and the early Buddhists in general, were not concerned 
with perfection in the art of poetry but were content to use

.-.il *V ~ \ #*r ' * * * ’* ’ * ; • . *• * \ j " •- J .*• y -• •

language in a lees polished manner so long as they succeeded in
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making their teaching clear; yet in fact the early Buddhists 
utilised the current arts of metrics and poetics to the full in 
their propaganda work, just as Advaghosa did after them.. It is 
enough to refer to the elaborate techniques of the Suttanlpata 
to justify this view#

Still less can we accept the suggestion that the Buddha 
(or any of his followers) was above the rules and conventions of 
the language of the society in which he lived and used language 
in an arbitrary manner# We should continue Aggavamsa fs own 
excellent research into Pali usage, *nltl sasanassopakaraya 
y&thabalam amhehl thapita* ( S d # p # 6 4 0 ) i n  the hope of further 
reducing the area of uncertainty in the interpretation of the 
texts#

In his chapter on sandhl, which we referred to in Chapter 
IIy Aggavamsa calls •vuttasandhi1 the alteration of sounds under 
the influence of metre or for the sake of smoothness or sonority# 
•Chando* is defined as the determination of the number of 
syllables and tvuttlt as the determination of the quantity of 
syllables# Letters may be elided to observe the •chando* or 
changed to observe the ,vuttiv# In prose elision and change 
are made 11 for euphony*• This in practice refers to certain 
ancient usages, and particularly to certain dialectal variants 
such a© fragments of MSgadhI# Exceptional forms not otherwise 
understood by Aggavamsa are generally explained away as *for 
euphony11 • It will be useful to compare Aggavamsa1 s research in

(l).#.*rules established by us, according to our ability, for
thP n f  t h o  t ^ V i J n o . r , ___________________________________



•vuttasandhi • (Sd.pp.632*40) with the observations of modern 
scholars, and to compare this Pali usage with that of other 
languages closely related to it#

The quantitative variations in Vedic have been the 
subject of extensive research, notably by Benfey/1  ̂ Zubat^, ̂  
Arnold,*^ Meillet ̂ a n d  KuryXowicz/5  ̂ General agreement does 
not seem to have been reached as to the exact nature of these 
phenomena, mainly on account of the uncertainty about the 
traditions of the Samhlta and Pada texts as we now have them, 
whether the alternatives represent an indeterminate or fluid 
stage of the language or artificial poetic licence, or, as seems 
probable, a combination of the two, must be left to Vedic 
scholars to determine. Arnold*a objections (VM xi-xii) to the 
second view surely exaggerate the opposition between the two 
phenomena. We should expect to find rather a limited use of 
licence sanctioned by at least the memory of indeterminate 
quantity in certain syllables. These changes in Vedic are 
clearly akin to those in Early Middle Indian and we shall 
examine some parallels, the Vedic examples being taken mainly 
from Zubaty.

For Epic and Classical Sanskrit parallels I have relied

(1)...G6tt. 1874-80(2).••WZKM 1888-90. publication not completed.
(3)...VM, especially Chapter VI.
(4).. mMSL 1920, pp.194-5, etc. IECU-E p.139.
(5)••*H0 1949, 8f., etc.
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on Zubaty (ZDT.IG, 1889, 619 ff.) and Ballini (SIFI-I VIII, 1912, 
part 2, pp.7-8, 34,60).

Edgerton has made a very thorough study of the Buddhist 
Hybrid Sanskrit usage, as a result of which we are now well 
Informed on the immediate post-Pali stage. The main outlines 
are given in an article in JAOS 1946, which has been subjected 
to careful criticism by Smith in KHVLA 1949-60, 1, 1 ff, to which 
Edgerton has replied in his Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Grammar 
(Yale 1953, pp.5-6) where he adds many more examples. Further
examples may be found in Smiths article,in R^gamey, TCSR, 15ff.,

.and in Lin, A-MVL, 1949, Chapter IV.
For ArdhamSgadhl we have only Jacobi Z M G  1884, p»596 

(cf. ZVSIS, 1883, p.320) and Banarsl Das Jain, "AM Header", p.x, 
and for the Prakrit Inscriptions of the period 3rd century B.C.- 
2nd century A.D. Mehendale•s remarks, HGIP xxll, etc. For 
Classical Prakrit there are a few notes in Pischel^s Grammar, to 
which we might add those in Prthvldhara• a commentary on the 
Mrcchakatika.

Let us examine first the types of variation which result 
from the fluidity of Pali in its grammar and lexicon, and after
wards consider, and endeavour to classify, the types of •pure1 
licence which are not directly justified by such fluidity.
There are of course many border line or transitional cases, 
through which we can see how iXK from a pair of variants,



that la originally from an ambiguous form, arose a normal form 
and a rare by-form kept alive by poetic licence.

Phonological Variants

In Chapter I we have discussed metrical variants
arising from epenthesis and contraction. Aggavamsa lists

ksome examples of this kind of •vuttasanc^L*f such ass

s&ml / suvaml 
mecco/matiyo
padmani / padum&nl (same in BHS-Edgerton

para 3.114)
aceram / acariyam (I - these are metrically

equivalent in the Canons 9 but in Medieval
Pali they are used as metrical varlantss — ^ , 
e.g. by Aggavamsa himselff Sd. p.928).
We have also the futures noted by Smith, JA919529 
p.169s

hessati / bhavissati (Bv 2.66)
jessati / Jayissati (Vv 312)

(in both cases the two variants occur within a single 
strophe)•

Alternative Sandhis 
These have been discussed in Chapter II. Sandhi
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is more frequent in verse, under stress of metre9 than in 
prose* Often it has to be made in verse where the mss* leave 
the words uncombined*

Morphological Variant*

These are the indeterminate endings apparently 
derived from the Vedic period of the language which we 
mentioned at the beginning of this chapter* Geiger gives a
number of examples in his Pali Grammars

o- Inam
• unam^
- I hi
• uhi
- Isu
- U6U

O
• Ito (abl*sing*)

• the last of these 
sometimes takes the long form in verse but the short in the 
commentary on it* The others are usually short in verse but 
long in prose. In Geiger paras 86-7 we see the confusion

(l)..*In feminines with the suffix -nl from stem6 in -i and -u 
there is the same uncertainty* In some of the mss* of 
Th II, for instance. we find 'bhlkkhunl1 in several places 
Instead of the usual vbhlkkhunlf*
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between feminine nouns in i and I and in u and u in the 
nominative and also in the genitive (rattiya/ratya, etc#), and 
in para 90 we have the variations in •satthl- 1 perhaps on the 
analogy of these# The -in declension was absorbed into this
I system: fhatthl

In the conjugation system we may note the verbs of 
classes IX (janati, jin^ti, ganhati, etc.), V (frequently 
transferred to class IX and similarly variables o/I), VIII 
(extraordinary variety of forms from Jkar). We have also the 
-is aorist (pakkSmi, acari, atari, etc.) and the two causatives, 
(p)aya/e, in which the quantity of the radical vowel also may 
vary: jaleti, nlkkhametl, thapeti, etc# Aggavamsa has noted 
(p#635) -imsu/-isum in the aorist#

Professor Smith has collected many examples of variants 
of this type in the article just quoted: MLe futur moyen indien
et ses rythmes11, JA 1952, 169 ff., e#g#t

dassam/dassami (J IV 405, etc#) 
padissanti/padissare (Bv 2,83) 
disva/datthu (Sn 424) 
pakasesi/pakasayi (Bv 4,3-5)

plurals in a / ayo#
He notes similar variants in ArdhamagadhI.
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Syntactic Variants

Under this heading we may note the metrical expedient 
called by Smith the "split-compound", e.g.* •amatatala-* > 
•amatam tala- 1 (see CPD Epil. p.32). Further studies along 
the lines of Hendriksenf8 "Syntax of the Infinite Verb-Forms 
of Pali" would enable us to describe other variations in 
sentence >pada construction.

A long list of these is given by Aggavamsa (Sd-pp. 
921-2). Some of them do not seem to have been found in the 
Canon and may be merely Medieval usage. It is probable, how
ever, that a good many such variants have been Ignored or 
'corrected1 by modern editors, and excluded from the PED.
Some of Aggavamsa's examples belong to our category of phono
logical variants (epenthesis/contraction), but others may 
conveniently be listed here. Of metrical importance ares

agar am
nimeso/nimiso
Irlnajp
elamugo/elamukho

-many cases with or
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without suffixes such as -ka, -na, and of variations of 
gender, are noted. An Interesting case ist

upayanam/upayanam, " appro ach "

- the first is from 
upa J ya, the second from upa J i. The second has normally the
special sense "offering", "present".

theA few examples may be culled from/PED, such ass

mahfea/mahimsa
virava/virava
viliva/villva
vulha/vulha
vyadhati/vedhati

Variations of Usage (rulhibheda).

To complete this survey we might add Aggavamsa's 
category 'rulhibheda', 'variation of usage' (Sd.pp.923 and 
261-3), which overlaps the preceding three categories and 
includes the coining of new words and the use of alternative 
cases or numbers in declension to express the same relation
ship. The study of this vast field belongs to the future, 
although a start has been made by Hendrlksens "Syntax of the 
Infinite Verb-Forms of Pali" (Copenhagen, 1944), and by Smith,
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In his examination ofstyle and rhythm In Sanskrit sutras, and 
in Pali treatises belonging to the same tradition, at the end 
(pp.31-7) of the remarkable articles "Retractiones Rhythmicae" 
(SOESO# 1951).

Poetic Licence

Posltio debllis, which is a form of licence in some 
of the other languages,^ has been disposed of in Chapter I, 
section vi, since in Pall it is a regular phonological 
phenomenon in certain words.

Helmer Smith has observed (DP p. 36, with reference 
to pp.6-8) that Pali orthography is very little sensible of 
metrical exigencies^(licence is indicated by the orthography 
in a much smaller percentage of its occurrences than in 
Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit). We have to assume licence in some 
cases of apparent irregularity, without the support of any 
manuscript. The cases quoted below where the quantity required

(1) • • .Epic Sanskrit (see Zubaty ZDHG 1889, Jacobi H, Hopkins 
GEI, Ballini SIFI-I VIII, 1912, part 2 pp.7, 34 and 60) | 
Classical Sanskrit (Bollensen ZEMG XIV, 291, Ballini I.e.7-8j 
Damodara, V, 1.6)j Hindi (Slnha HDMHP p.10).

(2)...The emendations of some of the Burmese scribes (for 
instance in mss. of Sns adopted and extended by Fausbirfll, and 
to a lesser extent by Andersen and Smith) are not likely to 
have been based on any ancient tradition. Their lack of 
authenticity is clearly shown by such cases as the omission of 
•ca1 (Sn. second edition p.47, nn.l and 5) to compensate the 
number of syllables after the medieval misreading of 
-cariyS as three syllables.
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by the metre is not absolutely certain but only highly 
probable, have been Indicated by a question mark.

Licence is rare in Pali, compared with the usage in 
Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit, and where it occurs it is limited to 
certain 'weak points* (even Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit resisted 
licence in internal or root syllables! DP pp.32-3). It is 
likely that in the earliest verses we possess there was least 
licence and on the other hand the greatest freedom in the 
structure of the metres: thus a short syllable might have been
permitted before the caesura at the fifth of the tutthubha in

• *

early times, but later we can be sure that the long was 
established, preparing the resolution allowed in Buddhist 
Hybrid Sanskrit.^2)

In the sections which follow about one hundred cases 
of metrical licence in Pall are classified. They are taken 
from Aggavamsa (A), Geiger (G), the FED and CPD, Simon (RS), 
Mayrhofer (M), Smith (HS), F a u s W H  (F) and Dhammapala, 
supplemented by ray own collections (not marked) •

Final Syllable 
The plasticity of final syllables was a legacy from 

Old Indian metrics. Zubaty in a series of articles (WZKM

(1)...But not before that at the fourth, unless early Pali was freer than Vedic.
(2)...See Ch.VIII on the evolution tutthubha > upajati.(3)...ZEMG 1890.
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1888-90) quotes many Vedic examples showing the variation of 
quantity in such cases ast

conjugation: -tl (raksati, etc.)
-th& (jlvayatha, etc.)
-hi
-S (perfect: aha 3s., vida 2p.)

U-sva

declension: -ena
-asya
M-a (vocative) 

-an stems > a
i ' jsa> sa

adverbs and particles (here Zubaty finds a
correlation with the position of the accent; the long ending is

/generalized when oxytone as in •purutra1):
-trfi (atra, tatrS, etc.)
-tha
-dha (adhe)
ca> ca (twice only in RV) 
n© > na (once only in RV)

t fcana > cana (once only in RV)
©cchS
sma
adyi
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kila
f uyadi
futu

su
These variants were not generated fmetri causaf, and

according to Zubaty (WZKM 1888 p. 139) the long final appeared
originally before a single consonant or in absolute final
position and the short final before a double consonant or at
the close of a grammatical or metrical unit: "am Schlusse
eines grammatischen (...metrischen) Ganzen". The anticipation
of the 9Law of morae* is interesting.

In Pali we find the following alterations of the
normal quantity in order to satisfy the metret

lengthened finalt nadatt (Th I 832) (G)
bhavayatl (Dh 350) )
ravatl (J 1 77) )(RS)
sarati (J II 127) )
passstl (Dh 119) )
bajjhatl (Sn 508)
ramatl (Sn 985)
yajatl? (Sn 509) (F)
passetha? (Sn 177)
vadS? (Sn 383)
panudl? (Sn 476)
sambhontl (Th II 329) (RS) 
patthayasl (M) (Sn 18 ff and

Th I 51 ff in
opacchandasaka
cadence)



muni? (Sn 838)
tayl? (Sn 382) (F)
ca (D (Sn 41, 67?, 82?, 481?)
na (PV 28) (Dhammap&la)
8U (Sn 181, 885, 970)

• the same result is in one case indicated by 
writing a doubled consonant after the final vowels

sarati bbayo (J III 95) (6 )
( * vayo)

• one case of nasalization has been founds
idham (Sn 151) (HS) (sandhi consonant?)

shortened fine It akaramhasa (for -8*) (J III 26)
okkantamasi (for -se) (J VI 555)
sincitva (Sn 771)) (chetva

) (HS) Sn 29 in 
chetva? (Sn 66) ) opacchand-

asaka 
cadence)

(2)puggala ( W  617c) (Dhammapala) 
nimmakkho? (Sn 56)

, okamokata (for -to) (Hi 34) (G)

(1)...On this see HSs DP p.7 f3#4 f.
(2) • • •Followed by A. Hardy, however, in the PTS edition with 

the Commentary, 1901, prints as compound with the following 
word. A says (Sd pp. 15 and 634) that the inflections, 
especially -o, may be left off nouns Oavlbhattikanlddeso'), 
giving this illustration and "thera vadanam" (Dip*), but 
remarking that others read " thera vadfinam" I

)
) (A)
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sllavatato (Sn 899) 
kame? (Sn 464)

va ("or") (Sn 222) (G)

- the same result if also obtained by
dena salizations

papuni (Th II 91) (G) 
phassetum? (Sn 393) (F)

addhana (Dh 207) (G) 
jatim? (Sn 462) 
pancannam? (Sn 964) 
pataamasmim (Sn 233) 
ay an (Sn 594)

- "in sandhi111 samatimahni1ham (Th II 72) (G)
- several other examples of denasalization of 

final are given by A (Sd 630), who evidently regards it as a 
possible result of ordinary sandhi, not as ♦vuttasandhi* or 
metrical licence. We noted in Chapter II, however, that the 
cases he quotes are mostly under stress of metre. In Chapter 
III we have discussed the possibility that such cases indicate 
not denasalization but the existence of short nasal vowels in 
Pali, the prototypes of those in Apabhrajpria.
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The final syllable was occasionally elided 

altogether under stress of metres (1)chama (for chamaya, loc.s?) (J VI 89))
) (A)

somana-(for somanassa-)(Sn 67) )

acchodl (for acchodaka)(D II 136)))addhake (for -esu)(Ap 76,77.439) )
* _ ) (HS in

anussavane (for -ena) (V I 203) ) CPD))
avijja (for -aya)(Sn 1033) )

In Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit, as kdgerton has 
shown, alteration of the ends of words under stress of metre is 
very common* The licence already practised in Pali was greatly 
extended* The verb ending -ti is frequently lengthened to -tl 
and also ~te and all other verb endings may similarly be 
lengthened or shortened* Any word, Including indeclinables, 
ending in -a may be lengthened to -a Ccaf, etc*) but much more 
often to -o (ftena* > •teno1, •panca1 > •pahco1, etc*)* The 
final vowels •i1 and •e1, fa f and fo f, are generally inter
changeable, and not only denasalization, but nasalization of 
the final, which is practically unknown in Pall, is common*

In ArdhamagadhI, according to Jacobi, we find 
denasalization of finals sue. throughout the declension (ZH£Q

(1). • .According to the PSD, however, this is the instrumental 
used adverbially, cf* Vedic: ksama.



1884 p. 596) • According to Banarsi Das Jain AMR p#x the 
anusvara is quite generally variable for metrical convenience* 
Jacobi further states that te 9 and ,o > may be long or short; in 
the manuscripts 9i9, fu f, 9a 9, are often written for them.

Seam
The 9 seam1, whether between stem and suffix (in 

cases where the suffix was still felt to be something added to 
the stem), between words in a compound, or between prefix and 
root, was another weak point where the quantity of the syllable 
could be altered without offence to the ear. In Vedic KuryI

.

Xowicz has noted a certain fluidity in the length of antesuff- 
ixal vowels, sometimes utilized for metrical purposes (HO 1949), 
whilst Zubaty in the articles already quoted has shown that the

f }
t u u i o o u U i uindecllnables adhl, abhl, pari, atl, pratl, vl, anu, which 

normally end in a short vowel, may sometimes, but especially in 
compounds (in the case of the last four, only in compounds), end 
in a long vowel. Between two prefixes &eillet has noted 
• ananukrtya-1 m . c . ^ a n d  he has also noted nasalization in the 
seam, m*c», in • dadhanti* and 9d&dhantu9.

In Pall we find:
lengthened seam: satlmant- (SI 81, Dh 91, 181,

Sn 45, Th II 35)(A, G, FED)

(1)...But cf. anu- > anu- in the next section.
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Jutlmant-)

) (RS)
dhitlmant)
matlmant- (HS)
therlke (Th II 1) (G) (1)
mutlya (Sn 846)

sarabhamiga (J VI 537)
kiraa dh ikar anam (J IV 4)

• •

(but cf• -a- in cp*: many similar cases are not
metrical lengthening, and these too are doubtful* See G para 33)

anudake (J VI 499) (G)
anupama (Ap 319 Bv VI 1) )
anupaya (Sn 786, 897) j
anltiha (Sn 934,1053, 1066, >Th I 

331, etc*) '
ananugiddha (Sn 86,778) |
ananupassi? (U 74) )
anSnuput’̂ha? (Sn 782) )
ananuyayi (Sn 1071-3)v /
ananuruddha (S IV 71) )
ananuloma (0 II 273) \

ananuvajja (VI 359) \

(l)***This, however, may be a recent Burmese emendation*
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anapara (Sn 1094) )

) (CPD) 
anavara (I 76) )

(these and a number of others 
like them are clearly facilitated by the "Law of 
de Saussure - Wackeraagel"* Some do not occur 
with the short seam; they had become fixed in the 
language with the long form suited to the • old 
language-rhythm1) •

In the words ■vitarasi1, (J II 
14), •garahasi1, (J IV 248), (G) we may have 
lengthened seams, or they may be genuine subjunctiv
es.

-the same by doubling the
following consonant:

paribbasano (for -v-) (Sn 796) (G)
suggatim (J IV 496) )

) (A)
na ppajjahe (J III 14) ) 

shortened seam: paccanlka (G)
pur&no? (Sn 312)
gimhisu (for -esu) (Dh 286) (A & G) 

-by simplifying the following 
conjunct:
akihcaham? (Sn 1070-2) 
dakkhlsam? (Th II 84) (G) 
sikkhlsamase? (Sn 814) (f )
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apacclsam (J VI 16) (A)

nidoso (Sn 476) 
anSjjfi? (Sn 839) (F) 
dukham (very frequent • by analogy 

with 'sukhan') (J VI 552,
Th I 734, etc.) (A & G )

•by denasailzationt
jlvato (J III 539) (G) 
dlyante (Th II 475)

<

In Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit we again find 
this form of licence much extended, e.g. * Bonita1 # ,surata9 (but 
cf. Smith DP pp 12-3), •Sudhana*, lca.1.iino1. •mldhaggirl*,
• Sarva.i.iagabhimukharupa• (Smith DP p 9 quotes this incorrectly), 
1£llam6rutajhana-•, 1blbhatsa•.

lengthened Initial Syllable (especially Initial Vowel).

Melllet has noted that In Vedic 'anu-' sometimes 
becomes 'anu-* before — ^ , e.g.: 'anusuka-'. In Pall we find 
a few similar cases of lengthened Initial vowel:
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anubodhim (AV 46) (HS) 
upanlssaya (Sn 867, 901?) 
ubhayam (SI 134)

There was a definite tendency to lengthen initial 
syllables in Pall and in Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit, not so much 
for metrical convenience but as part of the phonology of the 
languages* If in the 9old language-rhythm9 there was, besides 
the Saussurlan „ — v —  law, a 9 law9 which we might call after 
raelllets ^  —  ̂  (although clearly it had much less force
than the other law), in the 9new language-rhythm9 its place was 
taken by the more effective initial stress discovered by Jacobi 
(see Chapter I I I ) . ^

In BHS Bdgerton notes "presumably m.c*" (BHSG 3*11)
•anubhava9, 9atireka9, 9paripurna9, 9bhavami9, and otheres 
clearly this fora of licence too was much extended*

\ ..

Words which had different rhythmB in related dialects*

If the Vedic, ArdhamSgadhX or ApabhramAa equivalent

(1)••*Edgerton, BHSG 3*9, questions this accent-theory, which he 
finds in Geiger para 24, without stating his reasons (he 
questions the whole theory, Including the penultimate accent - 
see BHSG 2*77 n*)* It seems to me, however, that sufficient 
evidence has been adduced to prove it (see the discussion in 
Ch*III) * at any rate for Pall and ArdhamagadhI* It would be 
surprising to find that it did not apply in BHS. and I consider 
that the onus is on Edgerton to disprove it if he can*
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had,a different rhythm from the normal form of a Pali word we 
need not be surprised to find that a poet occasionally lapsed 
into this alternative form under stress of metre*

Alteration to Vedic rhythm:
dutiyena > dutiyena (Sn 49, 460, 884) 
tatiyam > tatlyam (Dh 309) (G)

Alteration to later Prakrit rhythms:
evam > em (J II 40) (A) (cf AH ,eml)

»  *  1  i . . .  i

-jivim? (Sn 181-2) (this is In any ease uncertain, 
but cf. Ap. 'Jlya', Alsdorfi

• - C  ' • • . /  • '  . •. y  .. . *■ j  ‘
MDer Kumarapfilapratibodha" p*54$
his glossary suggests that •Jlva1 is,
however, still the more usual form in Apl

Haplology
accupatati > accupati (J IV 250) (HS in CPD)
Other types of metrical licence are very rare in

P a l l * T h e  root vowel appears to be shortened in these cases
(cf* -Jivim? above):

m&dassa? (Sn 196) (cf* p. 35 above: ^mhdi)
h&nena (Sn 839 =1078) (written long)
©so?? (Sn 61 twice)

(l)*.*Even in BHS metrical alterations are much less common 
win the interior of a word” - Edgerton JAOS, 1946 p*205*
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Finally we have to read •anusayitam9 for 

9anusayitam9 in Sn 355 (p*p* of 9anuseti9)*
The above lists could be considerably extended, but 

they are sufficient to Indicate the types of licence which were 
accepted in ancient Pali verse* I have tried to limit them to 
examples which are clear from our knowledge that the v&tta and 
tutthubha-jagati cadences were fixed well before the Pali 
period* * In the light of a fuller understanding of the metres 
it will be possible to detect many other metrical alterations* 
The present chapter, however, is intended as a preliminary 
to the study of the metres, Independent of that study and 
serving as part of the basis for it*

We may formulate a general rule for licence in 
Pall (if not in all languages)t that as far as possible the 
poets sought to disguise licence and to make the altered 
forms pass as regular ones* In this way, of course, they 
assisted in the establishment of new forms in the language 
and in later dialects* Smith (DP p 4) has noted that lha > 
ihajn in BHS is not pure metrical licence, but may be justified 
morphologically by comparison with •kaham1, •taham9, etc*
The same applies to ldha > idham in Pali*

The fluidity of the language, persisting from 
ancient times, justified the majority of the alterations*
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Although in most cases we can say that one alternative was 
normal in Pali, the other evidently passed without offence to 
the ear* In some of these cases an archaic form perhaps : 
enhanced the effectiveness of the poetry, in others, idlere 
the fluidity was a new development in Middle Indian resulting 
from the confusion of declensions, etc*, the form passed by 
analogy*
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MATTACHANDAS

1* The mattachandas were the first new metres to appear 
in the post-Vedic period* Although some changes took place 
in the anutthubha and tutthubha during their long history 
preceding the appearance of mattachandas, there was no decisive 
break but only a gradual tendency towards more fixed forms of 
pad©* With mattachandas, however, even if its origins can be 
traced in the Vedic techniques of verse making, we find a 
radical departure, the establishment of a completely new 
principle of verse building, which led on the one hand to the 
countless new metres of Classical Sanskrit and on the other to 
the musical metres of Apabhraipi© and the modern vernaculars*
The establishment of the principle of matta measurement was 
decisive for the whole future history of Indian poetry, and 
this extraordinary event took place during the period ‘we are 
studying, its first manifestations being found in ancient Pali 
verse*

In Indian music a twofold division is recognised! •marga1 
and •deiil1^  The former is generally regarded as limited to

(l)***It is convenient to use the Sanskrit terms, although the
Pali equivalents exist in both the ancient and the medieval 
literature and ©re sometimes of special Interest, e.g. •tS^a1 for
t*la. • *
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the Vedic tradition, although there has been a tendency in 
recent times to define all music which is said to be able to 
lead the soul to liberation as •marga*. As opposed to the 
saman chant, all secular music, whether actual folk music or 
the 1classical1 tradition of the professional city and court 
musicians (which was based on the folk music) appears in the 
medieval period, and perhaps earlier, to have been called 
•de^I*. This interesting term indicates the folk music origin 
of all the secular, non-Vedic, music. Thus lY&t&hga, writing 
perhaps in the sixth century A.D., called his treatise on 
music the *Brhadde4l. * lodern writers such as DSmodara have
unfortunately obscured the matter by calling all classical

1muslc'marga1jand using •deii* as a derogatory term for popular 
music. |

The classical secular music was distinguished from the 
liturgical music of the Veda not only by its new scales and 
modes probably derived from folk music but also by its rhythms, 
or talas. The Vedic chant had no tala, since it followed the 
verse and derived its rhythm from the metre. As we have Just 
said, the new metres, which we are going to study in this 
chapter and the next, are fundamentally different in structure 
from Vedic verse, and they differ precisely in that they are 
related to tala. It is probably no accident that the earliest 
extant poems in the new metres are in a vernacular dialect and

not in the learned language of the Vedic schools. The
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vetallya - perhaps the most important of the new metres - was 
also known as the •magadhikfi1, which probably indicates its 
origin amongst the poets and singers of JKagadh©*^) The metre 
thus appears in Pali, at one stage removed from its native 
dialect, along with the literature and philosophy of Buddhism 
radiating westwards from the same country* The /rdhamSgadhl 
literature which is extant does not appear to be a© ancient as 
the earliest Pali literature in which the new metres are 
represented (see Section 7 below on the vetallya in the 
Suyaga^am), but a pun in the Veyaliyajjhayana (Suy* 1*2*1, last 
verse) shows how close this dialect was to the original 
Inggadhl of the new metrical techniques t

veyaliyamaggetraagao = he who has entered the
(leading to destruction (of karma), 

road ((described in veyaliya (vetallya) metre.
.

i.. *'■y  \ •'«***>>. ' X  j  U  . v -• *• a; * ^  : **“*£ ■

- veyaliya means either the metre or 
"vaidalika", "destruction*n This old Jaina literature seems 
to be directly descended from the original Kagadhi literature 
of perhaps the sixth or fifth century B*CM  in ^hich the new 
techniques were developed, a point we shall come upon again in 
discussing ganacchandas (the • hypermetre1 of the Varnakas)*

: ^ i | * .•

Very probably the Ajivlkas were the first sect to use these
(l)...See the references given by Velankar, J p.28* (This book 

is useful, especially for the texts and references, but 
the Introductory matter is highly erratic).
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techniques in the verses used in their ritual song and dance, 
which appear to have pleyed such an important part in their 
cult, ̂ a n d  the other sects such as the Buddhists and Jeinss 
merely emulated and tried to outshine their rivals* The name 
vetallya suggests some connection with music, although its 
exact significance has been forgotten. •Vetala1 at D I 6 is 
"some magic art, probably connected with music ("ghana-talam"= 
cymbal beating) such as raising the dead by mantras4 (P*D. based 
on the Commentary)* At Suyagadam 2*2*15 (p*87, Vaidya's edn*) 
•veyali* is probably the same magic art (Jacobi suggests 
punishment by spells, following the Commentary)* •Vetallka• 
in Pali means some office at court connected with music, etc*
- a "bard"; hence vetaliya would be a metre to be used in such 
singing or chanting* The name fgltif of the earliest gana- 
cchandas suggests a completely musical metre*

If we look at the first few syllables of a msttachandas 
pada (opacchandasaka or vetallya) and compare them with those 
of several other padas in the same metre, we see at once that 
besides the difference between the prior and posterior members 
of each padeyuga a number of variant structures are current,
such a s  u“, oo — ---- , —  —  uu—  so on (prior
pada)* These are followed by a cadence which appears to be

(l)***See Basham HDA 116*7, etc*
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fixed I — - —  ̂ (opacchanda saka ) or —  ̂ — (vetallya).
The first part of the pSda may contain any number from three
to six syllables, but it seems to be constant (possible
exceptions will be discussed below) in containing six matta, 
or eight matta in the case of the posterior pada* Such a 
variation is quite incompatible with Vedlc recitation, which 
depends on the number of syllables, but is entirely compatible 
with tala, since the length of the whole group of syllables 
remains constant* This is the new principle, referred to in
the Introduction, of the exact equivalence of two short
syllables to one long one* tl) Whereas in the old metrics  ---
may be equivalent to------ and even ^ —  t o------- , in the
new metrics we find  ---= ------ =  ^uuuo^etc,

The new metres are further distinguished by being 
a<Jdhasamevutta (ardhasamavrtta), having the two components of 
the padayuga of different structures* This feature greatly 
complicates their study, in that we do not find a simple
(1)*** It is worth noting in this connection that the tendency 
to exact oppositions of long and short syllables seems to 
develop especially when a number of people recite or sing in 
unison. Dr* Alien has obtained a remarkable recording of 
Vedic chanting in unison in which this exact opposition of 
quantities is maintained, giving a striking quasi-tSla effect. 
It appears to have been most unusual in the Vedic tradition 
for the brahmans to sing in this way, only solo recitation 
being required in the performance of the ritual* In the non* 
Vedic traditions such as Buddhism, Ajlvikism and Jainism, on 
the other hand, recitation of the Canonical texts by large 
gatherings ("sahglti"), in unison, is an essential feature 
of the life of the communities. This practice may well have 
been a contributory cause,or 'catalyst,' in the development of 
the new metres in the period of the rise of these communities.
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repeating musical rhythm as in, for instance, the Apabhrsupia 
pajjhatika, which is what we might have expected on the first 
introduction of musical rhythms into the poetry. What we 
find resembles rather the result of sn attempt to combine 
musical and metrical rhythms, which on further reflection we 
might expect ae the first step in introducing a new or unfam
iliar technique into the metrical tradition! a combination of 
new and old may be understood and accepted where a totally new 
form of versification may not* This observation applies 
particularly to the cadence, which resembles those of the old 
tutthubhs and anutthubha, but the combination of padas of 
different lengths also was not unknown to the old metrics,

i--*

being in fact an important feature of Vedic versification in 
the so-called •lyric metres*• These points will be studied in 
detail below, but we may make the general observation here that 
the history of Indian literature shows the successive appearance 
of more and more fully musically articulated metres - 
mattachandas - ganacchandas - mattavutta (matrSvrtta, not the 
same as nattachandasl) ̂  «• talc vutta*

This process of musical infiltration of Indian metrics

(1)••.The term •matravrtta1 was applied to the /pabhrar^a and
Hindi musical metres derived from ganacchandas after the true 
mattachandas had long been extinct in India* The same word is 
also used generically to cover all metres in which the mattS 
count is an essential feature of the structure, including all 
four classes mentioned here (cf»p*23)»
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began at a definite stage In the evolution of the Indo- ryan 
languages. The interconnection of language and metrics has 
been noted in the Introduction (p*29) and at the beginning of 
Chapter IV* The appearance of musical metres in Pall should 
not be Interpreted as indicating that the deil music (as 
opposed to 'Vedic music,1 if such a term has any meaning outside 
its application to the chanting of sacred texts) originated in 
about the fifth century B.C., although the nature of those 
metres may be expected to throw some light on the history of 
the music by establishing the existence of a particular tala in 
that early period. It is probable that the Vedic chant itself 
was derived from the deil music of a very ancient period, but 
that owing to the nature of the language the talas of that music 
could not be reflected. With the beginning of the transition 
to Apabhr&rada, however, the language and metrics became

•• ‘ y  * ! r'; " . . V - '• ' » -a. J i  . &  > v  * * * * - „ . ’ ’\.v l
• ’ , isusceptible of penetration by musical talas, and Canonical Pall 

shows Indo-Aryan in that critical stage. 8 the language 
became more supple (> Apabhram^a) its metres became more musical.

The two aln mattachandas metres are opacchandasaka 
(aupacchandasika) and vetallya (vaitallya). It should be noted 
that the classical metresutoich bear these names are not 
mattachandas but have fixed schemes, although they are evidently
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descended from mattachandas and retain the same numbers of 
matta per pada* Like pupphitagga (pu$pitagra) and aparavatta 
(aparavaktra) they are merely particular cases of mattachandas 
pfida structures* We can identify other mattachah&as and 
metres of mattachandas origi i by their being ad<JhaBamavutta* 
Besides those mentioned, we find in our texts svagatS (still 
in the mattachandas stage, but not so fluid in structure as 
the main metres) and vegavatl (also approaching its classical 
fixed structure)* In addition to all these we find samaTuttas 
which appear to be of mattachandas origin, being particular: y >'

• r *cases of mattachandas (including vegevatl) padas generalized!
t

rathoddhata,dodhaka (meghavitana does not seem to occur in the 
Canon)* Finally we may note that the visamavutta upatthitapp- 
acupita (upasthitapracupita) with its variant structures appears

, * t 'V* r’\ * * —v  . .-t .1 * — * V* '• v

to be derived from mattachandas* This wonderful invention of 
the old Buddhist poets, which was perhaps the first talavutta 
in Indian literary history, is analysed in Chapter IX on 
akkharacchandas* In their fixed forms all the metres considered 
here belong to that chapter, where they are accordingly re- 
classified, but their origins are discussed in the present 
chapter, since they help to illustrate the nature of mattachan
das structure*

Some particular pada structures of opacchandasaka and
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vetallya have names, such as bhaddaviraja, pavattaka, and 
others (see the tables below), but it does not seem necessary 
to discuss them as separate metres since they are found only 
in conjunction with the two main metres* The two main metres 
occur either independently or in mixed strophes* In the 
latter case the mixing is normally not haphazard as in 
tutthubha-Jagatl but is a regular alternation of vetallya and 
opacchandasaka padas* We should perhaps regard this mixed 
strophe as a third main metre, but its structure does not 
differ in any respect other than the cadence from the first 
two* ̂ I n  the tables its pfidas have been counted under 
opacchandasaka and vetallya*

2* Ho detailed discussion can be given in this and 
the following chapters on the metrical interpretation of 
particular padas according to the rules given in chapters I - IV, 
and no account is given of the hundreds of emendations which 
had to be made to the printed texts (usually with manuscript 
support) in order to scan them, except in Isolated cases of 
special interest* It is hoped to publish a new edition of a 
typical text (the Therlgatha) in illustration of the metrical 
interpretations •

(l)***See Section 7 below on strophe structure for an account 
of the mixed strophe*
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The present piece of research is of a preliminary nature, 

and aims at understanding the main usages as a basis (itself 
liable to modification as our knowledge of ancient Pali 
increases) for further detailed and more accurate investigat
ions* The extent of the uncertainty in scanning old Pali 
verses which results from the fluidity of the language and a 
certain use of licence, as we have already seen, makes it 
impossible to arrive at precise figures - quite apart from 
textual corruption* There is thus some scope for the exercise 
of subjective Judgment, the amount of which, and the resulting 
amount of possible distortion, I have tried to estimate*
The figures I arrived at indicated that the general plcutre of 
mattachandas, for instance, given here, might be about in 
error, whilst in some of the details, particularly the permiss
ibility of certain pada structures, a much greater local error 
might be made* I can only say that, after some years of 
studying these metres and trying to acquire a •feeling1 for 
them, I am offering the analysis which seems to me nearest to

tthe truth and which I believe can be justified, in its main
♦

outlines but probably not in all details, by the study of 
ancient Pali metrics as a phase in the history of Indian 
literature* &any doubtful structures have been recorded and 
considered, although my conclusion is that all forms defective
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in quantity (matta count) should be emended* This conclusion 
cannot be assumed in these preliminary tables*

The following tables show the structure of the great 
majority of the opacchandasaka and vetallya pSdas in the Pali 
Canon ( a few stray strophes in the Vinaya and other predominant
ly prose texts are not noted here; I have, however, tried to 
scan everything I could find in these metres in the Canon, 
although I have no doubt overlooked a few verses)* The 
schemes show the first part of each pada, consisting of 6 matta 
in the prior and 8 in the posterior, the cadence being assumed 
to be fixed: —  o~u-^.(op#) or —  u_^(vet*)* This is the
form of the cadence as given by the Indian theory (e.g* Pihgala 
IV 32), and the deviations from it are so rare as to be almost 
certainly corruptions* It must be noted, however, that some 
mattachandas or metres of mattachandas origin had a different 
cadence, which we must attempt to explain, and that a certain 
amount of rhythmic interplay between the free and fixed parts 
of the pada sometimes seems to involve an overlap in which the 
first syllable of the cadence belongs to both parts or even to 
the free part and not to the cadence at all* It is possible 
that in these exceptional cases, which I have called 1 syncopeted 
this syllable could be altered, as long as the matta count of 
the pada m e  maintained, and I have therefore recorded the few
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examples I found where such an alteration appears*
Br< ; »••.«* V  ' ' \*jr* - ‘O '  ’'>** * ' T-;;.V. - * V,• ^  , W' -• *'? 'w,' * 7-" *' V  *' x . • \> N • ’-"•*•• S

A number of padas which I could not scan satisfactor
ily owing to extensive corruption, have been omitted* Prior 
p^das were more liable to corruption than posterior padas: 
whereas posterior padas were protected by the prior padas 
preceding them, prior padas were eometimes remoulded into other 
metres which were presumably more familiar to the reciters and 
copyists* The same thing happened in the ganacchandas verses* 
These missing pSdas belong mainly to Sn (26 cases), which I 
studied first: in working afterwards on the other texts I made
greater efforts to obtain some kind of probable scansion except 
in the most desperate cases, or when the substituted pada in 
some other metre left no indication at all of what originally 
stood there* It will be noticed that owing to this corruption 
of prior padas the total number of posterior padas scanned in 
the tables is 5^% greater than that of the prior pfidas*
Owing to the greater length of the posterior pada and the 
consequent larger number of possible structures, the discrep
ancy is no doubt partly due to the accepting of corrupted 
posterior padas which merely seemed to fit the matta count*
A third cause which increased the proportion of posterior padas- 
especially in Sn - is the occurrence of large numbers of 
repeated padas as refrains in the fourth pada of the strophe*
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These were less liable to corruption than the multiform prior
padas which accompanied them* All figures should be taken as
approximations or estimates only*
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g&lej,

Opacchandasaka

Remarks Prior PSda D III Dh u Sn Vv Th I J Total
bhaddaviraja
vasantam&lika

pupphltagga

- - -  - - -  VJ u
u  u  — -  u  u

O U  u  u  u  u

1 I 
1?

21?

3
1

2 I 58 (74) 20
2 j 6

1

1+4 
1
2
5 + 
1??

8?(9)2(4)
(5?)

31?
(32)7
3
(8)3

107(125)32?(34)14
(23)30

x 4 = mayurasaripl —  0  —  0
— -  u u u u  

—
u u  - - -  --

2 1? 2? 
1 !

9?3?
6
1

I P 2
1?

.

4
2
63?

16
17144

(
(•syncopated' ( 
(

> - - - - - - - ^ u ?

o  —  u  u  u
* ■u  - —  O '  - - -

- - - - - - - - u — / u

u  —  u u

1?
:

:
3?
1(6)
2

2(3)1? ,  . -  £

2
1?2?

5(6)43?
(8)

?7
?

(

—  —  u  u  u  
u u —  u  u  u
u u  u —  - - -

- - -  u u

■ I

1

1?
i

111
a word lost? ( ■ 1 . , 1

=posterior ( pSda (
? ?

U  U  - - -  - - -  u  u

- - - . - -  - - - / u

1

1
i ?

11
1

= prior yava- matl 
?
?
?

—  u  —  u  —  u

U u  - -  - -  u

U - - - - - U - - - -

2
1
.11 . . . . . .

1

2
11

... 1 ,
•syncopated* U  —  u  u  — /  u

r" ■ 1? 1
Total 24 4 7 118 22 14 64 259

ĝ BlafifttfiOfls, for Tables 1-4
(139)(23)(20) (70) (293)•+-6

? ?? ( )/-
+ •  ••
/uU

doubtful, very doubtful.includes repetitions of identical pSda. first syllable of the cadence is short (fsyncopa
ted1)additional figures from very confused verses partly remoulded into another metre, first syllable of the cadence is resolved into two shorts.

On account of the difficulty of assessing the "doubtful” cases the totals given in the right hand columns are approximate only and do not agree exactly with those at the bottom.
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Table 2

O p a c c h a n d a s a k a

Remarks Posterior Pada D II I r Dh u Sn W  1■h I J T(Jtal
bhaddavirSja ----------------------- ^  w 1 3 ! 5 I35 7 +  T10 23 86(39) 2 ( 14) (28) (99)
vasantamalika 2 1 3 35 2 +  r 3 15 62

(4) (62) > 2?? (6) (19) (98)
■—  u u  —  u  vj 1? 1 4 4 4 14

pupphitagga u u  u u  —  uu 16? i 6? 22
(17) I : (23)

---- VJ-- UJ 3? 3 61 1 C C c c 6 +1 1 • 8
- - _ — - , 4 +1? 4 9(20) (25)
u u  | i ; 5 1 1 8

6 *1? 7• (8) (9)
—  u—  —  U U 4 +1 5

(  —  u  —  U  U  U 1 1
(  i —  v j —  u  — i 1_______

* synco “  (  o  u  u  —- u  u  u 1? 1?
(  u u ------------ ------— / u 1 1

pated1 ( (4) (4)
( ----- ^-/o 1? 1
( ( 2 ) (2)UJU —  V J U ----- 2 2

u u  —  v j —  v j 1? to H 4
u  —  uj —  u u 1 1
-----  VJ U  U ----  VJ 1 1 2

(2) (3)
— . u u ----------- ■ +1? 1 2
v j u  u  u ------------ 1 1
u —  u  —  — 1 1

-----  ------------------VJ 3 3
----  VJ ---- U  VJ 1? 1??

-----------VJ-----------/ u 1 j. 1
U V J U U ----  —  Vj VJ [•-. V-r-f r 2 2

----------- VJ VJVJ
__
r  "1 1 1

I ! (2) (2)
l j v j ----------- - —  u 1 I

U U —  O  -—  VI v j 1 1
u u — ••— v j 1 1

---------- VJ------- - 1 1
-----------VJ—  v j / u u

. 1 1----------  v j -----VJVJ 1 ’• Zf 1 2
u - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1? 1^  —— ---------- U u ?  VJ -------------  VJVJ 1? 1?
------U  V J ------------ u u 1 1
__  __  VJ ---- -------VJU 1 1 1
u u u —  ----- VJ VJ 1 1
—- —  VJ —  U U I . 1 1

u u  —  u u  u 1 1 1
VJU u u —  u u u I I

= prior ------------- 1 1pfidaX^ u v j u u  u u  u  v j +1 1
U U  ----- UJ U  VJ U

L. H
------------------- U U ---------/ u f It? 17*

-----  U U  U  u u u i? 1
-----U -----  u  —  u i? 1

U U  u  u  —  u — /  u 1  <

u  —  u  u  —  v j §r 1 2?
Total 23 6 9 128 26+ 14 62 277(24) (10)(180)9(10)(21) (74) (351)
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Table 3 
VetSliya

Prior Pada SI Dh U Sn W ^ P v  ThI Thll J Total
--- UO 3 22 7 35! 10 3 10 167 56 162

(25)(8) (166)UU- O U 8 14 5 U 1 4 8 15 137 79j(10) (16) (16) (84)
—  u>u -- 2 4 1 4 1? 3 5 97 29aparavatta UU UU UU 1? 3 1 2 7

(2) (8)
- O - VJ 1 7 4 J 1 7 20(8) (5) (22)
---u  u vj u 1 1 97 5 16(6) (17)
------------------------ 2 2 3? 17 3 8 IS
u u ------- 1 1 2 3 7

1syn- ( udi- ( u —  u u u 1 1 1? 37 5cop- ( cca- ( (2) (6)ated ( vutti( u - u - 1 17? 1 37 5 1( ----- u — /u ,1 3? 47> —  —  u u  ? —  u u u 1 11 n 2? 3
> ----- 7 ----- U

1 2 3
VJ----u 1 1 1
—  U —  u u 1 i 17 1 4?
— u  — u  — 1 1

]> U— U u u  ^ U ----U U U U 1? 11 1
U U ---- UU u/u 17 1?cf .ekartlpa — — ■— / uu i 1 1

-----------uu .— /u 1 I
UUU u  —• 1> ------------------7 u ----------- 1
U— u u ----

i 1 1 1 3
• Vj ' ” 17 *?

VU VJ ---- VJ — 2 t 2ratho- ---- VJ — uuu 1 1 ; 2ddhata u u  ---- U U U 1 1 1
—• o u o - t 1 1 1

2 posterior ( UU - - uu 17 1( ---------- I 17 1pSda ( — -----UVJ |
1 1 1

Total 21 52 19* 58 18 n 27 65 114 385(23)(58)(21) (12) (66)(115)(398)

(1) • • .Vv^ J449 + 4 odd prior pfidas.
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There are nearly 400 verses in opacchandasaka and 

vetallya in the Canon. The other metres we have mentioned 
occur much less frequently. Vegavatl is represented by 25 
ver8eef or 34 if we counjt those which appear in both 5 I and 
Th I each time they appear. There are 12 verses predominately 
of pupphit&gga (which have been included in the tables of 
opacchandasaka) and 2 of aparavatta. Svagata appears in at 
least 9 verses. Of the samavuttas, dodhaka seems to be 
limited to 3 verses in Vv, but rathoddhata is fairly common)
I have counted 46 verses. (D There are 15 strophes of upaf^hi- 
tappacupita. Some of these metres are still fluid in the 
Canonf the alternation -  / uu being apparently allowed in 
certain positions9 and sometimes um— /o— u and other variat
ions. On account of the small numbers of examples, however,
one can hardly formulate exact rules. The normal schemes of
these metres are as follows)

pupphitagga u u o u w - u - u - - / u u u u - u u — o — u —  ii-X 2
aparavatta uu uu uu ° w~/ uu uu— u x 2 
vegavetT —  uu— uu— uu— ou—  oo— . v*_ ^ g
 g  - -«-=• —  VJ __ U U  U  / __ U — \ J _____ . ,__ u  __ Osvagata —  — -- --- / —  uu—  ou—. —  x 2
dodhaka —  u u  —  u u  —  u u  —  x  4
rathoddhata —  ° x 4
upatthitappacupita---- uu — — u— uu ---/

uuuuuuou —(uuoouuuu , __ •«/ - _  X 1w  —  u u  —  —  U  —

(I)...Padas of rathoddhata also occur in vetallya verse as a 
regular variation (at least 20 examples).
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3. Before proceeding with our analysis of mattachandas 

structure and taking up the question of the origin and history 
of these metres, we may make some general observations about 
the texts in which they occur. It is part of the purpose of 
this study to deduce a chronology for some of the Canonical 
texts on metrical grounds, and little weight is attached here 
to any of the speculations on Canonical chronology which are 
based on such criteria as the development of the doctrine. It
has been suggested, for instance, that texts containing 
"highly systematized1' doctrine such as the 'eightfold path1, and 
even the 'four truths1, are later in origin than texts of a more 
poetic nature. The strongest argument in favour of this 
criterion is that the Abhldhamma texts, which are pure system* 
atlsatlon, are Indisputably later compilations than the 
"Dhamma- Vinaya' in all the Schools of Early Buddhists, and 
are largely recognized as such by the traditions. This 
argument, however, cannot be extended to the analysis of the 
Dhamma-Vinaya texts, and in any case the Ahkidhaiuna compilations 
are almost certainly based not on, or not directly on, surveys 
of Bhamma (Sutta) texts but on old lists or &£tlka (Hatrka) of 
elements, categories and phenomena, which cannot be proved to 
be later than the Dhamma-Vinaya and may well have formed part 
of the earliest collection of Dhamma. As for the subjective
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argument that a religious movement necessarily starts on its 
career with beautiful and inspiring poetry, and afterwards 
loses its creative 4lan and produces only dry manuals of 
doctrine, one can equally convincingly argue the other way 
rounds that Buddhism, for instance, began as one of the 
countless sects of early philosophical enquirers in India, each 
with its own system of elements and so on (much of it held in 
common by many of them), and afterwards grew into a great 
popular movement with poets and preachers using all the 
literary arts to arouse and persuade the lay people on whom the 
success of the movement depended. The History of Buddhism was 
clearly much more complex than any such over-simplified scheme 
can indicate. The chronological arguments in this study are 
advanced on purely metrical grounds, although interesting 
correspondences with some of the speculations referred to have 
been found. Some of these may provisionally be indicated here, 
subject to detailed confirmation in the analysis which follows.

The pre-Pali literature possessed a very small number of 
metres, whilst the post-Pali literature used a very large number 
of metres, the new ones being constructed on principles quite 
different from those of the old metres. We may therefore 
expect to find Pali texts standing at different stages in this
jh . v \ -' * . v . Y

development in their use of metres, unless all the texts were
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composed at the same time and show only one stage. An extreme 
case is the Lakkhana Sutta in D III, which contains a greater 
variety of metres than any other Canonical text, all of them, 
moreover, being either new •Classical* type metres or 
Classical forms of old metres. In the latter category we find 
ruclra and vamsa^tha (vamiastha), in the former, rathoddhata, 
upatthitappacupita, uggata and pamitakkhara (pramltaksara) . 
Besides these six metres we find verses which are predominantly

I
pupphitagga, sprinkled with p£dae of the more common forms of 
opacchandasaka, some or all of which may be corruptions. These 
metrical considerations Justify the conclusion that this is a 
late text standing on the threshold of Classical Sanskrit 
metrics. It is therefore of great interest to note that in 
content this sutta is an elaborate piece of •Buddhology1 
describing in minute detail the 32 physical characteristics of 
the Buddha. In the histories of the religion this iconographic 
development has often been supposed to be a late development in 
Early Buddhism, tending to Mahayana, and this more or less 
subjective argument can now be supported by the objective 
evidence of the metre. Finally, on turning to the commentary 
on this sutta, we discover that the orthodox tradition records 
that the verses are not so ancient and authentic as the bulk of 
the Canon by attributing them to Anandai 11 eta pana gatha 
poranakathera Anandather&ssa thapita vannagatha ti vatva gata"
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(DA p. 922).

The earliest stratum of Pali verse is not so easy to 
locate, since the use of only one or two metres is not in 
itself proof that the others were unknown. There are, for 
instance, such uninspired compositions as the Cariyapitaka and
the Apadana, which may be shown to be derivative from the

• ' . . i  Y "  - - j p f e  V . ’ ' S  ' .  %  . ••Jataka and Theratherlgatha and entirely devoid of originality or
poetic Interest. CU Apart from three garbled verses copied from

*
arlya verses of Th II, the metrical outlook of these two texts

* ' iis limited to pedestrian vatta composition with a very few 
tutthubha strophes. In these cases we may safely conclude that 
the pious monks who compiled the texts had no knowledge of 
metrics beyond the two commonest metres and no poetic aspirat
ions. These texts tacked on to the end of the last Nlkaya of 
the Canon may represent a final decadent phase of Pall composit
ion, later than the great period of innovation and creation of 
new techniques which culminated in the Lakkhana Sutta, when the 
Theravada Pall poets were supplanted by those of newer schools 
with new ideas to express (see e.g. the Liahavastu) •

The Suttanipata contains a high proportion of mattachandas, 
fairly homogeneous in structure and not characterised by 
successions of short sylJLables or other techniques of classical 
metrics. The collection as a whole, however, is far from

(l)...On Cp cf. p. 6 above.
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homogeneous, as we shall see when we analyse the vatta poems 
in it (cf. also p*21 above), and whilst it may contain some of 
the earliest Pall verses we possess, its composition extended 
over a long period. Its metrical techniques do not include 
those of the latest phases, although they do Include ganacchan-

" • ' : . ■ ' - ' •’ , ..--j " . . .  \ ij
das and vegavatl, so it would appear that it represents an 
early, or at least an intermediate, period preceding that which 
ended with the Lakkhana Sutta. An inscription of Asoka 
appears to refer either to the whole collection at some 6tage in 
its growth or to the Muni Sutta (tutthubha) which concludes its 
first vagga. Y

A large part of the Therlgatha, and part of the 
Theragatha, seems to be specially characteristic of the later 
creative period leading up to the Lakkhana Sutta. Here we 
find the tendency to successions of short syllables and certain 
other 1classical1 techniques. We are fortunate in possessing 
the Subha JIvak&mbavanlka poem in vetallya, which is an 
excellent example of proto-classical *kabbaf composition, not 
only in its metrics but also in its vocabulary and •alahkara1*

madhurah ca pavanti sabbaso,
kusumarajena samuddhata duraa/ 

pathamavasanto sukho utu,
ehi ramtoasi pupphite vane//
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kusumltaalkhara *va padapa,

abhigajjanti fva maluterita/ 
ka tuyham rati bhavissati,

yadi ekS vanaxn ogShissasi// 
vSlamigasahghasevitajnf

kunj arama ttakar enulo 11 taip/ 
asahayika gantum icchasi,

rahitam bhimsanakam mahavanam// 
tapanlyakatS va dhltlka,

vicarasi cittarathe va acchara/ 
kasika sukhumehl vagguhi,

eobhasl vasan^vax^ehi •ndpame// 
aham tava vasanugo sly am,

yadi vlharemaal kfinanantare/ 
na hi m ’atthi tayfi piy^taro,

pano kinnarixaandalocane//Th II 371-5
The Sagatha Vagga of the Samyutta (S I) is another 

collection which is rich in metrical innovation and in poetic 
content. The vegavatl verses ^  ascribed to the famous poet 
Vanglse or Vaglsa Thera occur in both this collection and the

(1).*.Or perhaps •viyala- 1 (udiccavutti), cf. Sanskrit vyada.
(2)..."Arati" and "Pesald-etdmannana." .
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Therag&thai-^ Other mattachandas verses In S I attributed to 
Vaiiglsa include the vetallya strophe ("Pavarana") and the 
remarkable "unpremeditated" verses of the lfParosahassaH section
in which Helmer Smith (Sd 1171) sees the fusion of old rhythms

\
from which will spring the caupal of Apabhraxpia and later 
vernacular poetry. Elsewhere in S I we find the svagatS metre. 
Both the advanced nature of these metres and the tradition that 
some of the poems were composed by a disciple and not by the 
Buddha (cf. the lakkhana Sutta) point to a late periods 
indeed a large part of the Sagatha poetry is assigned to persons 
< nd beings other than the Buddha, although as isusual in such 
cases in the Canon he is supposed to have been present to 
approve the verses. In folklore this is perhaps the richest 
part of the Canon9 and we seem to have a glimpse of the Early 
Buddhists working to spread their teachings in a popular 
milieu through the medium of a popular style of composition akin 
to folk music and dancing. The name fgeyyaf for this type of 
composition (tradition o f the commentaries, referring to S I) may 
indicate some kind of performance of these short dramatic scenes 
with musical accompaniment. The study of this geyya literat
ure should help us to understand the •dedl1 (folk music) origin 
of the new metres in the vernacular languages, to which we

(l)...Note also the connection between S I and the TherlgathS 
(Bhikkhunl-samyutta).
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referred in the first section of this chapter* * Indian folk 
music and popular poetry, defying systematization, continuously 
created new techniques, which re-fertilized the more artificial 
'classical1 literature from the time of Vanglsa down to that of 
Puspadanta and Jayadeva.

The Jataka used folk stories to popularize the teaching 
in a way similar to the use of folklore by the Sagatha. A 
large part of it, like most of the Sagatha, may tentatively be 
associated with our 'later creative period1, but other parts of 
this vast collection may be at least as old as anything in the 
Suttanipata, since they exhibit similar styles of composition

. . .  . • • - • i
v » . % ~ v V  .V. ■ y v  • .. •** v :*/ ^  ■ • %* > , •  * • * • ••

to the latter* The bulk of the Jataka mattachandas resembles 
that of Sn in structure, whilst we shall see that the ganacchan- 
das resembles that of Th IIj this apparent discrepancy is due 
to there being no connection between these JStakas in different 
metre8 other than their inclusion in the same collection, which 
probably took place at different periods*

The Vimanapetavatthu may be entirely late in composit
ion* It has been pointed out that it includes a reference 
to events which took place about two centuries after the
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Nibbana, ̂ a n d  its level of literary inspiration is well on
-

the downward path to the piety of the Apadana and the 
Cariyapitaka. Only rarely do we come across anything of

f •

interest, such as a story which is told in a different version 
but with some of the same verses (mattachandas) in the Jataka.

The remaining mattfichandas verses are scattered strophes 
about which we can say very little as yet, sinctf the 
an thologiesflJdana, Dhammapada) and prose texts (D II, Vinaya, 
UdSna) in which they appear have not yet been subjected to 
serious historical analysis. There seems to be no reason to 
suppose that any of them are very early, with the possible 
exception of one or two 'udan&s'.

Although there are no hard and fast boundaries between 
the periods or phases of Pali literature to which we have 
referred, and most of the Canonical collections overlap at 
least two of them, it is worth noting here that this tentative 
survey of some of our material would suggest, when placed 
against the historical background (see our Introduction and

(1).. .Pihgalaka being king of Sura%t>has see PvAp.244. The 
Theragatha includes verses ascribed to at least six theras who 
are recorded by the Commentary to have been ordained after the 
Nibbana, three of them in the f'oriyan period (Tekicchakanl. 
Vltasoka and Ekavihariya). I believe W  and Fv to be still
later than this, i.e. considerably later than the traditional 
date of Pihgalafca.
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the story references in the texts mentioned above) , that it 
might be useful to assume three phasest

(i) An earlier period, during which mattachandas and 
ganacchandas first appeared, represented by most of the
Suttanip&ta. This is a pre-Moriyan period, but we have not

\

found evidence to indicate whether it includes anything as 
early as the 5th century B.C., and, if not, whether any extant 
Pall literature belongs to a still earlier period.

(ii) A later period, during which both new classes of 
metre became markedly transformed in structure in accordance 
with the tendency to Apabhranuia rhythms, and new metres of the 
fixed classical type appeared in increasing numbers| represent
ed by a large part of the -Therlgathfi, part of the Theragatha 
and the Lakkhana Sutta. This approximately coincides with
the period of the Moriyan Empire.

(iii) A period of decline in literary creation, 
represented by most or all of the Petavatthu and the whole of 
the Cariyapitaka. This decline may have begun under the 
Moriyan Empire, at the end of the 3rd century B.C., but 
coincides roughly w ith the 2nd century B.C.

4. In the Z B M  of 1884 (vol.38) pp.591-5, Jacobi 
outlined his conceptions of the origin of vetfillya (i.e. of 
mattachandas generally), its further development giving rise 
to aparavatta (through what he calls the "victory of the
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quantitative principle"), and the evolution of ganacchandas. ̂  
Hopkins (OKI p.337, etc) gives a different theory contradicting 
Jacobi1s (although he does not seem to have known Jacobifs work), 
on the basis of his study of the Epics.

Hopkins bases his theory on the fact that opacchandasaka 
and vetaIlya are almost unknown in the j^ahabharata (except for 
what he calls a "sporadic approach to valtaliya.... in a late 
passage of Vena and in Santi") whilst pupphitagga and 
aparavatta occur more than 90 times ("chiefly in later part of 
the epic" - also in Harivaipiia, where pupphitagga is sometimes 
mixed with upajati, 3,6,10). If Hopkins is right in assigning 
the main composition of the present MSh to about the second 
century B*C# with additions until the fourth century A.D.
(GEI 398, etc.), then it is later than the Pali Canon, which we 
saw in our Introduction to have been composed between the fifth 
and the second centuries B.C. Oldenberg^ researches on the 
v&tta, which led to the conclusions we have stated on p.21 (see 
Chapter VII for more details), are in complete agreement with 
these deductions on the relative ages of the Canon and the Epic.

(l)...See also Kuhnau, T-J-F pp.178 ff. and 206, etc., on
apparent correspondences between mattachand&s and tu^thubha 
and virSja (virSj) end the probable origin of mattachandas* 
These researches seem to have been quite independent of those 
of Jacobi, although they were published two years later. 
Ballini, SIFI-I vol.8 , 1912, part 2, 73 ff. simply reports 
the conclusions of Jacobi and Hopkins without adding new argu* 
ments.
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Some verses in the Epic may be earlier than the second 

century B#C#, being taken literally, or perhaps with linguistic 
adaptations (Sanskriti**tion?) not always affecting the metre, 
from the old "Itihasa" mentioned in the Canon, but probably none 
of the pupphitagga or aparavatta, which Hopkins associates with 
the later parts of the Epic, are so old# We can therefore
refute Hopkints theory that op#-vet# evolved out of pupph#-apara.r
simply by placing the Pali evidence beside that of the MBh, 
whatever the reason for the preference for the latter metres in 
the Epic*

Hopkins is apparently on stronger ground with the 
Ramayana, where he finds pupph#-apara# tajs in Books I-VI but 
op#-vet# tags in Book VII# Unfortunately he overlooked the 
fact that these op#-vet# verses are in the fixed classical form 
of the metres, not in the true mattachandas form of the Pali 
Canon# In any case it is certain that the RSmSyaj^a in its 
present form is not only later than the Canon but, on the average, 
later than the liahabharata, although the latter probably had some 
additions made to it down to a still later date# The argument 
deriving pupphitagga directly from tutthubha-jagatl (GEI p#337) 
by the resolution of two long syllables to give a posterior 
pupphitagga (the derivation of the prior pflda along similar lines 
would be still more arbitrary) is thus entirely fanciful, and
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Hopkins was completely mistaken in supposing that the fully 
fledged pupphitagga (with its long successions of short 
syllables) appeared first and was followed by a reversion to a 
metre much closer in structure to the tutthubha#

Jacobi regards pupphitagga as a development from a 
"pure” mattach^ndas (early opacchandasaka), and derives 
vetallya (which he takes as the basic type - Hopkins takes 
opacchandasaka as the type and describes vetallya as "catalec- 
tic“) from the Vedio satobphatl (2 x 12 ♦ 8 syllables)* This 
is plausible in that the appearance of successions of short 
syllables can be followed stage by stage through the transiti
on to classical metrics# In our earliest op#-vet# the 
principle of matta measurement was perhaps not yet fully 
established (this is Jacobi's view), so that only the 
unevenness of the prior and posterior padas is the essential 
characteristic which distinguishes metres belonging to the 
mattachandas family# The derivation of vetallya from 
satobrhatl, however, is unconvincing owing to the great gap 
in time between the Vedic and Pali periods of Indian poetry# 
Jaoobi's idea of ritual tampering of Vedic metres leading to 
metrical experiments which resulted in vetallya is even less 
happy than Hopkln's forced derivation of pupphitagga#

The theory that the new metres were a continuation of 
the Vedic 'lyric metre' tradition of the combination of 
unequal padas (whloh otherwise has to be regarded as having 
disappeared completely without being replaced by any new 
technique) can in fact be improved# It is not necessary to 
divide the first "foot" of the satobrhatl and to transfer 
three of its syllables to the posterior pada as "anacrusis", 
for in the Suttanipata we find two poems having a strophe 
struoture closely paralleling the Vedic lyrics# This is the
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mixed vetaliya-opacchandasakaf in which the vet&liya always 
takes the prior position and the opacchandasaka the posteriori

baddha hi bhlsl susahkhata,
tinno paragato vineyya ogham/ 

attho bhisiya na vijjati*
atha ce patthayasX pavassa deva// Sn 21

-let us compare this not with the satobrhatl but with 
what Arnold calls the 'uneven lyric'i anustubh + tristubh 
(instead of anustubh + jagatl)s

agne tvam no antama,
uta trfttS divo bhavfi varilthyah/ 

vasur agnir vasudrava,
acha naksi dyumattamam rayim dfih// 9 /sa no bodhi drudhl havam,
urusya no aghayatah samasmat/ 

tarn tva docistha dXdivah,/ • * i I
sumnaya nunam imahe sakhibhyah // BY Y 24

—  —  u u  —  ̂  —  U  —  f **'- —  —  D u  — U  —  U  -- --

 — ou—  u —  uuj%j\j —  —  uu - u —  v —  o Sn 21
 O — y  UU| U — u —

%J   l_> — o HY V 24

- the general similarity here is 
at once apparent* Other padas in the Pali poem appear to
(1)***no short metrically when followed by a vowels Arnold 

YM pp*6 A 7*
(2)*#*The accent would indicate that this 'y' counts as a 

separate syllables Arnold YM p*83* But exceptions are 
possible*
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coinoide exactly with individual Yedic padas s compare "putta oa 
me sam£niya arogaH (Sn 24b) with the final Yedic pada, or 
"sutva devassa vassatoH (Sn 30c) with the penultimate Yedic 
pada.

Although this bringing together of texts so widely 
separated in time and in manner of recitation cannot show a 
direct correspondence9 it does seem possible that both groups 
of metres belong to the same class (a class of specifically 
'lyric1 metres having special connections with music?) at
different stages of development9 and that the coincidence is

>not accidental. We m/ay suggest that the combining of ther ' * 1
Yedic lyric metres with a musical accompaniment (including 
tala) led to changes in rhythm (groupings of syllables) within 
the framework of the ancient^pada structure (number of 
syllables and quantity of each syllable9 where this was fixed9 
especially in the cadence). Eventually, with a firm musical 
basis established of 14 t 18 x 2 matta corresponding to the 
average duration of the old syllabic strophe, the number and 
quantity of the syllables may be varied without disturbing the 
flow of the verses, The new metre would then be not a curious 
and apparently arbitrary combination 0 ? 1 4  and 18 mattfi padas, 
but the result of a natural historical development! the 
supplanting of an old metre by a new one on a new basis but 
conditioned by its origin within characteristic limits. We 
shall have more to say on the relationship between mattachandas 
and the older metres in the following sections, since, whatever 
their past interconnections may have been, they certainly seem 
to have interacted on one another during the Pali period.

To summarize the discussion in this section on the 
origin of mattachandas we should first stress the importance of 
its special connections with music and the musical organization
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of its rhythmic structure* There is no proof of any 
connection with the metres of the Vedio tradition, and the new 
metre may have had its origin in •de£X•(MagadhI)(2) folk song: 
its rhythms may even be non-Indo-Aryan in origin, coming 
perhaps from some Munda tradition in Eastern India* The 
arguments for a Vedic origin are the unevenness of the pada 
struoture, the use of vet&llya prior padas and opacchandasaka 
posterior padas, and not vice versa, in the mixed strophes, and 
the apparent similarity between the shortest pada and anu^thubha 
and between the longest pada and tutthubha. These three points 
suggest a connection with the Vedic lyric metres, whioh Arnold 
believed to have special musical affinities when he so named 
them. The internal chronology of the Veda, and the develop
ment of its metres, is still uncertain (apart from such 
obviously later developments in speculation as a large part of 
the Tenth Book). Arnold assigns the majority of the lyrio 
verses to the earliest period, but one of his arguments for 
this is their "being practically unknown in later literature"
(VM p.9). He also says that in several cases of apparent 
lyric metre occurring "in the late Rigveda the metre seems to 
be confused rather than lyric" (p.50)« It may be suggested 
that in this confusion we might seek the beginning of the 
transition to mattfichandas, and that if they are connected with 
mattachandas the argument for their great antiquity is reversed, 
and they may represent a late development in Vedic metrics.

5. Relationships with other Metres.
The poem in mixed vetSlIya-opacchandasaka quoted 

above in comparison with the 'lyric1 metres commences with a
(1)...The alternation^/ —  . The structure will be discussed 

in detail below, and its musical affinities will then be 
seen more clearly.

(2 )...Note the alternative name 'magadhika' for vetallya.
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tutthubha padai

pakkodano duddhakhiro •ham asm! Sn 18a
-this la almost certainly a substitution for 

or corruption of the original vetallya pada, but it is not 
altogether accidental9 for as we have seen the two metres may 
be related through the opacchandasaka9 which sometimes is very 
similar to the tutthubha in its posterior pada* There is some 
metrical evidence in the Canon which suggests that poems have 
been altered slightly, perhaps to adapt them to Theravada 
doctrine, and plenty of evidence of substitutions by careless 
repeaters or scribest in any case we have good reason to 
suppose that some of the ancient Theras responsible for the 
formation and preservation of the Canon had very little 
knowledge of metrics and were quite capable of mistaking a 
mattachandas poem for tutthubha, or a ganacchandas for vatta, 
even before the partial interruption of the tradition in the 
first century B*C* Similar substituted padas occur elsewhere 
in Sn, especially in the Sabhiya Sutta (510-40), which includes 
jagatl padas*

•

We have noted the resemblance between the posterior 
opacchandasaka p&da and the tutthubha, particularly in the 
case where the latter forms the posterior pada of an "uneven 
lyric" metre« in the case quoted it is interesting to observe 
that the whole mattachandas cadence is regularly paralleled 
in the older metre ( — w—  ) although only the last four 
syllables are normally reckoned as cadence in the tutthubha*
Of still greater interest, however, is the structure of the 
•break*, the middle part of the tutthubha pada, in its more 
regular forms in both Vedic and post-Vedic metrics* In the 
early form of the metre with caesura after the fourth syllable
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(Oldenberg NO 1915 p#490 « Arnolds "primitive trimeter ver»e")
we have— — , *«---  ̂— ♦ Less often, but increasing in
frequency until it displaces this form altogether in the post-
Vedic period, we find.iL— Ji— , —  uv, —  o— which is very close to
the alternative early form with eaesura after the fifth
syllable n — (u),^ — u — f and eventually coalesced with it
to form the classical upajfitl which has no caesura* In these
forms the break always contains a pair of short syllables which
gives the metre its characteristic rings a kind of syncopation
cutting across the rhythm of the opening, the tension thus
created being released in the cadence* Although such a pada
is a single integrated rhythmic unit, and cannot be subdividedoninto 'feet1 (of* the discussion/the •ictus1 in the Introduc
tion), we see that in the Vedic metre the conflict of rhythms 
which gives life to the pfida may be produced in ̂ different ways 
by t*\e^different forms of the breaks , * * u * * *« or
* * *^-/—  y ••• or ..* u w  • • • The pair of short
syllables seems to oppose itself to the single short syllables 
of the opening and the cadence, but it also opposes itself, one 
feels, to the long syllable which precedes or follows its v / w  
but also — / w  * In other words we seem to find in the 
tutthubha break an anticipation of the new technique of 
variation of rhythm by the opposition of two short syllables to 
one long one, and even a kind of proto gana or anticipa
ting the 4 mattS gana of ganacohandas* This gives us a further 
indication of the way in which the musical technique could 
penetrate into the old metrics and find there an element with 
which it could combine to form the basis of the new metrical 
technique, once the other conditions (linguistic changes, etc*) 
were favourable for such a development*
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The Pali tutthubha seems never to have a pada 

structure which coincides even superficially (i*e* in the 
mere succession of longs and shorts) with any mattachandas 
pada structure* Such ambiguous forms were probably disliked, 
and we may surmise that there was a direct connection between 
the development of the new metres and the limitation of the 
old ones* The Vedic tristubh could take almost any form, 
although some forms were more popular than others, and could 
even coincide superficially with the opacchandasaka, as we 
have seen* The successive limitations of its structure until 
in the later parts of the llahabharata, in the Ramayana and in 
the Classical Sanskrit literature we find only the fixed forms 
upajfiti and vamdasthfi, together with fixed derivatives such 
as ruoirfi, would be very difficult to account for exoept by 
noting the appearance and development of new metres, in ever 
increasing numbers, many of which tended to ooincide with it*
The tristubh was thus narrowed down to its most characteristic•  •

form ll —  ̂  oo—  u—  u. f which is least like any other metre*

In the case of the vatta a similar process of
restriction of the Vedic anustubh pSda took place, although it
did not go so far* The anustubh itself was not broken up
into a series of fixed forms, and very few of the new metres
had/p5da of as few as eight syllables which might ooincide
with it* The 'invention9 of the vatta, or epic siloka (dloka)
and its adoption as the epic narrative metre in which it was
practicable to compose poems of epic length, prevented the
process from going any further* The epic metre had to be
variable in structure to avoid monotony and also to satisfy
the need for a flexible siloka into which a simple straight
forward narrative would fit easily and naturally*
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We have noted that the Vedio anustubh could ooinoide with

a prior vetallya* In Pali the form may occur in
either metre, and, as we shall see in the Chapter on the vatta,
the form with initial resolution ^  may also ocour
in either* These forms, however, are not of frequent occur
ence in either metre, except in the posterior p&da of the vatta, 
where of course there is no coincidence since the posterior
vet&llya is longer*      ̂  —  is fairly common in the
prior vetallya, although it disappeared in Classical metrics, 
whilst ... u L  in prior position, as 'vipulfi', although 
common in the earlier Canonical verse, died out rapidly in the 
later phase of composition, very probably under the impact of 
vetallya, and afterwards gave place to the olassical vatta with 
only the pathya and four vipuia. forms excluding • • • ̂  ° from
the prior pada*

The relationship between mattachandas and gahaochandas is of 
a much closer nature, and is best considered as part of our 
study of the origins of gacacchandas in the next chapter*
When gaqtacchandas had developed fully and produced the flexible 
ariya, it appears that mattachandas rapidly lost favour. True 
mattachandas does not seem to have been used at all after the 
period of the early Buddhist and Jaina literature, and its 
fixed derivatives became part of the general classical stock of 
metres, not specifically restricted to musical performances as 
ganacchandas was (apart from certain technical treatises)*

We now prooeed to a detailed study of the structure of the 
mattachandas pada and strophe*
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We have noted that the pada falls into two parts9 the 
cadencey which is fixed (apart from the alternation of vetallya 
and opacchandasaka) , and the variable opening p a r t . ^
JSuropean scholars (e.g. Pausbjtfll, Jacobi, Smith) have for some 
reason (comparison of vetallya with vatta?) generally described 
only the last four (or five in op*) syllables as the cadence, 
and treated the preceding syllable as part of the opening.
They have then divided this opening into two or even three 
'feet* or 'ganas9 in various arbitrary fashions. If the pada. 
is to be subdivided for convenience of analysis, and in order 
to understand the mechanism of its variations, we must make more 
careful tests on the basis of our statistics concerning the 
usage. In regard to the cadence, we find in practice, as in 
the Indian theory (noted by Jacobi, ZJDMG 1884 p * 5 9 4 ) , ^  that 
the fifth (sixth in op.) syllable from the end is regularly 
long, the exceptions amounting to less than 2J* of our collect
ion. We may assume, thcjn, that the fixed cadence was normally
—  u—  (̂ .), although it remains possible that our exceptions,
or some of them, are not mere corruptions but a rather rare 
form of variation of the pfida (see the discussion of 9syncopat
ed9 structures below).

Since the cadence appears to resemble that of the tutthu
bha we may now make a closer comparison of the two metres than

il)...There is no caesura in the mattachandas pada.2)...The Indian scheme for vetallya when classified as a 
9jati9 metre is 6/8 mattfi + ra la ga (when classified as a
9vutta9 metre the fixed scheme is sa sa ja ga/sa bha ra la 
ga x 2; it is then sometimes termed ’viyoginX'). In fact 
this jati form of the metre does not seem to have been 
found in the extant classical literature, and it is probab~ 
ly merely a scheme taken over by the classical metrists 
from earlier treatises or traditions relating to the pre- 
classical period. This of course gives it greater author
ity for us (Pihgala IV 32).
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we did in studying the origins of mattachandas* This may 
help us to understand the articulations of the pfida :

( —  b)u o 
—

Jagatl
( u   u

vamsattha ^—  —  uo - —  u— u
• * •

( —  uu
vetallya (~  ) ~  ( ^ ̂  —

(HHS jagatl£-^ ~  )

(Whereas tutthubha and upajati drop the last 
syllable of this cadence, opacchandasaka adds a syllable:
c/ —’— / ■— u —  /— u— ^ •

• the apparent anticipation of 
mattachandas rhythms in the •break1 of the jagatl is striking* 

For the free part of the pfida we obtain the 
following statistics from the tables given in section 2* It 
might appear at first sight that there would be no difference 
between opacchanda©aka and vetallya except in the cadence, and 
that to obtain larger samples as a basis for statistical 
discussion we should simply combine the tables* Although it is 
useful to do this, end it does indeed give a sharper outline to 
our statistical charts, the usage in the two metres differs in 
some important details* Thus the form of vetfillya posterior 
pfida used also as the samavutta rathoddhatfi is very rarely
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p a r a l le le d  in  opacchandasaka* E v id e n t ly  th e re  i s  a c lo s e  

u n io n  o f  th e  two p a r ts  o f  th e  pada, w h ich  was a lw ays f e l t  as 

a u n i t y  d e s p ite  i t s  c o n t r a d ic to r y  rhy thm s* In  o u r a n a ly s is  

we m ust n e ve r lo s e  s ig h t  o f  t h i s  u n i t y .
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The variations in the free part of the pSda suggest a kind 

of articulation into groups, or 'proto-ganas1, normally of 8/4 
mattas in the prior and 4/4 in the posterior* The normal 
variations are then as followss

Prior Pads 
commonest form*,* 
substitutions* * *

f /
2 . 4 4 v *—  - - ***41?i ) )

) 83% ) 88;]f% of the sample
— .....* ) ) (probably 93*4:n

) if we could rest- 
° ••••*»••••••*) ore all the corr

upted padas)

VJ u

Posterior Pada
4 4co.uaoneet forms... “  ~ UKJ72, ) )  )

. ) 78'.o )82S)
substitutions........... — ..........)or 79- ', )or

• )83S)or
 ) ) 86,:)
 )

(probab
ly well 
over 
90% if 
we could 
restore 
all the 

corrupted 
pad&s;

vaults regularly, although very infrequently, we find 
what appears to be a syncopation of these articulations 
identifiable through the shifting of the last substitute shown 
above in the 4 matta groups ( ̂  —  ̂) into a position overlapping 
the usual groups, and even overlapping the first syllable of the 
cadence, which is sometimes resolved!

EClfflE Jgfe
4 4?• 2?

etc.

u - u ^  (Z.) ) }) just over 4i 
# ( —  ) ) )(probably over 5®)
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Posterior Pada

— *u-V?2.4L* H / u, x \• U   ( —  ) ) )

w  > > * ' *
This alternative grouping, which in the above cases so

strikingly anticipates the cadence rhythm ( ̂  —  )f may
have been felt also in padas which appear •normal', e.g.
—  c>u/ /u —  o  1 — / —  ̂ / --- ^------- 9 or e ve n  / ^  ~/u — u—
— , where we cannot identify it with certainty* No doubt 
some sort of usage was current whereby perhaps 10-15# were 
sung with 'syncopation*, reflected in the musical setting but 
only apparent in the aotual text in the 5# which have the forms 
shown above* No doubt also this usage was fairly freely 
interpreted in practice by the singers, and the same pada might 
be sung in both ways if its structure permitted* The
'ekarupa', /— uv/u— o— x 4- (two padas in Sn seem to have
this form, but they are probably corruptions), may be another 
syncopated form, the resolution of the first syllable of the 
cadence Implying that it has been transferred to the free 
part of the pada* Other cases of this resolution, however,
such a s  /^—  o/uo o— o  (Sn)- if this is not a corruption -
would contradict this theory*

We shall trace below the tendency to a more restricted 
technique with groups of 2 matta each onlyi 2/2/2/cadenee/2/2/2/ 
2/cadence//, and the relationship between these mattachandas 
variations and the early ganacohandas rhythms* It should be 
noted that boundaries between these groups could occur only 
after even numbers of matta, l*e* groups containing odd 
numbers of matta were not allowed* This rule is in fact given 
by the Indian theory (of later redaction but probably based on
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usages more ancient than the extant treatises) as reported by 
Jacobi (ZQ&G 1884 p.594).

The overall scheme for mattachandas is thus:
W
• U -- O. •

m
. O --- U , s

( — ). . . . C C . . 1 . c i c 1 |C

( u u ). . . . ---.. X 4
. . . .

(- - --- VJ. •

Using the musical terminology we may say that the 
padayuga begins •atlta1 (i.e. before the beat9 or graha) 9^  
whilst the posterior pfida follows through 's&ma9 (i.e. it
begins with the graha). E.g. I

/ V)yo uppatitam vineti kodhaip,
f ! O) visataip sappavisajp va osadhehi/

so bhikkhu jahati oraparajp,
/ (/)urago Jinnan ivet tacarp puranam // Sn 1 

It would be possible to put forward other schemes to 
account for mattachandas structure. For example9 it could be 
suggested that in opposition to the caturasra tala of ga$a- 
cchandas ̂ mattachandas was based on the other fundamental tala 
of the ancient music9 the tryasra (SIIS or — )• We could
scan in ganas of 6 mattas each:r t / f i t

— ---------- (— ) J —  /----uo/— o— o /—  (— ) X 2OO

(1)...Or perhaps 9anagata9 (after the graha)9 but in any case
9visama9.

(2)...See the following chapter for an explanation of this 
description.
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-the whole strophe 

consisting of 12 ganas organized in four groups of three 
marked off by the cadence-rhythm — Such a description 
would avoid the difficulties we experience in dealing with 
mixed padas in binary (the free part) and ternary (?-the fixed 
cadence) rhythms* There is no justification, however, for 
thus assimilating mattachandas to gaj^acchandas by scanning it 
in ganas throughout with the same alternation of a gana of 
special (fixed) rhythm to mark off the •bars1 or phrases' 
of a fully musical structure* Had the distinction between 
the two metres been simply the difference of tala, not merely 
the theoretical descriptions but the whole subsequent history 
of the musical metres would surely have been quite different 
from what we find* It seems most natural (and in all science 
we have to prefer a simpler description to a more complicated 
one, provided that it accounts for all the facts) to regard 
mattSchandas as the semi-musical forerunner of the fully 
musical ganacchandas*^^ We can then account satisfactorily for 
the disappearance of true mattachandas after the development 
of gaxiacchandas, without having to explain the absence of 
tryasra tala from the musical metres of later times* MattS- 
chandas and ganacchandas are indeed very closely related, but 
in a much more organic way than they would be if they were 
merely the reflection of two different musical talas, one 
having twelve 6 matta ganas and the other sixteen 4 matta 
(or eight 8 matta) ganas* The strongest argument for the 
explanation of mattachandas pada structure adopted in this 
section lies in the analysis of the origins of ganacchandas 
whioh is set forth in Chapter VI and partly anticipated at 
the end of this section*
(l)*..(Cf. pp.120-121).
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With reference to section 3 of this Chapter9 we may 

make a comparison of earlier and later mattachandas texts 
in the Canon with a view to tracing the tendencies in the 
development of the metre* We have suggested that the 
Suttanipata verses belong to an earlier period (i) whilst 
those in the Therlgatha belong to a later period (ii)« Let 
us compare the techniques used in these two textst
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Table 7a

Prior Pada

Sn Th II Sn  Th II
-------------U U

u u - u u

------UU-------

UUUVJUO

93(109)
31
10
1

15 or 16 
15(16)

I

53*(55*)

it

23 or 25* 
(23 or 24*) 
23*(24*)m

—- u>—u

------ UUUU

UU-------------

10
4
8

0
9
3
2

5**(5*)
2itl2t)
AitUt)

it

14* 
4it 
3*

U —U UU

u>—u — 

— — u—/u

“OO ? u>—UU
■

0
2 or 3

1 (6 )
2

______

2 or 3 
1

1
0

L............ - ■ _____

about 1it 
(1 or if*)

it(3t)
It

3 or Aitlit
lit

1
— U — U— u

— UU ? •— uuu

-------------? ---------------u

2
1
2

02
0

Itit
it

3*

C
-*

l y 
1 i

1 H
I 1 3

e
-111

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

U — uu —

— U — UU

defective
0
0
7

1
1
2 4*(3i*)

m
3*

Total 176(197) 65(66)



Table 7b •

Posterior Pada

Sn Th II Sn Th II
UU

U U - - - - - - - - U U
  U U  U U
U U  u  u  —  u u

45(49)or
47(51)
47(75)6

0

23(25)or24(26)
8^9)
4

28 Or 29* 
(23 or 24*)

37 or 38*
(38 or 39f*)
37*(35*; 
13*(14*, 
6f*(6*

—  u —  u  u

5(21)
7
1 ?6(8)

1 or 2
0
0
0

3*(10*)
4j*(3i*)
3f*(3**)

If or 3* 
(If* or 3*)

U  U U Uu — u 
UU •— UU—*
 u — u
U U  ' —  u  — u

7
32
2

HIT
1
028(29)

0
0
0
0

l*(l*

 U U  u — u

—  —  u—  uu/u 
  UU u  uuu
defeotive

0
0
0
12 (17*)(13

Total 162(215) 6 3(66)
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It is clear that a considerable change has taken place*

Whereas in the older text -- -- in the prior pada accounts
for more than half the verses and Ov vu for only about one |
sixth, in the younger text this ratio of 3 to 1 between the 
two commonest forms has changed to one of approximate equality, 
In the posterior pfida the corresponding commonest forms do not 
show this ohange, presumably because apparently for reasons of
balance and contrast the form uu----- ^  is already at least as
common there a s  uu • The contrast between the prior
and posterior pada has given place to a closer parallelism 
between them, certain forms being regularly associated with 
one another no doubt as a prerequisite for the formation of 
new metres such as aparavatta* This point will be further 
developed below in considering the strophe structure*

The historical tendency to resolve the longs into pairs 
of shorts and so to produce successions of short syllables can 
also be seen in some of the other forms* Thus — increases 
from about 2# to 14# and four oases of posterior ^
(aparavatta) appear which are not paralleled at all in the 
older text (one pada only of the associated prior form UU UUUO 
appears in each text)* In single examples only several other 
new forms appear showing the same tendenoyt uu —  u o U/j, 
uu uu —- , — UU uuuu t We may note also in the udiocavutti
padas the tendency u— u —  > o — o uu # a curious counter
example is the disappearance o f  uuuo (about 4# in Sn) •
If we count the actual number of syllables in the tables above 
we find in Sn 657 (849) longs against 791(966) shorts and in 
Th II 243(252) longs against 371(387) shorts, a change from 
55(53)# shorts to 60£# shorts.
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The complete disappearance of ~ u— u prior, which aocounts 

for at least 5# in the Sn cases is very striking, although 
there i8 a slight increase in the forms of the udiccavutti, 
which also contains u— u f hut in the initial position (from 
about l£# to about 5 or 6#)* This change probably reflects 
the tendency to group the mattas in pairs referred to above 
(2/2/2/2))« In the posterior pada likewise the 4 or 5# of 
forms 2/4/u-ru have disappeared* Paccavutti proper does not 
appear in either text exoept for one doubtful rathoddh&ta
pada in S n j ^  we find —   u-/u once (twice) in Sn* Finally
the f o r m  u-/C fwhich I take to be a variety of udiccavutti,
occurs in one pada in either text, but is in Sn a refrain 
which appears 6 times (3#)*

The Th II vetallya, we conclude, shows a definite 
development in the direction of the classical metre which has 
the fixed scheme uu — uu - u ~ u i / u u -  ~uu -u-u^. x 2 * (2) 
it also shows the proto padas of aparavatta in the period 
immediately preceding the separating out of aparavatta as an 
independent metre*

Glancing at the other later texts, we see in the 
Lakkhagasutta (D III) the stage immediately following Th II, 
in which pupphitaggi (cf* aparavatta) appears as an independ
ent metre* A dozen padas of pupphitagga are found in the 
Vimanavatthu* This is about 1/5th of the padas found in that 
text, so that these verses may perhaps be reokoned as showing 
an intermediate stage between Th II and the Lakkhana. The 
vetallya verses in Vv are borrowed from the Jfitaka* The few 
verses in the Petavatthu are similar in structure to those of
(1)«**Note that in Th II rathoddhata is an independent metre 

which has separated off from mattfiohandas (AmbapallgStha)•
(2)•••The proportion of longs to shorts in the formerly free 

parts of the pfidas is 3 to 8 , i.e. 73# shorts*
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Th II* In the Theragatha, although again it contains only 
a few mattachandas verses, there seems to he a clear distinct
ion between the opacchandasaka verses and the vetallya* In 
the former we find the initial long in a higher proportion 
of padas than in any other text, not only in the prior but in 
the posterior padas also* These opacchandasaka verses there
fore appear to be very old* In the vetallya, on the other 
hand, the initial long in both padas is more frequent than the 
shorts, but only as 1018 (or 15<12 including all structures, 
not merely the two commonest) in the prior and as 13<7(8)
(or 17<9(10)?) in the posterior* This arrangement is very 
different from that of Sn, since in Th I the shorts are most 
frequent in the prior pada, whereas in Sn they are as common 
as the long in the posterior pada but less than one third as 
common in the prior* I consider that the high proportion of 
shorts in the prior padas of the Th I vetallya is the most 
significant feature here, and I would conolude that these 
verses are a good deal younger than those of Sn and only a 
little, if at all, older than those of Th II* This conclus
ion seems to be confirmed by the occurrence of three aparava
tta prior padas in Th I, against only one in Th II in more 
than twice as many verses, Th I having also one posterior 
aparavatta against four in Th II* Finally, the Sagatha
Samyutta»has a great preponderance of shorts in the prior

#

pada but approximate equality in the posterior* In this 
collection, as in Th II, all the verses are vetallya, and in 
structure they appear more advanced than the Th I vetallya, 
although there are no aparavatta padas*

We still have to consider the verses in the Dhammapeda, 
the Udfina and the Jataka<
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Prior Pada
Dh U J

--------U> U 25(28) 9(10) 86(87)

U u —  u u 
—  uu —

15(17)4
5
3

or 
87(88) 

20 
11(16) 
or , 

12(17)
UU U u uu 5
— - u--u—  uuu u

7(8)
2

5(6)7
2?
1
1

117(8)
14
5 or 6

c 
C 1 I c 
c lcC 27 1 2

47
------------/<j 4 or 5
U — ■ U U -- 17
  VJ —  U VJ
U   U U --
defective
Total

Eh U J
4956 39% (36? ) 48-9% (47%)

27% 19% (18%) 12%
7£(6&%) ll£%(9&%) 6j%(9%)

3%
D **tl3nig £ p  8 < u « )
3̂ -6 04%) 455 (3i%) «&(?$%)

4% (3e%) 3%
"  3&%04%) 43 K»

1
1

1 about 5
56(62) 26(28) 178(185)

2%(1&?)

168 -
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Table 8a 
Posterior PSda

Dh U J Dh U J

uu — -— uu

•— UU— VUU 

Uuuu •—uu

24(25)
19(25)
1

!
2

9

9(10)
4(5)

56(61)or58(63)29(33)or30(34)23(24)or27(28)

r"2Z....."i40%(37%)
32%(37%)

335(31%)
33%(34£%)
15%(17%)

33-4%

17-17i%(185)
14-6%(13-8%)

.

—  u — uuu 

UUU — u ----

--

1
2

i 6
4
11(12)1 (all)

P(3j%) a*%(2%)

- u - u -

----------uuuu

----------u— u

uu — uu —

w
r j

2
174
1

4&(3j%)
'

uu— u—u 
UU — uuuu 
uu--------u—/u

-----UUUU-----

I
«' « 

1?

1fir 2? 1(4)1 (1 ’
— U— Uu

---U •— — UU
—— uuv/yuu

----------OO? (J— —°u

2 or
1

4 $3?1 6J%(e%) 
i?%.(i4?>)

u — u --------
uu — u — u----■ '

----u — U-—u

1
1
1

1
•

■ ofj) 
(ill), ■

1*

O — u — uu 
— uu-----------

I1 1 12(3)
1

•&($#)4%(3j%) & , i%aj%)
U----UUUUU

UUUU------------
1 4%(3̂ %)

defective
i

1 4 (lf%)
_uS^(2^)

Total 60 27 (67)(29) 170
(185)
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In the prior pads the frequencies in J are very dose 

to those in Sn9 hut in the posterior pada the long opening 
syllable is twiee as common as the two shorts9 whereas in Sn 
these alternatives are about equally common* Other differences 
in the posterior pada include the much greater frequency of 
—  u u - u o  in J and also of the various paccavutti forms. These 
discrepancies may be due to the considerably higher proportion 
of vetallya in J (nearly twice as frequent as opacchandasaka) 
as compared with Sn (only about one quarter as frequent). We 
must conclude that the great majority of the Jataka mattachandas 
texts belong to the earlier period9but we must also note a 
tendency in the direction of the later stylet in the posterior 
pada —  uu is as common in J as it is in Th II (although 
uuou —  uu is absent in J). The large porportion of rathoddhata 
padas in J may also be reckoned as a tendency leading into the 
later period when rathoddhata became an independent metre*
This is the kind of evolutionary process which tends to confuse 
our picture of the metres based on our preliminary rough 
distinotion of earlier and later styles! between the periods of 
the Sn verses and those of the Th II we now have to postulate 
an intermediate stage in whioh rathoddhata p&das had become 
very popular9 leading to the formation of a new metre and the 
subsequent avoidance of rathoddhatfi padas in mattfichandas* In 
J these three periods are all represented9 sinoe the independent 
rathoddhata appears in the Kunalajataka (no*536)*

The Dhammapada verses may belong largely to this inter
mediate period, although — ^ a p p e a r s  only onoe* This 
structure has a high frequency in the Udana, although sinoe 
there are only some fifteen mattachandas strophes in that 
collection it is not a satisfactory sample for our calculations• 
Probably the U verses too belong to the intermediate period
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between (i) and (11)*

We must now study the differences between opacchandas
aka and vetallya pada structure which have come to our notice 
several times in the preceding discussions. Tables 5 and 6 
show the total occurrences of each form of prior and posterior 
pSda as opaoohandasaka and as vetallya*

In the prior pada and the posterior pada the bhaddavir- 
aja (suddhaviraja) type is about equally oommon in both metres* 
This type appears to be the fundamental rhythm of mattachandas 
from which the others had been derived by resolution* In the 
second most important type there is already a sharp distinct
ion between the two metres9 which seems too great to be mere 
chancet in the prior pada the opacchandasaka shows only 12# 
of the vasantamalika type against the vetallyafs over 2Q#| in 
the posterior pada if we oount the repetitions there is very 
little difference (28#/30#)f otherwise without repetitions only 
22# of opacchandasaka but 29# of vetallya. In the third type
( — uu —  / -  OO OV a* if it is correct to bracket these prior and
posterior forms) there is little difference in the prior frequ
encies, but in the posterior there is a great increase in the 
frequency in vetallya (opt 5#/vettl2#)• The greater frequency 
of pupphltagga as against aparavatta is due to the inclusion 
of the Lakkhana verses which are almost pure pupphltagga and 
should perhaps have been excluded along with the poems in 
rathoddhata. In the other opacchandasaka texts the frequenoy 
of pupphltagga is no higher than that of aparavatta in the 
vetallya texts* The inclusion of the Lakkhana verses lowers 
the percentages of the other opacchandasaka types very slightly
as compared with those of the vetallya (the bhaddaviraja type 
would in fact increase by 5# in the prior pada9 the vasantama
lika type by l£ # 9 the others by not more than l#t the present 
discussion is not appreciably affected by this correction).
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The other prior types do not show any marked difference bet
ween the two metres. In the posterior pada the fifth type
(------ ) 9 which appears in only about 14# of the vetallya
sample9 rises to more than 7# in the opacchandasaka9 if we 
include repetitions. The rathoddhatat which is extremely 
rare as an opacchandasaka pada (only one clear case9 some cases 
of —  u — — uu may be corrupted rathoddhata or intended to be 
given the rathoddhata rhythm by licence)9 accounts for nearly 
5# (perhaps considerably more if we are right in correcting
all cases of apparent —  ̂ --- -- ) of the vet&llya. In this
connection we may note that the other udlccavutti types, though 
rare everywhere, show a slightly higher frequency in vetallya.
  uuuu is twice as frequent in opacchandasaka as in
vetallya, a n d  uu—  t which accounts for of the
opacchandasaka, does not appear at all in the vetallya sample.
 ^ ^ , which may be compared with these two forms
(and they may all be compared w i t h  ------), is likewise
much commoner in opacchandasaka (2^/i^). The other types are 
too rare to be compared, except perhaps in the light of 
conclusions drawn on the basis of those we have already 
examined.

Our findings may be summarized as follows:
Prior Pfida

Little difference except that ^  —  u— u—  is
considerably more frequent than and that if
we disregard the Lakkhana —  — uu — u is more frequent
than —  — ^  ^ .
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Posterior Pada

Vet.
VJVJ

. . . 4tends to ( —
u u

C J  \J V J O
■I

a

■u -
O'

0£.

tends to --- UUUU 
\J «J o—  o

The only explanation which I can offer to account for 
these differences in the handling of the two metres is the 
apparent parallelism between the oadenoes and the favoured 
openings: op: —  — ... — —  and vet: —  o--u—  (when not
'syncopated1 we might suggest that —  —  is the nearest
approach possible to such parallelism or interplay between 
opening and cadence). It seems that there was a strong tendency 
of this type in the posterior pada because the cadence of the 
padayuga was prominent9 compared with that of the prior pada, 
and also9 I suggest9 because, according to the proto gana- 
division implied by other features of the versification, the 
complete 4 matta group at the beginning of the normal posterior 
p£da was felt as a unity which, in opacchandasaka, could answer
to the final group of the cadence:--/4/-V— ----- (compare:

o /_ rathoddhatfi-udiccavuttiTi In the prior pada 
there is a weaker tendency to -—  which perhaps checked
the rise of the initial resolution in opacohandasaka (but not in 
vet&llya) to some extent. In the next section we shall develop 
this discussion further in connection with the interplay of the 
padas in the strophe.

To conclude this section we have to say something 
about the development of the other metres and clarify one or two
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other points concerning the pada struoture which bear on this 
development.

Jacobi suggests (Z3JMG 1884 p.592) that the first 
syllable in mattfichandas is anceps just like the last. This 
is his reason for accepting the opening — o —  (/ —  • ••), which if 
included in our scheme would constitute a kind of 5 matta 
'gana'. In my earlier researoh on mattachandas I accepted 
this 5 matta gana and incorporated it in the schemes as a kind 
of 'cyclic dactyl' or at any rate as being equivalent to a 
4 matta gana. I rejected the 'anceps' idea and accepted 
/ —  u— / medially as well as in the initial position. In the 
light of my study of metrical licence and of the origins of 
the rathoddhatfi I have now abandoned the *5 mattS gana" and 
consider it much more satisfactory to regard any p&da opening
with — ^---... as being in fact an original — u—  ̂... f ^ ------  J
or — —  ... • I found that practically all the examples of
this in the Jataka contained syllables which elsewhere are 
regularly shortened by metrical licence, so that the padas 
could be scanned in the alternative ways quite naturally.
Other oases (which are recorded in my tables) I now believe to I 
be corruptions, and in some cases inferior readings accepted bj 
editors such as Fausb/rfll himself and others who like him and 
Jacobi regarded — ^— ... as a normal matt&ohandas opening.

was essential for Jaoobi's theory of the origin of the 
posterior vetallya through the dropping of the first syllable 
of a jagatl pada: ( — ) ~  u —  •••

theory we do not need to assume the anceps syllable. Howeve;

It should be noted that the anceps initial syllable

becomes anceps
having rejected this
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in common with all Vedic period verse we may assume that the 
pre-Pali metre from which mattachandas evolved had the anceps 
initial. In this case there may be traces of suoh a usage in 
the earlier Pali verses, or at least the initial syllable of a 
pada may be more liable to metrical alteration than the other 
syllables, that is, a syllable of a Pali word which is not 
normally liable to metrical lengthening or shortening may be 
altered if it happens to occupy this position in the pada.(^)
This would of course apply to such cases as w/“ uu- > ' " / " uu ••• 
and others, besides —  u—  > —  #

In discussing the origin of ganacchandas Jacobi again 
makes use of the posterior opening —  ̂ — t

prior posterior vetallya
• • • I i ""..... ' • • •... u | — — u  —  ...

I___________ I
fourth gana 
of glti (capala)

- it is true that the glti
seems to have appeared in the earlier period ( a fact not known
to Jacobi) and may have owed its origin partly to this anoeps 
syllable, but it should be noted that the last syllable of the 
prior p&da is much more certainly anceps and that we find 
• ••/ — ,w u /... also as the fourth gana in some of our earliest 
glti verses. This junction gana linking the padayuga may 
therefore have been more flexible than Jacobi supposed, so that 
his scheme of derivation may be too artificial, or may be only 
a special case.(2) It is easy to see why was the favourite ,
(1)...There appear to be similar cases of exceptional licence in 
the initial syllable in the oldest ganacchandas verses.
(2)...In the following chapter we present an improved theory of 
the origin of ganacchandas including intermediate stages, or 
perhaps parallel lines of development, not noted by Jacobi, 
which, besides accounting for the displacement of the 'cadence1
t S E S h  US t0 8ee th® P°88iblli* i «  of variation in th.
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form for the fourth gana in early ganacchandas, without 
insisting on this exaot correspondence with a mattachandas 
prototype•

We now come to the following statement by Professor Smith 
(Sd.p.1155): MDevant oette ligne impair©... on place aux
endroits pair... une 'base9: normalement ̂  ou — f anciennement
aussi — ^ ou ̂ — , base, qui, nonobstant l'autonomie des gana, 
formers plus tard, avec la mesure suivante, une unit4 k six 
mores..." -He instances the samavutta forms aparantika, 
rathoddhata, and also svagata and the fused types resembling 
it: — ^ • Now in his study of mattachandas Smith 
employs as far as possible the gana-division: /u— u—//
u^v/ /uv — Yfe reject this, except for the rare

'base'
padas which we have termed 'syncopated', and give as the 
normal form: The 'base1
here appears in the prior pada ("ligne impair©"

In the syncopated padas (according to our analysis) the 
'base' in the prior pada is absorbed into an opening gana and 
a second gana overlaps the cadence as in Professor Smith's 
schemei^-Vuu~  A*— • This perhaps originated through 
beginning 'sama' with the musical accompaniment, the first 
syllable coinciding with the graha Instead of anticipating or 
following it (of.p.160). In the posterior pada the same
shift takes place: — /°— u/ uvJ- • This pada now begins 
'vlsama' with1 the musical accompaniment, instead of sama, and
(l)...of» Faustyfll, followed by Jacobi: ^u/ —  —/ / — / —

u—  with the tetrasyllabio 'feet' supposedly inherited 
from Vedic metrics: it may be seen from the schemes given at
the beginning of this Section, and in the preceding Section, 
that the tetrasyllabio 'foot' is not the rule even in Vedic 
tristubh.
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a 'base1 appears* As before the cadence Is overlapped* In 
the 'pavattaka' of the metrical theory both padas of the yuga 
are syncopatedi

U  o f U u  f u —  uy -  ̂ -- yU U UU  /u —  O / — -

-notice how thega^a division may here be carried 
right through the pgdayuga, which is impossible in the 
normal form* This point will be developed in the following 
chapter, in discussing the origins of ganacchandas*

The "unit4 k six mores", if it is of any significance 
is normally a feature of the prior pfida and not the posterior 
both in the texts and in the Indian theory* It would 
appear in the posterior pada in the syncopated forms* It 
is correct to say that the openings —  ̂ and are early,
but already, and not merely at alater stage, they would show 
a probable 6 matta unity with the following syllables, as in 
the common Sn prior pada ~^~^*** ( ^ ^ —  ••• occurs once
in Sn)* On our analysis, of course, these forms are 
regarded not as 6 matta 'ganas' but as respectively normal 
and syncopated openings involving a proto gana-divisioni — / 
u —  <j or '-j —  u/ —  «

In the light of this discussion we may consider 
briefly the ways in which the other metres belonging to the 
mattachandas family appear to have originated*

In the first place we have seen how the tendency to 
successions of short syllables gave rise to pupphltagga and 
aparavatta and to the fixed classical forms of opacchandasaka 
and vet§llya (pp* 166-7 )*

In the second place we find the samavuttas produced by 
the repetition of a single p5da-struoture in place of the 
addhasama p&dayugas* Of those formed directly from the two
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main metres the rathoddhata Is the only one which occurs in the 
Canont as we have seen it originated from the syncopated form 
of the posterior pada of vetallya known as fpaccavuttif t 

ZZ ZZ/zz u-o- ,,, posterior vetSHya
ZZ /o— o / ̂  — /u-u—  (at paccavutti 
—  / rathoddhata

- it is possible that the 
alternative forms of the paccavutti were still allowed in the 
Canonical rathoddhatat

— / u   u /    / U —  u  
sa Jaraya bhaggfi vlnaslta Th IX 262c

but there are no examples of this in 
the other texts9 J V 452-4 (Kunalajataka) and D III 
(Lakkhaiyasutta) . ̂

The dodhaka (and the meghavitanaf which does not occur 
a8 an independent metre in the Canon and is merely anticipated 
in J III (VII th nlpata, 149 a) and possibly in a corrupt 
vetallya strophe in Dfa) is formed by repeating a vegavatl p5da 
(dodhaka - posterior vegavatl x 4f meghavitSna - prior vegavatl 
x 4) ♦ The vegavatl and svSgata appear to have resulted from 
an attempt to simplify the structure of mattSchandas by bringing

(1)•••A score of useful examples of metrical licence may be 
adduced from these texts In a fixed metre*



the cadence into line with the opening of the p5da. They 
doubtle68 originated in the same period as the glti, when 
various ways of making mattSchandas more singable were being 
triedt

i —  •u ° — u —  ̂ et?Ilya
u^ i—  u .— , — . >avattaka

— ixcz~—  t • J— — •00-^t^svSgata uu|— # uu j-,uu . —  #— ^— #uu:— ,uuS—  vegavatl
—  • u — f u . —  — • • —  s—  • u-4- v/ *uv — glti

• it should be noted that
these three metres all have the cadence w  to the p£dayuga.
The vegavatl may have been the earliest, being based on a 
normal vetSllye pSdayuga i  ̂̂ — u u /—  u—  u —  // —  w / — Uw/ — ^ ^  —

> ~ * w / ----------------  > —  U  U  /  

The svagatS is based on th© paccavutti, i.e. it has the 
posterior p5da syncopated. It is thus related to the rathodd
hata. In the svffgatS the pSdas thus all open in the same way 
and the addhasama form is maintained only by an additional long
syllable at the end of the posterior p£das —  / “Z'— / / uw - ( — ).
Later, the classical fixed svagatS has the form —  /u U /  — /do —-
/—  x 4 derived from the posterior p£da# Its structure should 
be compared with that of the gltii
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The vegavatl a6 well as the svagata may not be a 

completely fixed metre in the Canon, i.e. it may still be 
a mattachandas in the proper sense of the term*

—  / —  o o /—  >_J u f—   
jro lobhagune anuyutto,

  ‘ - > o / ------  U  u  /  ---------  U  O  /  ------  ------

so vacaaa paribhassti anfte/Sn 663 ab
o u / —  o u / —  ui /—  u

mukhadugga vibhutamanar^ya,
—  o u / - O U  / -—  o u/ —  Jbi

bhunahu papaka dukkatakari/Sn 664 ab

(the initial long occurs several times
in Sn 663 - 678)

u u / —  u u/—  u u / —  --
atha satthialta savitakka,

V u  u  u /  —  u  u  /  —  o  u  /  ——  ------

puthujanataya adhammanivittha/SI 187 - Th I 1217 ab

The svagata, whose posterior p§da resembles that of 
the glti (as we have just seen), originally opened in a very 
similar manner to the vegavatl. It may perhaps be regarded as 
a modified form of a proto vegavatl mattachandas»

 t ZZ uu/— uo/ —  ou/ proto vegavatl

—/ o-TT/ --- / ZZ —  , — :/ u— 77/ / — /—  svagata

the cadence although
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apparently similar in the posterior p5da probably had a diff-

t , 9 t f©rent rhythmt —  ̂ / -- > # The Pali svagata is a true
mattachandas in the sense that it is to some extent variable
within the matta count. Unfortunately there ©re so few verses
in the Canon that their analysis is extremely precarious end it
is hardly possible to go beyond Smith*s description Sdll69,
w lch is supplemented by, if it was not originally based on,
his analysis of the svBgatS verses in BBS (DP p.26). Smith
has pointed out the significant affinities between the ancient
svSgata as represented in S I (together with the metres of Th I
382-4, 1242-45. and the vegavatl and ariyfi) and the Apabhrain£a>

I
Hindi techniques which culminated in the caupfil (Sd 1171, Dp 40)« 
His demonstration© are not invalidated by his assumption of a 
6 matta gana, although there does not seem to be any good reason 
to postulate such a gana in either Pali or Hindi metrics (cf• 
Sinha p.180). We should merely alter his scheme for the
svSgatS (Sd 1169) tot

-  . A - * /  V  A - - / -  x 2( u o ? ) /  u o — /  (rnJ?) U U — /

The la st of these metres belonging to the mattach
andas family which are found in the Canon, the visamavutta 
upatthitappacupita, should be considered with the svagata and 
the other associated metres mentioned by Professor Smith in 
tracing in the later ancient Pali metrical techniques the 
origins of the Apabhramda - Hindi system. The analysis of this
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metre must be deferred until after we have studied the rhythms 
of ganacchandas, since there are striking parallels between these 
two and our study of the latter will enable us to dissect the 
complicated upatthitappacuplta strophe. It will therefore 
be convenient to consider the metre in Chapter IX, which is 
in any case appropriate since already in Pali it shows its 
three fixed forms as classified in the Indian theory and is 
not a true mattachandas. We may anticipate here, however, by 
saying that this complex metre appears to have been based 
originally on the mixed vetallya - opacchandasaka strophe 
structure as exemplified in the Sutt&nlp&ta.

' * ii

7* The MattachandaB Strophe 
In the last section we reached the conclusion that 

the prior and posterior padas unite in a padayuga which 
normally opens ,visama,f with an incomplete proto-gana, and 
follows through lsamaf with the presumed tfila accompaniment in 
the posterior pada, which has a complete initial proto-gana.
We do not seem to be Justified in speaking here of ‘gagas1 in 
the strict sense, since such an articulation of the pfidas has 
not yet fully crystallized, especially in the cadence, and 
mattachandas may loosely be described as a 9 semi-musical1
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metre* (D Two padayugas form the mattachanda8 strophe (2) (the 
strophe of three yugas does not seem to have been used in our 
texts9 but it was probably known and very likely used in these 
metres, since it appears in ganacchandas)i

— i u t— (—■’)/ —  X —  ; u « j— oj— ui— (— )// x 2
O U i U U ^ S  j  S L>V j o y  I W U  j  --  S 5 i

S i t ?  M ii . f t  i § , ,  ■  J L j  ? — j  i . . . . ? ■  ^ ( £ 2 — i

(4) 4 cadence 4 4 cadence
, (-1-1-t- )  , (-}uu|-r)

1 f 8 i . i
(. i) alternative alternative

8 cadence cadence
• the grouping of the 

cadence in thre e-mat tE segments is suggested by Smith fs 
characterisation of the rhythm of the metre as "binaire - 
ternaire” (Sd 1155) f but he would presumably divide the cadence 
differentlyi C— ) —  | l H «  The structure indicated for
the free part of the pfida is not absolute and may be syncopated* 
Moreover its rhythms interact with those of the cadence not 
only in that they may overlap but also in that they tend to

(1)*** See the discussion at the beginning of this chapter*All Indian metres are of course •musical1 in the broad sense 
that they are usually sung, but these metres are further 
•musical1 in a stricter sense to the extent that they.are 
organised on the musical basis of tala* According to the old 
Indian theory (reported by «eber UM 281, etc*) the distinction 
between ganacchandas and mattachandas is that in the latter 
the mattE are not divided in a fixed number of g&nas*
(2)*** The term •strophe* seems most convenient in place of 
•gEthS1, which is a vague general term often meaning a whole 
poem* "Stanza" is not a good name for the Indian unit, which is
usually a quatrain and is sometimes built up into larger

(Contd* page 184)



reflect or compensate one another (op/vet/veg/sva)* *he 
extra syllable at the end of the opacchandasaka was perhaps 
felt to be awkward in the prior p5da, especially as the desire 
for a more fully musical metre developed, hence the extensive 
use of the ndxed vetallya - opacchandasaka padayuga* In the 
vetrllya the final syllable may have been pluta or followed by 
a cheda, making three matta as in the preceding segments of the 
cadence*

The use of the different structures of the free parts 
of the padas in the composition of strophes does not appear to 
have been governed by chance* The various prior and posterior 
pada structures are related to one another by the similarities 
and oppositions of their rhythms, and a strong feeling for 
imitation, contrast and balance in the interplay of these 
rhythms manifests itself in the structures of the padayuga and 
especially of the strophe as a whole which are found in our 
texts*

Turning first to the Suttanipata, we notice at once 
in the first poemd) (in opacchandasaka) a regular strophe

(Page 183-(2) contd*)••*. •padas*• •Strophe1, with its strong 
implication of a completed unit or division (a 'turn1 in a dance), 
seems happiest for musical metres which were probably closely 
connected with dancing*
(l)***The Uragasutta.
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structure A2A2^unbroken throughout verses 1-6, with the 
resulting contrast between the openings — Verses 7-15 
then show many different structures (apart from the refrain 
padayuga A2 continuing from the opening verses), which, however, 
resemble one another in that all the padas open with a long 
syllable. The concluding two strophes (verses 16-17) then 
revert to the structure A2A2,

The next poem (Sn 18-34, Dhaniyasutta) is in the 
mixed vetallya-opacchendasake metre (strophe: VOVO normally, 
with a number of irregularities probably due to corruption) 
with three •tag1 verses in pure vetallya. The sutta is a 
dialogue in which the two speakers utter alternate strophes 
(str 1-12), followed by a narrative strophe (13), two strophes 
(14-15) in which Dhaniya makes known his resolve to become a 
disciple of the Sugata, and an altercation (str 16-17) between

(l)...It may be convenient to repeat here the letters and 
numerals used as shorthand for the more important pada structures:

Prior Posterior
A —  —  U U  2 ----------------------------------— •  U U

J 3  U  VJ —  U  VJ 2  u u  —  --------  v j  u

Q ■—  u y  —  2 —- v j v j  —  o vj
D  U VJ u u  u u  ^  v j v j  v j v j  -------- u o

—  v j  —  v j  — —  —  o  —  up — — U U V J V J  0  .  — .  U  J V J U

IT------- 8
9

X u— o 10y —
   U   ——  VJVJ

VJ
  V J  VJ VJVJ

V JV J v j  —  v j  — —

13 —  1u —
1 4  V j v j ------------------- U — / u

15 — ---- A
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Mara and the Bhagava* It is possible that the last three 
strophes in vetallya (15-17) were added later to make up the 
same total es in the Uragesutta. The first twelve strophes - 
the dialogue - have © constant refrain padas ’ atha ce patthayasi 
pavassa deva’, which appears also in Th I 51-4, The poem is 
apparently not so well preserved as the preceding ones besides 
some op, padas where we expect vet,9 spoiling the mixed metre, 
we find two tutthubha padas (la & 2a), The last two strophes 
seem to have been borrowed from SI 6 (para 2), where they also 
occur, or from a source common to both collections. Strophes 
3-8 are of the same type as those of the middle section of the 
Uragasuttaj 9-11 (or 12) form a separate group, united by their 
subject matter, in which the first padayuga resembles the type 
of str 3-8 whilst the second pSdayuga has the structure B2, It7 .% T r
is possible that in both these poems the middle sections (3n 
7-15 and Sn 20-25) were the original kernels to which other 
verses were later added.

The next two mattachandas poems in Sn (83-90 and 359- 
375) are in opacchandasaka. No particular strophe structure 
repeats over any number of these verses, but the second poem, 
the Sammap&ribbSjaniyasutta, has a refrain pada of structure 
7 throughout* ’sarrjnA so loke paribbajeyya’.
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The Eabhiyasutta (Sn 510-540) is in the mixed metre 

with seven vattas tagged on (541-7), There is a prose 
introduction and conclusion, together with a few explanatory 
sentences amongst the verses. The forms A, B, 1 and 2 
predominate, especially with the opening long, A and 1 (but 
these are not as prominent as in the previous poems), with an 
occasional E and one pupphitaggfi pada. This poem and the 
Jarasutta (Sn1804-813), which although in vetallya otherwise 
resembles the Sabhiyasutta in its forms, appear to be of later 
composition than the others analysed above, tending towards the 
style of the later period (Th II, etc,).

The following is the structure of the Subhajlvakemba- 
vanikSgStha (Th II 367 - 399j 366 is an introductory vatta)t

A1B2 (367)
B1B1
C2A1
B7C3 (370)
B4D' 3 (D«- uu-ou-)
D2A2
X3B2 (a may be A instead of X)
B4F6' (6* ~ — )
X6B1 (375)
B2A2
F2F2
X3D3
(379 very uncertain)
A4C1 (380)
A1B1
F2B1
B3B2
BIGi
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C1H2 (385)
A2H2
C71A7?02H
A1C1
A1A2 (390)
A17Q1 (or first yugat Y  ---)
Y2A1
XV3B1 (or...PI)
A2B2
F1B2 (395)
A2C73 (QR.H3)F1C2
C1Z72 (or...02 by sandbi)
A2P1 (399)

The mattachandas strophes in the Dhaamapada are 
constructed as followst

B11A1 
B 2A1 
Ell El 
B2E1

(15)

(18)
a group of verses very similar 
in content* B...1 constant with 
interplay of rhythms 119A929E 
in between*

A2E10 (24)
A2A2
A2A2 its!
B2A1 (80) of* 15-18 above9 especially 16*
B117B1 (95)
(B2A1 145) (-80)
087A2 (179) A2 is refrain
E1A2 (180)
A1B2 (184)
C4A1
E1A1
r a m
E1A2

(235)

(238)
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HL?A2
A2B1
A2E1
EL2A4
B1C?2
B27A1
B2A3B2A1
A2A1
C1A2
X710G11
X2E1
F767A1
...1A6

C2A1

(240)
(284)
(285)
(324)
(334)
(341)

(344)
(348)

(350)
(362)

(or Xll.. - can gen. In -assa be 
shortened to -asa m.o.7)

(7of. 'lalitS')
(371) (of. SI 200, Th I 119 A J III 

412, line 6, for the corrupt 
first pada)

(388)
(note frequency of a strophe or a group of strophes 

opening with C)
An interesting group of strophes in the Jataka is the 

following (Udayajataka< vol.IV 111-2)t
D1B14
B1A14
A1A14
A1C14

(54)

(57)
(the syncopated pada '14' 

is a refrain)

Most of the texts Bhow some feeling for strophe 
structure and for the grouping of strophes andthe agreeable 
variation and interplay of rhythms in longer poems. We may 
have a regular strophe A2A2 (Sn) or a basic form B2A1 more or 
less freely varied (Dh 15-18 and many other Dh verses)} Al 
is favoured as the oonoluding padayuga of a strophe or a group
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of strophes (Dh, J IV 99-105* Mattakundalijataka, U III 7-6 
and VIII 5-7 )• Sometimes the form C is used only to begin 
mattachandas poems and not in the interior of a poem (Dh and 
U)* Klsewhere we find complete freedom of structure (e*g*
Sn 83-90, 510-540), sometimes with excellent craftsmanship in 
the association and contrast of the various pada forms: this
more refined art was probably a later development in matta
chandas composition, it is well illustrated in the Subhajlva- 
kambavanikagathfi* Not only are the normal variations used 
frequently (as in the vatta, but without the great preponder
ance of one form found there and with a larger number of common 
'vipulas'), but extremely rare variations may be introduced, 
probably with a conscious feeling for the special effect 
produced* Thus we have the refrain •14* in the Udayajataka,
Z in Sn, and others* The rare udicoavutti and paccavutti 
(including the rathoddhata 9119, which sometimes is quite 
common) are used in this way, and apparently occasional 
padas of metres other than forms of the opacchandasaka and 
vetfillya: meghavitana (Dh 371a? and parallels cited above),
lalita (? Dh 362), vijayanandinX and perhaps others, but in 
such isolated cases it is very hard to tell whether we have 
true mixing or mere corruption* Unfortunately it was 
impossible to make a thorough investigation of such mixing/ 
corruption of metres within the limits of the present study* 
This is an interesting problem awaiting research*

The composer in mattachandas had great resources at 
his disposal for shaping and varying his style and for rousing 
the attention of his hearers by an unexpected turn* Perhaps
the name 'opacchandasaka9 was adopted on account of the
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flexible structure and sinuous pada-rhythm of the metre (upa 
Jchand • ’coax', 'entice', 'persuade')*

It is interesting to compare the technique of 
ArdhamagadhI mattSchandas with that of the Pali Canon* The 
first section of the Veyaliyajjhayana in the Suyagadam (Su 1* 2* 
1) scans as follows (vetallya)t

A1A3
H1A1
A3A1
B7B7
G2A1
A31A1 (3'« — ---...)
A3B7
B2C7
D4C7B2A1
B8F7 
H17A1
B7A8
B2H2
B4A6
P2B2
B2H1
D ’2B1 (D'« —  ̂ -...)
A3A3 01B1 
A1B31
A4*G1 (4f* uuu° ------• • • )

-this style is reminiscent of the Th II poems
it contains aparavatta p&das and padayugas (D4) and other forms 
having successions of short syllables (FfD',6,4*)♦ The 
padayuga B7 is strikingly frequent, however, and on the whole 
this style appears to represent a period a little earlier than 
that of Th II* There are no syncopated forms*

We may distinguish phases in the development of strophe
structure corresponding to those already noted for pada
structure and further clarifying the history of mattachandas*
In the earlier period we find the long-opening padas tending to
form regular strophes A1A1, but frequently combining with the
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resolved-opening padas to form the very popular strophes 
A2A2 and B2A1* This inaugurates the transition to the later 
period through the further increase in the use of short 
syllables and the rejection of the tendency to rigid strophe 
structures found in the earlier period* The poets now seem 
to delight in the interplay of the numerous pSda structures 
which have become familiar* This transition is well under 
way in the Sabhiyasutta (Sn 510-540) and with the Suyagadam 
we seem to have entered the later period, which is seen at the 
peak of its development in Th II* In the preceding section 
we postulated an intermediate phase of development represented 
by parts of J but especially by Dh end U* This seems to be 
confirmed by our analysis here, in which we have been led to 
describe the strophe structures A2A2 and especially B2A1 as 
showing the beginning of the transition to the later period*
B2A1 is characteristic of Dh and ***A1 of U and parts of J*
Dh and U are also related in their use of the opening C*
Finally a new development puts an end to the free style of the 
later period! rigidity in the pada appears in place of the old 
tendency to rigid strophe structures, and the more popular 
forms become separate metres* Ganacchandas has taken the place 
of mattachandas as the flexible musical metre, and the fixed 
vetallya and opacchandasaka B2B2, together with the aparavatta 
and pupphltaggS D4D4, take their places as addhasamavuttas 
amid the galaxy of classical metres deriving their beauty from 
the exact quantitative opposition of long and short syllables 
in fixed padas*

In the Pali Canon we have thus distinguished five 
phases of mattachandas, represented by the texts as follows!

(1) Earlier period characterised by A1A1 (Sn 1-34) but
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more generally by the predominance of long syllables (Sn 83-90, 
359-375, part8 of J).

(la) Intermediate period of transition B2A1, etc.> 
increasing successions of shorts) origin of rathoddhatS (l)h,
U, parts of J).

(ii) Later period of free style characterised by 
the predominance of short syllables (Th II, parts of Th I, SI).

(iia)Further development towards classical metrics 
with fixed padas (Lakkhanasutta, with Vv showing the transition 
from ii to iia in a few verses)*

(ill) Period of decline in Theravada literature) 
borrowings from (VV vet*) and imitations of (Pv vet.) earlier 
literature leading to the complete abandonment of the new 
metres and pedestrian compilation of edifying legends, seldom 
rising to epic narrative, in the familiar epic vatta with 
occasional tutthubhas (Vv, Pv, A, C).

(The Suyagadam may belong to ia or ii)
The feeling for strophe structure which we have 

observed in our texts indicates that the Pali mattachandas was 
a 'lyric1 or 9atrophic9 metre (as opposed to an 9epic9 metre), 
as we should expeot from its connection with m u s i c * ^  In 
Classical Sanskrit vaitallya and aupacchandasika were used as 
canto metres in the mahak&vyas, unlike ganacchandas which was 
not so used, but their musical origin had then long been forgot
ten and they were simply fixed metres having certain structures
(l)***In section 9 of the next chapter we shall suggest that 
the adoption of the adghasama structure was the first stage in 
the transition to fully musical metrics which was consummated 
by the invention of the visama structure in the ariyai the 
strophe thus became a clear metrical unit, satisfying the 
urge for its unity felt in matt&chandas*
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like any other classical fixed m e t r e s * ^

In the early texts the strophes sometimes seem to be 
associated in groups or Radas' by the use of structural 
patterns linking the series or of actual verbal refrain* In
any case the technique of building up larger structures more 
complex than the mere succession of pSdas is well established9 
even if we are not justified in describing it as the prototype 
of the Apabhramda pada* The mattaohandas strophet the mixed 
strophet the complex upatthitappacupita with its sometimes 
doubled third pada9 and above all the system of chaining 
verses through verbal and rhythmic repetitions and patternst 
these are so many techniques of Middle Indian lyric poetry 
which were well known in the ancient Pall literature and lived 
on to produce new blossoms in the scintillating strophes end 
padas and the supremely musical talavuttas of Apabhramda 
literature*

—              —
(l)**.In apparently epic type literature such as the longer 
Jatakas and the Th II 9ballad99 the mattachandas strophes are 
still 9lyric9 or 1 atrophic9. They are usually dramatised 
dialogue9 not narrative9 often organized in groups with 
refrains, as when in J No.458 the four opacchandasaka strophes 
constitute the moral 9ovada9 delivered by the Bodhisatta at 
the end of the episode (with a refrain common to all four)*
In the SubhajIvakambavanikS ballad, although the whole story 
is in vetallya (with the significant exception of a prelimin
ary narrative vatta which sets the scene and introduces the 
speakers)9 refrains are frequent and - as often in Pali 
ballads - the episode tends towards drama rather than epici 
it consists almost entirely of dialogue and the speakers sing 
rather than declaim their parts* A 9performance9 would 
resemble that of a Classical Sanskrit drama9 in which the 
verses are sung9 but without the prose speeches since every
thing necessary to the action is included in the verses, which 
are not more or less adjuncts to the action (however relevant) 
as in Sanskrit, but integral parts of it despite the elaborate 
descriptions in which they anticipate the descriptive verses 
in the Sanskrit drama.



CHAPTER VI

Qanaochandas

1* During the period which we are studying, all the 
arts experienced a rapid development in Indiaf and acquired 
the main forme which remained their basis throughout the 
Classical1 period* By the end of our pre-classical period 
the N£tya6£stra had systematised the conventions of the drama9 
music9 dancingf poetics9 and other related arts* At about 
the same time the Pihgalasutra had probably received its 
present form9 incorporating the fixed syllabic metres charact
eristic of the classical kSvya* In the course of this 
development new combinations of the different media of expres
sion were tried and all the arts interacted on one anotherf 
the drama9 it seems9 being the unifying goal in which success
ful experiments found their consummation, with an appreciative 
audience* In the popular arts, folk music and vernacular 
poetry, in which this olassical art had its ultimate source, 
the different means of expression, such as rhythm, mode, versif
ication, mime, costume, banners, combined naturally and were 
never really separated*

As we saw in the last chapter (pp*ll6-121), the new 
musical metres were closely related to instrumental music, 
which had developed in India prior to our period and no doubt 
continued to evolve its oomplex system of talas and scales, 
through experiments on the vlna, throughout the pre-classical
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period until its fundamental conventions were codified in the 
NStyaAastra. We know, from the history of Indian science and 
its technical applications, that mathematics was highly 
developed by the roriyan period (e,g, in astronomy and architec
ture), It is against this sort of Intellectual background that 
we have to chart the rise of the musical mathematics of rhythms 
and scales, and of the metrical mathematics of gaj^acchandas and 
of metre in general which we see worked out astronomically in 
Pingalap*) When Varahamihira selected the arya as his medium 
he was perhaps inspired not only by the flexibility of its 
structure, into vjhich any technical term could be fitted without 
difficulty (I owe this observation to Professor Smith, DP p*14), 
but also by a sense of the fitness of a metre which could be 
governed by mathematical principles.

The principle of exact quantitative opposition ( —  )
having been established with the development of mattffchandas, the 
next step in the adaptation of de6I verse for songs with 
instrumental accompaniment was to make the entire strophe sub
ordinate to the new quantitative principle. We saw in the

(l).,,See e.g, IV 53, on how to calculate the number of long 
syllables in a strophe (given the length in mattS of the strophe 
and the total number of syllables it contains), and book VIII 
for the rules for calculating the permutations possible in any 
metre. Thus in a strophe containing 4 p&das of 26 syllables 
the number of variations is 20,282,388,000,000,000,000,000,000, 000,000,
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last chapter that this was tried within the framework of matta- 
chandas by meane of a new cadence (vegavatl, svagata), but at 
the same time, or perhaps even earlier, experiments had been 
made involving the reorganisation of the whole strophe* Where
as the simple reduction of the cadence to the prevailing rhythm, 
as in vegavatl, produces a rather monotonous metre, the flash
of genius which invented the division of the strophe into equal

♦

panes (perhaps suggested by the vegavatl) realized also the 
possibility of varying the rhythms of these g&nast every second 
gana has a rhythm opposed to its nei^ibours, which appears in 
fact to have been derived from the old mattachandas cadence 
(— u — u —  (— )). Thus originated the earliest recorded gana-
cchandas metre, called appropriately the fgltif, "song". We 
shall examine this transformation of the mattachandas strophe 
in detail below (section 4). It may be noted here that the 
svag&tS was a kind of compromise between mattachandas and g&na- 
cchandas, in vftlch, the cadence having been assimilated to the 
prevailing rhythm, as in vegavatl, the old cadence*element 
(— — « was introduced in the opening part of the pa da by way 
of diversifying the rhythm, without, however, reorganizing the 
strophe in a system of ganes.

By the end of the period we are studying the old glti, 
with its rigid •capalfP alternation of the two gajja-rhythms, had 
been superseded by an ariyS in which alaost endless variation of
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rhythm within the limits of exaot quantitative opposition and 
the gana organization was practised, as a glance at the tables 
will show* The new technique of versification thus evolved 
did not remain limited to the musical metres, however, for the 
entire repertoire of Indian metrics, with the single exception 
of the epic vatta, was assimilated to the new principles* Not 
only is exaot quantitative opposition the very basis of all 
the classical fixed syllabic (vrtta) metres as well as of the 
musical (jati) metres, but phrases or segments of rhythm 
clearly taken from the ganacchandas system, and familiar in the 
Pall ariya, abound in the fixed syllabic metres, and probably 
the majority of them will be found to have favourite gana
cchandas phrases, rather than modifications of the tutthubha, 
as their basis, just as in our period it was mattachandas which 
gave rise to the majority of the early fixed syllabic metres^) 
The tutthubha was assimilated to exact quantitative opposition, 
as we shall see in Chapter VIII, before taking up its special 
duties as sophisticated narrative metre in the classical 
repertoire (tradition represented by Advaghosa) with the 
alternative forms upajati and vamsattha*

We have already mentioned the two forms of ganacchandas 
which predominate in the Pali Canon, the glti and the ariya, 
which appear to represent successive stages in the evolution of 
the metre rather than alternative structures used contempor&ne- i 
ously. A few strophes of ugglti (udglti)(inverted ariya) and 
upaglti (the two short padayugas) are found, which presumably 
belong to the later stage* The samavutta pamitakkhara
(l)...I would suggest that the mysterious •dhruva* metres of 
the drama, which are •syllabic1 but apparently derived from 
music (being opening strophes of songs), have the same origin, 
and may illustrate the formation of the classical syllabic 
metres, but I have not studied them (see Nitti-Dolci, GP.pp*84

A
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(pramitaksara), the visamavutta uggata (udgata) and other fixed 
syllabic metres derived from ganacchandas will be studied in 
Chapter IX, although some references to their origin will be 
made here* The discussions in Chapter IX are in fact a contin
uation of the present Chapter, since we have to regard the 
formation of the classical fixed metres as an extension of gaoan 
cchandas technique* The more direct continuation of the music
al metres which led to the Medieval mattavutta (cf*p*120) is 
not discussed in this study* The ganacchandas form of musical 
metre, especially the ariya, remained in use for some centuries 
(Maharastrl lyric, for instance) before the transition to matta
vutta took place when the Apabhraqida stage of the language had 
been reached*

Besides the distinctions baaed on the lengths of the 
padayugas, ganacchandas is classified in other wayst according 
to the position of the caesura at the end of the prior pada 
(pathya/vipula) and according to the presence (oapala) or 
absence of the rhythm in every even gana* These distinct
ions are of very great importance in Pali ganacchandas, whereas 
in the classical literature they are secondary refinements 
whose significance is not very clear* The ancient theory which 
describes them is thus more closely related to the Pali metre 
(although the rules do not apply exactly to the Pali examples, 
and are evidently based on the literature of a somewhat 
later period) than to the classical metre, which rarely devia
tes from the standard ariya pathya and merely adheres to the 
rules without fully exploiting the resources they offer, the 
rhythmic variations which they reflect having no doubt disapp
eared from the living practice* The traditional total of 
80 forms of ganacchandas represents the possible combinations 
and permutations of pathya, vipula and capalS in the two 
pSdayugas of glti, ariya, ugglti, upagiti and ariyaglti (this 
last has not been found in the Pali literature)* Finally
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we have to examine the "gurvini" (= gabbhinl in Pali??) metre, 
which possibly occurs in the Canon (or the apparent examples 
may be mere corruption), in whioh the rhythms of the odd and 
even gai^as are simply interchanged* The early ganacchandas 
was in fact a single metre which underwent gradual modificat
ion and was capable of various alternative structures, the most 
important of which were named*

Before examining Pali ganacchandas in detail and dis
cussing the evolution of the metre it is desirable to give a 
fuller account of the traditional theory and its terminology*

2* We have already remarked that the Indian theory 
seems to have been based on a stage of ganacchandas a little 
later than that represented in our texts, but nevertheless 
closely akin to our stage and following many of the same miles* 
Y/e may therefore adopt this terminology, bearing in mind, how
ever, that it is not the original terminology and views the 
metre from a different standpoint! the ariya pathya non-capala 
is taken as the norm, whereas in our texts the capala is every
where the predominant structure, the glti vipula capala is the 
original form of the metre, and the vipula la as important as 
the so-called pathya* In fact the whole theory is standing 
on its head as far as we are concerned, but it represents the 
perfected metre for which our poets were preparing the ground* 
Sometimes our verses seem tentative and experimental in charac
ter (this is a purely subjective judgement hard to substantiate 
with the badly preserved material at our disposal), as if new 
rhythms were being tried out in various combinations and a 
classical norm of usage had not yet been arrived at* We must 
therefore beware of imposing the later rules throughout the 
Pali verses in attempting to restore them out of the chaos of
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the manuscripts copied for two millenia by scribes who did not 
understand the metre* One is constantly in danger of •over- 
restoring9 - as we might call it when freer verses or a more 
fluid language is forced into some classical norm* We should 
remember Professor Smith1s remarks (DP p*9) concerning the 
reduction of Pali and BHS tutthubha verses to the "banale" 
upajati rhythm by the classicalistst

"•••on doit assignor une date assez reculde 
k la versification propre au style mixte, laquelle,
usant abondamment des equivalences* * * / uu"/uuuui
que pratiquait aveo virtuosite le Buddhavamsa, a 
sulvi, non sans y contribuer peut-dtre, le d^veloppe- 
ment de la technique sanskrite, en soumettant aux 
normes rigides de Plhgala une matiere sonore blen 
plus souple que n^talt celle du haut moyen-indien*
[He goes on to quote Riickert on the same problem in 
studying Persian verse based on Arabic models]•••
On renoherit done sur les licences prosodiques en 
faisant scander (Mv)*** *arthadasl matlnaip* au lieu 
de**• •v$yakare arthadardl matImam* ~  •sevetha nam 
atthadassl mutltoa •Sn 385d (ici la v*l*fatthadasso#, 
comae atthadassa9 J VI 260*4 au meme endrolt du vers, 
remonte peut-etre a un *atthadase-, bati comme 
•duddasa-* • • • 9durdrda9, et introduit ici par quelqu9 
un qui affeotionnalt la tristubh banale et olassique)?

The terms used by the Sanskrit writers on ganacchandas 
are as follows#
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giti (30 ♦ 30 matta)
arya (30 ♦ 27 t the short 6th gana in the second

half)
udgiti (27 ♦ 30)
upaglti (27 ♦ 27)
aryaglti (32 ♦ 32i full 8th ga$a)

Prom these five with vipula and/or capala in both
padayugas, in either, or in neither (» pathya) we obtain the
traditional eighty kinds of ganacchandas* The later theoret
ical writers worked out and labelled all possible combinations 
of two padayugas of 30,27»32 or 29 (short 6th. and full 8th. 
ganas) matta, making altogether sixteen metres and 256 kinds of 
ganacchandas. Cappeller decided (G p.25) that the 29 mattS 
form is quite artificial and never existed in the literature, 
which would rule out the 7 metres which are said to use it! 
sahglti, caruglti, viglti, manjuglti, pramada, praglti, candrika 
This leaves the above five withlbur others making a total of 
nine, which is also a traditional figure in connection with 
varieties of ganacchandas. The four are all metres with the 
full 8th gana in one pSdayuga!

■uglti (32 ♦ 27)
anugltl (27 + 32)
vallarl (32 ♦ 30)
lalitB(1h o  ♦ 32)

(l)•••'lalita' la (probably merely by chance) the name of one 
kind of uggatS. We shall see in Chapter IX that the 
uggat& has in effect a prior pSdayuga of 32 mattS, but a 
posterior of only 26 mattS (6 full gauas and a half). It 
thus bear8 some resemblance to the vallarl.

the 5 
metres 
described 
by the 
early 
writers 
from Pih- 
gala on
wards •
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In the extant Classical literature, Sanskrit and Prakrit, 

only the arya is common, as we have already noted, whilst in 
Early Middle Indian, Pall and ArdhamagadhI, the giti is common 
and appears to be the original metre from which the others 
evolvedt it is therefore noteworthy that of these nine names 
six contain the word •giti1, suggesting that they were origin
ally regarded as varieties of that metre. i

We have noted the rare occurrence of ugglti and upaglti it 
Pali) they also occur very rarely in the Classical literature. 
The ariySgltl appears to represent an old form from the 
experimental period in which the sixteen ganas of the musical 
strophe were filled completely by the words instead of each 
padayuga terminating with a prolonged syllable or a rest. In 
the Classical period rare occurrences of ariyaglti have been 
found (Balllni p.102), together with a continuous use of it in 
the Nalodaya at the end of that period (Cappeller 0 87 ff)i 
this late example should perhaps be compared with the contem
porary Apabhraipda mattSvuttas which also show the full gana at 
the end of each pada (paj jhatika, for instance! UJ ^ /
c—  ^ x 4» is practically identical with ariyaglti). The
Nalodaya metre is also closely related to Apabhramda mattavutta 
in its regular use of rhyme. We have no examples of ariya
glti in our period, but we do find varieties resembling it in > \ •- • ']having the full end ga$as in the so-called "hypermetre" in 
ArdhamagadhI (described by Jacobi in IS XVII 389 ff.), in the 
metres oalled •mfitrasamaka1 in the early theory (Pihgala IV 
42-7) - of which the only traces in the literature are those in 
the Mahdbharata discussed by Hopkins (GEI 353-4), end in the

(l)...0n later metres of this type see Sinha 177f. (origin of 
padakulaka > caupal).
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metres called fgltyarya9 In the early theory (Pihgala IV 48- 
52) but not found in the extant early literature (one strophe 
is found latert Nais XXII 148). * Taking a hint from Jacobi 
we may suppose that as the giti evolved from the vetallya the 
proto-ariySglti was evolved from the opacchandasaka.

If the ariyaglti is rare, only the shadows of its 
variations vallarl and lalita (mixed with ordinary giti), 
suglti (of. ariya) and anuglti (cf. ugglti) are to be found. 
Only the suglti may claim two extant examples (see Ballini
p.102)•

pathya(any of the above metres having a caesura
immediately following the third gana of each 
padayuga)

vipula (any of the above metres not having a caesura 
immediately following the third gaqa of the 
first p£dayuga! •adivipula* or •mukhavipula1y 
of the second padayuga! 9antyavipula# or 
•jaghanavipula*9 or of both padayugas! 9maha- 
vipulS•)

capala (any of the above metres having ^ ^  in the 
second and fourth ganas of either or both pada
yugas ! •adicapala9•••••9mahacapal59• Other 
rules are given which were not yet observed in 
Pali, although they may have developed from 
tendencies already present in Pali usage)

gurvini (characterised by having u —  ̂  in the odd 
gapas. The genuineness of this metre was 
doubted by Cappeller (G pp. 78-81), and it is 
not mentioned by Pihgala. The corruption which 
Cappeller suggests was responsible for the 
apparent occurrence of gurvini in the Classical
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literature may also be invoked to explain the 
more numerous apparent oases in Pali* On 
the other hand the 9hypermetre1 in ArdhamA- 
gadhl is definitely of the gurvini type9 and 
in the most thoroughgoing manner, the rdles of 
the odd and even ganas being interchanged 
throughout* There is thus no reason to doubt 
that the gurvini of the theory existed in the 
earlier period, although the recollection of 
it in the treatises on metrics is extremely 
vague)•

Jacobi9s "Law of Vipulfi" (see "Zur Kenntniss der 
Arya," ZDMG XL, 1886, 336 ff*) based on the usage from the 
Hala Anthology onwards, was not yet observed in the Pall 
ariya, although the normality of the pathya had already 
become established in the later Canonical texts and the vipula 
had been reduced to its secondary position*

The gurvini is perhaps more primitive than the giti 
in that its arrangement of the gana-rhythms more directly 
refleots the structure of mattachandas* With the relation* 
ship between giti and gurvini may be compared that between 
ordinary vetaifya and pavattaka* This parallel will be 
studied below.

3#In the tables the seven possible gana structures 
(— f u f uuoo fUf — )f with as a doubtful eighth,
are shown separately with their occurrences in selected 
Canonical texts as the various ganas of the strophet
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Poan. Upali- Matta- Twrataka- IaidfiaX- Suaadha-
of sutta Sutta sutta gathfi gatha

(Th IIgana (MI (Sn 143 (Sn 915- (Th II
386) -151) 934) 400-447) 448-487

A 493-522)
1 7(1) 7? 13<2> 36 412 8 197
3 7 T 12 32 437
4

1 (T ) 20 21?
5 7 9 25 41?6

I
6 9 26 35?

9 $(1) 8 12^2) 28 4110 * 9 12
11 6 6 13 327 40?
12

• 15 23?
13 5 9 37 40?
14 1
15 5 1 5 26 39
16

8 0 )
18
19 720
21 1 (10)
22
23
24 •

(1)*«*If was permitted as the first gana of a pfidayuga,
distinct f r o m  by licence (or anceps)^ t h e n  only
6 times in 1, only once in 9r and 5 times in 171 the 
balance being ^ —  (or ^  —  ) •

(2)•••One case in 1 and two cases in 9 are perhaps ^ —  (of* 
preceding note)* The figures for the Tuvatakasutta are 
incomplete, the poem being very corrupt with a number of 
apparent gurvini type deviations from the usual structure, 
whloh resembles that of the two preceding poems* Vs have 
omitted Sn 915, 917 bod, 918b, 920d, 923b, 926-7, 929b, 932, 
933d*
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Posn. Upali- Metta- Tuvataka- IsidasX- SumadhS-
of sutta sutta sutta gatha gathS

gana

1 3 2 3 13 92 2 8? 7
3 3 2 4 6 18
* 2 2 1 9? 7?56 3 1?(2) 13 12?

2 4 9 3 13 19?

9 4 1 2 10 1510 1 5? 711 4 3 2 9? 17?12 1 5? 1313 5 2(3) 9 23?14 1 1
15 5 8 8 18? 1516

.
2

id 1
19 320
21
22
23 1(10) ft)
24

(1)**••Doubtful licence, but our scansion is certain unless 
the cadence was outside the ganacchandas structure
(opaeehandasaka!)•

(2) ••• •Burmese mss* and Niddesa read 'payuttam* heret u — w .
(3)••♦•One may be —  ̂  (931)•



Posn*
of
a

Upali- Metta*
sutta sutta Tuva taka* 

sutta IsldasI*
gfitha

Sumedha*
gathS

12
3
4
56
7
8

does not

occur in either

1?

1?

7 95 55 46 106? 12
1?7 9?

9
101112
13
14
15
16

18
1920 21
22
23
24

the Upalisutta

or the Metta-

sutta.

9 4?6 136 710 6
2?

4? 10
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V.J —  u

Poan.
of

gaija
Upali
sutta

Metta-
sutta

Tuvataka-
sutta XsldSsl-

gSthS
Sumedha-
gSthS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
4
7

9
7
9

13
10
4
11

257
1
117
447

27
28?
58
1?

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

8
1
7

9
8
8

14
12
2

12

237
177
l(l)

2728?
1?
21?
1?

17
18
19
20 
2122
23
24

9

1(10)

: ;

(1) •«*401. Everywhere else we find the ariyS short sixth 
here9 so this is suspects it is one of the verses said to 
have been added by the recensioniste*
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gaj

1
2

3
4
56
7
8

~9
101112
13
14
15
16

17
18
192021
22
23
24
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u u u u

except ehere otherwise noted)

Upali-
sutta

etta«
sutta Tuvataka-sutta

Isidasl-
gSth§

Sumedha-
gStha

1?
12?

6 (mostly
7 (some* 
times
U U U j U  )

1(uuuu)

1?

2(^UjUu)
&WUUU )

5 (li U«J ou ) 5(11 U«J|UU )1??

1(10)



Posn.
of
gana

Upfili-
sutta

Metta-
eutta Tuvataka-

sutta Ieidosl-
gfithS Sumedha-

gatha

6
8

14
16
22
24

10
10

1(10)

3
2

6
4

13
46
15

i
21
64
28

Posn* Upall- Metta- Tuvataka- Isidasl- Suaedha*of
gana sutta 8utta sutta gStha gStha

8
<1 (does not 6 7 32 4316
24

occur 
-endings in -aesa)

7 8 32 35
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u —  and — I D

Poan*
of
gana

UpSli-
sutta

Metta-
sutta

Tuva^aka*
sutta

Isid&sl- Sumedha- 
gSthS gatha

1 1 2?
4 3 (Does 3 (Does not
9 4 not 1712 7 occur) 2? occur)

17 3

(l)..* ̂ j —  perhaps always s  • Besides these we find
five cases of apparently =  u f—  with resolution ftJ
has one in 4th*posn* and two in 12th* f T has two in 4th*)*
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It was not practicable to scan all the ganaoohandas 

strophes in the Canon (the total is more than 450)• On the 
one hand the state of preservation is extraordinarily bad, but 
on the other hand the very great complexity of the gana metre 
rules out all but a very small number of possible readings* 
Whereas in matt&ohandas a large number of different metrioal 
interpretations may fit the matta count, in ganacchandas the 
gana divisions and the exaot rules governing their rhythmic 
structures leave us with far fewer doubtful alternatives*
The difficulty is to find the traces of the original strophes 
in the mangled verses which have come down to us, preserved 
since the first century B*C*,it seems, by people who did not 
understand the metres, and edited by modern scholars who were 
similarly ignorant of them (which is hardly surprising in view 
of the state of the manuscript material) or who, at best (Sn), 
were not able to venture far into the realm of oonjeoture in 
the absence of general rules governing Pali metrics and of 
particular rules governing the ancient giti* Although the 
restorations we can make are in most cases convincing, the time 
and effort needed to puszle out these 450 enigmas proved too 
great for the present study, and it is hoped that the sample 
taken is an adequate basis for discussion*

The gan&oohandas verses in the Canon are distributed as 
follow8* There are two poems in Sn, the well known Metta- 
sutta in the Uragavagga (giti, except possibly the last strophe 
which Smith suggests is gurvini: Sd 1164) and the Tuvataka-
sutta in the Atthakavagga (giti)* These texts seem to rep- 
resent the oldest stratum of ganacchandas in the Canon* Where 
as the Mettasutta is comparatively well preserved, the 
Tuvatakasutta is full of corruptions* It does not observe
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the capalfi rule followed by the Mettasutta, and it seems to 
allow in the odd ganas* The poem may represent a slightly
later stage than that of the Mettasutta, when greater freedom 
was allowed, the gana principle having become firmly establish
ed* In any case it is much earlier than the majority of our 
ganacchandas texts, and we cannot reconstruct its usages with 
any certainty in the absence of further similar examples*

The Up&lisutta of the Majjhimanikaya (which otherwise 
contains only a few scattered verses in anutthubha and tutthu
bha) is also in giti* This eulogy of the BhagavS resembles 
the Mettasutta in the regularity of the oapala structure, but 
it is composed in strophes of six pSdas instead of the usual 
four, the groups of six being clearly marked by a refrain 
throughout* It also differs from the Mettasutta in that the 
first syllable of the pSdayuga appears to be partially aioeps, 
i*e* any short syllable may be lengthened there to produce the
full gana ( u — > -- ). This primitive feature seems to occur
a few times in the Tuvatakasutta also*

In the TherlgSthS we find three poems, the Kisagotam- 
Igath&, IsidasIgSthS and Sumedh&gatha, in the ariya metre, with 
a much higher frequency of capala than in Classical ariya.(!) 
Five Jatakas, in an even worse state of preservation than the 
TherlgathS verses, are in the same metre (the Culladhammapala, 
No.353, the K&lihgabodhi, No.479, the Candakinnara, No.485, 
the Cullasutasoma, No.525, and the long Khah^ah&la, No.542).
The usage of the various ganas appears to be similar to that in 
Th II*

(l)..*Note that the latter two poems are in the immediate 
context of the SubhajIvakambavanikSgatha in the later 
style of matt&chandas•
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Elsewhere there are only scattered examples of ganacchandas, 

and it Is noteworthy that none are found in Dh, U, I, Yv or 
Pv. There are a few strophes in Th I, including ugglti (359) 
and upaglti (489)» in the Mah&vagga of the Ylnaya, in S I, in 
the Buddhavai£8a9 Th II 23-4 in a very corrupt state and one or 
two other strophes in the J&taka. We may mention finally the 
uggat& and pamitakkhwfi, metres derived from ganacchandas, 
found in the Lakkhanasutta of the DXgha9 whioh would add anoth
er 27 strophes to our total.

4# It is more than eighty y e ws  since Cappeller published 
his remarkable study of ganacchandas9 yet his theories w e  
still very little known9 much less subjected to criticism or 
replaced by more modern resewoh. The question of the nature 
of the rhythm of the wiyfi, regwded by many Sanskrit is ts as 
most obscure - a system of arbitrwy rules rather than a verse 
form with strongly marked rhythms which could be felt in 
recitation like those of the more familiar vatta or upaj&ti - 
was first properly posed by him and was very largely clarified 
by his keen insight. Jacobi9 having additional materials at 
his disposal, suoh as the Ardham&gadhX texts, carried the 
study further by his hypotheses about the hiBtory of the post- 
Vedic metres. His tentative conclusions, as formulated in 
the famous ZIM G  wtiole of 1884» have, however, achieved an 
authoritativeness whioh would astound that ingenious scholar 
were he alive today, for he himself pointed out later that his 
work had been done before, he knew of the existence of gana
cchandas in the Pali texts - thus implying that his historical 
conclusions might be vitiated, or might at any rate require 
fresh demonstrations taking the new discoveries into account

il)...MDle Ganachandas," Leipzig, 1872. 2)...See SEE XLV, 1895, p.271f f.n.2.
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Bellini, who in 1912 published the careful collection he had 
made of the contributions to the study of Indian metrics, 
unfortunately missed this and simply copied out the old 
arguments, although by that time all the ganacchandas in the 
Pali Canon had been printed (admittedly only the Sn examples 
seem to have been r e c o g n i s e d ) E v e n  today, Professor Smith 
in his own work on Pall ganacchandas merely refers to the 
1884 article with the remarks MQuelle qu'ait ete la genese de 
8,5,01#• *05 [ganacchandas] , 11 ne sera pas inutile de confron-
ter le "dloka” (act 8.1.3, aux equivalences 1 ^  —  ) avec
lea kola 8.5,01 et 8 .5,039 qul servant de points de depart au 
systems de 2gana a quatre ou a six mores.••"(2)

Before discussing the rhythms of ganacchandas in 
relation to actual performance* with music, involving the 
ictus scheme put forward by Cappeller, it is necessary to traoe 
the origin of the metre and of its rhythmic elements. With
out a living picture of the metre such as its historical 
development can give us, we w e  in no better position than 
Cappeller in trying to fit a ready made theory, suoh as 
Westphal*s, to the dead metrical scheme of the old treatises 
on metrics. That Cappeller*s results were, on the whole, 
not illusory as Ktthnau*s were, can be affirmed only through 
our knowledge of the nature of ganacchandas gained mainly as 
a result of Jacobin historical studies.

The giti strophe contains the same number of mattfi 
as the vetallya strophe1

x 2 vetallya 
 X 2 giti

(1)••.Ballinii "La poesia profana (Laukika)," in SIPI-I vol. 
VIII p w t  2, Florence, 1912{ see p.89« Fausb^llfs edition of 
Sn appeared in 1885, just after Jaoobi’s main wtiole.
(2)...Sd. p.1159| printed in 1947, dated 1949.
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(we give the vipula capalfi form of giti as found 

in our earliest ganacchandas texts)

--Jacobi in his 1884 article gives a 
theory of the evolution of ganacchandas based on this corres
pondence# He describes two forms of ganacchandas, a newer 
form found in the later ^vetambara Canonical texts and in the 
Classical literature (the ariyS), and an older form found in 
the earlier ^vetambara texts 1 Ayftrahgasutta and S&yagadan 
(the giti)# The same historical sequence, as we have already 
suggested, appears in the Pali texts, where the giti is found 
in association with the earlier uatt&ohandas texts in Sn whilst 
the ariya is found alongside a later mattfichandas text in Th II. 
Whilst matt&chandas is more widespread in the Pali Canon, 
occurring in texts where ganacchandas is not found (Dh, U, Vv,
Pv and the Anguttaranikaya) there are altogether more 
strophes in ganacchandas than in mattachandas (over 450 as aga
inst less than 400). This fits in very well with our pioture 
of the older matt&chandas, widely used in the earlier texts, 
being pushed out by the newer ganacchandas, whioh is but rarely 
used in the earlier texts whilst it is very popular in the

' • ' •  ' 5. • ■*"* * ■ ' ; * *  ' , ;:’r . \* * * v  * 9 ' .-jlater texts#
Jacobi gives the following scheme for early gana- 

ochandas t
x 2

and points out the resemblance to vet&llya, the second and 
third, sixth and seventh, ganas being simply interchanged, and, 
he believes, a different principle of measurement being 
introduced 1 in place of the Yedio foot offbur syllables, which
(l)###As against ganacchandas found in the MajjhimanikSya 

where matt&ohandas does not occur#
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he unjustifiably attributed to vetSlXya, we have the gana 
structure# Having seen only Dh as an example of early Pali 
poetry he supposed that ganacchandas was unknown in Pali mnd 
was not invented until a post-Pali period represented by the 
&vetambara Canon# This is not the case, but he was never
theless right in supposing matt&chandas to be the earlier 
metre, if the account of the general development of the 
musical metres indicated in the last chapter is correct#

If the mattS count is identical in the two metres 
(vetallya and giti), and proves their affinity, how are we to 
account for the curious rearrangement of the ganas? The mere 
carrying of the musical rhythm through the cadence as well as 
the free part of the p&da does not explain the normal form of 
ganacchandas as a direct descendant of the normal form of 
matt&chandas# In our study of mattachandas, however, we have 
found a number of alternative rhythmic structures, including 
such a 9rationalised9 padayuga as that of the vegavatl, and in 
ganacchandas s Ibo there were such alternatives# By putting 
together all the evidence at our disposal, meagre though the 
literary remains of our period may seem, a fairly clear picture 
emerges from which it should be possible to discover the nature* 
interrelationship and process of evolution of all these metres# 
The following interpretation of this picture may be unsatisfac
tory, but, having such material collected together, I think we 
shall not have to wait long for the judgement of our leading 
scholars#

In the case of mattachandas we have the 9syncopated9 
padayuga 9 pavattaka91

U  —  K3 f  u ! u   u i L

In the case of ganacchandas we have the 9gurvini9, which 
we may also call syncopated, the eight matta r h y t h m u  
beginning one gana late| in illustration of this metre we may
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give the ArdhamagadhI 'hypermetre' as described by Jacobi in 
IS XVII, 1885, 389 ffi*1)

— / u - u  — /u-- KJ /  - (— )

(the part enclosed by \i 4 may be repeated a 
varying number of times • see Jacobi9 s article for details)

The similarity between these two metres extends almost to 
identity, syllable for syllable s besides the gajja u — ^ appear
ing in exactly the same positions in both, the gana ^  *
(initial long which may be resolved, final long fixed) appears 
twice (second and sixth positions)# Only the fourth gana 
changes slightly, from to • The only difference is 
the pada and strophe structure, since in plaoe of the four pada 
mattachandas strophe the 9hypermetre9 has its curious extendable 
form, varying from an occasional four gajpa (first, second, third 
and eighth of the above scheme) strophe (?) to one of twenty 
eight ganas, any even number in between being permitted, the 
eight gana form being the favourite# The initial gaĵ a sometimes
takes the form , and the final gana generally has the full
four mattS, like the ariyaglti, but may have only the single
anceps syllable# With the usage in the final gana should be

•  _
(l)###Thls metre is used in the fVarhakas9 of the Jaina Canon# 
Whatever their date of composition, it seems that the Svetfim- 
bara tradition preserved a very ancient technique for this 
special type of descriptive verse#
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compared the mattSchandas usage of combining an opacehandasaka 
posterior pa da with a vetaliya prior, which results in a pSda- 
yuga of exactly the same length (32 matt€Q* For convenience of
reference we may call a metre with the full final gajpta or the

*

opacehandasaka cadence 'acat&lectlc1 end the alternative, in 
which the final syllable is missing, 1catalectic1♦ We can

> . * * .  r • • ’ - .V . v. i . t. .

now see all the components of ganecchandas separately, with
r ■ .

their m&ttachandas prototypes, and the various combinations and
permutations which are possible. We may construct a kind of

I
matrix of musical metres in three dimensionst •normal'/'synco
pated', 'acatalectic'/'catalectic', mattSchandas/gaqacchandas, - 
in which the third pair serins to be of least significance in our 
theoretical analysis, their difference emerging only in practice, 
where the least important distinctions so often appear on the 
surface, obscuring the inner relationships and interconnections 
of thingst
Syncopated.opacehandasaka 
SYNCOPATED

Pavattaka

Opacchandajsaka
NORMAL

Vetaliya
m a t t a c h a n d a s —

Z L
'Hypermetre• (usual

form)

(and catalectic 
'hypermetre') AC^TAIECTIC

CATALECTIC 
Ariyfiglti

GANACCHANDAS
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Taking only the 'catalectic1 forma of the metree9 we 

may compare their structures as followst

1 ~  ”  /ZZ—  /— ^ bL x 2 vetaliya
zz/v-v/ ̂  J=L x 2 pavattaka

/u-y|gou_/0_uj j / _ /  u— o/il •hypermetre* (gurvinl)
^ / , - o / i L ^ f  /u-u/ou-/iix 2 (or x 3) glti

—/ ^ / -/ ^ - f- / u ^ /  /uo x 2 svfigatfi
^ / - u7'---^uy-uu/.viu/ x 2 vegavatl

-yu-L/gvjr — /u-w 1 x 4  rathoddhatfi

Prom the conflict of the 
mixed rhythms of mattachandas (the uneven padas and the two 
opposing rhythms within them! — /^— u together with the syncopat
ion or 2 mattfi shift of the proto-gana divisions) a whole array 
of new metres was generated, the most important (the most success* 
ful solution to the rhythmic problem of creating an Isochronous 
but not monotonous strophe) being the glti, with its rich 
potentlalof further development of rhythmic variety and flexibi
lity within the 16 gana strophe*

In the last chapter we considered how mattachandas
developed several fixed offshoots, or, more precisely, several
forms in process of stabilisation of rhythm in particular
directions which later became fixed. In the development vetS- 
llya > pavattaka (and> chappad? (satpada)) > rathoddhatfi
we reach a well-rounded samavutta, in the development
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of the vegavatl and the svagata the oadenoe rhythm ie assimi
lated to that of the opening, in the former metre a rather 
monotonous strophe being produced, in the latter a fresh 
opposition of rhythms of the mattachandas type, apparently with
a 'normal9 prior pads and a 'syncopated9 posterior.

a

The transition from the pavattaka to the 'hypermetre' 
was of quite/lifferent nature. As we have seen, there is 
hardly any change at all in the exterm&l, schematic, appearance 
of the metre. What has changed is the wider context in which 
the metre is situated, the way in which is is used and the 
'deeper' nature of the rhythms which does not appear in the 
superficial scheme. As far as we know, the pavattaka was not 
used as an independent metre, but only as a variant of vetaliya, 
but in any case it was a mattachandast its oadenoe was fixed, 
its strophe was divided by the cadenoes into four padas. Used 
as a gapaoohandas, the same rhythmic scheme acquires the 
following new characteristic t the division into four pfidas is 
superseded by the articulation into eight similar segments of 
eight matta each which might be called 'bars' f this perfectly 
cyclio rhythm is then seen to be in its essence, or simplest 
form, the repetition of this segment, so that a phrase of 
musical type may replace the old strophe, and may be of any 
length, within reason, from two segments or 'bars' (four ganas) 
upwards (three 'bars' * six ganas, four 'bars'weight gapas, 
etc., etc.). The phrase of eight 'bars' or sixteen ganas whioi 
is equivalent in length to the old strophe was the most popular 
form, and became the stabilised form of gapacchandas, but in 
the Medieval metres (e.g. Hindi) the alternatives, especially 
those of eight ganas or of thirty two, but also those of 
twelve, twenty, twenty four, and so on, are still frequently 
used. The metre has become fully musical and can be used 
in the same way as a musical tfila.
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It is a remarkable fact that of the two ancient, basic 

talas, caturasra and tryasra, described in the NatyaAastra one, 
the caturasra, has the same form as this eight matta tala of 
gapacchandas• It is not clear why the two fundamental musical 
rhythms, binary and ternary, should be defined in this curious 
way with complicated structures!

caturasra! SSI& ("cahoa") *  ui__ (8 matta)
tryasrai SIIS ("eapa") * — uu—  (6 matta)

- whatever the musical 
theory may be which underlies these descriptions, it does not 
seem possible that the gapacchandas rhythm, whether it be
    o r ^ - u  (depending merely on where the cycle is
regarded as beginning), resembles the 'caftca' merely by coin
cidence, the sole difference being the resolution of the 
'pluta' into a long and a short, which makes hardly any diff
erence in the feel of the rhythm. Whether the musical theory 
was based on the association with metrical rhythm, or vice 
versa - or whether the 'cahoa' is an imitation of the call of 
the woodpigeon or of some other natural rhythm - is a question
which cannot be taken up here. We may note the continuity of
metrical development without, for the present, enquiring furthe 
into the interactions with the ancient music which resulted in 
the stabilisation of the fundamental gapacchandas t&la. We 
may also note thatthe adoption of the gltl, with u— u in the 
even gppas, rather than the gurvipl, as the standard form of 
gapacchandas, suggests that the metre was brought into line 
with the musical convention that the t&la began on the first 
garui   and not on the lahui ^*=^3----• This is un
certain because there is no reason why the strophe should not 
begin 'vlpaaa' (with an 'anacrusis1), in the same way as the 
normal form of mattachandas. It is also probable that the 
gana form o— o retained its cadence-associations and that
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J— u— u was felt to be the form of the metrioal rhythm.

The glti, or normal form of gapacchandas, stands 
in a somewhat similar relationship to the gurvipl - 'hyperme
tre1 as the vetaliya to the pavattaka. Sinoe in the case of 
gapacchandas the 'syncopation' Involved is a shift ofibur 
matta, whilst in mattachandas it is one of only two mattfi, 
the glti and vet&llya do not coincide at all in gapa artioulat- 
ion* Unlike the gurvipl and pavattaka, they show no 
ambiguity in their structures one is plainly ganaochandas, 
the other plainly matt&chandas• One may here invoke the 
principle of stabilisation of metres in their most character
istic forms, furthest removed from other metres, which we put 
forward in the last chapter (pl51)« The only cases recorded 
of c; — o in mattachandas in the position of the future even 
ganas are the 'syncopated' pads forms»  ̂ u ) (hi),
which occurs in the Kumm&sapipdajfitaka (J III p.412, 150a and 
others), in Sn (8as ”yo nficcas&rl na paccas&riH repeated five 
times) and in Th IIj and —  /— (in position of 
sixth gana), whioh occurs as refrain in J 458 and doubtfully 
in Sn. Clearly the conjunction of u-v/u-u was avoided in all 
the metres.

The question of ^ in the even gapas brings us to 
the problem of the fourth gapa, in whioh the two pftdas of 
mattachandas were welded together to form the gapacchandas 
padayuga of 7$ (or 8) ganas.

According to Jacobi's theory the fourth gana of the 
earliest gapacchandas was formed by the coalescence of the 
final (anoeps) syllable of the prior vetaliya, when short, 
with the first two syllables of the so-called anaorusis of 
the posterior pada, when this had the form — ^ . This 
seems very neat, and it explains the vipulfi form of ganacchan- 
das, in which the caesura falls after the first short syllable
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of the fourth gana / uf— u / ( a very oommon form, in fact the 
regular form, in some of our oldest texts), as a legacy from 
mattachandas (end of the prior pada). Although there is 
evidently some connection here between the two metres, this 
argument is not satisfactory as it stands, and the fourth 
gana was not derived in this direct manner. The final anceps 
syllable of the prior pada probably counted as a long in the 
musical rhythm, a short syllable being lengthenedt this seems 
to be the true nature of the final anceps of the ganacchandas 
padayuga and of other final anceps syllables in Indian metres* 
If the initial syllable of the posterior pada of vetaliya was 
allowed to be anceps (whioh I consider doubtful), this should,
I believe, be limited to allowing exceptional metrical leng
thening or shortening in Initial position, and should not be 
Interpreted as meaning that such an initial group as —  ̂  is 
not quantitative (as Jacobi contended)* Thus I believe we
should interpret /—  ̂ ... a s  /—  • • and — w—/—. w, * *.
as ^  — /— This would result, in the transition from
vetaliya to glti, in a fourth gana form — , ̂  (taking the 
vetaliya padayuga proposed by Jacobi as the starting point)*
Now this form actually appears in early Pali ganacchandas 
(although -uu as a gana is unpopular in any position), in 
the Tuvatakasutta. More frequent (especially in the Up&li-
sutta) is — or (> —  ,—  ) in the fourth gana (of.posterior
vetaliya with initial long).* That ^ is very much 
consumer than these forms of the fourth gana is due, I believe,
to the adoption of the alternating system o f  and ^ ^
as the basic rhythm of all ganacchandas, « occuring in the 
odd ganas of the 'hypermetre9 and the even ganas of the glti* 
The formation of the glti was certainly helped by the quantit
ative fitting together of ... » 9zz ••• of the vetaliya, and 
the caesura following the first syllable of the fourth gana
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undoubtedly originated from mattachandas* The adoption of 
the form ^ with the caesura in the fourth gana following 
the short syllable, may have pleased the ancient poets« as it 
satisfied Jacobi's desire to find a nice correspondence of 
structuresf but it should be regarded as the result of the 
impact of the regular ganacchandas rhythm on the divided 
padayuga of mattSchandas, and not as the manner of generation 
of that rhythm from mattachandas# It was not only in the 
fourth gana that a caesura appeared in ganacchandass in the 
second and sixth also we have the 'secondary caesura', which 
is the fule when four short syllables make up these ganas 
( ufUuy ), This usage may have been as important in the 
fixing of the vipula forms with caesura and uf— u in
the fourth gana as the memory of the old pSda division. It 
evidently arose from the need to stress the syncopated rhythm 
^ ^ • It should be noted that in early Pali ganacchandas
it was the fourth gana which from the beginning showed a 
tendency to variations of rhythm9 and that the second gana 
maintained the ^ —  ̂rule longer and even in the later texts 
(e*g# Th II) has ^ much more frequently than the fourth 
gana#

One more question connected with the origin of gaqa- 
cchandaa is that of the initial anceps in the old prior pada# 
We have seen in mattachandas that occasionally it seems 
necessary to assume the exceptional lengthening of a short 
pada-initial syllable (including root syllables)9-against the 
normal rules for licence, to preserve the matta count (see
Tables 1 and 2f pp. 128-9, in Chapter V* ^ ^  >  w  and
u oo >  ooin sn). Sometimes we have to assume the
same lengthening in early ganacohandas at the beginning of 
the padayuga# Thus in the Upalisutta we wish to reads 
1nahgtakassa•,•purindadassa•, 'satlmato•, •tathSgataeaa•,
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•to* The same thing appears to happen in the Tuvatakasutta, 
hut in the Mett&sutta, whioh is so regular in other ways too, 
it is absent* The oases are limited to ganas of two syllab
les t ^ —  > --- * In the later texts this speoial licenoe is
not f o u n d * ^

i
In the initial of the old posterior pada we find 

traces of this old anceps in three places^where it is 
apparently neoessary to assumes >uf— u (fourth gana)*

The final syllable of the padayuga (and probably of 
the prior pada in the earliest texts) remained anceps, as 
seems to be the rule in almost all Indian metres, but it is 
of interest that in the Pali texts there is a considerable 
preponderance of longs in this position, indicating a strong 
feeling for a syllable of at least two matta (half a gaga)*
We may conclude that any short vowel as padayuga final in Pali 
ganacchandas underwent metrical lengthening*

5* Various explanations have been attempted to account 
for the shortened sixth gaqa in the second pSdayuga of the 
ariya* This metre replaces the glti in the later Pali 
Canonical texts, and thereafter remains the dominant, almost 
the exclusive, form of ganacchandas in the extant Prakrit and 
Sanskrit literature* Although the theory places the two 
metres on a level as alternative structures, along with ugglti 
and upaglti, and does not recognize that the glti is an older, 
discarded form, the arrangement of the metres in the Pali 
Canon seems conclusive evidenoe for a historical c h a n g e * (3)

(1 )*..Except for one case of tato ( > tato) initial in the 
IsidftsIgStha.
(2)**.Upalisutta, strophes 7» 8 (twice)* Alternatively we 
might assume > —  (lengthening the final of the prior
pada)•
(3)••*of*p|fc213~4 above and also p*203«
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Jacobi was led to the same conclusion in his study of 
ArdhamagadhI ganacchandas in the ZDMG article*f

Cappeller (G pp.69-70)# finding it impossible to accept 
a single short syllable as equivalent in any way to a whole 
gana# regards the short sixth as merely an aociaccatura 
(••yorsohlag")^^belonging to the seventh gana* This seems 
quite unjustifiable* Equally improbable is the suggestion 
that the gana was completed by a musical •rest1# if only be
cause no caesura appears whioh would allow a break in the 
uttering of the words* Jacobi suggested (ZDMG 1884# p.602) 
that for some reason the singing of the strophe required 
inequality of the pfidas# and cites the GItagovinda as an 
example in which the strophes throughout have either all four, 
or at least three# of their pddas different from one another* 
This much later example of musical metres# of course# belongs 
to the Apabhram£a-HindX stage in which such inequalities in a 
number of metres can be seen quite clearly to be the result of 
the musical structures# with rests and pauses in the text as 
it is fitted to the tfila (the traditional recitation being 
still alive amongst the popular Hindi reciters and preachers in 
India we can easily verify this)* However# we do not find a 
gana of one matt& in the later technique* The only explanat
ion which seems to fit the case is that the final cadence of 
the ariyi, strophe was marked by syncopation# just as in perfor
mances of the classical music the cadence or coda (at the end 
of a piece and also sometimes at the end of each verse of a 
song) is often marked by syncopated drumming* It seems likely 
that this syncopation derived from the syncopation in the
(1)••.Ballini incorrectly translated this into Italian as 
"appoggiatura”# which would have been MVorhaltungM in German.
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U) fgana ^ , the •cadence gana* of each eight matta section of 

ganacchandass the syncopation, instead of being resolved by 
the final short syllable of the gana ... <->/—-#... with a return 
to a new section, is carried on to mark the final cadence of
the whole strophe . .../^/--- / — //• The assumption of a
•gana• of one matta is merely a conventional description of 
this syncopated close, which might also have been described in 
other ways. In modern European music, especially from Scriabin 
onwards, the old musical •taktgleichheit1 is not infrequently 
swept aside by the insertion of a bar with a different time 
signature (see e.g. the 21st of Soriabinls twenty four Preludes, 
opus 1 1 , for an early example of mixed time signaturest 3/ 4,
9/4 and 6/4 ), and even bars containing a single beat are found.

In the glti, strophes of both four and six pfidas, or 
perhaps more precisely of two and of three padayugas, are found, 
and we have also noted the curious indefinitely extendable 
strophe ~ if we can call it such - of the •hypermetre*• So 
far ganacchandas had not advanced decisively beyond mattachandas 
in achieving a truly musical strophe in place of the metrical 
organisation, more suitable for continuous narrative, which 
stops short at the padayuga (of. the epic vatta, in which the 
pfidayugas are little more than lines of blank verse and the 
narrative runs on fairly freely over them, sentences not 
necessarily coinciding with strophes, leading to editorial 
difficulties in breaking up the narrative into *verses* and 
numbering them). With their refrains, coincidence of sentenoe 
and strophe, Interplay of rhythms, and so on, mattachandas and 
the glti show a regular strophe organisation, but this is of 
an external nature not imposed by the metre. With the ariya 
we find a four pada unity based on the metre itself, that is 
on the musical * sentence* of two *phrases*, the second of which 
•answers* and completes the first, which is the basis of the 
strophe. The transition to musical metrics was completed by
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the discovery of the visamavutta strophe structure*^

6* The Ganas and the Structure of the 
Ganacchandas Strophe

We have already observed that in what appear to be 
the earliest ganacchandas verses extant (Mettasutta, Upalisu- 
tta)(2)the structure is practically fixed* ^ — ^ is the rule 
in the even gai^s, except occasionally in the fourth9 where
(apart from one'case of ) uo —  and ( « --- ?) seem
to be allowed and to have their origin in the transition 
process from mattachandas*(3) zz —  is regular in the odd ganas
(in the Mettasutta being the rule in the seventh a n d ---
the rxile in the fifth so that the‘posterior pada1 is practica
lly fixed:—  /v— v / w —/—  whereas the ‘prior pada1 is
allowed some alternations) f in the first and t h i r d  is
about three times as oommon as —  in the Mettasuttaf and in the
first 9 third and fifth is about twice as common as —
in the Upalisutta (here it is of interest to note that the 
second padayuga has most freedom and that the third p&dayuga 
is most rigid) | the Upalisutta has one and a half times as
m a n y  as uu— ganas in the seventh position in the first pada-
yuga9 equal numbers of these two in the second padayuga9 and 
uu— alone in the third padayuga (where, however, it is a 
refrain repeated throughout the poem)•(♦)— ^  does not occur in
(1)***We may thus regard the adoption of the addhasamavutta 
structure (mattachandas) as the initial stage of this transit
ion*
(2)***The early Ardhpmagadhl glti is of a similar nature, but 
not quite so rigid as the Pali*
(3)**.See above, p*225
(4).**AM has mainly in the third and seventh ganas and
 and uu—  about equally in the first*
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these two Pali poems* as resolution of v — u occurs 7(16)
times (only one of which is in the Mettasutta) , and it never 
appears in the odd ganas* Thus no odd gana may end in two 
short syllables* It appears that the rigid Mettasutta giti 
represents the earliest ganacchandas, whilst the Upalisutta and 
the Jaina texts show a slightly later stage in which, the basic 
tala having become firmly established, some variations are 
introduced* Even in the Classical Period, however, — - re
tained its popularity as the simplest form of gana, as Cappeller 
has shown, and he also draws our attention (6 pp*48-9) to the 
interesting statement in the Pr&topta-paihgala (Bollensen, 
,,Vikramorva&I,,, appendix, p*536, verse 4) that the best aryS is 
that consisting of 27 long syllables and 3 shorts (a total of 
only 30), which is called 9laksmlf (the 3 shorts are of course 
those in the sixth ganas which are compulsory)* In the later
Pali ganacchandas is much the commonest gajqa, but in the even
positions ^ — ^ still predominates* has taken its place
alongside as a regular but not very frequent alternative to
 , and a few cases of the complete resolution are also
found in the odd ganas*

The rule of the secondary caesura in as resolut
ion for u (which itself tends fairly strongly to u,—  vj in any 
position) is adhered to in all the Pali texts with very few 
exceptions - not more than are likely to have been produced by 
mere corruption* On the other hand Jacobi 9s "Law of vipulS"
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(ZMG 1886 p*340) does not seem to have been in force in the
later Pall texts, although in the earlier ones it is not
infringed because a caesura after the first syllable of the
fourth ga^a is produced by the division into prior and posterior
padas at that point* According to Jacobi 9s Law, in the vipulS
metre, in which there is ho caesura at the end of the third
gana, if the forms  ̂— ^ or occur in the fourth gana there
must instead be a caesura after the first syllable of that ganat
u , ZZ v * In the earlier Pali texts we see the original basis
for such a usage in the pada division at that point to which we
have just referred* In the later Pali texts, however, with
the abolition of this pada division the pathya (with caesura
after the third gana) and vipulS (without this caesura) forms
seem to be used without further restrictions* Just as in any
gana with u —  there is a tendency to w,—  u , which should
probably be described as a 9secondary caesura9, resulting
apparently from a feeling for the strongly marked syncopated 

f frhythm ^,^L.**.. which manifested itself in a kind of staccato* 
In the IsidasIgSthS. and SumedhagathE, however, this caesura is 
much less common in the fourth gana than in the second or sixth, 
on account of the prevalence of the new pathya form* Whilst 
there is usually a caesura at the end of the third gana, the 
formo — u is still by far the commonest fourth gapa. There 
are thus many cases of u - u  without caesura, but even in the 
vipula padayugas there are several cases where no caesura
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appears (e.g* Th IX 478 abt 501 ab9 522 &b9 505 cd; 498 ab has 
u— fu )# in the later literature, such as the Hala Anthology, 
the conflict between the prevailing pathya and the w.cc v rhythm 
in the fourth gapa was resolved by the adoption of the usage 
described by Jacobi* u — o as fourth gana gradually lost its 
popularity not only with the generally increasing flexibility 
of the arlya but also through these difficulties of structure, 
and it became still less common than ^ as second gana*

It is clear from the tala structure underlying gana-
cchandas (  v-w, or  ---?) that the glti padayuga
consists of four •bars1, segments or •measures1 in this tftla 
and the arlya strophe of eight (with syncopated close)*
Cappeller placed the •main ictus9 on the even ganas, that is,

ft (he adopted the second of the tala forms given above: o —  u  *
He tried to justify this conclusion partly by analogy with 
Greek metre and partly by arguments within the limits of the 
•normal9 forms of ganacchandas* The analogy proves nothing 
(we have rejected Westphal9s “comparative metrics'4 above, pp*
22 ff*), and the latter arguments were unavoidably circular 
and by a simple interchange of one rhythm for another through
out could be made to prove that the main ictus fell on the odd 
ganas* The discovery of the 9hypermetre9 with itw gurvinl
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structure lends support to Cappellerls conjecture, and if the 
matrix of musical metres given on p*220 could be made to 
demonstrate that the glti, like the vetaliya, opened fvipamaf 
(p.223) - both being •normal1 metres - but had a •bar1 of eight 
matta whereas that of the vetaliya contained only four mattS, we 
could say that in origin ganacchandas was organised according 
to Cappellerl8 scheme* Against this we have the musical 
tradition that the tala is --ui— , and it seems unlikely that, 
even if in origin the gapacchandas tala wee J— o  , the metric
al structure was not brought into line with this convention (and 
the glti thereby converted into a song strophe which began fsamaf
with its accompanying t£l&)* In practice the difference between
r f u — and u— o  is unimportant! there exist today similar

differences Of convention between North and South Indian music, 
and such regional differences very probably existed in ancient 

r times too* Cappeller, however, deserves the greatest praise 
not only for recognising the eight mattS cyclic (or fcakravar- 
t&na1) structure of ganacchandas but also for his grasp of the

fnature of the gana form u — u , whether its ictus be main or 
secondary* The word accent falling fk±±ixg frequently on the 
long syllable of this gapa, it was a bold conjecture to place 
the musical ictus on the first short syllable, producing a strong 
syncopation, but there can be no doubt now that this is the 
correct analysis (see p*232 above on the secondary caesura and
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Cappeller's correct assessment of the first kind of secondary 
caesura on p*94 of his study)*

A glti strophe of two pSdayugas may be analysed as 
follows in pairs of 4 matta gagas9 those with the 9cadence9 
rhythm and the final 9half-ganas9 being underlined!

prolonged 
final or 
2 ♦ rest

-if the metre were taken as 9vi?ama9 the result 
would simply be changed tot

rz\

The ariya strophe may be analysed similarly9 
with its syncopated closei

syncope

- the syncopation was perhaps 
accompanied by a rallentando9 bringing the rhythm to a point 
of rest at the final syllable of the strophe*

7* At first sight it may appear that from the 
multiplicity of rules glti and ariyS are tricky metres to 
handle compared with9 for instance, the epic vatta* As we 
have seen, however, the gagaoohandas rhythm is just as natural 
as any other when its musical structure is grasped* Further, 
Professor Smith has shown that the infinitely variable gaga- 
cchandas strophe - Hl 9arya bouddhique, comme celle de Varaha- 
mihira et d 9 Iivaralqr^ga" (DP p. 14) - could accommodate any 
technical term, whereas the old 9vatta-tu^thubha9 technique 
entailed the avoidance of , which resulted sometimes in 
the metrical alteration of words which could not otherwise 
be fitted into the verses (see DP p*10)»
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Besides satisfying the need for a metre which could 

accommodate any technical term used by the ancient religious 
and philosophical schools (no doubt it was used also for 
technical treatises dealing with science, art, architecture, 
poetics, and so on), ganacchandas was equally amenable to the 
vogue for successions of short syllables which accompanied the 
Apahhragda tendency in the language* Smith has pointed out 
this tendency in Pali, and we have referred to his rhythmic 
studies several times already! here we may refer to his 
article on anticipations of Apahhramda in Pall in BSL 1932,
169 ffi "Desinences verbales de type apabhramda en pall." In 
Apabhramda most conjuncts are reduced to a single consonant 
and the masculine nominative singular termination is abbreviated 
to *-u% in Hpali assoupli" (Hs) these tendencies are illust
rated by •bhavissati* > •bhavihiti1 and by the metrical short
ening of final *—o• # The appearance of the new fmesures 
ldg^res9 (PM) in various metres in the later Pali texts may be
interpreted as showing a desire on the part of the Buddhist
poets to present their teaching in forms closer to the current
popular taste than the fhegyyf old rhythms*

Ganacchandas served equally well for either rhythm, 
and evidently was extremely popular in the transition period*
We can see in the Pali literature how from the old glti, where 
there is little freedom of structure, the suppleness of the
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metre was gradually Increased, as the musical form became more 
familiar to the listener, until entirely new possibilities were 
created* Cappeller has shown (G pp*81-5) how the poets using 
ganacchandas were able to bind the form very closely to the 
meaning by the use of rhythms expressing the feeling of the 
situation described* This principle, as is well known, became 
very highly developed in Classical Sanskrit, in the association 
of various metres with different sentiments, objects or events* 
Ganacchandas, the most important metre of the transition period 
from the later Pali texts to the rise of the Classical Sanskrit 
literature (a period of which the greatest literary monument is 
perhaps the Hala Anthology), could achieve a great deal of this 
type of expression within the structure of a single metre* We 
have already noted that the repertoire of fixed classical metres 
w&8 largely derived from gapacchandas rhythms, so that we can 
now say that it seems to have been through experiments in gana
cchandas, and the growing up of usages associating the various 
rhythms with the various requirements of poetic expression, 
that the classical metres were evolved and given their various 
fixed patterns and the characteristics associated with them.



CHAPTER VXI

The Vatta or Epic Siloka

1. The vatta In Pali has received more attention from 
scholars than the other metres* Although the analyses of 
Pali vatta usage made between 1887 (Simon) and 1912 (BallIni) 
were somewhat premature owing to the very imperfect knowledge 
of the metrical interpretation of the texts at that time9 and 
the statistics published are often far from being as accurate 
as the form of presentation would suggestf W  a rough approxi
mation to a true understanding of the metre was obtained and 
two important conclusions drawn. In this Chapter the results

(1)** .Simon! for lnstancey gave complete and exact figures for 
Th and Jf implying that he had solved all the problems of 
doubtful scansions, variant readingsf corruption, and so on in 
these exceptionally difficult texts. We shall never attain 
such precision in our statistics, for, as we have repeatedly 
pointed out above, the language itself possesses a certain 
fluidity which results in frequent metrical ambiguity.
(2)...The materials available includes Simon, "Der £loka im 
Pali”. ZDMG 1890, 83 ff.(statistics on about 6,000 verses in 
Dh, Tn & J); Moore, JAOS 1907 . 317 ff. (figures for the 
Itivuttaka); Oldenberg, "Zur Cnronologie der indlschen 11613*1^ ,  
in wGurupujakaumudI,,, Leipzig 1896,9 ff 5 MZur Geschichte des 
blokaft, NG 1909, 219 ff. (includes statistics on Afthaka and 
Parayanah Smith. Sn A III 1918. 637 ff, Sd IV 1949, 1148 ff.. 
and its HIS continuation in DP 1950, ,fRetractlones Rhythmlcae”. 
SOBSOF 1951 (system of nomenclature;. Other contributions wil 
be mentioned below.

- 238 -
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of previous research will be briefly summarised, with perhaps 
more precision than was possible half a century ago9 and some 
further conclusions will be drawn*

The two conclusions already mentioned as having resulted 
from the old discussion are as follows t

1. The Fall vatta Is close In structure to the 
anustubh of the Brahmanae and Upanisads, being apparently of 
slightly more recent origin, whilst on the other hand it appear 
to be/little| older than the vaktra of the Brhaddevataf this 
chronological sequence lj continued by the Iflah&bh&rata and 
afterwards by the RSmSyana.

2• The vatta of the Atthaka and P&rayana vaggas 
of Sn appears to be older than that of Dht Th and J.

- these conclusions are based on
» » »

the frequencies of the fpathyaf form of the prior p3da, which 
are stated to be as follows!

circa (part ofRgveda.................... ....... V)-20fc .•♦.Arnold
, (part of X) Chapter
^unahdepa • akhy&na (Aitareya-

brahmana) and Book X of RV........ 27%« .Oldenberg
ZDMG 1887, p.63.
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( ^atapathabrahmana (yajtog&thah) • •3?£•• .Oldenberg KG 1909. 
baaed ( pp. 227-a
on (
very ( BrhadSranyakopanlsad.............50%**. n "
small (
numberfi( I^opanisad. ••••••••••••••••••••• . • M tf
of vers-
C G •

Idopanlsad. ........ 63? (^Glldemeister ZJM
1844.

Kathopanisad. ....... .......... 78%. . .Oldenberg ZEMG
1887.

probab( Atthaka and Parayana............ .68-70% " KG 1909,
-ly (
all ( Jataka...... .............  .74-8%. .SjjnonZIWG 1890.
these C
figu- ( TheratherlgSthg............... •..76%.... M N
res , (_______________________________________________________ ___
are a ( Itivuttaka.......................77-8%..Moore JAOS 1907,
little(
too, ( Dhammapada..* .....80%.•• .Simon ZHSG 1890.low(2)

Brhaddevata. ••••.•••............ .83-4%. .Oldenberg KG 190
E p i c s ........................ 87-8% ( " "(and Hopkins GEI.

(1).*.I cannot explain the discrepancy between Glldemeister's 
and Oldenberg18 figures for the Idopanisad. Oldenberg probably 
used a better edition and perhaps rectified some doubtful 
readings.
(2).. .Imperfect knowledge of the orthography. etc., increased th 
number of Irregular metrical structures in tneee early counts. 2 
will be seen below that the Pali texts vary from circa 6 to 8c
(3)...0n the more primitive versification of MBh see Ballinlt 
pp. 14 C f.n.l) and 33y and the passages there referred to in 
Jacobi9e "R&mayana" (pp.80-1. etc.) and Hopkins GEI. Hopkins 
divides the MBh vatta into three main typest the "unrefined" 
61oka of certain parts Hless free" in structure than the Upani- 
§ad metre} the "current Bharata 61ok&"| the "pseudo-epic, on 
a par with the Ramayana dloka".
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Alavagho9®•••••••••••••••••••••• 88. 3%. . «Johnston B, pp

II and LXvI.
Saddharmapuridarlka.••«•••••••*.89^... .Kdgerton MS, in

KCV 1936, p.44.
Raghuvaqiia •«•••••••••••••••••• *93%.... .Oldenberg NG

1909.

2. The •rules1 for the vatta, from the Epic usage 
onwards, were worked out by Jacobi in the article "Zur Lehre 
vom £loka" in IS XVII 1885, 442 ff. (It is strange that we 
find only a garbled description of the vatta pathya in Pihgala, 
and that even Halayudha in his commentary gives a very incom
plete description of the vlpula usages). Jacobifs rules are 
as followst

The vatta strophe or slloka consists of four 8-syllable 
padas, grouped in two padayugas each of which ends with the 
cadence >-• — .

In the pathya (normal) form the prior pada of each
yuga has the cadence^--- a.. Of the 4 opening syllables which
precede this, the first, like the initial syllable of any vatta 
pada, is anceps, whilst syllables 2-4 must not be or w  — . 
These rules apply also to the 4 opening syllables of the post
erior pada, but in syllables 2-4 of the latter — also is 
excluded.

In the first vlpula the cadence of the prior pada
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is u u o —  (the final short is rare, despite the anceps usage); 
in the opening, syllable 4 is long and usually syllable 3 as 
w e l l * ^ — or _u - ̂  —  #

In the second vipula the prior cadence is —  uu—  (again
the final short is rare); the prior opening is always —  .

In the third vipula the prior cadence is -,----H
with a caesura after syllable 5; the prior opening is — u —  •

In the fourth vipula the prior cadence is H
with a caesura after syllable 4; this vipula being rare, it is 
difficult to determine the rules for the opening, but syllable 
4 appears to be regularly long* (This vipula is extremely rare 
in Classical Sanskrit, not appearing at all, for instance, in 
the works of Bharavi and &agha* The first three vipulfis 
appear in decreasing order of frequency, except in Kalidasa, 
who uses the third most frequently*)

In the MahSbhfirata the usage is much freer, as has been 
shown by Hopkins* Thust

In the posterior opening -u— is not excluded from 
syllables 2-4 (i*e* we may have the •iambic1 pSda — u —  u —  
which is also found in Pall),

In the vipulas, the rules for the prior opening are
sometimes disregarded!^ may occur in any vipula, and ̂  —
occasionally occurs in vipulas 2-4 as well as in the first*
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(—  ̂— is given as the regular opening for the fourth vipula, 
which we may perhaps take as supplementing Jacobifs rules*)

A * fifth vipula11 occasionally appears, which is 
unknown in the Ramayana and in Classical Sanskrit, but which is 
quite frequent in the Upanisads. The prior cadence is ^ ̂  ;
there do not appear to be any special restrictions for the prior 
opening*

A sixth non-pathya form, described as "rare", has the
prior cadence--

Finally we have the only other possible form of the 
prior cadence, which is identical with the posterior cadence 

^ ~  • Hopkins describes this as "sporadic"•
The Pall usage is more archaic than that of the 

Mah5bh£rata* The third vlpulS is much more common than the 
others ^  except in the Atthaka and Parayana, where o - u ̂
r

as prior cadence is commoner than any of the vipulSs* The 
second vipula is next in favour, followed by the first, then 
the •fifth*. In the Th follows these, and is followed
by the fourth vipula, whilst in the other texts (except Sn IV <&
V) the fourth vipula is commoner* ^ h a s  the lowest frequency
of all; it is regularly preceded by the opening ^ • The

(1)*** It is curious that Kalidasa should have had the same 
preference.
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rules for the vipula prior openings are similar to those found 
for the Mahabharata, with perhaps a little more freedom*

•Hypermetric1 padas may be produced by the resolution of 
a syllable into two shorts* This is a regular feature of the 
initial syllable of the pfida (as also in the tutthubha), but it 
happens also occasionallyf and apparently as a regular usage in

scanslony since the resolved form
resembles the 1fifth vipulfi1*

pathyfi
t  *

of the pfida is certain, there seems to be no doubt that the
form should be clashed as pathyfi or as third vipulfi, with 
resolution at the sixth* The resemblance to a tutthubha pada 
with caesura after the fifth syllable should be noted* Smith 
(Sd 1148) gives f,after a caesura*1 as a condition for resolution

(l)***e*g* Sn 122a, 205*Th II He, U 8 e  & 119e (but these two 
may be third vipula), 212a *236c, 341c; counter cases Th II 77a*
In Sn 205 and Th II 212 Sc 236 we have the 1 avyakta1 caesura in a 
compound* The confusion of pathya with third vipula in cases of 
doubtful final quantity weakens the argument for this •secondary1 caesura*

syllable of the prior pfida* This may

uu
rthird vipula

- provided the reading

at the sixth, which may be correct ̂ compare the ganacchandas 
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usage of secondary caesura when ^ is resolved into
u fw u u  , in the case of the third vipula we have the usual
opening —  o —  f e*g. s

u —  VJ —  —  u u — u
sahassabhago, maranassa/Sn 427

•whereas with the pathya the 
opening remains free, as in the remarkable pa das

vj u u vj vj
nanakunapaparipuro/Sn 205

•this might, however, be classed 
as resolution at the fourth (fifth vipula)*

Resolution at the fourth and resolution at the 
seventh seem to occur, but so rarely that mere corruption may
be the cause* Thus we haves

i

—  u  ----- , U  Vj U  -----   VJ

Sgatam na patipujeti / Sn 128
u  —  u  ---  1   \J~X)------

anutthunanto, k&lakataqi / Sn 586 
(or is this a mixture of third and second vipul&s, 5 + 4, 
resembling the mixed tutthubha pfida, 5 + 7, 
in that two segnents not normally associated 
are Joined at the caesura?)

U  VJ
Pancalacando, Alevako / D III p*205 

(same structure again; this pada seems clear but the 
rest of the strophe is interpolated)
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We see that in the vatta as well as in the musical 

metres the Pall Canon shows the tendency to successions of 
short syllables, overcoming the avoidance of which seems
to have been the earlier anustubh usage*

3* In the tables which follow will be found an analysis 
of some vatta texts not previously studied, together with a new 
analysis of some of those studied by Simon* The new analysis 
is required partly as a check on the figures published before 
and partly because Simon took the aggregates of verses in Th 
and J as though these were homogeneous texts, which is far from 
being the case* For a preliminary study of the Pali vatta it 
was useful to make a rough survey of several thousand verses, 
but for any serious attempt to understand the usage, and espec
ially to understand the changes which took place during the 
centuries of the growth of these collections, it is necessary to 
present the texts broken up into their component units* I have 
provisionally adopted Smiths classification (RR 18 ff*), alth
ough it is extremely clumsy on account of the separation of 
related rhythms* The forms are taken in their natural sequence 
not in the numerical order of the classification*



cadence
of

prior
pada

opening
of

prior
p&da

A 
N 
Bh= 
M 
R 
S 
T 
B

11
3

>13
5
9 1

1*6
,102
12
4

,15
7

>168
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K

pathya 
vip.l 
Yip. 2
vip.3Yip.*
"vip.5"

VJ U
VJ U  VJ
- u

VJ VJu

VJ -------  VJ  -  )VJ ------- VJ ■

- ------------- VJ --------

u VJ — —

— VJ — — —

u  ------ — —

--------------- — -—

VJ VJ — VJ

— VJ — VJ

u — VJ
I 1

V J u

VJ

VJ

— — VJ VJ

V J VJ VJ —

— VJ V J —
VJ VJ VJ V J

— VJ V J VJ

(the initial syllable 
of the pSda being 
anceps an eightfold 
classification pairing 
the forms as shown 
would be adequate)

The opening 11/3 iB in the primitive rhythm which 
seems to underlie the most ancient Indian metrical technique9 
and which became the regular opening for the tutthubha-upajatl 
Its character as basic rhythm is shown by its compensatory 
function in the vatta as normal opening when the vipulSs are 
employed, whilst with the regular Pali pathyS (and vx.
prior or posterior) there is great freedom in the choice of 
openings, 11/3 being less popular than 13/5 and 9/1* The 
effect of syncopation produced by 13/5» 14/6 and 10/2 (of A 
and R, and perhaps Bh, M and S) was evidently extremely 
popular as the main technique of variation from the primitive 
or basic rhythm* 12/4f 15/7 and 16/8 were little used*
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Sni Pragavagga

Opening A N Bh M S B
Kfesibharadvaja sutta 
(10 padayugas)

3 2
5 2
9 2 (no vlpulas)
1 16 1(2?)
2 l(or 1*)U)
8 1 (or No.6)

“10—(100%)
Parabhavasutta (50 p.)

H I  2
3 1 1(2?) 1? 1?

13 13 1 1
5 4 1 1
9 1
1 3 &  1« 1

14 4
6 4(5?)10 2
2 3 (or 2 & 1?)
7 1?8 l?(or No.6)

38 ( 4  two “3-----TT5?)
with corrupt openings 

equals 40)
( 80%)

(l)...l* signifies plus one with initial resolution.
\ •
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icning A N Bh M S B
Vasalasutta (56p.)

11 13 4(lr.6th) K?or5) 2or3(r.6?) 4(??)
13 1 1 15 ?(<Mr.4th?)
9 4
1 6 1 114 1
6 5(6?) IT10 4
2 3 1
4 3 1
15 2

42 1 0 or 5 2or4(or8) 1 or6 4
(75%)

Hemavatasutta (56p.)
11 2? 1 11 3?
3 4 1

13 3
5 10? 1
9 3 X  v  V.

1 4 ’
6 3(6?)

10 1 1?2 8
12 14 5
7 1(2?)

, . . , , _ - 1
45 4 3 3 T
(80%) •

Alavakaputta (21p.)
U 1 3
3 1' 1 4  1*

13 15 1 1
1 1 1?
6 1 or 3
2 2 or 4

12 2
4 2

13 1 1 5 1
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Opening A N Bh M 
VijayaButta (28 p.)

I'unisutta (2p.)
1

14 or) 
13 )

B

u 3(lr *4th) 1
3 4(5?) 1
13 1
5 1(7) (r#6th) 1?
1 2 & V  1

14 1?
6 2 1

10 2
2 3

12 1
4 1 r.6tfa? 1?

21 or 23 3 1 or

Totals 172 or 12 8 or
174 14Uragavagga 174 

(223 p.) (77-8%)
12 or -• 4 or 
14 11

11
13 
5

14 
4

COlavagga 
Hirisutta (6 p.)

1
1
1
4 1 1
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Opening A H B h M R S T B

Mahamangalaeutta (24 p.)
11 4
3 6(7?)& 1»1 2? 1

13 1
5 2 1
9 16 1(2?)10 1
4 1
8 l(?orNo.6)

19 2 2(8QK)
Dhammacariyasutta (20 p.) 

11 1 1
3 1 2
5 3(4?) 1
9 11 2

14 110 1
2 14
7 l(orNo.3)

12 2 3 1(60%)
Brahmanadhammikaeutta (70 p*)

11 3 1 1 4 ■ 1?3 1 3
13 3
5 9 1? 1 19 6 1? 1?1 6
6 7
10 4
2 4 or 5 1 or 212 2
4 5 or 7 2? 1?15 • • 1?

51 I T ’  9 1 2  1 or
(73%)

1 or 2 

2 1 or 2



Opening

9
1

3
13
5
9

8

3
1
7

3 
13
5 
96 10
4

5 
96 108
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A N Bh M R S T

KimsTlasutta (2 p.)
1
1

3
1

1
12
1
3

B

Utthanaeutta (9 p.)
1

(one corrupt pSdat possibly ffl 10)

4 1
Rahulasutta? vatthugatha (4 p.)

12
1

2
T

tSutta j^oper (12 p.)

Vanglsaeutta (6 p.)
8
2 
1
1 (? P»N' upsets metre) 
1 
1
6

Totals 110
Culavagga (72%) 19 1 or 2
(153 p*)

7 or 8
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MahAvagga

gening A N Bh M R
Pabbajjasutta (40 p.)

U 1? 3 1 or 2
3 1* 2 2 1 ft !• 1

13 1
5 3 or 4
9 3
1 7 ft V
6 3

10 2
2 1 * * s

12 2
4 1

25 or 26 2 2 5 2 or 3
(63-5%)

Padhanasutta (51 p.)
U 4 1 (ft 1 1

r«6th?)
3 27 (&lr.6th7) 2 or 4 1*

13 2 or 3
5 7 2
9 5
1 6 1
14 1
6 3

10 2?
2 3?

12 2? 17
4 2

34 or 38 3 4 or 7 2
(67-74%)

SubhaBitasutta (8 P.)
11 1
3 1 & l1
5 1
1 2
2 1

12 1

1?
1
1

|
1
1

B

1

or 4 1

7 1
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Opening A N Bh M H S B

Sunderikabharadvajaeutta (9 p.)
3 1
5 2
9 11 2 1 114 1

7 1 1
Sabhiyesutta (15 p.)

11 13 1
13 1?
5 3
9 2
1 310 1
2 1 4 1 '12 1 14 1

14? 2
Selesutta (52 p.)

11 2 2
3 3 1» 3

13
5 6 3 1
9 5
1 714 16 2? 2 10 1
2 5 112 2
4 4
7 1 or 3

38 4 3 4 1 2
(7355)
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Opening A N Bh M H S B

Sallasutta (41 p.)
11 1 2 2
3 1 &  I1 1 1 1

13 3
5 6
9 1
1 3 Mi- w . " f  f  4 1

14 4
6 5
2 4 & !•

12 2
4 1

i y V;

33 1 3 4
(80%)
Vasetthasutta (111(131) p*)

11 6 1 1 3
3 7 & l 1 3

13 2 1
5 19(20) 1
9 10? 1
1 7(14)
14 2
6 7(14)

10 8
2 12(17)
4 6
7 3 1
8 1

1? 3?
1

1? 1

(1 not scanned) 91(111) 2 2 8
(82(84)%)
Kokaliyasutta (2 p,)

14 1
6 1

2
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Opening A N Bh M R S T B

11 Nalakasutta2 17
3 4 1 2 1 1 or 2 17 1

13 5 1?
5 2 179 2 1
1 7 2
14 1 17
6 2 or 3

10 2
2 2

12 1
4 l f?
8 1?

31 3 5 6 3 or 4 17 2
(61%)
Dvaya t&nupassana sutta (76(89) p.)

11 3 1 1 17
3 6 1 2(6) 17
13 1
5 17(26) 1
9 6
1 11 2

14 1
6 6

10 2
2 4 ' -i >• • ; \
12 1 i
4 3? 1
7 1(2)
8 1?

n o t scanned) 62(71) ~4 2 3(7) 1 1? 1?
(84(8l£)%)

Totals 344(373) 
Mahfivagga or 
(456(489)p.>349(378)

(78(77^)%)

20 17 37(41) 9 11
or or or

40(44) 11 12
17 9
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Opening

11
3 

13
5 
9 
1
6 2
4 

15

11
3

13
5 
9 
1

14
6 2
4 
7

11
3
5 
9 
1
6 102
4
7
8

Therlgatha
A N Bh M

Eklka Theriyo (39 p.)
1?
6 1 1
3
4

I o p 6 o or 28 
1 
1 2 
1

S

31 or 34 1 1 or 3 1
Dukanipata (40 p.)
2

1 or 2 1 or 2 I 1

1

12
3
92

4 or 5 
1 2 2 
1 
1?

1?

1

1

1
17

29 or 30 3or4 2or3 2or3
Tikanipata (51 p.)
1 2

5 or 6 
7

3 or 4 
7 or 9 2 

1
4 or 5 & V  

2
17
17

2
lor2

1 Oorl

1
1

B

27

1 or2 

17

— —0 orl

2
1

37 or 38 1 2 5 or 6 2 3
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Opening A N Bh 13 R

CatukkanipSta (8 p.)
11 1 r.6
3 2 1
5 1
9 1
1 2

6 2
67 - 106 (81 P*)11 4 & 1 ‘? 1 * 2 1

3 5 3 & 1*
13 5
5 4 1
9 14 i •
1 15 or 16 1714 1
6 6

10 4 1
12 1
4 1
7 i?

1 corrupt

67 1 2 7 2
Bhaddft PurananiganthI

11 2
5 1 1
9 1
1 l 1 1
6 1
4

(1 corrupt) 2 3 1 2

B

11
3

13
5 
9 
1

14
6 212

2
4
111
9
92
6
6
1

Patacar5 A^her followers (112^132,175^181i62p: 
2 1
17 1?



e.c'a
■Opening ■.' . ■ A ‘J ' - SF-. . Si*;.. £1/ , 9 , : r£ ’ B
’ VaaitthI (12 p.)

■ 11' ■  ̂ ■■■:'■ '
O *4. , • ■

1 : ■ '■■■: /■ " '

5 .: ' -'3
9 ■ . 2 '■ ‘
1. 1 1o ' , : - O
t- j

xo p
C\J ;

■ KhemD. (I2 ,p „ j
11 ■ : 1
■■ ■ o  ■! iis i . 'r
5 - . 1
9 . 1
1 • " " • X». 6 X2 . 2

. 4 : • ' • • X- ■/ . : ;
‘TjffiT- . .. .1

, *: • • ■ ’■ -Bujata- (X2'-p*j
XX :-V • 1 , ■'/ ■ ‘■a ■
* 5 '.'/ x '

--9 ■’ ‘ " -.I?. ' 'V ‘ ' 'I??- ' ’I?'
■ X ; "

O.f lit
2 1
4  . a

1 ■■. TT^.. .... T  T T ?
iUiopama:' (IS p i ) . /' /

It /■: i?■ G ■ 4. .,■■'■
9 2
1 1 ' ■
6 1 V: ■ : ■ ■... •.■■

lo :■! .

"■ii ■ .i
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Opening A H Bh M R S B

MahfipaJSpatl GotamI (12 p.)3 1 1  13 1
5 1
0 1 or 2
1 3
6 1

10 1 or 2
8 1

10
GuttS (12 p.)

11 13 3 2
1 2  1 
2 112 1
4 1

9

3 15 2?
Vijaya (12 p.)

9 1 1? 1?1 16 22 2
7 1?  1?

10? 1? 1? 1?
3 Cala sisters (31(45)p)11 1 1 1 23 1

13
5 
9
1 2( ) 1 2(4)1462
4

"22(34) 2 1 3 T " . 2(4)



Opening
U
3 
5 
1102
4 

16
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A N Bh M R

& I 1 
4
2
1
1

Va<J<lhaxnata (18 p*) 
2

12

B
1

11
3
13 
6 
9 
1

14 
610
4 
7

11 13 1 1 26 2
9 1 1(2)1 114 16 12 3 •
4 1? 1?7 1

10 or 11 4(5) 3 o:
Punnika (28(31) p.)11 2(3) or 6(7) 1(2) 13 4 or 8 113 1?5 1 or 2 1? 1?9 11 2

6 2 210 3(4)
2 2

22(24) 2(3)or3(4) 3or4

1(2) 
1 2 
3 
1
7<§clf 
1 
1 2 
1 
1

22(23)

Rohinl (99(42) p.) 
3(5)2 1

1

(1 not
class
ified)

5(7)

OJHH
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Opening
11

A N Bh
SundarT (51(54) p«) 
2(3)

M S
1

B

3 2 3 4
13 2
5 9
9 4(6)
1 6
6 8 1

10 2
2 3

12 1
4 1
7 1?

41^44) 3 5 1
CapS (44(45) p.)

11 2(3) 2 2
3 5 1 1

13 2 1
5 6
9 1 1
1 4
14 2
6 3

10 1
2 6
4 2
7 1

35(36) 1 3 3
Subha KammaraclhltS (56 (58) P-)JLJL

3 2 5(6) 1 1 1?
13 1 1?
5 57 1?
9 5
1 10(11) 2 1

14 1
6 1

10 7
2 4

13 1
4 2 or 3
8 1

38(39) or40(41) 4 8(9) 2or3 lor2 1

1

1

Totals 497(517) 22 or 37(42) 46 or
TherlgSthS or 23 or 52
(651(678)p()505(525) 41(46)

10 or 15 or 18(20! 
12 18 or

20(22!
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The overall figures &ppro;Ktaately confirm the earlier 

counts by -^imon' in regard to the proportions of the various 
forma* t have the impression that almost any of the larger 
collections of verse in the Canon taken as a whole would give 
about the same result*. &*e# approximately 7 ®  pathya* with the 
third* second* first* fifth and fourth vipulle in decreasing 
order of frequency# as prior cadence is most variable in
employment* and may sometimes be suspected of resulting from 
• confusion with the'posterior padn.* The only remaining possible
form for the cadence* seems definitely to'have been
excluded*' but the'reason for this discrimination- is not 
apparent# Xxi all but a few oases* which may'be corrupt* the 
rules for the caesura in the third and fourth vipulaa arc-5 
observed,

• As boob as we break up the collections' into their cons
tituent vaggas or nipatae* and still more so if wf take single '• 
poems*, we find sharp divergencies from the average usage# These 
are a© marked that* except in some of the shortest poems* we 
cannot dismiss ‘them as being due merely to the taking of samples 
which are too small* The differences of age- thus suggested 
seem to agree with the general drift of Bubjeotivd opinion on . 
which sort of doctrine is earlier and which later# Thus the
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more •rigid1 doctrine and the more minute analysis of categories 
of existence and its physical and psychological constituents 
are found in verses whose percentage of pathya is higher*

4* In the following tables some of the texts have 
been re-classified chronologically in order to show whether there 
is any variation in the proportions of the various vipulas apart 
from the general decrease in their combined frequency!



Total
padayugas

111
57(61)

74(76)

51

122
82(96)

56
40

28(31)

199
95(99)

187(220)
165

101
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A N Bh Jfi 

65% or less pathva
R

68 or 69 5 
35(36) 3

9 14 6 or 8 3 or
7(9)or 8(9) -
8(10) or

9(10)
67% pathya

50(51) 6 8(9)
or 

52(53)
,7.Q;,

34 or 3
38

72-73% p&thyg
89 6 5

50(71) 3 3or 60(72)
75% pathya 

42 1 0 or 5
29 or 3 or

30 4
2 or 3

2 or 2 or 2 
3 3

4 or 
7

13
8 or9

2 or 
4
2 or3

3 or 
4

3
3

1 or 6 1
T7-78& pathva

22(24) - 2(3)
or 

3(4)
8SA pathya

168 or 13 10 or
160 11

76(80) 1 6
83% pathyS

153 6 4
(182)
136 4 4

85% or more pathva
1 2 or 5

3 or
4

11
8

- 1 or 4 
1 1

12(15)2 3
127 3? 3?

B

4 42 (Sn) 
(Till I)

2 (Thll)

1 (Sn)

4 (Sn) 
5(7)(Thll)

4 (Sn)
0 orl(Thll)

- (Thll)

3 (Sn)
2 (Thll)

4 (Sn)
3 (Th II)

85 or 
89

2 or 1 
4

2? 4 or 6(ThII)
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The first vipulS tends to increase in popularity* whilst 

the third declines somewhat* although without losing its 
preeminence* This is surely another manifestation of the need 
for successions of short syllables* The ffifthf vipula is no
where very popular* The second and fourth vipulas both decrease 
in quite a marked manner*  ̂—  ̂ His used very consistently every
where* and hardly seems to be affected by the other changes*

The Atthaka and Parayana require reanalysing into their 
component parts* On the whole they seem to fall into two 
clearly distinguishable strata 3 the very old poems which formed 
the nuclei of the collections and the rather late additions* 
especially the frame story or vatthugatha of the Parayana (and 
the Kamasutta introducing the Atthaka?) * made when the two 
vaggas were assembled in approximately their present form.
Thus the older stratum (which may be further subdivisible into 
two or more phases of composition) has a lower frequency of 
pathya than the 70% or so given by Oldenberg for the two vaggas* 
which groups it with the earliest stratum found in other parts 
of Sn. The problem of the frequency of ^ ~  surpassing that 
of any other vipula remains* Probably it indicates a still 
earlier period than the earliest vattas found elsewhere* but it 
may alternatively represent a geographical variation in usages 
perhaps a more archaic anutthubha lingering in Western India 
(i*e* KosambI and the regions further west) under Vedic
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influence*
In Chapter V, Section 5* we have anticipated the

question of the origin or •invention1 of the classical vatta
under the impact on the anutthubha of the metrical transition
taking place during our period. At what stage in the increase
of the pathya frequency we should declare the vatta to have come
into existence is apparently an idle question, since there was
a gradual development towards the uneven (addhasama) structure
of prior and posterior padas from Vedic times onwards. The
confirmation of the uneven structure as a deliberately cultivated
narrative metre, picturesquely compared with an inseparable pair
of birds (this surely is the reference intended by the simile,
not the strophe structure of two addhasilokas - which is not
invariable ^  and does not suggest the union of the male and
female birds), may, however, date from a particular period or
even from the work of one poet, such as the legendary Valmlki*
Perhaps in the post-Pali period the innovation of the complete
(l)***The six pada siloka is quite common in Pali, as in Epic 
Sanskrit and the tradition of the PurS^as. Indeed we might 
suppose that the poets paid no particular attention to strophic 
structure in epic narrative, being conscious only of the 
continuous series of •addhasilokas** It is noteworthy, espec
ially in connection with the remarks in the concluding para
graph of this chapter, that the glti also has a six p&da form, 
in the UpSlisutta (cf.p*229 above)*
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exclusion of the cadence u h. from the prior pada may mark 
such a decisive point, after which the vatta assumed its standard 
classical form. The Rfimayana, being the oldest extant work in 
which the classical rules allowing only the pathya and four 
vipulas in the prior pada are strictly observed, may thus indeed 
be regarded as the first poem in the new metre*

The Pali vatta, however, already exhibits the general 
features of this metre, and differs from it only in having a 
greater freedom of structure and a rather lower frequency of 
pathyfi, although this latter already preponderates to the extent 
of accounting for at least two thirds of the verses*

It is instructive to compare the vatta with the glti*
In its formation a counter process took place to that which 
created ganacchandas out of mattachandass the four similar pa das 
of the Vedic anustubh were fused in pairs or padayugas not by 
assimilation to one rhythm throughout but by differentiation of 
the prior pada from the posterior pada by a kind of interrupted 
cadence which suspends the full close until the end of the pada- 
yuga* Thus at the two extremes of metrical development in 
our period - the musical technique and the technique of contin
uous narrative in a metre which remained on the syllable-count 
basis of Vedic metrics - remarkably similar developments took 
placet the cultivation of the uneven, or ad<Jhasama strophe*
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Evidently these parallel evolutions satisfied widely divergent 
needs# The gltl, as. its name Implies, was the song-strophe, and 
owed its form to the eight gana musical phrase underlying it#
As for the vatta, a metre consisting of fbur comparatively short 
padas equal in length and practically identical in rhythm is 
unsuitable for continuous narrative of any length - even the 
longer tutthubha or upajati pada soon produces a monotonous 
effect# The long finely balanced padayuga of the vatta, the 
"speaker", however, occasionally diversified by the tripping 
first vipula, the sedate third, the strongly syncopated fourth 
or the evanescent second, became the epic narrative metre par 
excellence#



CHAPTER VIII 
The Tutthubha

1. The Pall tutthubha (the jagatl should be understood 
as Included In this general term except where otherwise stated) 
has not been studied as extensively as the vattaf(D but, as 
we saw In the Introduction (pp.22-29), the general history of 
the Indian tutthubha has received more attention than that of 
all the other metres put together* Section 7 of the Introduct
ion gives some account and evaluation of this previous research, 
so we may now proceed to sum up the historical conclusions 
suggested by it and to tackle the enigmatic Pali form of the 
metre from the positions we have reached in the preceding 
chapters*

We may take Edgerton^ articles on the Epic and Buddhist 
Hybrid Sanskrit tristub^2ls a starting point, with reference to 
Oldenberg's outline of the history of the metre ̂  and Zubat^*s

(1) •• .Besides 01denberg9s work we have Smithfs survey of the Sn 
tutthubha in Sn A III pp*638-40 and his brief notes, Sd 1151-2*
(2) ••• 'The Meter of the Saddharmapu^darlka” - l&xppuswami Sastrl 
Commemoration Volume, Madras 1936, 39 ffi MThe Epic Tri§tubh and 
its Hypermetric Varieties’1 - J/*OS 1939, 159 ff: HMeter, Phono
logy and Orthography in Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit” - JAOS 1946. 
197 ff. f
(3)***"Zur Geschichte der Tristubh" - NG 1915, 490 ff.

270
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§3£hau$tive collection of irietufoh variations in the

The conclusions reached by ©Idenberg e>n”iSie earlier 
phase of development are as follows*

Th©'Vedie trigtubh had two main forms, distinguished by
.the position of a caesura after the fourth fifth syllables
the commonest schemes area

U   H  - | u u ,-----u —
u

-the second of these is often mixed with the 
1 metre* it— %./ under the ihfluenoe of which it 

perhaps originated, the ©&©gur& at the fourth type being probablj 
the_original trigtubh* >v " '%

The second type is much more regular,. • in conforming to- 
the above commonest scheme, than the first*. *. Xtfhas the variant
openings  j^and very rarely z. ̂ a n d  practically no
variation in.the break#

Tim first type has the secondary -openings?."u —  pbL—
.. and * .The break has the.scooh<$|ry forms —  u— . f
uuuf -uu a M  exceptionally 2-*- lL(fcut this^ usually in ***!',— iL-*
u— ii/as tv Special metre In Mandala VII) * ..

In ..the 3TOlmanaat, and in th© earlier lipahisade which are. ■ 
mainly Sxk prose, we find the.beginning of the .transition

(1).,.,m m  188%  pp.627*668.
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in the break of the first type, bringing it closer to the second# 
We also find the first occurrences of the pfida without caesura 
(Oldenberg regards the type with •caesura1 after the sixth as 
accidental and as belonging to this category) # Thus we have 
the tendency to the long fifth and short sixth syllables associat
ed with the tendency for the caesura to disappear# Oldenberg 
(NG 1915,p.504) sees here a kind of transfer of the break from 
the opening to the cadence, since (with the additional tendency 
—  ^o) according to his interpretation of the rhythms the
•anapaestic* break which followed naturally after the •iambic9 
opening is transformed into the • dactyl9 which leads on to the 
•trochaic9 cadence# The break in the rhythm thus made at the end 
of the opening renders the caesura superfluous#

This use of Greek terms is objectionable, for the reasonj 
stated in the Introduction* Recognizing that there is some trut] 
in Oldenberg9 s interpretation we should try to restate it in line 
with the conceptions of Indian metrical rhythms outlined in the 
Introduction and elsewhere, with special reference to Section 5 o: 
Chapter V (see page 150)* In the old metrics (Vedic, etc*) we 
find variation of rhythm effected by substituting one short 
syllable for one long one, or vice versa, in certain positions*
V̂ e are here probably close enough (for historical reasons* commol
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origin of certain Indo-European metres?) to Greek rhythms to 
suggest some resemblance between, say, iambic rhythm and the 
commonest opening rhythm of the Vedic tristubh* Already, how
ever, there is present in the old Indian metre the germ of the 
new metrics based on the exact quantitative opposition of two 
short syllables to one long one* The component parts of the 
second form of the Vedic metre separated by the caesura suggest 
at once, and especially when compared with the fpentadf or 
viraja , the new metrics* —  — What is even more remark-v 9 (yj)
able here is the suggestion of the actual ganacchandas unit*/^—/ 

u/ x 8 (even the strophe of 8 units is of the same length - 4 
tutthubha pa das each of 2 units)* How do we apply Greek theory 
in describing the relationship between these two Indian metres, 
so different yet in this analysis apparently so similar?

The Vedic tristubh may have had a common origin with 
similar ancient Persian, Greek and other Indo-European metres, 
but already it is an Indian metre, e characteristically Indian 
metre with the whole of Indian metrics implicit in it and, if we 
may add a subjective argument, having the essentially Indian ring 
of the verses describing Indrafs exploits* We cannot say whethe: 
in the hypothetical Indo-European metrics an •iambic9 or other 
rhythm of which Greek preserves the archaic quality existed, or 
whether as in Chinese metrics only the number of syllables was



significant (together* with their grouping in *feet* or lines of 
four or some other number of syllables anti of multiples of such 
units) * In the earliest Indian metrics we find a certain * -■ •. 
interplay of quantities of which the lotas theory cannot give an 
adequate description-#. In the tristubh we find already in this 
earliest stage the germ of the* new metrics {which'will inolu.de .- 
in its development Classical Sanskrit metrics and Apabhram&a 
metrics) of exact quantitative oppositions#. In Greek metrics 
a system' of inexact quantitative oppositions* with the ictus* 
developed# In the newer Indian metrics we find the system of 

oppositions with* in the mualc&l metres* the new ictus- 
(which may fall on a long or a short syllable) derived from the- 
music# In the older Indian metrics we have apparently an 
inexact* perhaps originally non^quantitative* system developing 
towards the exact system* with no rictus in the Greek sense or 
in -the later Indian sense# In gajmoohandas we have a clear* 
exact* muaioal structure! isochronous with  ̂« In the 
tutthubha* even in Fall* it is most unlikely that a division 
of the pa&a* ±l— —  A>— would yield four unite of
exactly equal length* although the opposition of the pair of 
short syllables to the other syllables of the pMa*_ mid also 
to the other form of the pada with this pair interchanged with.." 
the (long) fifth syllable* does Indicate the exact ̂  /—  «

The tutthubha derives its character not from the units
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from which the pa da may be built up, as does a musical metre 
(or a Greek metre), but from the pada as a whole. This 
character it retains, in a modified form, in the classical 
upajati. It is to be combination of this indivisible pada !
system with the musical character of the new rhythms that the 
fixed classical metres owe their wonderful diversity. Only the 
tutthubha retained the pada as its unit throughout the Early 
r.iiddle Indian Period, when all the other metres show the uneven 
structure of padayugas of two unequal pa das and the musical 
; etres the new unit, the g&na. This was its very important role 
in that period, and I believe that we should interpret its 
rhythmic structure, including its suddenly •advanced1 appearance 
as found in our texts, in this light. .

Edgerton and Oldenberg reached the folio wing conclusions 
concerning the later development of the tristubhi

The MahSbharata tristubh lies in two clearly dlstinguls* 
hed strata, apparently belonging to two different periods of 
composition. The older stratum, found for instance throughout 
the SabhS-parvan (II), shows the continuation of the tendencies 
of the Brahmax>a period, together with the special feature of 
hypermetric pSdas. It should be noted further that jagatl padas 
frequently alternate with tristubh p§das within the strophe.
There are three types of hypermetre, that produced by adding a 
seven syllable break plus cadence (as in t e first Vedic type 
given above) to a five syllable opening (second type) being by

far the commonest. The other types are produced by resolution



'at the fifth after the (early) caesura and by resolution at the 
first* which however is extremely rare in the .Epic. To the 
same stratum appear to belong* besides the Bhagavadgxta and many 
other parte of the Epic, the later Bpanisads such as the Khtha 
and ikfetaavatara and perhaps the B&udh&y&na and ¥asl^tha 
nharm&siltr&s* ' It would appear that the Canonical flail tuti- 
hubha is associated with this same stratum/ although the 
-proportions of the various structures are rather different. •
The Arclhamagaclhx metre resembles the pall* but is rather more 
regular.

The later stratum in the Epic* found for instance 
throughout the Virat&^parvan (XV*)* shows the pure tap&jdtl type 
without -Mixture of tristubh and jagatx pad&s and without hyper* 
metres.# licence* even* may be used to obtain the ‘fixed upajati 
scheme# Many other sections of the .Great Epic and the entire 
i'iamlyuria conform to this type*

The tristubh In Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit* for instance • 
in the *SaddharmapundarIka* conforms .to the upajati -type except 
for the occurrence of mixed tristubh and 'jagabl and of hyper- 

. metres by resolution at the first* f o u r t h a n d  fifth syllables
(1)»*.*!•©*tfc© freer tutthubha of the majority .of the texts. Xa

survey of BHS tristubh forma.
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(as in the upaj&tl type* there is no evidence for a caesura)*
As to its chronological posltlony Edgerton says no more than 
that it may derive from the metrics of the ‘'original Prakrit" 
dialect of the Buddhist Canon. We may suggest that the EHS 
tristubh represents a transition phase between the older Epic 
(or the Pali) metre and that of the later Epic.

Oldenberg relies on the evidence of the anutthubha 
(see Chapter VII) to demonstrate that the Pali Canon is older 
than the Great Epict and would regard the apparent lateness1 
of the form of the Pali tutthubha as perhaps a local development 
in Eastern India. We must look for a more convincing explanat
ion by developing our theories of the evolution of the metre in 
the light of Edgertonfs results.

2. The types of tutthubha found in the Canon are as
follows I

Caeeura at fourth
--
u u --

breaks ( —  u —{ ^ w v 
(  u

(I)...He would perhaps revise this statement today in the light 
of his investigation of Buddhist dialects in BHSO. If the 
Buddhists did not use a special dialect it is unlikely that they 
used a special metrics (i.e. one peculiar to themselves and not 
whatever was current in the countries where they were active)•
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S&g&v

( (hypermetre 5 + 7) 
(hypermetre 5 + 7)

breaks (
— , —  (hypermetre 5 + 7)
u ,u u (frequently > —  f o u )—  — u

caesura at sixth and/or third
—

breaks (( - u , _
Caesura at third and/or seventh (Bn 239a?)

(alternatively these lasttwo classes have been described 
as having no caesura)
Oldenberg also g i v e s  a n d    without caesura) •

gEeniHBI
H  —  o —  (— ) the only common opening in all the above

—  very rare (break — ^  )
  very rare (breaks — <->— )

   extremely rare (Sn 214a)
— uu o extremely rare (Sn 243,247,252)

gypeymetres
Besides the 5 + 7  types above, any form may 

have resolution of the first syllable* In the commonest forms,
with break ~ u u  t we may have resolution at the fifth so that 
the break becomes • Resolution at the fourth, as found
in BBS, does not seem to occur in Pali.

The break X- —  is extremely rare (Smith ignores

types
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in his classification,1161*4) and should perhaps always 

he corrected (e#g* Bn 177 h, 211 o and 239 b > — 214a?)*
But of, u above#

All'these'types, it appeara, may Occur either as 
tutthubha proper or as jagatl {which, -for instance* shows the 
hypemetre 5 + 8, and so on)# it was not possible within the a 
scope of the present study, which was devoted mainly to the new 
metres,'• to take tip the question of the differences between the 
two metres, as has been done in the case of opacchandasaha and 
veti.ilya> The results might 'be - no leas interestingf as the too 
metres separated out from more or lees indiscriminate mixing 
into the. classical-''Upaalti-an^-”Vai|isatthai which are found in the' 
latest Canonical texts* - we mi^ht find, that- although in these too

i

classical metres there ia no superficial difference other than 
■.the cadence (but we do feel a difference in reading them,since 
■ the vamsattha cadence rhythm is reflected in the ,opening, for 
instance), In the development of other fixed metres, auch as the • 
ruolrft, the interplay of cadence and 'opening visibly played a 
part, ; ; - ; .

As Oldenberg has. pointed out (I'd 1915 "p,*;B16) there is : v 
a strong predominance .of the break -uy regardless'of the caesura,; 
in other words a strong anticipation of the ■C'idBsiCal upaJati 
form* • The opening also is • •normal* ) in the great oâ orltjs
of cases* As he says* however* (p*516) it- is. i|dpp0aible to . -
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believe that Sn and Dh are younger than the Bhagavadgita, and 
we must rely on the vatta evidence, which shows that the Pali 
texts are earlier* Although there is a smaller percentage of 
non-upajati forms in our texts than in the earlier Epic samples, 
we may point out that there is on the other hand a wider range 
of different structures*

The following table shows tutthubha structure in some 
of the texts t
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Atthaka- Devata- Muni- Khagga- Dhamma-
vagga (0) aamyutta sutta visfina- pada

Break (0) sutta (Faushdll)

—  o u 112 26 12 27(68)
L>U-- 5 6 4 . 3
— • u — 12 3 3 5
V  O 2 17
----v 7 2

(-viraja)

. U U  

—

Total —
Total up.-vams 

Total

167 33
) No figures 
) given w

12(20) 43

- |U- 5 3 3 1?u , u 25 9 3?—  —  o 3
—  f — 1(2)
—  V If)'-' 100 36 137 28—  u (f>— 3 1 17
---(JO ̂ 1?

14 j

Caesura
not
recorded 
by F.

379
359
446

95
86
117

37(45) 98(139) 107
31(39) 88(129)
53(61) 123(164) 143

Openings 
other than 

i L-u- (-)

O  —  — 1
^ 3 2 1 3

-- U  V 1
--  U  -- 7 4 4

'■ —  — - 10 5 5 1
--  v_;------ 2 1

— ------ 1 1
--  i U-- U -- 1

(1)...Oldenberg states merely that in the 5 + 7 the break— 
predominates, which he regards as a sign of antiquity#
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Initial resolution occurs about 60 times in the approximate

ly 1600 tufthubha padas of Sn (after allowing, of course, for 
the illusory cases with svarabhakti vowels which do not make 
extra syllables) • There is no restriction on the words which 
may fill this position#

3# In order to reconstruct the history of the tutthubha in 
our period we must understand the relationship between the Pali 
and Epic (and BKS) forms of the metre# Despite the predominance 
of the upajati rhythm which gives it a classical, late appearance, 
we can find marks of antiquity in the Pali metre which confirm 
our previous conclusion that most of the Pali Canon is older than 
the extant Epic# In the period of the origin and development 
of mattSchandas the initial alternation —  would be very popular, 
whilst in the period of the establishment of the fixed metres 
in their classical forms, when the time matt&chandas had been 
replaced by the fixed metres such as aparavatta and the classic
al vetsilya, it would be natural to discard such a usage#

Now it is precisely in the Pali tutthubha that we find 
frequent initial resolution, which is very rare in the Epic# On 
the other hand, resolution at the fifth is more common in the 
Epic, whereas in Pali it is extremely rare# In this case the 
resolution was evidently connected not with mattSchandas but with 
the development of the classical fixed metres such as rucira#
In BHS also resolution at the fifth is commoner, and here too we
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are on the threshold of classical metrics# In the earlier 
phases, during which the caesura might fall after the fourth and 
the fifth syllable be then regularly short, such internal 
resolution would have destroyed the structure of the metre, and 
it seems clear that the establishment of approximate upaj&ti 
rhythm with the fifth syllable almost invariably long was the 
essential prerequisite for resolution at the fifth# The 6 + 7  
hypermetre was a union of two familiar components and did not 
require such abasia, whilst the initial resolution not only does 
not result in the rhythmic confusion which would follow internal 
resolution in the earlier phases but was probably catalysed by 
parallelism with the second half of the pada in the regular form 
with caesura after the fifth and by parallelism with the virajai

x 2 (virSJa)// ou — ^ ^ x 2 (initial resolution)# This
initial resolution is likely to have been the first manifestat
ion of the transition to the new metrics of exact quantitative 
oppositions#

The possibility of some geographical differentiation, 
suggested by Oldenberg, cannot be entirely ruled out, although, 
as we have said in the Introduction (p#14), Aryan-speaking India 
must be regarded as developing as a fundamentally homogeneous 
cultural unit and local variations (which are nevertheless of 
great importance and interest) must be seen as secondary# We 
might thus conclude that matt5chandas and initial resolution was 
an Eastern development, remembering that the vetailya was also 
called fmggadhik3lor fm5gadhlf (Jacobi ZDMG 1884 p#593), and
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suggest that as the new technique radiated to Western India it 
underwent modification into the fixed forms such as aparavatta 
and classical vetallya, initial resolution in the tutthubha not 
finding favour in the West, or at any rate in the North-West# 
Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit and then the B&m&yana would show the 
further development in the East, Yfoilst the MahfibhSrata would 
show the development in the North-West immediately following the 
BrShmana and Upanisad stages# The ArdharaSgadhi literature would 
be an additional illustration of Eastern developments in the 
Pali period#

Such divisions, however, seem too sharp and artificial, 
since we know that the Pali literature at any rate was not 
confined to the East, and the BHS literature may be largely of 
North-Western origin. Even if the new developments we have 
studied originated in Hagadha, they spread so rapidly to the 
other regions that it seems impossible to distinguish the time- 
lag in the West before they were adopted there# It is unlikely 
that such a lag would amount to as much as fifty years, and our 
chronology may never be able to mark off such short periods with 
any certainty.

It seems certain that the verse parts of the Pali Canon 
represent quite a long period of composition, overlapping some 
of the other literature to which we have referred# Whereas the 
old tutthubha verses we have studied here tire certainly pre-BHS, 
we find on the other hand the prototypes of classical upajatl and
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vaipeattha in a minority of la tor Canonical t ®%%b9 alongside other 
proto^&Mdiar&cchandas.* fliese may be later than the earliest 
SIS texts and later ‘than the older stratum of the Spio#
Although all the stages in the evolution tutthubha - upajafi are 
not yet clear, we can see the approximate interrelations of the. 
various texts to which m  have referred, and the process of 
limitation of the metro to itE classical forms fe the context of 
the rise of the new metres# In the' next chapter we shall 
describe these fixed classical forms and note the contribution of 
the tutthubha to the establishment of the OCIilseical metrics., in 
which upajlti and varieattha were especially favoured as elevated

I

narrative metres* t



CHAPTER IX 
Akkharacchandae

1. We have already noted! especially in studying 
mattachandas, the origin In our literature of some of the fixed 
syllabic metres which later played a predominant role in the 

Classical literature* The Pall Canon uses as many different 
metres as such a mahakavya as the £>idupalavadha, and we propose
here to attempt a complete survey of the fixed* or at any rate

!fixescent, metres to finish our survey of Pali metres found in 
the Canon* G W  We may follow the usual classification into sama- 
vuttas, addhasamavutLas and visamavuttas.

Samavuttas
No* of 
syllables 
in pada

6 o o u  n  x 4 (metre of ThI381f not named)
10 { w — u— x 4 (metre of SI 14f not named)( ----------- —  u i x 4  upa^thita 1

(iy***0nly those which occur as completestropkes are given, thus 
the •meghavit&na1 pSda J nip&ta VII verse 149 a is not classifi
able as illustrating the meghavitana metre, although it shows th< 
origin from mattfichandas of the independent meghavitana metre*
An attempt to list all such anticipations would probably not go 
beyond Smith's 3d Index, to which the reader is referred for thli 
supplementary information,

- 286 -
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( —  ̂v> —  ̂  vj —  uu —  x 4 dodhaka

H  ( jxl — ^ ----^ w —  u —  ̂  x  4 upajfiti (or 1jati*)
( — c —  —  w ^ _ x 4  rathoddhatfi
( ^  —  u ---- ^ —  ̂ - u i i x  4 vaiji8at*ym (or •upajati1)

12 ( —  —  u —  w ^ o —  ̂ o^ix 4 pamitakkhara
VJ Vj VJ VJ  iix 4 (metre of Th I HI)

1Q ( n  —  x 4 rue Ira v( y - u - . - juuuy -u-.iix4 •Snandajfita• (D

Addha sama vu ttas

upatt-
hita-
ppacu-
pita

vjvj—-uvj— vjvj —  — uu —  oc/—-«̂>o — 2 vcgavatl
—   —  ̂ /- --- ---i! x 2 Bvagatauu»-*v>o«_« —  vj — uuvju■— ou—-o — v j 2 aparavatta' '
U V j U U O U    VJ —  v j  —  U U U U    U  VJ   VJ -—  VJ   y _  X 2 pupphitagga

Y i m u m i m i
——  — —  — —  U U  VJ —  O  — - vjvj—  — y V J V J  —  o y o o  —  VJ —  VJ   — - f
VJ VJ VJ VJ V J .V J V J V J — / vj vj v» u VJ VJ VJ *  VJ VJ VJ — ■» VJ VJ -- x 1 upatthitappacupita

   —  VJ VJ V J    VJ U U  - y  VJ VJ — *  VJ VJ VJVJ   V J  V J  y

VJ V J  VJ V JV J ,, v JV J V J — |  v j v j  V JV J v j  ,  V J V J  V J — / u u u u u u U j  V J V J V J — V J V J —  X  1
vaddhamana

 ---------------VJVJ —  VJ  VJ   VJVJ------- y  VJ VJ -—  VJ VJ VJ VJ    VJ   v j      y

 -  u-u~/uov<uuuu f uvj o - vju -y. x 1 suddhavirfijosabha
l j v j  —  v j  •—  O  VJ VJ —-  Y  VJ V^) VJ VJ VJ  V J  V J  /

  V JV JV J  V J V J V J  V JV J—  / w v j  —  O  —  V J U V J - V /  — u i i  X  X UggatS
a g g a t 5  (  U U  ~  V J ----- VJ VJ VJ —- u u u u u  -----  VJ   VJ  * ^

u  o  v> vj v j  vJ CJ v j   V ) v» — ■ y  VJ VJ —  v j  —  v j v j v j  —  o  —  v j  u  1  l a l l t a

VJ U  -—  VJ— V J U U —  v y  VJ VJ V J V J V J  ------  VJ ------  VJ ----- - y

—  v j — v j  v j v j— v j v j— / ^ j u — v j — u v j c j - v j — v - i ^  x X sorabhaka

n r :  • This name la suggested for the metre of the introductio 
(a Xate addition) to the N&X&kasutta (Sn679ff), where it is 
mixed with vamsattha strophes, from the first word of the su 
••Snandajate tidasagane patlte • • •" The metre occurs aXso in 
three BHS textsi Mv II 293*397, LaX.229-234, Sikf.89-90 and 
297*308 (ElBHSG 8, HSi DP X8).
(2)•••It is not certain that this metre occurs independently 
the Canon* The only example seems to be J IV 443 (XV 190), 
tag verse which may be commentstoriaI«
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It must be noted that a certain fluidity of structure 

prevails in most, and perhaps in all, of these metres, which are 
still in process of crystallization out of the mattachandas >  
ganacchandas system in which matta and gana equivalents were 
substituted for one another fairly freely* Two shorts may ofter 
be substituted for a long, especially initially (as even in the 
old vatta and tutthubha), and in several of the metres the init
ial syllable is aneeps (the upaj&ti, for instance, does not yet 
appear to be further divisible into indava j irfi and upendavajira) < 

2,We have already discussed the origin of the pupphltagga 
(pp. 144-5 & 166), the aparava tta (pp. 144 & 165 ff), the vega- 
vatl (pp.178 ff), Ithe rathoddhata (p.178), the dodhaka (p.178) 
and the svSgatfi (pp.178 ff) • This disposes of the addhasama-
vuttas, which developed from mattfichandas.

Upajati and vaipsattha are the fixed forms of tutthubha
and jagatl to which these metres became limited during our
period. In some of the later Canonical texts we find these
metres very nearly in their strict classical form, e.g.t upajati
Th I 776 ff *M II 72-4; v a m s a t D  III 147 ff, 156 ff, 161 f,
165 and Bv I 1 ff. (with occasional rucira pfidast in the Lakkha-
nasutta rucira is used separately). The rucira is simply vaiji-
saVtha with the fifth syllable regularly resolved, we see its
origin in the texts just mentioned (Bv and D III).d) The finan-
dajSta originated in a very similar way, through the r* gularly
resolved sixth in the 5 + 7 hypermetric tut'^hubha.
(l)...See also J II 269-70. On p.220 of the same volume we find 
a pada 5 + 8 with resolved sixth (ef.anandaJ5ta) - 14 syllables.
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Let us now consider the group of metres clearly related to 

ganacchandas, in which the •woodpigeon1 rhythm appears*

made up to 4 full ganas by completing the fourth gana, but with 
the rhythm of the third gana, not the second. It thus resembles 
such Apabhramha metres as the pajjha^ikd, and also the matta- 
samaka or ariyaglti type of ancient metre with a full strophe of 
64 mattfi. Note the initial alternation (in the classical metre 
the initial long is not found) t

The uggatS can be understood only by analysis into segments 
of the 8 matta •caturasra1 rhythm. Jacobi (ZE8&G 1889, 464 ff.) 
saw the ganacchandas origin of the metre, but apparently he was 
baffled by the number of gaiias forming the strophe (14^) and could 
see no reason for this curious length. Nevertheless he noted 
the regular alternation of the two basic types of gana rhythm.
In fact the structure is clear and natural when measured by the 
tfila:

vjij — / o  —  o  /  u o  —  / v j  ^ v j o v j  /  u o —  / v j - — vj /  —  ^  ^ u / u u  —  / v j v j  —  / ^  uv> —  /  u —  0 /

The pamitakkhara^Uis evidently derived from a ganacchandas pada

ŷ  —  / v>— vj /o vj — / ovj —  x 4

1 2 3
j i J I 6

i l
7 8

(1)•..Found in the Lakichanasutta, D III 169 f, 172 ff.

j
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eight 1 bars9 of 8 matta 

(the apostrophes indicate the p&da Junctions),
* * • i -5 •

For the second half of the fifth bar compare the 
fourth gana of the pamltakkharfi, and notice that this is the 
only bar the end of which coincides with the end of a p5da and 
is marked by a caesura. From the position of the end of the 
first pada, which coincides with the secondary caesura required 
by the gana when equivalent to , we connect this
metre with the old glti vipuls (first pfida ending with the first 
syllable of the fourth gana). The curious variations in the 
fourth bar (the seventh gana again resembles some forms of the 
glti fourth gana, with the pSda junction, but in the odd positi
on), with caesura and end of the second pSda after its first 
Syllable and the remainder of the bar subject to the variations 
lalita and sorabhaka, can be explained only by parallelism with 
the eighth bart we are here at the end of the first pSdayuga, 
but whereas the second pSdayuga ends with a bar containing Just 
the one syllable and a •rest9, in the first the bar is filled up 
with the usual rhythm. At this point, however, before the final 
return to the strict opening rhythm in the last pada, the strophe 
is diversified by variations within the rhythm of the tala, 
leading to a kind of break at the end of the fifth bar which, as 
we have noted, ends like a pamitakkhara pada. Evidently the 
basic structure of the strophe is as follows. We begin with
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the main rhythm, like a *dhruva* (modern •sthfiyl9) in musical 
form* .this pada may thus be called the •dhruva*. The rhythm 
is then varied increasingly up to the break at the end of the 
third pada, which contrasts strongly with the first; this 
section resembles the •Sbhoga1 in musical form Finally the 
dhruva is repeated or 1 recapitulated1 to close the strophe, 
again as in m u s i c . ^  This structure is the prototype of the 
medieval tSlavuttas of Apabhram^a and the Ilodem languages. It 
seems to have been inspired by the tendency to •ternary1 form 
which appears to be inherent in Indian and European music alike. 
The comparativists might find it interesting and instructive to 
compare the history of sonata form with that of the p&da*

Only the upatthitappacupita is equal in complexity to 
the uggata, even the Classical Sanskrit poets not having employed 
a more elaborate metre, although they used p&das of much greater 
length than those of Pali. This metre, however, again belongs 
th the strictly musical and •deil1 tradition which led to the 
Apabhramia pada, where we see its true continuation and a further 
elaboration of strophe structure. It doea not appear to have 
been used in Classical Sanskrit literature after A4vagho$a 
(Saundarananda II 64-5, where it is followed by the udgatS of 
sarga III), being replaced by the AardulavikrTdita, a samavrtta

(l)...cf.p.230 on the three padayugas of the Updlisutta gTtii
1 - dhruva, 2 has most freedom, 3 la most rigid.
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with the same opening ^  _ 0_ u* # * t

If we apply the caturasra tala to the upa^^hitappacu- 
pita we obtain this resultI

addedthe comparison with mixed mattffchandas mentioned on page 
182* We see in the first place that the original structure was 
that of the vet&llya - opacchandasaka strophe of Sni vet* +  op* 
x 2; the suddhavirSJosabha being the earliest form of upaVthi- 
tappacupita having a prior vetftllya for its third pSda* Next 
we see the rationalisation of the cadence rhythms previously 
observed in vegavatl and svSgatfi* in which the whole strophe is 
assimilated to a regular underlying measure* Hie metre was not 
assimilated completely to the ganacchandas t&la, and regained itc

—  /  / t  o —  / u  —  u/—  ^ o /  /j Kjyj/— u u / u u -  / v̂»—■ /  /  ̂

vetallya vegavatl opacchandasaka w
cadence semi

cadence
(second
cadence-
gana)

a
 / — / -  , 18 matta(s op.)

J

vet&llya semi
cadence
(first
cadence
gana)

to which we have
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mattachandas characteristics in the same way as the svagata did, 
but the caturasra rhythm appears in each pada (the secondary 
caesura in seems to be regular in the Pali examples^ in
so far as I have been able to scan them; it is not regularly 
observed by A^v&ghosa)#

We may thus describe the metre as more primitive than 
the uggata, and probably as a prototype for the special fpadaf 
characteristics of that metre, On the other hand it has 
certain definite talavutta characteristics, being even more 
advanced than uggata in some ways# Thus, as described by 
Pihgala (V 28* "ppthag adyam"), the first p3da, or dhruva, stands 
somewhat apart from the remainder of the strophe, having the full 
cadence# We then have far greater variations in the third pSda 
than has the uggat§ (notice that in both metres these variations 
occur in the third pSda only), which is limited within the frame
work of the 14^ gagas (note also thatPingala describes the 
recitation of uggatS as “ekatah” - in one piece in contrast to •» 
the "ppthag gdyam*1 of the upaVthitappacupita) • Thus whereas 
the normal upatthitappacupita third pSda contains only 10 matta, 
the suddhavirajosabha contains 14 and the vadclhamSna 20 (or 
perhaps 22 if, as seems likely, the first half of it is followed

(1)••#D III 159 f, 175-179. It is usually a 1concealed1 
caesura in a compound#
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by a pause of 2 matta) - or we may describe the vaddhamana as 
having an extra p&da.

The other details of the structure are not so clear#
There seems to be no particular reason why the first pfida should 
contain 22 mattS, and be formed by adding the vegavatl cadence 
to that of the vet51Iya with one syllable overlapping, whilst 
in the other pSdas the cadence ends where the original vet# or 
op# cadence ended# Some cause external to the metre must be 
soughts presumably in the musical setting# The first and 
second pSdas begin in parallel like posterior padasi this might 
be said to emphasize the re-opening or new beginning at the 
second pSda# The remaining padas apparently follow on without 
& break# The first two short syllables of the fourth pada 
combine with the final syllable of the third to make up one 
gana similar to the first half of the vega vat I cadence, the 
rhythm of the third pSda is then repeated in the fourth pada, 
but ends with the full vegavatl cadence# ̂  There is thus a 
kind of crescendo leading up to the end of the strophe, the 
succession of eight shorts being repeated two or three (vadd
hamana) times#

In the Pali upatthitappacupita there appears to be 
further flexibility of structure, such as the initial long 
permitted in the second pSda, and a more thorough analysis of

(1) i.e.part of the dhruva only* this too has parallels in 
the musical practice.
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the few strophes in the Lakkhanasutta should eventually enable 
us to work out the earlier usages in this metre. Unfortunately 
this task could not be carried out within the scope of the 
present study.

Four metres remain, all samavuttas. In Th I 381 we
have a single strophe of ---— x 4 (cf Smith in Sd 1170).
The last syllable is perhaps always short (two padas end with 
short vowels, the others with niggahlta), so that we could scan
as a kind of ganacchandas:----- ---/^foou/---- ... ( a strophe of
8 ganas). In the absence of further examples, however, we can 
do no more than speculate about the origin of this metre, it may 
even be a chance spontaneous outburst*

atihita vlhi 
khalagatS s&li 
na ca labhe pii><Jaip 
katham aha^ kassaqi

-it is a bhikkhu1s 
11 lament" attributed to the inspiration of Mara, the first verse 
of the Tekicchakanigatha, which continues (382-6) in an unusual 
form of ganacchandas (see Smith Sd 1164 and 1171 for an attempt 
to describe this). The poem is of great interest in that it 
is dated by the Commentaryi "ettha ca Bindusfiraranfto kale 
imassa therassa uppannatta tatiyasahgitiyaip im& gStha sanglta 
ti veditabbd" (Bhammapgla) • We have already been led (e.g.
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p.142) to associate the Moriyan period with perhaps the most 
important phase in the development of Pali metrics, and these 
possibly experimental verses fit in well with such a supposition; 
we may regret that they are not in one of the better known of 
the new metres, which might give us a more exact notion of the 
chronology of ganacchandas.

Also in Th I we find another single strophe in an 
unknown metre:

duppabbajjaip ve duradhivasa gehfi 
dhammo gambhlro duradhigamfi bhogfi 
kicchS vutti no itarltaren^va 
yuttam cintetum satatam aniccatanv'/Th I

111 (JentagStha)
(no variant readings recorded by Oldenberg; Siamese 

edition and Sinhalese edition, Colombo 1930, identical).^
- Smith gives

 as the scheme, evidently assuming •vuttl*,
•aniccatam1, • duradhivasa• and •itarltarena1 m.c., all of which 
are quite legitimate according to our findings on Pali usage, 
with the possible exception of the third, which, however, may 
have been influenced by •adhivasati1. The metre may have 
originated from the tu^thubha, except for the cadence, which may

(1).. .Compare, however, Dh 302 ab: "duppabbaj jajn durabhiramaip, 
duravSsS ghara dukhfi•"
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be related to ^anacchandasi • •. °/---/—  or to Th I 381 • We
may again suppose that this was a more or less experimental 
metre belonging to the period of the limitation of the tutthubha 
and the establishment of exact quantitative opposition, and 
perhaps the first in which long successions of longs and shorts 
were contrasted - a favourite expedient of Classical metrics.
The nearest Classical metres are panavat

  x 4 and asambSdhSt
— - x 4f either of which

may have been derived from our metre by the loss or addition of
two syllables.

In J I 125. 2 0 1  we find the upa^thita 1 (Sd 1169} not
to be confused with the upatthlta 2f Sd 1166, which is ^ —
   x 4) s

    ^ ̂  —  x 4
- it may be a

prototype of ujjala, harinaplutS or dutavllamblta. The origin 
of the cadence is not clear.

Finally we have the metre of SI 14 (2 strophes) t
—  o —  —  u —  w —  x 4

-this might be classified as a variety of tutthubha having 
only 10 syllables and the normal opening rhythm carried on throug
hout the pada. The effect was no doubt too monotonous to be
come popular in Indian metrics, although something like it
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' a( ° —  h —  ̂  ^—  x 4) la used in Hindi and it may be/popular and

persistent dance rhythm which occasionally infiltrated the 
domain of metrics*

3* To conclude this chapter we may state that all these 
Pali metres are at the very beginning of their development in
the context of the new metrical techniques, and that they are the
prototypes and forerunners of the magnificient repertoire of the 
Classical Sanskrit fixed metres* The development of such metres 
was made possible only by the establishment of the principle of 
exact quantitative opposition through the cultivation of the 
musical metres, and many of them bear traces of mattSChandaa and 
ganacchandas rhythms which in crystallized form became independ
ent metre s * ^  The tutthubha, but not the vatta, was assimilated 
to the new system in various forms, but the majority of the new 
metres originated from mattachandas and ganacchandas forms* In 
the early stages it was matt&chandas which gave rise to various 
akkharacchandasj in the later stages, and still more so in the 
post-Pali period, it was from ganacchandas that most new metres 
were derived* It may be suggested, however, as has already
been mooted in Chapter VIII (p*275), that the contribution of
the tutthubha to the new Classical metrics was the quatrain 
structure of four similar pSdas, as units of rhythmic structure,
■ —■■!■■■ mi      ■■■■■ ■ ■ mu  ..........................— —— — — — mrn̂m——— ■ i i m ■■■  — ■■■■■■

(1) • • *We have noted on p.237 the ganacchandas origin of the 
poetic associations of various types of rhythm in the Classical 
metrics*
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which it preserved in opposition to the assimilation of the 
pSda structure to a musical strophe subdivided into ganas in 
the musical metres* As was stated there, it is to the combinat
ion of these two opposed elements, the indivisible tutthubha 
pfida and the endless musical rhythms of the new metres, that 
the Classical Sanskrit metres owe their wonderful diversity and 
subtlety of rhythm*



fi JLiLiLkiL J=LliLg

The apparently simple task proposed for this study 
(tfso slight a task to any scholar with leisure that we may fairly 
expect it to be accomplished before long1' - Rhys Davids in 1903,
D II P'Viii) turned out to be in fact a major research project 
too great to be completed within the scope of a thesis* There 
are far more verses in the Pali Canon than Rhys Davids reckoned 
in 1903, and only a small fraction (selected as the most import
ant and most typical) of them have been scanned for this work*
In order to achieve even this we were led far afield into resear
ch on the language, on related Indo-Aryan dialects and their 
metrics, on Indian Music, and not least on the general problem 
of the nature of rhythm in poetry (cf• Kiihaau T-J-F pp*v-x and 
1-18)* This study is therefore no more than a preliminary out
line in which we have tried to present and settle the main 
problems of Pali Metre, leaving the fuller working out of the 
usages in the various texts to future research* Only the 
chapter on mattachandas, which was considered to be of the 
greatest importance (the first new metre), comes anywhere near 
completeness as a survey of its subject, whilst that on the

- 300 -
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tutthubha is a mere sketch to prepare for the task of scanning
hundreds more verses in this metre and describing its usage in

*

detail.
On the other hand I believe we have gained inestimably 

from being side-tracked in carrying out Rhys Davids1 project by 
a host of interesting questions which could not have been fore
seen by him. The work became a historical project. Only as a 
phase - as it turns out, perhaps the most decisive phase - in the 
general history of the Indd-Aryan languages and their literature
can Pali Metre be understood. The problems accordingly acquire' j . :• „ .■ ;
much wider interest than they possessed as obscure questions 
concerning a single somewhat remote dialect. If the problems 
of the most decisive phase of the transition to Middle and 
Modern Indian and the new metrics can be solved, then a fuller 
understanding and appreciation of Sanskrit, Apabhrai^af Ardha- 
mSgadhl and nahara^trl poetry will follow. Even the study of 
Hindi, Gujarati, Urdu and other other modern languages may gain, 
although they have the advantage of living traditions. The 
most important conclusions to draw in this connection concern 
the origin of the new metres and their strictly musical organi
zation from ganacchandas onwards, including their close conform
ity to musical forms and conventions (the dhruva - abhoga - 
dhruva system of ternary form superseding the addhasama structure
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even whilst maintaining the four pSda strophe; the syncopated 
coda, etc.). At the same time we note the musical rhythmic 
basis of the Classical varnavrttas, despite the maintenance of 
the strict four pSda metrical form and of the pSda as the unit in 
opposition to the gana organization of the musical metres.

It follows naturally from this historical analysis of 
the metres that we should hope to be able to arrange our texts 
in chronological order, using a criterion more objective than 
any proposed hitherto. A brief summary of the chronological 
results of our study is given below. The analysis of texts 
according to the proportion of long to short syllables might be 
used with success on the prose texts, which were as much subject 
to the changing language-rhythm as the verse, to enable us to 
relate them also to our chronological framework.

In Chapter V (pp.192-3) we arrived at a division of some 
of the Canonical texts into five periods of composition, on the 
basis of the development of matt&chandas. Let us try to 
combine the r esults obtained in the other chapters with this 
division!
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approx.
date

300 B .C.(

Uorlyan
Period

200 B«C«

100 B.C.

Matti-
chandas

(o)

(i) Sn 1-34, 
83-90, 
359-375. 
Most of J

Gana- Vatta Tutthu- 
cchandae bha

earliest
Sn(65%)
(& earl
iest Tli 
II)Culavagga .
(72%) Most of 

most of Sn? 
Uragavagga

cL
UahSvagga(77-8%)
(Katha)

Akkhara- 
cchandas

Sn,M

Dh(80%), 
later Sn 
& Th II 
(-83%)

(la) Dh, U
Part of J 
(AXt SQyaga<Jam)

(ii) Sn vega- *Th II,J. 
vatl poem?
Th II 
Part of 
Th I.
S I.

(ila) Lakkhapa Lakkhapa Latest 
Part of II
W .  (885)

Monleutta?
(Early
Epic?)

S I?
Part of 
S I,Th I

Part of Part of 
J &  H. J A M  
Sn 679-98 Sn679-98 
Lakkhana Lakkhapa

Bv

(ill) Most of 
W .
PV,A,C.

(Epic
average
87-8S7
(Ramayana) (Late 

Epic)

Bv

(BHS J
Hahfi-
vastu)
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The Atthaka and Parayana are omitted! according to 

Oldenberg^ figures the Atthaka tutthubha is 85& upaj5ti-rhythm, 
which would make it later than SI (81&), whereas we have 
suggested that the vatta of these vaggas is extremely old. The 
problem of these texts remains, but I consider it certain that 
they cover a very wide range of time. The A^^haka may be much 
later than the ParSyana (it includes the Tuvatakasutta in glti)s 
whilst the A^^haka is almost entirely in tutthubha, the Pfir&yana 
contains a good many vattas, although these are mainly in the 
frame story. A careful comparison with the metres of the 
BrShmana literature might settle this difficulty.

We shall not here attempt to draw detailed conclusions 
about the development of Buddhist doctrine, although we may 
make one or two observations which indicate the changes in some 
aspects of it. Thus we may contrast the Buddha legend of the 
very early vatta texts of Sn (405-424, 425-449) with the elabo
rate contents of the Lakkhana or Bv, or the admonitions of Sn 
699-723 with those of Sn724-764. With the earlier group we may 
compare Sn83-90 and 359-375, whilst in the later period we have 
the dramatic episodes of SI, the stories of the last three Th II 
poems, and later still the theory of kamma as illustrated in Vv 
and Pv. Of great importance are the verses attributed to 
disciples and later monks! Th I seems to cover a long period of 
development and many different techniques of composition, some of 
them dated by the Commentary.
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The Pali Canon grew from a collection of simple, direct 

poems ( and no doubt also prose narratives of the Brahmans type, 
which perhaps preponderated) characterized by a forceful, rather 
abrupt diction, to a greatly enlarged chre stoma thy of literary 
compositions of all types, in which the direct style had been 
superseded by every kind of theoretical argument and calculated 
aesthetic manoeuvre. The religion growing in popularity 
attracted the best philosopher* and poets of India to give it 
a literature superior to those of its rivals* Its character, 
however, was thereby changed to a complex, learned system, the 
best aspects of which were not so much the content of the 
literature as the beauties of its presentation! highly developed 
metrics and poetics. Finally it grew still further, and be
came imposing in mere slzei in the Abhidhamma the implications 
of the philosophy were worked out to the last theoretical permu
tation, in the Vinaya a corresponding elaboration of rules and 
regulations took place, whilst in the more fpopular9 section of 
the Canon the laity were provided with endless legends In which 
creation had been superseded by repetition, and the quest for 
enlightenment by superstition and pietism.
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Index of Pali and Related Words Discussed

-a < -o B.o. 104
-a > -o m.c* 106
-am> -am 63»70 
akaramhasa 104 
akariyam 43 
agara 98 
aggi 46 
ac5ri 97 
accupati 112 
acchariya/acchera 41 
acohodi 106 
ajjhavasati 62 
aftenS. 110 
addhake 106 
atari 97 
atitariya 41 
atuliya 41 
addhabhavati 62 
adhivasati 296 
anariya 42 
anfinukptya 107 
ananugiddha 108 
an&nupassi 108 
ananuputtha 108 
ananuyfiyi 108 
ananuruddha 108 
ananuloma 108 
ananuvajja 108 
andpara 109 
an&vara 109 
aniocataip 296 
anltiha 108 
anu>&nu 107f#» 110 anupariyagA 41 
anubriihaye 49f • 
anusayitaip. 113 
anussavane 106 
anudaka 108 
anilpama 108 
anUpaya 108 
antakiriyaya 41 
anveti 38,44 
apaccisam 110
-apo-/-o-47 abravi 50 
abravum 50
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amatatala/amatam tala 98 
—aya—/—3— 46 -aya-/-e- 45f 
-ayi-/-e- 46 
ayya 46 
-ayu-/-o-47 
arahati 37,41,43,45 
ariya 39,42,46
-ava-/ -o- 47 
avakiriyati 41
-avS-/-fi- 47
-avi-/-e- 47
avijja 106

-a- in sandhi 51 
-3/-fiyo (plural) 97
akidcanaip 109 acariya 34,40,46,95 
aoera 40,46,95
atum&nam 42
anubodhim 111
-Sya-/-fi- 46 
-ayi-/-I- 47 -ayi-/-e- 46
-3va-/-o-47 

i/e 52
i > e b .c . 106 
-iasuZ-isum 55,97
itarltarena 296 
iti 57 f., 65 -ito 96 
idani 57 
idham 104,113 
-inam 96
-iya-/-i- 46 
-iya-/ -e-46 
irina 98 
iriya 41 
iva 57 f.
-isu 86,96 
issariya 44
-ihi 86,96

u- 60f udaka 47
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-unam 96 
-uni 96 
-upa-/-u- 47 
upayfina/upayana 99 
-uri-/-o- 47
—usu 86,96 
-uhi 96

upanissaya 111 
ubhayam 111

• 32,34ff•, 51f.,68f.,107 -©- > -i- a.c. 109
-e 36
•4 m.c. 105 
em 76,112 
ekacariya 40 
ettha 34 
-eyy- 36,51 
elamuga/elaxaukha 98 
Sva 36 
evaqi 76,112 
*80 112

6 32,34ff51, 6 8 f . ,  107,236 -0 36,236
oka 47
okamokata 104 
okkantSmaoi 104 
o%^ho 34 
-oya-/-o- 47

-ka 99 
kadariya 44 
kar-97 kaylra- 40 
karlya- 43
karl8aatl/karihiti 87 
kasira/kiccha 46 
KStiy&na/KaooSna/KacoSyana 46 
kSviya/kflveyya/kabba/kabya/kavya 46 
kimadhlkaraj^a 108 
kilesa 38,42

khalu/kho 47 
khli^avyappatho 50
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gacchissasi/gacchlsi 48
gajihati 97
garaha- 41
garah&sl 109
gini 38,42,46
gimhisu 109
gehe 35
-ggh- 51,58

ca 102,104,106 
caranavfi 41 
carato 44 
carahl 43 
-cariya 40
clticlt&yati/oiccl^ayati 47 
cirappavaelB 61 
cetiya/cetya 32, 40 f.

ch/cch 52 
ohamft 106

jaylssatl/jessati 95
jaleti 97
janatl 97
jin&ti 97
-jiviifi 112
jlvato 110
jutlmant 108juhve 86
jdjuvub 86

hanena 112 
xieva 63 -6ft- 51,58

thapeti 97

taip, etc. 62f. 
tatlya 112 
tato 227 
tatra 50 
tatr&yaqi 65 
tathSgataasa 226 
tayl 104 
tavayidasp 53 
tasii^l/tanhfi 46
ti.57, 65 -tl 102 f., 106
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tikhlpa/tlkkha 46 
tuam/tvam/tuvam 36f#44t51 
turiya 41
tulya/tuliya 40f, 46
-ty-51
-tr-50
-tv- 48f,51
-tva 104
-thft 102f 
therlke 108
dakkhisaqi 109 
da^ha 40,52 
dassaip/dass&mi 97 
da— 86
dlsva/datthu 97 
dlyante 110 
du- 60f 
dukhan 110 
dutlya 112 
duradhlvasa 296 
-dv- 48f, 51 
dvi-/du- 48 
dve/duve 44,51
dhammacariya 40 
dhitlmant 108
na 102,104 
-na 99 
nayldha 53 
n(a)h&taka 43,50 
nah&takassa 226 
n(a)haru 43 
ni- 60f. 
nikkhameti 97 
nidoao 110 
nimesa/nlmisa 98 
-ni 96 
-nh- 48, 50
pa-58
pakSseai/pakasayl 97 
pakkaml 97 
pago-62 
paccanika 109 
pathavl 44
padisaanti/padiasare 97
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paduma/p&dma 38,43,95 
payirudahasi 65 
payirupftsati 40 
payuttaqi 207 paribbasano 109 
pariyanta 41 
pariy&ya 41 
pariyesanam 41 
parosah&ssaip. 62 
pavisissami/pavlsa&mi 48
pas&riyam 44 
p&to- 62 
panudl 103
papulati 42
purafto 109 
purlndadas8a 226 
purlsa/posa 47
peyySLla 11, 41
-pp-(cpr) 49 
ppajjahe 109 
-pr- 49f

baqihana/bramafta/etc« 49f
bavhfibadho 65
bbayo 104
-br- 48f
bravlti 49
braha 49
brahmacariya 40
brahma 49
br&hmaaa 49fbrS- 50
brOhi 50
brOheti 49

bharabhara/babbhara 47 
bhariya 43
bhavissatl/hessati/bhavihiti 95,236

m/w 38,63?•, 68 ff., 107
aaccbariya/macchera 41
matlmant 108 
mama 35 
mahlsa 99 -mahe/-mhe 47 
mStiya/macca 46, 95
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mutlya 108 muni 104
mtLlha 52
medassa 35,112

-y 48,51,58 yeva 63 -yy- 48, 51, 58

r 37f., 49f. rattiyfi/ratyfi 97 rahada 41 ramfimase 52 r5jin-/raM- 46 rulha 52

lh 48, 52

y 38
vadn 103
yS > va a*o*105
v&la (♦viy&la) 138vinfl&Eftnaflofiyatana/vinfiagaiiQayatana 48
Yitarasi 109yldu 86
Yinaya 51
vineyya 51
Yiya 42
yiyadjana 41
viyflkar- 38,41,48
virava 99
viriya 43
viliva 99
vlti-/vyati- 48
yutti 296vOlha 99yetala 118
yetaiika 118Yedhati/yyadhati 99
veyaii 118
veyyakarai^a 51
veluriya 42-vy- 48 ff#, 62 
yyakkhissaip 42,48 
vyakhyata 4t
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yyaterimis.48;f

&a/jsQ i 6i .
Safey^/Bakiya' 4Of 46 
patXM&to;' 226- - '  •; . ■ . . 
satlmantlO? 
aattha 97 
sambhoatl 103 
s g u a i ® r 6 j L s ' a  - / .  v -  - ■ 

aarabhtoi^a' 108 • 
eai*aisara/sa3para"47 ■ 
sattbd-59 V'- - -/•
santa 59 - 
sSmI^pmramX;'.95 ■ 
sShaipy6!5..''
BikkhiB.teaD^ 109 ■., 
] s ( t ) m h 38*43* 50 
aiya 38,42
Biyuip:'.42''! '
airI4:%4 4 . ' ■ '■ '■■ V

65 /: ■ ..

sukhiwaa38-; V. '
;3Uggat^l.:lD9;; ' /. 
Bupina/BOppa 38,42^45. 
eubraha ;50 - ;=
BU3?iya;;:44=:''- 
;suva^/(s-)ea'r ' 4& .7y 
suvyiyato 50 • ' / . ::
suriya 44 7  -
‘Bpyyo"34r51 \ .

spvfchi; 34-v; ' ■' ■'■■- •
•Bomaiia:i06 y .7,-
Boehaei^aosai 48
^Ba*;48>5Q 7 7 : 7
syp/suyer44.'---i.:’; ;'7:.
-SB- , 5&  ̂ " yy - '

■°h ‘ o&pre'ssif H 76 ■ - ■;7 .

hattlilppat?bim;)ia^i 61
ha&aya; 44,.. : 7:'y. ’ - 
hayya$..;42;;:- 77" ■ • 
hirl77447 • .hemey&7 78 ' : ': :7' ;;' ..
■ heyaî --;XQ.*:76 - ■/ 7 ^ -  
heaahti.\-9'5' •• '-7' ■



General Index
Abhidhamma 133#305 
abhidhammatlka 88ff.
Bbhoga 291i301 
acatalectic metres 220,289.
accent (musical) 29,71,73f,76,78,102 (see also 'tone').
accent (stress) 24,29,36f67,71*f,80ff,111,234.
accent-shifts 75
acciaccatura 228
accuracy of the tables 124ff*
addhasaraavutta (ardhasamavrtta) 119,122,177,179,192f,230, 
‘ 267ff, 286ff,301. 

adesa (substitution) 55* 
adicapala 204.
Adikaram 4* 
adivipuia 204. 
adverbs 102.
agama (transition phoneme) 54f.
Aggava*sa 15 ff, 34,36,51,53ff,88ff,95,97f,101.

(see also •Saddanlti')•
Aitareyabrfihmana 239*
IjIvikas 117ffl 
akkhara (letter) 54*
akkharacchandas (ak^aracohandas) 25,30,122,285,286ff,303* 

(see also 'fixed syllabic metres') 
alankdra 56,137 (see 'poetics').
Alavakasutta 249 
alexandrine 8 4 .
Allen, W •S•32f.37f,54f,68,71,73,119. 
alphabet (Pali; 54.
Alsdorf 19,112.
alternation of long and short syllables 85,272f. 
alternation of rhythms 161,289. 
alternative sandhis 95*
Ambapallg&thfi 166 
ambiguous forms 151f,224,238. 
anacrusis 145,223f. 
anSgata 160. 
analogy 61,97,110,114*
Ananda 135*
•ftnandajfita' 287f.
'anapaestic rhythm' 79,272.
anceps syllables 25,174f,206,214,219,222f,241f,288. 
Andersen 51,100.
Andhra 10*
Ahgu 11 aran ikfiya 217*
Anopamagatha 259# 
answer (musical) 229* 
antesuffixal vowels 107*
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anthologies 3.141, 
antyacapalfi 204. 
antyavipulfi 204. 
anuglti 202.204. 
anunosika 38,70.
Anuradhapura 2.
anusvBra (or 1anussSra1, Sd.606) 38,70 (see niggahlta), 
anutthubha (anu§tubh:> 22.27f,79,85f,115,120,148,161f,
214,239f,246,266ff,277 (see also 'vatta'). 

aorist 86,97.
Apabhrajp6a language and literature 23,29,70,79ff,83,87,105, 
lllf,121,194,199,236,301.
• , anticipations of in Pali 236.

Apadana 136.141,193,303. 
aparantikft 176.
aparavatta (aparavaktra) 122,130ff,142ff,156f,166ff,171,177, 
191f,282.284,287f.
1aphuttha9 (non-occluded) 36.
Arabic metrics 201.
AraraJ 11.
Aratl 138.
archaism 12f,15.49f,52,86,114,266.
architecture? 196
ArdhamfigadhI language and literature 10,17,32,36,40ff,63,67, 
74,94,97,106f• 111, 117,203,215,284,301(see also 'Jaina 
Literature1. 9£>vet5mfcara tradition1, Metrics.,.1). 

Aristoxenus §4,27,72,
ariyg (firya) 1,26,136,162,181,193,196ff,227ff. 
ariygglti (firySglti) I99,202ff,219f,289.
***«SM IQ AM ^,93,146,148,160,239.

a sambadhB 297 •
Asoka 3,4,8,lOf,(see 'inscriptions9) 
assimilation 33,36,38f,45f,49,61,56. 
astronomy 196.
A6vagho$a 2,92,198,241,291,293. 
atlta 160
AtthakathS (see 'Pali Commentaries9). 
Atthakavagga 21,213.238ff.243,266,281,304. 
authority of the written language 39. 
Avalokita (-ana) Sdtra (in Mv. and Sik?) 2 
Av&ntI 10,12.
SvantI 10ff.
Avestan 84 (see also 'Persian9), 
avibhattikaniddesa 104.
AyStrahgasutta 217.
Syataka-gltasvara 76.



Bactria 10*
Bake 31,80. 
balance 165,184.
BSlhlka 10.
•ballads1 194.
Ballini 94f 100.143. 203ft 216. 228. 238.240. 
banners 195.
bard (as court official) 118. 
bars 23.161.222.233f.289f.
•base1 I76f• ; F
Basham 118.
BaudhfiyanadharmasCLtra 276.
beat 23,26.77.160 (see also •ictus1)•
Belloni-Filippi 80.
Benfey 93..

bibliography 19.306ff.
- for Pali studies 20. 

binary rhythm 161,183,223.
Hindusara 295.
Bloch,J. lOff,50,74.
Bollensen 100.231.
boundaries between groups or g&nas 159.
BrShmana literature 2,21,239,271,275,284,304f.
Brfihma^adha mmikasutta 251.
BrShml 11,14.
break 149f,154,271f,275,277ff,281.
Brh&daranyakopanl$ad 240.
Brhadde6I 116.
ByhaddevatB; 21,239f.
Brhatk&tha 3,12.
Brough 31.
Buddha 2,6,8f,16,135,139,304 (see also •Bhagayfi1).Buddha carita 241.
Buddhaghosa 3(cf.*Pali Commentaries1).
Buddhavajqgisa 13,64,201, 215, 288, 303f.
Buddhism 117,134,305.
Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit language and literature 
6,8,19,30,32,40,49,76,86,94f,lOOf,106,llOf,113 
(see also •metre.•••, •Mvf. ’Sp’, etc.).

Buddhist tradition (recitation, etc., in the early schools) 
76,91f,117ff,133,277.

Buddhology 135.
Btthler, G.72.

I S  1  < 7  1 / 1

bhaddavirSJa 123,128f,156f,171 
Bhagava 16f,88ff, 214 (see 'Bu< 

. 276,280.
Bhagava 16f,88ff, 214 (see 'Buddha').

Burmese script and ass.l4f,63,100,108,207. 
-Pall grammarians 17(see 'Aggavameai) 
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cadence 32,35,U 8 f f ,125,147,149f,153f,159,161,173,176f,179ff, 
182ff.197,207.218,222f,228f,235,241ff,247ff,268,272,275,

caesura*(yatlj 23,84,101,149f,153,199,202,204,210,224ff,228, 
232,234fi242,244f,263,271ff,276f,277ff,281,283,290,293. 

•cakravartana1 7§,234.
CSl&g5thS 260. 
caflca 2g3,
CandakinnarajStaka 214. 
candrabindu 71. 
candrika 202.
Canon (see •pall, Canonf fPall tradition1 § and the individual 

texts)• j 
Canons, formation of 6ff,277. 
canto 26.

•metres 193. 
capa 223.
CSpHg&thfi 262,
capalt 175 f197,199f,202f 204.214.217>226.
Cappeller 24f, 77.81,2 0 2 f O l 5 f , 228, 231, 233ff, 237.
CariySpi^aka 6,136,141f,l93,303.
cSruglti 202. *
catalectic metres 145,220f.
CatukkanipSta (Th II) 258. 
caturasra tala 160,223f,234,273,289.292f• 
caupal 139,181.203. 
causatives 46.97.
•Central1 dialect of Prakrit (in inscriptions) 50.
Ceylon, establishment of TheravSda Buddhism in 4f, 14f,17 (see 

also 1Sinhalese•, 1Kahavihftra1, etc•)•
•Pali language in 34 (see also fMedieval Pali1, etc.). 

chaining of verses 194.
ChandabsQtra 195 (see •Pihgala*).
•chandas1 76 (see •metre, Vedic1 and fVedic tradition1)• 
chando (number) 88,90,92.
Chandonu&Ssana (of Hemacandra)19. 
change (see •transition*..1).

•in sandhi (‘viprrlta*) 55,90ff. 
chanting in unison 1194 
chappadS (§a^pad5) 156,221. 
cheda (pause) 65,84,184 (see also •rest1).
Chiba 73.
Chinese metrics 273. 
classes of verbs 97.
classical literature 140,195,286(see ‘Sanskrit...1 and •metricsn  9 w• •• /•
classical music 116 (see ‘music and musical theory1)•
•Classical Pali1 16 (see ‘Medieval Pali1).
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•classical period1 of Indian Civilization 195. 
close 233, 235 (see •code1, ‘cadence1)• 
closed syllables 69f. 
coda 228,302.
Codrlngton 6.
coining of new words 99.
Co^a country 14.
Commentaries (see •Pali Commentaries1), 
commentary style (kaccha) 55.
•comparative metrics1 24,27,72.77f,233. 
compounds 49,60.66.98,107,244,§93. 
concealed (avyakta; caesura 244,293. 
conflict of language-rhythms 88,111.
conjunct consonants 33,35f,38,40,46,48ff,54f,58,68,70,103, 

109,236.
consonants 33f,36ff,54,57,84,109,236. 
consonant sandhl 56,59rf. 
context (phonological) 36. 1 

•of rhythm 222. 
contraction 33,45ff,95,98. 
contradictory nature or Pali language 87f • 
contrast 165,184£l90,297.
corruption of texts 14,18,35,47,51,124ff,149,153,159,174,178, 

189f,200,204f,213,231,238,245,248,252,258.263. 
costume 195. 
councils 6,295.
craftsmanship in versification 190. 
crescendo 294.
crisis in Indian history in 2nd-1st century ^.C. 18.
•Critical Pali Dictionary* 20,41,98,101. 
crystallization of rhythmical forms of words 85f,113, 

-rhythms 298.
CDlavagga (Sn) 250ff,303.Cullsdhammapglaj3taka 214.
CullasutasomajStaka 2M.
cultural unity of Aryan-speaking India 14,283.
•cyclic dactyl* 174. 
cymbal beating 118.
•dactyl* 272.
D5k$in&ty5 10f.(see also ‘Southern dialect...1).
D£modara 100. -(Catura) 116• 
dance 118,139,184,195,298.
Dave 79.
decline in Theravfida literature 142,193. 
decomposition of phonemes 37f• 
denasalization m.c.l05f,110. 
de&I (music)115f,121.139,196.
-(vernacular) 148,291 (see •dialects1).
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Devatasarpyutta 281*
DhakkI 74.
dhamma (as criterion of good speech) 88f.

•(see •doctrine1)#Dhammacariyasutta 7,251.
Bhammapada 7. 21,128ff, 141,167ff, 178,188ff, 192f, 215, 217f, 238ff, 

280r,296*303•
Dhammap&la 3,101,295 (see also ‘Pali Commentaries1)• 
Dhamma-Vinaya 133.
Dhaniyasutta 185f.
Dharmasatras 276.
Dhaull 49.
dhruva 291,293f,301* 
dhruva metres 1§8.
dialects 5,8ff.30,39,45,52.56,76,92,111,116.277.

•"principle of adoption of local diaIect8,, 9. 
dialogue 185f,194. 
dlgha (long natural quantity) 54.
DIghanikBya 21,118,141,215,245 (see also •Lakkhai^asutta^).
• diiambus• 79. 
dimeter verse 28. 
discourse, kinds of 55f. 
displacement of nasalization 55. 
distortion (by writing, etc.) 34.
divisions of verse 22ff.28f,153,173.183,197,222,274

(see •gana*, fp5da*, •pfidayuga’, •strophe1, •p&da*, etc.). 
doctrine 133f,149,263f,304f. 
dodhaka 122,132,178.287f.
double consonants ll.55,103f (cf. •conjunct*), 
doubling of consonants 55,60f,104,109. 
drama 3,139.194f,19S. 
dukanipata *Th II) 257. 
dutavllambita 297.
DvayatSnupassanfisutta 7,256. 
dvitta (doubling)! 55.
Early Middle Indian 18,86,93,201,203 (see *pali...*, 

•Ardhamagadhl*, •inscriptions*, •metrics1, etc).
Eastern dialect of Prakrit 10f,50.
Eastern India 148,277,283f.
Edgerton 9,29,40,79,94f,106,111,241,270,275,277,287. 
editions and editing of Pali texts 20,71,98,104,123,131,213,229, 

296.
ekarftpfi 130,156,159.
Ekavihariya 141.
EkikS Theriyo 257. 
elision 54,57ff,67,74,88ff,106. 
enclitics 73. 
end of word 84.
epenthesis 95,98 (see • svarabhakti•, •yama*).

l k ^ ^ % n ' ( f ^ m V k W ^ ^ ^ 4 9 , 7 2 , 9 3 f  100 
143f,240,267,303• * *
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•pic siloka 151,193,238ff. (see *vattan.equivalence in length of ganas 26,83(cr.•taktgleichheit* and 

•strophe, isochronous1)# 
euphony 56,62ff,88ff,92.
exact quantitative opposition 26,69,88,119,192,196,198,273ft 

283,297f •/ 
expiratory stress 73. 
external sandhi 56,66#
fables 3#
FaushbU 35, lOOf, 131,153,174,176, 216, 281#
Felber 25.
fifth gana..206ff,230• 
fifth vipulB 243ff,247ff,266• 
final anceps 174f,227,242.
finals 84,86,96f, lOlff, 174ff, 184, 227,242,244.
first gana 206ff,230.
first vipulft 241rf. 247ff, 266, 269•
fixation (alphabetic, etc., of languages) 34.
fixed syllabic metres 26,77f,121,142,144,182,193,195,196f,

237,275,279,282,284ff.(see •akkharacchandasf)•
•fixescent* metres 286ff.
fluidity of Pali 29,34,39,53,64,84ff,124,201,238 

(see also •indeterminate...1)• 
fluidity of structure of metres 288,294. 
folk music (&song) 116,139f,148,195. 
folk stories 140. 
folklore 139f.
•foot1 22f,27ff,72,79,150,153,176,217f,274• 
form (mu&icai)81f291,301. 
fourth gapa 175,H06fr,224ff,230,232f,290. 
fourth vipulft 242f, 247ff,266,269.
Fox Strangweys 27.
free and fixed parts of pfida 125.
French 75,84. 
fricatives 36ff. 
future 95,97.
gajja (prose)55.
gana 23ff,26,81,83,150,153,158ff,173ff,182,197ff,275,288ff,302. 
ganacchandas 23f,26.30,51,77,81ff,87,117f,i20,126,13i,137,l40, 

143,149f ,152,159ff ,175f ,l82f ,192f, 195ff, 244, 268,2?3f , 288f, 
292,295ff,298,301,303. \

GandhSra 10.
GandhSri 11.
garu (long metrical quantity )25#54,68,88f • 
gSthfi 7,183.
gati 81. '■
Geiger 11,13f.51,63.66,69,73,96,101,111. 
gender (variations in) 99.
geographical variations in usage (?) 14,266,277,283.
German (accent) 75.
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gestures (in recitation) 76* 
geyya 7,55,13s* 
ghana-t*Jam 118*
Gildemeister 240*
Girnar 10,49f•
GItagovinda 228,
glti 47,51,81,118,175,179f.l97ff.267ff. 290f,304* 
gltySryH 204*
GodSvarl 14*
graha 23f,80,160.176 (see also 'ictus1), 
grammarians, Medieval 15ff,32,89 (see also 1 Aggavanisa') * 

•Ancient 84 (see also 'Prfitiifikhyas') • 
grammatical fluidity 94,
Grantha script 14*
Greek & Greek metres 36,73,84,233,273ff*

•terms 272.
•theory 273 (cf.'Aristoxenus', 'Kuhnau', 'Westphal') 

Grierson 73*
groups of mattS 159,166 (see 'gaiia')*
Gujarati 79,301 (see also 'metrics*••')•
Gurvi^ll 200,204ff,213, 218,220f,223f,233.
Guttagatha 260*
Hala 205,233,237.
H alSyudha 2 4 i«
half-strophe, half-verse (see 'pSdayuga'). 
haplology (metrical)112.

•(phonological) 47f*
Hardy 104. 
harinaplutS 297*Harivajada 143. I
Hemacai™ -  .

Hemavatasutta 249.
Hendriksen 98f* 
hiatus 65.
Hindi 23,80f,83,100,301 (see 'metrics.*•')•
Hirisutta 250.
History of Buddhism 134f,305.
History of India 18.

•Indian Languages 29,86,121,301(see the individual 
languages)•

•Literature 2,31,115,120,133,148,283ff,301ff. 
-Metrics 20ff,
•Music 30,121.
-Science 196.

Hopkins 21,29,100,143ff,203,240,242.
'hypermetre• 117,203,205,219ff,224f,229,233. 
hypertnetrid pfidas (tu^thubW) 245,27St, 278f, 281,283.288 . 

«(yatta) 244ff.

heavy
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•iambic1 rhythm 79,242,272f,297f. 
iconography 135.
ictus 23ff ,27ff ,72,77.79ff,150,216,233f ,274 (cf.•graha*).
imitation of rhythms 184.
implosion only of final consonants 84.
indavajirfi (indravajrfi) 288.
indeclinables 106f.
indeterminate phonemes 36.
-quantity 84,86,90,96f.

Indian theories of metrics 24f,27,29,78ff,89,125,153,159,177, 
182f,199ff,227,231 (see also •pidgala1).

Indian versification (general) 22ff,77ff,183,272ff,297. 
Indo-Aryan 71f.74,121,301.
Indo-European 36,75,77,84f,273.
Indra 273.
initial anceps 174£225ff,241,247,288. 
initial consonants 60f.
-resolution 152, 244, 248ff, 276, 278, 282ff , 288f •
-stress 75,76,ill.
-vowels llOf• initial syllable of pSda 25,174f,226f,241,244.
-word 49,llOf• 
inscriptions 5,9f 12,15, 32, 39,49f,76,94,137. 
instrumental music i95f. 
internal sandhl 56,60,66. ,
interplay of rhythms 173,184,188f,192,229,274,279. 
interrupted cadence 268.
interruption (partial) of Pali and other traditions 18,39,149. 
•invention of the vatta* 151,267.
Iranian (see •Avestan1. •Persian1), 
irregularity of Pali 89,94.
IsidfisIgStha l,206ff.214.227,232. 
isochronous strophe 221,274. 
fgopanl$ad 240.
I6varakr$ha 235.ItihSsa 144.
Itivuttaka 215,238,240.
Jacobi 19,36.40,53,66,72ff,79,94,100,106f,111,118,142f,145,153, 

160,174ff,203ff,215ff,224ff,228,23lff,240f,243,283,289. 
jagatl 113,149,154,174, 27dff,265f, 279, 288 (see tutthubha) . 
j aghanacapalfi 204. jaghanavipula 204.
Jain, Banarsi Das 74f,94,107.
Jaina literature (early), tradition and commentaries 

3,17,117ff.219 (see also '^vetBmbara*).
-MSharS^'fcrl 67,74.

JerSsuxta 187.
JStaka 6f,21,91,128ff,136,140f,166ff,174,178,189f,192ff,201, 

2d4f, 224, 238ff. 246, 286ff, 297,303.
(see also the individual J§takas). 

jSttakam&lfi 6.
JSti 153,198 (cf.'upajSti') •
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Jayadeva 140.
JentagStha 287,296.
Johnston 21,241.
kabba (kavya) and kabba style 16f,90f,137,195. 
kabbakdras 90f•K>cc5na 15.
kaccha (commentary) 55.
KSlidfisa 12,242.
Kalihga 10.
KSliAgabodhijfiteka 214.
Kamasutta 266.
Kaplndrapandit 25.
KasibhSradvSjasutta 248.
KEtantra 15. *
kathSs 3.
Ka*thopani§ad 240,276,303. 
kavis 16.
Khaggavisai>asutta 51,281.
Khalsi 49.
Khandah&lajataka 214.
KhemfigSthfi 259.
Khuddak&p&tha 36.
Kim£Ilasutta 252.
Ki sSgo tamlgfithfi 214.
Ki^kindha 10.
Kokaliyasutta 255.
KosambI 11,266.
Kuhnau 23ff,29.77,79f,143,216,300.
Kummfisapindaj a taka 224.
Kunalajataka 170,178.
Kuru 12.
KuryXowicz 86,93,107.
La Valine Poussin 2,12.
lahu (short metrical quantity) 25,54,68,88f•
Lakkhanaeutta 128f , 135,137,139,142,166,171,178,193,215, 288f, 

293,295,303f. 
lak$ml (best kind of Sryg) 231. 
lallt& (kind of uggata) 202, 287,290. 
lalita (30 -*-32 g.ch.) 202,204. 
lalitS (lengthened vet.) 131,157,189f.
La11tavistara 287.
language and rhythm 29k85ff.l21,150. 
language - rhythm 87,ill,30a.
Late Middle Indian 7l (see Apabhrajpda) •
Latin 84.
•Law of de Saussure and Wackernagel1 86f.,109,111.
•Law of Meillet' HI .
Law of Morae 68f,103.
•Law of Vipulfi* 205,231f •
lengthening of vowels 58,61,65,67,74,103f,107f,lll (see also 

•metrical lengthening1). 
letters 34,54.
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Levi,G. 21.
lexicographical variants 94.98.
•liberation* 116.
licence 30,49,82,54,84ff,124,131,172,174f,178,189,201,206f,

2^6f•2/6* 296.
-justification of 93ff,113f. 

light (see ^quantity*).
limitation of one metre by another 151*285.
Lin Li-Kouang 7,9*12f,76,94. 
linguistics 80,89^92.
literature used for religious propaganda 134 (see propaganda... •) 
Lithuanian (accent) 73.
local usage 76 (see also •dialects*, •geographical variations•)•
long (see •quantity1).
lopa (in sandhi) 54f,88,90.
loss of final consonants in Middle Indian 84.
lyric metres 147,193f,199.

-Vedic •lyric metres* (Arnold) 120,145ff.
Macdonell 21.
Magadha 9f.117.283f.
MagadhI (Classical) 74.
-Old* and •MSgadhisms* 9ff,16,63,92,117,148. 

mSgadhl (-ikfi) metre 117,148,283.
MSgha 242,286.
•magic* 118.
MahSbhfirata 21,27,143f* 151,203,239f,242ff,275ff,284,303. 
mahScapala 204.
MahSkSvyas 3,193,286.
MahSmangalasutta 251.
MahftpajSpatlgotamlgfiltha 260.
MahSrSo^ra 10,76.
M3hSr5§trI 79r,199,301 (see also fJaina &ah5ra$trlf)♦
Mah&sadghika 7 
Mah&vagga (Sn) 253ff,303.

-(V I) 215.
Mah&vamsa 8.
Mahfivastu 136,201,287,303.
MahavihSre (Anurftdhapura) 2. 
mahavipulfi 204.
Mahay&na 8,135.
Mahinda 14.
Ma j j hiraani kdy a 206ff, 214,217,288,303 (see also 'UpSlisutta*). 
mafijuglti 202. 
mantras 118.
manuscripts and manuscript traditions 29,32,47,65,69,71,89,100, 

107,201,213 (see also *Burmese ...•.etc*;.
Merfithi 75. 
mSrga (music) 115f.
MStadga 116. 
mathematics 196.
MStikff 133.
matrix of musical metres 220. 
matta (mSTtrS) U5,119ff,288.
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mattachandas (matr&chandas) 23,25ff 30,77 ,81f87#115ff.196ff9 

205, 213ff 217fft 268, 282^286,288, 293t29873007302f, 
Matt^kuodalijataka 190*
Mettasamaka 81,203,289.
mattavutta (mEtr^vrtta)(general sense) 23,120*

• (special sense) 81,120,199,203*
Mayrhofer 54,63,73,101* 
mayarasariijtl 128,156* 
meaning 56,64,85,237* 
measure 23.77,79.233,292* 
medical science 35*
Medieval Pall language, poets, etc* 16,34,40,65,83,98*

(see also •metrics*. *• ) i* 
meghavltSna 122,178,190,286*
Mehendale 5,94*
Meillet 36,84,93,107,llOf•
•members1 28* 
metathesis 40,55,65* 
metre

-as criterion of date 3,20ff.l33f,302*
-basis of 78f,83 (cf*•rhythm’)*
-previous research on 17ff* 

metrical interpretation 29.45,89,123f,213,238*
-lengthening 61,73,103f,214,225fr,(cf.•lengthening of

vowels•).
-licence (see •licence1,1stress of metre1).
-selection or convenience 86f*
-shortening 36,38,51,61,104,225,236* 

metrics 3,7,79f ,92*k>5.
-/ pabhram^a 19, 115,120?139,181,194, 203, 228,
-ArdhajnSgedhl id, ill, 205, 217, 219, 228, 230f,276. 284 .
-Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit 19,30,154,181,201,270,276ff,282, 

284ff287*
-Classical 17,19,23,25f,31,72,78f,115f 121,135f,152f ,166,

192ff,199,201,214,217,231,237,242f,267f,274f,279, 
282ff,289,291,297ff,302.

-Early Middle Indian 18f,275.
-Epic (M Bh) 29f, 143f,240ff,267,270f,275ff,282,284f*
-Hindi 23f,80f,83,120,181,222. 228, 298.
-Indian theories of 24 (see •Indian theories...1, •Pingala1,

etc *) *
-Medieval Pali 17,34,40,42,46.
-modem (Hindi, Gujarsti,etc.)115,139,291(see...Hindi) * 
-Moriyan 17f*
-nature of Indian 22ff. (see fIndian versification1).
-Vedic 19, 26ff^72; 78^84,86,101, U 5 f  , 119f , 145f f , 175f , 235, 239,

JAettasutta 83,206ff, 2&7t230f.
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middle (attanopada) 52*
Middle Indian 68f,84,97,114, 301. (see 'Barly...', 'Late... *f etc.X. mime 195*ISlra-yi 11.
mixed mattSchandas (vet.-op. ) 123,146,148.182.184fff 194,292.•nixed padas'(5-*“7 t.,5 + 4 v,etc.) 245f275.278f,283,288 (cf.

'hypermetric pSdas').mixed sandhi 56,62ff. 
mixing of metres 190. mode i95.
modern languages of India 18,70,73ff,301. modern recitation 25.Mohamudgara 82.
Moore 238,240. 
morae 68 (see mattS).
oriyan Period and its literature 3,6,8,11,141ft196.296.303. morphological variants 96f. 

morphological weaknesses 86. morphology 87,96f.Mrcchakatika 94. mukhacapalS 204. 
mukhavipulS 204,'imlla-bhSsa1 16,60.Munda 148.
Munisutta 137.260,281,303.
music and musical theory 24f, 30f, 77f, 80ff, 84,116f, 118ff,147f, 150, 160fj183,193,195f ,216,222f,225,228,234,269,274,291,294$i301f. musicalaccompaniment 139,147,152,159,176,182,234,294. 
musical metres 24f,29,77,83,115ff,274,298f. 302. (see •mettachan- das', 1 gaijacchandas1, 'mattavutta', »ta^avutta'). 
musical substitution or resolution (exact quantitative opposition q.v.) 26,29,145,147f•Mysore 10.
NsJLoadhacarita 204.NSlakasutta 256,287.
Nalodaya 203.
Nandangarh U.
NaravShanadatta 12.
narrative metres 151,193f,196,229,267ff,285.nasals 33,36ff.68.
nasal vowels 68ff. -shoft m.c.105.
nasalisation; displacement of 55.nasalisation m.c.l04,106f.nasality 68,70f.
Natya^Sstra 10f,65,195f,223. 
new metres 115ff,274,300ff.
Niddesa 207. niggahlta 38,68ff,295.-sandhi 56,62ff. 
nimitta (in sandhi) 55. nip£tas 263.
Nitti-Dolci 198.
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•normal1 rhythm 218f220f,234*
North-Western dialect of Prakrit 10,50.
North-Western India 284.
number (of syllables : •chando*) 62f,88ff,119.
occlusion 33.36.
•OdraxnSgadhI* 10.
Old Indian 56,66f,88,96,101 (see ‘Vedic1 )•
Oldenberg 2, 19ff , 24f, 27.29.79f, 143.150. 238ff,266. 270ff,275.

277ff,281,283,296,304. 
opacchanaasaka (aupacchandesika) 41r103ff118ff.204.207.220.

O * 7 Q  9 0 9  9 Q 4  »  n 1 « Q c 4 n n l  1 A A
opening 156,153,173,177,179,185^197,222,241ff,247ff,271ff,275, 

278f . 281, 292, 297 • 
oppositions of rhythm 184.
oral tradition 39 (see also ‘Pali tradition9), 
orthography 6, 29, 32ff, 37ff, 53, 68ff,100,107,240• 
ovdda 194.
overlap (of parts of pffda) 125,158,176f,183,294.
•overrestoring9 201.
P 9 and P "  87f•PabbajJSsutta 7f253. 
paccavutti 131.166,170,178f,190• 
pSdSkulaka 82,203. 
pfida 184,194,291,293.
Pada text of Veda 93. 
p&da (word) 65f.
p2?da. structure of 22,26f,29,71f,77ff,82,84,98,118ff,125,153ff, 

275ff.299 (see also ‘prior...9, •posterior...9), 
padasandhi 56.
padayuga (9half-strophe9) 32,64,118ff,160,173,175,177,179,182ff, 

191,199, 202, 204, 218, 220, 224ff, 229f, 233, 241. 268f, 275. 290f . 
Padhfinasutta 253. 
pqjja (verse) 55.
pajjhatikfi (paddha<Jikfi) 81.120,203,289.
Pali Canon Iff. 305 (see the various texts)•

-authenticity of 3ff.
-origin of 11.

(see also ‘Medieval Pali9).
Pali Text Society 20.
Pali or Theravada (Sthaviravada) Tradition (i.e. of ancient and 

medieval reciters, scribes, commentators, grammarians, etc.) 
4f.,7ff,11,14f,17,29,32ff,39f,50ff,54,76,126,135f,139,149, 209.213. f f f

Pali- nglish Dictionary 51, 98f, 101,106,118.
•palisation9 13.
pamitakkharST (praraitak$ar5) 135,198.215,287,289f. panava 297. 1 1
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PfincSlI lOf. 
pa^ini 74.
para (in sandhi) 54,57.
Par&bhavasutta 248. 
parallelism of rhythms 173. 
paranayana (in sandhi) 55,57.
PSrfiyanavagga 21,238ff,243,266,304.
ParivSra 5.
Parosahassa 139. 
particles 102.
Patacaragathfi,etc.258..
pathyfi 27,152.199f, 202,204f,232f . 239ff.
pause (‘cheda9) 65,84 (see also ‘rest1).
BavSraxjJl 139.
pavattaka (prav^ttaka) 25,123,156f,177,179,205,218,220ff,224.
•pentad1 metre 271 (see 9vir5ja9), •
penultimate accent 72.74,111 (see *accent, stress9).
penultimate syllable 67,72.
performance 139.194,216.
periods (phases; of Canonical Pali literature 133ff, 162ff. 191ff# 296,302ff. f f ?
Persian metrics 201,273 (cf.‘Avestan9)•PesalS-atimafifianS 138.
Petavatthu 35,130f,140,142,166,193,215,217,303f. 
phonemes 34,37,54,57.
phonetics 32 (see also 9Prati&&khyas9, 9pronunciation9)•
phonological variants 95,98..
phonology 29,32ff.54.56,71.77,95,111.
phrase (musical) 84,161,198,2§2,229,269.pl<lita 84.
Pillar Edicts 11.
Pihgala 19.125,153,195f,201ff,241,293.
Pirigalaka 141.
Pischel If,40ff,63,73ff,94. ;
pitch accent 71 (see ‘accent, musical9), 
plasticity of finals 101 (see ‘finals9), 
pluta 84.184,223.
poetic licence lOOff (see ‘licence9), 
poetics 3,91f,137f,195,237,298,305. 
popular poetry 139r,19o.
position sometimes not made by certain conjuncts 33,35,48ff,58, 

69 100
posterior pfida 118f,125ff,241,267ff.
Poucha 75.
praglti 202.
Prakrit 5,66f,71ff,112,227 (see the various dialects).

-Classical 94.203.
PrSkptapaiAgala 19,231. 
pramadS 202.
PrStiASkhyas 32f,37f.
rtPre-Classical period11 of Indian Civilization 195f.
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prefix 107.
preservation of rhythmic value 60f,86.

-forms by metre 86.
•principle of the adoption of local dialects9 9. 
prior pfida 118f,125ff,241ff.267ff. 
progressive nature of sandhi 57. 
prolonged final 84,203 (see *pluta9). 
pronunciation 34.36.51.70ff,76,84. 
propaganda (Buddnisi) 92,134,139f,236. 
proper name upsets metre 252.
proportion of long to short syllables 165f,302.
prose 55,63,92,96,302,305.
prosodies 37f.
protection of metre 56,62f.
Ppthvldhara 94.
Przyluski 7,11.
pubbo (in sandhi) 54,57. ,
PunnikSgfithfi. 261.
pupphitaggfi (puopitagrfi) 122,128f,132,135,143ff,156f,166,171,

177,187,192,287f.
PurSuas 267.
Puspadanta 140.
•quantitative metrics9 25f,274. 
quantitative variations 93.
quantity and quantitative oppositions 24ff.34,36,54,68ff.78,
84,88ff, 150,225,274 (see also ‘exact quantitative opposition9), 

^metrical quantity 54,68f.84.88ff.
-natural quantity 37,54,69.78,107.

-influenced by metre b7,v0.
-rules of quantity 68. 

quantity (of syllables! vuttl) 62f,88ff. 
quatrain 183,298. .
Raghuva^Aa 241.
Rfihulasutta 252. 
raising the dead 118. 
rallentando 235.
Ramfiyaî a 21,144,151, 239f ,243,268,276,284,303.
RampurvS 11.
rassa (short metrical quantity) 54.
rathoddhatfi 122,130,132,135,154,156f,166,170ff,178f,190,193, 

221.287f. 
recapitulation 291.
recensionists 209 (see 9Pali Tradition9), 
recensions of the Buddhist Canon 11. 
recitation 25,76,119.147,215,228. 
reduction of metres to a classical norm 201. 
refrains 126,166,185f,188f,194,214,229f.
Regamey 94,276. 
regular beat 26. 
remoulding of metres 126.
repetition (structure) 78,126,194.
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resolution of long syllables 26,101.152.159,171,212.244.275f,278, 283 288 . * * * * * * * * *

-at the fifth (tutthubha) 276,278,282f.
-at the first (see •initial resolution1)*
-at the fourth (tutthubha) 276.278*

-(vatta) 245,249r.
-at the seventh (vatta) 245*
-at the sixth (hypermetric tutthubha) 288.

(vatta) 244.249f.253.258* 
rest 203.228,290 (see also •cheda1). 
restoration of pronunciations 45.
Sgveda 73.146.148*239*
Rhys Davids 300f.
Mrs* Rhys Davids 1. 
rhyme 203*
rhythm 18f 22ff, 71,77f,80.83ff .97.100.116.120.125.139.147.150.161* 

181, lS3f. 195f f , 215. 221f f , 226. 232f , 235ff, 246f , 268f. 272fl 
275,279,291,29?ff,300ff.
- and expression of meaning 237* 

rhythmic laws 87f (see also fLaw of***»)* 
rhythmi zomenon 87* 
ritual song and dance 118* 
ritual (Vedic) 119,145.
Rohii^IgSthS 261* 
roots 107.112,226*
Rossbach §4.
rucira 135,151,279,282,287f* rulhibheda 16,99.
Russian (accent)73*
Sabbatthivada (Sarvastivada) 7* * 
sabhagatta (assimilation) 55*
SabhSparvan 275*
Sabhlyasutta 149,187,192,254*
SadSnlra U *  
sadda (sound) 54*
Saddanlti 15ff,32,53ff.(see 1Aggavamsa•)*
Saddasattha 36* (see •Sanskrit1;•
Saddharmapundarlka 241.276. 
saddulavlkkilita (££rdulavikrl<jita) 291.
SagS tha saipyu tta (SI) 130ff,138ff,167,180f.186.193.215.286.297.

303f * ( see also • Deva tSsamyutta •) •Sallasutta 255.
sam 23f.80,82 (see ictus)*
sama 160,176,182,234*
samavutta (samavptta) 122,132,177,198,221,286f,291,295ff. 
s&man chant 116.
SaxphltS text of Veda 93* 
samhlt&pada (word) 65.
Sammfiparlbb§j aniya sutta 186* 
samprasaraoa 33,48,50*
Saipyuttanikfiya (see SagS thasaipyu tta) *
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Sanchi 6,10•
sandhi 16.29,34,53fff70.74,92,95f,105,188*

•consonants 59964t66f104*
•between pfidas 64.
•purpose of 56.
•two fundamental rules of 56. 

sanglti 1199 202 (metre).
Sankara 82.
saddoga (conjunct9 q.v)54f.
Sanskrit (Classical) language and literature lff915923926931936f9 

499 52§ 66,72f,7 5f, 78 9 83 9 86f 93f9100915191949 203f f , 2279 
286,301 (see 'metrics. •• •) •

•Buddhist 30 (see 'Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit1 )•
•Epic 30 (see 'Epic...').

Sanskritisation 13,49,144.
Sanskritiams 15.
Sfintiparvan 143. 
sara (vowel,q.v.) 54. 
saralopa 32.
Satapathabr&hm&Qa 21,240. 
satobrahatl (satob^hatl) 145f. 
saturnian 84.
Saundarananda 291.
SaurasenI 74.
de Saussure 42, 86f,109,lll. 
scales 195f.
scansion 25,32f,39f,68ff,77ff,87,244, (see also 'quantity1,

'divisions of verse', 'metrical interpretation', etc) • 
schematic analysis 29,222.
schools of Buddhism 6,8f. (see also 'Pali Tradition').
Schubring 19. 
science, 196,236.
scientific methods in metrics, linguistics, etc.79f,92.
Scriabin 229.
scripts’14,33 (see also • orthography'),
sculpture S.
seams 49,107ff.
second ga$a 206ff,226,233.
second vlpulfi 242r,245,247ff.266,269.
secondary caesura 210,226,231f,234f,244f,290,293.
sects 134. 7
secular music 116.
Selasutta 254.
•semi-musical' metre 25,161,182. 
semi-vowels ('sonantes'; 33,36,38. 
semivowels 36ff. 
sentence 84f,98,229. 
seventh ga$a 206ff,230. 
short (see 'quantity')
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shortening (see 1 metrical shortening1). - of vowels 61.
5ik§asamuccaya 287.
siloka (61oka) 151,241 (see 9vatta*)«
Simon, H.49ff,101,§38,240,246,263. 
simplifying 55,64,109.
Sindh 10.
Sinha 81f f, 100,181,203• .
Sinhalese Pali grammarians 17.

•Old Sinhalese 4.
-script 14f.

Si&ipalavadha 286.
sixth gana 206ff,227ff,231.
Smith,H . 1,18f f, 34, 51, 79f,87, 94f , 97ff,113,139,153,176,181,183,

196*201,213.216.235f , 238, 244, 246f, 270, 276,278, 286f , 295ff 
smoothness 92 (see *eupnony*J.
•sommets rythmiques1 74.
•sonantea1 36,38 (see also •semi-vowels*)•
sonata form 2§1.
song U 8 f . 196f, 269.
sonority 92 (see •euphony1).
sorabhaka (saurabhaka) 287,290.
sound (and production of in Pall) 54,56.
South India 4.
Southern dialect of Prakrit 10,50. 
spells 118. 
split-compound 98.
stabilization of metres in their most characteristic forms 151, 

224. 
staccato 232.
standard speech in Pali to be based on conformity with dhamma 

and the disposition of the listener 88f.
•stanza* 183.
statistical methods of analysis 39.53,238,302.
Stede 31 (see also *Pali-English Dictionary*).
stem 107.
sthSyl 291.
stops 36ft. ,
stress (see *accent, stress*).*
stress of metre 55f,61,64,71,92,96,105f,U2 (see also *licencev,

•metrical selection*)• 
strophe 26,123,126,145ff,161,165,182ff,196f,203,219,221f,228ff, 

233ff,241,267ff,273,275,289ff,298f,302.
-isochronous 221,274.
-of six pfidae 214,229,267. 

strophlc metre 193f.
style 100,305 (see also *kabba*, *6utta»).

-prose 21.
Subhaj I vakamba vanikagS thS 137,187f, 190f, 194, 214, 224. 
Subh&kamm3radhIt5gSth5 262.
SubhSsitasutta 253. 
subjunctive 109.
substitution of two shorts for one long 26 (see *exact...*. 

'musical substitution', 'q u l n m y ,K
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successions of short syllables 136f,145,165,191,236,246,266.294 297 . 
suddhavirij a 131f157,171•
suddhavirfijosabha (^uddhaviradrsabha) 287,292f •
SUdraka (see I.lrcchakatika). 
suffix 107. 
suglti 202,204*
SujStfigSthS 259.
sukhuccarana (euphony) 56,88,90.
SumedhagSthS 206ff.214,232f.
Sunah£epakhyfina 239.
SundarlgStha 262.
SundarikabharadvSjasutta 254. 
yurasena 10.
Sura^^ha 141.
suttas and sutta style 7,100.
Suttanipfita 7,21,35, 92,126,128ff, 136,140,142,145ff, 149,159f,

162ff, 177,180,1821184f f, 190,192,201, 216f , 224, 226,239, 244f , 
248f f, 265, 270, 280f f, 292, 303f.
(see also the individual suttas and vaggas).

Suyagacjaip 117f, 191ff ,217,303.
svfigata 122,132,139,176,178ff,184,197,221f,287f,292f. 
svarabhakti 32ff.36f f .45f.48.50f,62,95,282. 
svaravrtta (see * metrics,vedic*)•
SvetSmbara Tradition 18,217f. (see also 1 ArdhamagadhI •, *Jaina

literature1, •metrics...•)•
Svetasvataropani^ad 276. 
syllables 33f,38,40,54,57,68f,84.

•proportion of long to short 165f (see •proportion1), 
syllabic metrics 25,147,268,273f.(see •metrics, Vedic1).
* syllabic prominence*1 74.
syncopation 25,28,125,150,153,158f,173,176f, 179,183,189,218,

220ff,224,226,228f,232ff,247,302.
•phonological 33.47. 

syntactic variants &8f.
syntax and syntactic connection of words 66,98f.
tag verses 144,185,187,287.
TakkasilS 10.
taktgleichheit 26,83,229 (see also 9lsochronous strophe*, etc.). 
tfila (tftla) 25,llof,ll8f,121,147,160f,182f,195,222f,228,231,233f, 

289f,292.
talavutta (tSlavrtta) 23,29,81,120,122.194.291,293. 
technical treatises (metres used in) 196,236.techniques of composition 3,7f,27,92,117f, 120,136f, 140,150,194ff, 

268 (see •metrics*, fpoetIcs*, etc.).
Tekicchakanigfithfi 141,286, 295, 297. 
ternary form 291.301. 
ternary rhvthm 161,183,223. 
tetrasyllable foot 176. 
tetrasyllable words 86.
textual criticism 17f,53 (see also • manuscripts...• f «corruption

•, etc.)....
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tthanantaragati (displacement). 55.

TheragathS 7,21,128fT,132,136ff,139,141f ,167,180f,186, 193.
215,238ff,243,246,286ff,303f. (see also the Individ*

. . ual gathas).
Theravada (see *Pali Tradition').
ThertgHtha If,7.13.21.47.123,130f,136f,140,142,162ff,178,193,

. 214f,217,238ff,243f,246,257rf.265,303f.(see also the
individual gSthSs and nlp&tas). 

thesis 24,27,72,78,80. .
Third Council 295.
third gana 206 ff,230.
third Vipuia 242ff,247ff,266,269.
Tikanipftta (Th II) 257. 
tilde 71.
tone 71,73,75 (see 'accent, musical').
TopPa l6f.
transition phoneme 54,59,62,64.
transition to Apahhraaida 29,85ff,121,142,236f.
transition to musical metrics (exact quantitative opposition) 26, 

29ff,69,88,142,145,148,229f,267,283. 
translation 13. 
trimeter verse 28,
•trochaic' rhythm 79,272. 
tryasra tSla 160f,223.
'turn' 184.
Turner 75.
tutthubha (triftubh) 22f,25,27,29f,32,77,79f,85f,l0l,113,115,120, 

123,136f,143ff,148fz,153f,176,186,193,196,201,214,
235.244f.247.269.270ff.288.296ff.303f.

Tuvatakasutta 51,206ff,225,227,304.
TJdfina 128ff,141,167ff,190,192f,215,217,303. 
udanas 7.141. , . . .
UdayajfitSka 189f.
Udena (Udayana) 12.
udiccavutti (udlcyavptti) 130,138,165f,172f,190.UggatS (udgath) 135.199.202.2l5.267.28&ff.293.
UggTti (udglti) 47,l98f,2 0 2 ^ 2 1 5 , 2 2 7 7 ^  
ujjalfi 297.
Ujjenl 10,11,14. 
uneven lyric metres 146,149. 
unevenness 145.148,221,267ff,275. 
unison recitation ll9.units of rhythmic structure 78f,103,298,302 (see also 'measure',

•foot', 'gaga', 'bar', etc.).
-grammatical 66,103. 

unity of the p5da 155,275,298f,302. 
unity of the strophe 193.
•unpremeditated'verses 139,295.
Up&lisutta 83,206ff,214,225ff,230f,267,291. 
upagltl 198f,202f,215,227.
Upanlgads 21,239f,243,271,276,284.
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upatthita '1*.286.297. 
upafthitS *2* 297.
upa^thitappacupita (upasthitapracupita) 122,132,135,181f,194,287
upajSti 25,101,143,150f,154,198,201,215,247,269,275ff,272,282ff,
upakarapa (element In sandhi) 54f. 
upendavajirS (upendravaj rS) 28S.
XJppalavajjpagSthfi 261.
Uragasutta 184ff,224.
Uragavagga 213,248ff,303.
Urdu 30i. 
usage 99,101.

-local 76 (cf.*geographical...').Ufthfinasutta 252.
vaddhamfina (vardhamfina) 287,293f.VaddhamBtSgBthS 261. 
vaggas 263
VSglsa (or Vanglsa) 138ff.
Vaidya 118.
Vallabhadeva 12. 
vallarl 202,204.
Valmlki 267.
vamsafthfi (vam^asthS) 25.135.151.154.198.276.279.285.287.288. 
Vanaparvan 143.
Vahgxsa or Vaglsa 138ff.
Vanglsasutta 252. 
vanna (phoneme) 54. 
vannasandhi 56,95.
VarBhamlhira 196,235.
variation of rhythm 26f,83,88,153,158,189f,197f,226,231,272,

290 293
variants 95ff. (see 'fluidity').
Varma 37.
Varnakas 117.219. 
varnavrttas 33,302 (see 'akkharacchandas','fixed syllabic metres) 
Vasalasutta 249. 
vasantamallkfi 128f,156C171.
Vfisetthasutta 7,255.
VSslsthadharmasutra 276.
VSsiiihlgStha 259.
Vatsa 10,12.
"Vatel" 10,12.
vatta (vaktra) 7f,20ff,26,30,32,35,53,113,136f,143,149,151ff,

187.190.193.198.215.229.235.238ff.280.288.298.303f 
vatthugatha 252-266,287,304.
Veda and Vedic 1,18,28f. 32,36,71ff,75,80,84ff,93,96,lOlff,107, 110ff.i48 (see 'metrics...').
Vedic music 116,121.
Vedic Tradition 34,54,76,116,119.
vegavatl 42,122,132,137f,178ff,184,197,218,221f,287f,292.294 

303. * * *
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Velankar 117.
vernaculars (see 'dialects'), 
verse 55.,'
vetSHya ’ (vaitSHya) H7ff. 216ff, 224.279. 283.292,294.

-classical 144,285,284.
Veyaliyajjhayaua 117,191.
Vidijia 10. • -
Vienna Phonograms 25. 
vlgXtl 202.
VijaySgfithfi 260. 
vijayanandinl 131,157,190.
Vljayasutta 250. 
vikara (in sandhi) 55,'•
Vimanavatthu 128ff,132,140,166,193,215,217,303f. 
vlnS 195.
Vinaya 5f,9,125,141.215,305.
Vinaya-kfudraka-vastu 76.
vlparlta (change in sandhi) 55,90ff,
vipariyfiya '(Si®. . viperlta, metathesis) 55,
Vipul2 llj1^ 190 »199f *202» 204f, 217,224, 226, 231f, 241ff, 247ff,
virSja (virfij)’143,271,273,281,283.
VirStaparvan 276*
vi$ama 160* 176.182* 223. 234f.
visamavutta (visamavrtta) 122*181*193*199,230*286f. 
viScMoga 55*
VTtasoka 141.
viyoga (In sandhi) 55.57*
viyoginl 153 (see vetallya).
vowel sandhi 56ff,
vowels 33f*36f,54*57ff*
vutta (vrtta) 153.198.
vuttasandhi 62f.92f*105 (see 1 euphony1 )•
vutti (quantity;j88,90* 92.
Vuttodaya 19* !
vyahjana (consonant) 54.
Wackernagel 86f.l09*
weakening of syllables by stress accent 67#73f* 
weaknesses as basis for licence 87,101*107*
Weber 183. •
Western dialect of Prakrit 10*50*
Western India 266*284.
Westphal 24*26f*72,77*216*233.
.Vhitney 73.
Winternitz 2.
woodpigeon rhythm 223.289. 
word 6(L 71* 73* 84ff * 113. 
writing 4f*18*34*39f.
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yama 32ff*36ff.
Yamuna 10f.
yati 23 (see caesura).
yavamatl 128*156.

* > t

Zubaty 27f,73,85,93f,100ff,107,270f


